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RESUMEN 

 

 La extremidad de los vertebrados ha servido como modelo para el estudio de 

muchas áreas de la genética y de la biología del desarrollo, contribuyendo de forma 

relevante al conocimiento de cómo células indiferenciadas son capaces de formar un 

órgano complejo y funcional. Diferentes modelos han sido propuestos para explicar la 

morfogénesis de la extremidad, pero ninguno de ellos es completamente satisfactorio, 

por lo que algunos aspectos de este proceso de desarrollo quedan por determinar. 

 En este proyecto de Tesis doctoral hemos abordado la formación de patrón en la 

extremidad de vertebrados tanto en el eje antero-posterior (AP) como próximo-distal 

(PD), en el contexto de la capacidad morfogenética de las células progenitoras de 

extremidad. 

 Para ello, hemos utilizado el embrión de pollo que nos ha permitido dos 

importantes abordajes: las extremidades recombinantes (RL), y los injertos 

heterocrónicos. Los datos obtenidos sobre los procesos de señalización celular y 

formación de patrón que se producen en el desarrollo de las extremidades de pollo 

permiten extrapolar información de utilidad no sólo a otros modelos animales, sino 

también a condiciones patológicas en humanos. 

 En los vertebrados, el desarrollo de la extremidad comienza cuando las células 

mesodérmicas de la capa somática del mesodermo de la placa lateral se acumulan bajo 

el ectodermo de la pared lateral del cuerpo, y la extremidad emerge como una pequeña 

protuberancia, el primordio o esbozo de extremidad, formado, por tanto, por células 

mesodérmicas recubiertas de una capa ectodérmica. Su posterior desarrollo depende de 

una serie de interacciones recíprocas entre el ectodermo y el mesodermo que son 

cruciales para la morfogénesis del esbozo de extremidad. Una serie de centros 

señalizadores u organizadores de la extremidad en desarrollo regulan y coordinan el 

crecimiento y la formación de patrón. Estos centros son: la cresta ectodérmica apical 

(AER), que es un engrosamiento del ectodermo en la parte más apical del esbozo de 

extremidad, controla la formación de patrón en el eje PD y su función está mediada por 

varios miembros de la familia de los FGFs; la zona de actividad polarizadora (ZPA), 



 

 

localizada en el mesodermo posterior del esbozo de extremidad y con función 

señalizadora en el eje AP, mediada por la proteína SHH; y por último, el ectodermo no-

AER, que controla la formación de patrón en el eje dorso-ventral (DV).  

 El esbozo de extremidad crece y se alarga a lo largo del eje PD. Se van 

formando progresivamente tres segmentos, el proximal o estilopodio que contiene un 

único elemento esquelético (húmero/fémur) el intermedio o zeugopodio que contiene 

dos elementos (radio-cúbito/tibia-peroné) y el distal o autopodio que contiene los 

elementos esqueléticos de la mano/pie. Simultáneamente se va elaborando el patrón en 

los otros dos ejes, AP y DV. Se conocen muchos genes que regulan el crecimiento y la 

formación de patrón en estos tres ejes, pero no está claro cómo interactúan entre ellos. 

 Durante el desarrollo del ala de pollo, el destino prospectivo del mesodermo 

posterior del esbozo de extremidad es la formación de parte del húmero, el cúbito y los 

dedos 2 y 3, mientras que el mesodermo anterior muestra una capacidad morfogenética 

más reducida, siendo su destino prospectivo parte del húmero, el radio y el dedo 1. 

Además, este mesodermo anterior necesita del mesodermo posterior (que contiene la 

ZPA, productora de SHH) para su desarrollo y realización de su destino prospectivo. 

SHH  es una molécula señalizadora cuya función principal durante el desarrollo de la 

extremidad es evitar el procesamiento del factor de transcripción GLI3 a su forma 

represora (GLI3R). Trabajos previos publicados por nuestro grupo de investigación, 

demostraron que la pérdida de SHH al eliminar el mesodermo posterior de un esbozo de 

extremidad de ala de pollo en estadio 20 de Hamburguer y Hamilton (3 días y medio de 

desarrollo), conduce a un aumento de los niveles de GLI3R, concomitante con un 

aumento de expresión de Bmp4 y un proceso de apoptosis masiva en el restante 

mesodermo anterior. El resultado es la formación de un único elemento esquelético, un 

húmero truncado o un elemento alargado que corresponde a un húmero y radio 

fusionados.  

 Sin embargo, las mismas células progenitoras del mesodermo anterior son 

capaces de sobrevivir, desarrollarse y formar estructuras similares a extremidades 

cuando, después de su disociación y reagrupación, se recubren por una nueva cobertura 

ectodérmica ensamblando una “extremidad recombinante” (RL) que es injertada en el 



 

 

flanco de un embrión huésped. Las RLs presentan los tres segmentos PD y un número 

variable de dedos pero carecen de polaridad AP como corresponde con la falta de SHH.  

 Las RLs han demostrado ser una valiosa herramienta para el estudio del 

desarrollo de las extremidades debido a la versatilidad de las manipulaciones que 

permiten los componentes de la misma, facilitando  estudiar así la formación de patrón 

y el destino celular. Sin embargo, no están caracterizadas en profundidad, por lo que 

nuestro primer objetivo en la primera parte de este trabajo ha sido aclarar las razones 

del comportamiento tan divergente que presentan los progenitores anteriores de 

extremidad entre la situación in ovo frente a la situación en RLs. 

 Para ello, hemos combinado técnicas de biología molecular y de manipulación 

embrionaria, y hemos confirmado que en las RLs elaboradas con progenitores anteriores 

(aRLs), la señalización de SHH no está activa y, consecuentemente, se dan altos niveles 

de GLI3R. Los cilios primarios, importantes orgánulos en la formación de GLI3R, no se 

alteran durante el proceso de creación de la extremidad recombinante. Sin embargo, 

sorprendentemente, el GLI3R, aunque sí es translocado al núcleo, no es funcional, como 

lo sugiere la ausencia de expresión de sus genes diana en las aRLs. Esta ausencia de 

funcionalidad de GLI3R podría explicar el hecho del diferente comportamiento de las 

células progenitores del mesodermo anterior in ovo y en la situación de RLs. Hemos 

analizado las diferencias en la expresión génica entre estas dos situaciones e 

interesantemente el perfil del transcriptoma de aRLs revela variaciones significativas 

que podrían relacionarse con la pérdida de funcionalidad de GLI3R. Nuestros 

resultados sugieren que la expresión de los genes 5'Hoxd en aRLs es esencial para el 

desarrollo de la capacidad morfogenética de las RLs. Estos genes Hox pertenecen a una 

familia altamente conservada de factores de transcripción que controlan el desarrollo 

embrionario en todos los animales y están organizados en clusters, de entre los cuales, 

el cluster A y el cluster D desempeñan papeles fundamentales en el desarrollo de la 

extremidad. Es sabido que una interacción a nivel de proteína entre genes 5’Hoxd con 

GLI3R es capaz de modificar su función represora. Nosotros proponemos que esta 

posible interacción sería responsable, al menos en parte, del desarrollo de las aRLs.  

 Los genes Sall4 y Plzf también parecen ser relevantes para el desarrollo de las 

aRLs. En concreto hemos encontrado que, a diferencia de la situación "in ovo", la 



 

 

expresión distal de Sall4 se mantiene en aRLs, mientras que se pierde la expresión de 

Plzf.  En conjunto, estos dos genes estarían actuando en una red de señalización que 

requiere una regulación controlada que involucra a su vez a los genes 5’Hoxd y Gli3. 

 Estos resultados nos permiten concluir que el proceso de disociación-

reagrupación de las células progenitoras anteriores en el sistema de aRLs permite la 

formación de patrón de novo comportándose como nuevos primordios de extremidad y, 

sorprendentemente, estas células son capaces de eludir la muerte celular en ausencia de 

señalización de SHH y del correspondiente aumento de GLI3R.  

 

 La segunda parte de este trabajo se ha centrado en la especificación del eje 

PD. Durante el desarrollo, las células progenitoras de extremidad transitan a lo largo de 

los diferentes estados PD que definen al estilopodio, el zeugopodio y al autopodio. Los 

mecanismos subyacentes a esta transición progresiva, sobre todo si son autónomos o 

dirigidos por señales extrínsecas, han sido objeto de un intenso debate. Mientras que 

investigaciones previas sugerían que las células cambian sus valores posicionales PD de 

manera autónoma midiendo el tiempo transcurrido bajo la influencia permisiva de la 

AER, trabajos más recientes sugieren que se requieren señales del tronco embrionario 

(posiblemente ácido retinoico, ‘RA’) y de la AER (FGFs) para especificar el segmento 

proximal de la extremidad, el estilopodio. Sin embargo, existe controversia en la forma 

en que los segmentos más distales, zeugopodio y autopodio, son especificados. Se ha 

sugerido que las señales de la AER son instructivas para la especificación de destinos 

distales, de forma que primero se especificaría el presuntivo autopodio y la intercalación 

entre este dominio y el presuntivo estilopodio resultaría en la especificación del 

zeugopodio. 

 Por todo ello, hemos establecido este segundo bloque de trabajo con el objetivo 

de elucidar si los mecanismos que controlan la formación de los segmentos medio 

(zeugopodio) y distal (autopodio) en la extremidad son dependientes de señal o 

autónomos-celulares. Técnicas que incluyen experimentos clásicos de injertos celulares 

en el primordio de un ala de pollo, combinados con la utilización de embriones 

transgénicos GFP, nos permitió la realización de injertos heterocrónicos de progenitores 



 

 

distales jóvenes (estadio 20) expresando GFP en un entorno distal de progenitores más 

avanzados en el desarrollo (estadio 24) y seguir su destino celular. 

 Nuestros resultados nos han permitido demostrar que los progenitores injertados 

activan Hoxa13, conservan sus parámetros del ciclo celular y mantienen la AER 

subyacente siguiendo un comportamiento autónomo-celular. Además, revelamos que las 

afinidades celulares entre progenitores del mesodermo distal cambian de una forma 

autónoma en el mesénquima distal de la extremidad, lo cual sugerimos que da lugar a 

un gradiente de los valores posicionales a lo largo del eje PD. En conjunto, nuestros 

resultados son consistentes con un mecanismo celular autónomo especificando los 

valores posicionales del zeugopodio y del autopodio. Además, el descubrimiento de que 

este mecanismo no esté influido por la edad de la AER, apoya que su señalización 

desempeñaría un papel permisivo más que instructivo en la formación de patrón en el 

eje PD.   

 Los resultados obtenidos en este trabajo, junto con otros previamente 

publicados, nos permiten concluir proponiendo un modelo para la formación de patrón 

PD de la extremidad de los vertebrados. Este modelo postula la existencia de un cambio 

de una fase temprana dominada por la señalización del entorno que especificaría el 

estilopodio (caracterizado por la expresión de Meis1/2), a una fase de marcado carácter 

autónomo, responsable de la especificación del zeugopodio y del autopodio. Las células 

del mesodermo distal que activan este programa autónomo transitan a través de una fase 

de especificación del zeugopodio, caracterizada por la expresión de Hoxa11, seguida de 

una segunda fase de especificación del autopodio, caracterizada por la expresión de 

Hoxa13. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Limb development 

 Cellular and molecular events that control vital processes have been thoroughly 

studied for years by scientifics, to better understand our origins, to get to know our 

human bodies and to confront the diseases that affect us, as well as to improve our 

quality of life.  One of the oldest disciplines of research focused on unraveling some of 

these aspects is Developmental biology, established in the nineteenth century aiming to 

explain how living beings grow and develop (Horder, 2001). 

 The main processes involved in the embryonic development of animals include 

morphogenesis, growth, cell differentiation, cell migration and cell death (Wolpert, 

2011). Morphogenesis relates to the formation of three-dimensional shapes and 

implicates organized movements of cell sheets and of individual cells. Coordination 

between these processes creates the three germ layers of the early embryo (ectoderm, 

mesoderm and endoderm) and it is essential for building up complex structures during 

development. 

 Studying developmental biology in vertebrates is enriched with the opportunity 

of manipulating an experimental model in vivo without causing major alterations in the 

whole animal. This advantage is found in the limb area, where its pattern formation (the 

process in which the spatial organization of differentiated cells and tissues is generated 

in the embryo) can be modified relatively easily, being the chicken embryo an excellent 

choice because it also allows a continuous following-up in its development, while the 

mouse is an optimal model for genetic assays. As the signaling pathways controlling 

limb patterning are shared with other processes of development, any finding in this field 

has broad implications, including regeneration and stem cells technologies, new 

promising areas of future progress. Importantly, positional information is established 

through signaling pathways mediated by signaling molecules (ligands) and their 

membrane receptors. In embryonic development, a large part of paracrine signaling 

molecules can be grouped, depending on its structure, into four large families: the 

Wingless and Integration1 (Wnt) family and their receptors (Frizzled); the family of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphogenesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_growth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_differentiation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphogenesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ectoderm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoderm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endoderm
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fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) and their receptors (FGFRs); the superfamily of 

transforming growth factors-β (TGFs-β) and their receptors (TGFRs), and the family of 

Hedgehog and its receptor (Patched). Signal transduction by these ligands can be 

modulated by the specificity of their receptors, by regulatory mechanisms of gene 

expression, and by secreted proteins having a high affinity for ligands which hampers 

their signaling. 

 Limbs are highly conserved structures in tetrapods. The first morphological 

evidence of limb development begins as bulges, which form limb buds that emerge 

from either side of the body wall at appropriate levels in the embryo (limb fields), that 

is, somite level 15-20 for the wing bud and 25/26-30/31 for the leg bud in chicken 

embryos, but 8/9-13/14 and 23/24-28/29 in mouse forelimbs (FL) and hindlimbs (HL) 

respectively. The body level for limb outgrowth seems to be patterned by the expression 

of several Homeobox (Hox) genes along the anterior-posterior axis of the body (Burke 

et al., 1995; Minguillon et al., 2012; Nishimoto et al., 2015) that would be upstream of 

the transcription of wing/forelimb specific T-Box transcription factor Tbx5. For correct 

induction and positioning of Tbx5 expression in the forelimb field, also Retinoic Acid 

(RA) seems to be required earlier for axial antagonization of Fgf8 expression. 

(Cunningham et al., 2013; Gibert et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2009). In the leg/hindlimb 

presumptive limb regions the homeodomain transcription factors Pitx1 and probably 

Pitx2 (Marcil et al., 2003) also together with Hox genes, would determine its position 

mediated by Tbx4 expression (Gibson-Brown et al., 1996; Logan et al., 1998; Logan and 

Tabin, 1999; Minguillon et al., 2005). Recent studies suggest that the transcription factor 

ISLET1, expressed in the same area as PITX1, is required for Tbx4 expression and 

formation of the HL bud (Kawakami et al., 2011; Narkis et al., 2012). 

 The early bud consists of a central core of undifferentiated progenitors or 

mesodermal cells coming from the lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) covered with 

ectoderm, which is already visible at stage 17 of Hamburger and Hamilton (1951) (2.5 

days of incubation, chicken) or at embryonic day (E) 9 (mouse), and its pattern of 

growth is well established in both model animals (see Fig.1). Recently, Gros and Tabin, 

(2014) showed that the mesenchymal limb progenitors arise through localized 
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epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of the coelomic epithelium (somatopleura) 

specifically within the presumptive limb fields.  

 

 

Figure 1. Stages of limb development. 
 Schematic representation of staged chick wing (Hamburger-Hamilton stages, HH) and mouse forelimb 

buds (embryonic day, E), from early stages to hand plate development (Towers and Tickle, 2009). 

 

 

 

 The mesoderm of the early limb bud comes from the lateral plate mesoderm that 

give rise to the limb connective tissues: cartilage, bone and tendons. The bud mesoderm 

is subsequently colonized by muscle precursor cells that migrate from the somites 

(reviewed by Buckingham et al., 2003), and it grows along three main spatial axes: 

proximo-distal (PD) (in human arms from shoulder to finger tip), antero-posterior (AP) 

(from thumb to little finger) and dorso-ventral (DV) (from knuckle to palm), whose 

patterning is controlled by three organizing centers present in the limb bud (see Fig. 2). 

These signaling centers are the apical ectodermal ridge (AER), the zone of polarizing 

activity (ZPA) and the nonridge ectoderm. 
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Signaling centers are specialized groups of cells that produce and secrete 

molecules that direct the developmental behavior of neighboring cells. Briefly, the AER 

promotes PD outgrowth and patterning through the synthesis of several members of  the 

FGF family (Saunders, 1948); the ZPA is a region of posterior mesoderm that controls 

the number and identity of the structures of the limb along the AP axis through SONIC 

HEDGEHOG (SHH) protein secretion (Riddle et al., 1993). In addition, the nonridge 

dorsal ectoderm controls limb DV patterning mediated by the expression of Wnt7a (Parr 

and McMahon, 1995). Interactions between the three signaling centers have been 

thoroughly studied as they control the final morphology of the limbs, formed from 

proximal to distal by three main skeletal segments present in all vertebrates: stylpopod, 

zeugopod and autopod (Fig. 3), which will be described in detail below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Limb segments. 

A) PD organization of the tetrapod limb in which the three main PD segments are indicated in a new born 

mouse forelimb. B) A chicken limb stage 36. Both limbs are stained with alcian blue-alizarin red for 

cartilague and bone staining respectively. Also numbered digits are indicated according to AP positional 

values for each one. Note that the scapula is located in the body.  Hu: humerus, Ra: radius, U: ulna. 

Figure 2. Limb bud axes. 

Schematic representation of an early limb bud in which 

the 3 axes of development are indicated: 

Proximo-distal 

Antero-posterior 

Dorso-ventral 

Also the AER (dark yellow) and the ZPA (red) are 

indicated. 
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 Both limb outgrowth and patterning are highly regulated through molecular 

feedback loops established between the ectoderm and mesoderm components of the 

limb bud, known as epithelial-mesenchymal (E-M) interactions. The first E-M 

interaction occurs early when the limb bud is being formed. T-box genes may act 

upstream of the pathways that regulate limb initiation such as the canonical Wnt 

pathway and the Fgf pathway, however the relationship between these molecules is  still 

unclear (Logan, 2003). According to the current view, canonical Wnt signaling in LPM 

restricts the Fgf10 expression in the presumptive limb fields, being WNT2b and WNT8c 

the chicken proteins implicated in this restriction in the prospective wing and leg 

regions respectively (Kawakami et al., 2001). Then, FGF10 from LMP signals to the 

overlaying ectoderm and induces the AER formation by activating and maintaining 

Wnt3a (in chick) or Wnt3 (in mouse) expression in the ectoderm, which induces Fgf8 

expression through the β-catenin pathway in the AER progenitor cells (Barrow et al., 

2003; Kengaku et al., 1998; Soshnikova et al., 2003). In turn, once activated, Fgf8 from 

the AER maintains Fgf10 expression in the mesoderm. Moreover, the formation of a 

functional Fgf- and Wnt-expressing AER depends on Bone Morphogenetic Protein 

(BMP) which acts upstream of β-catenin signaling (Ahn et al., 2001; Benazet et al., 

2009; Benazet and Zeller, 2013; Pajni-Underwood et al., 2007; Soshnikova et al., 2003), 

(see Fig. 4). Recent work (Haro et al., 2014) places trasncription factors SP6 and SP8 

downstream of β-catenin and upstream of Fgf8 induction in AER progenitors. SPs 

factors are also important for Engrail-1 induction in the ventral ectoderm, patterning the 

DV axis of the limb bud. 
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Figure 4. Epithelial-mesenchymal (E-M) interactions in chicken limb formation. 

Model of chicken limb organogenesis. A) Prior to limb initiation (stage 12, 48h), Fgf8 (in purple) is 

expressed in the intermediate mesoderm (IM) adjacent to the presumptive wing field. Fgf10 (in orange) is 

expressed through the lateral plate mesoderm and in the somatic mesoderm. In the caudal portion of the 

LPM, Fgf10 is coexpressed with Wnt8c (red dots). Somites are indicated with their corresponding 

segment numbers. B) During limb induction (stage 14, 50h), both Fgf8 (in purple) and Wnt2b (red dots) 

are expressed in the IM. Wnt2b is also expressed in the LPM of the presumptive forelimb area and signals 

through β-catenin to regulate Fgf10 specifically in the prospective forelimb. Fgf10 expression remains in 

the caudal LPM in a diffuse pattern. C) At stage 16, (54h) expression of Wnt2b and Fgf10 is confined to 

the wing bud field in the LPM. Additionally, expression of Fgf10 is now confined to the presumptive leg 

bud field, may be due to Wnt8c in the caudal LPM. In the LPM of both presumptive limb areas, FGF10 

signals to the surface ectoderm to induce Wnt3a (blue), resulting in activation of Fgf8. For reason of 

simplicity, only the expression patterns in the relevant regions are shown, while the expression in somites 

and other areas is neglected (from Kawakami et al., 2001). 

 

1.2. Proximo-distal axis  

 Along the P-D axis, the tetrapod limb skeleton is divided into three parts as 

mentioned above. The most proximal part (closest to the body wall) is the stylopod, 

formed by a single element called humerus in forelimb (FL) and femur in hindlimb 

(HL). The intermediate part corresponds to the zeugopod, composed by the radius and 

ulna (FL) or the tibia and fibula (HL). Finally, the most distal part, the autopod, is 

subdivided into mesopodium and acropodium. The mesopodium contains the carpals 

(FL) or tarsals (HL), while the acropodium contains the metacarpals or metatarsals 
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(FL/HL, respectively) and the digits. The digit bones are the phalanges, and in a human 

limb, thumb is biphalangeal whereas all the others are triphalangeal (Fig. 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Skeletal pattern of the limb.   
A) Schematic representations of the entire limb Forelimb and Hindlimb. B) Detailed representations 

for the autopod skeleton. (From Tamura et al., 2008). 

 

 While the stylopod and the zeugopod are highly conserved across tetrapods, 

the autopod displays a more variable organization amongst different species, changing 

in the number of digits (3 in chicken wing and 4 in chicken leg, 5 in mouse limbs, 

only 1 in horses, etc.) and number of phalanges. 

 Limb outgrowth along the PD axis is principally regulated by the AER, a 

thickening of the distal ectoderm organized as a pseudoestratified epithelium in birds 
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and as a poliestratified epithelium in mammals which runs along the distal border of 

the limb bud at the boundary between the dorsal and ventral ectoderm marked by 

Wnt7a and En-1 expression, respectively (Riddle et al., 1995). How this element 

controls PD patterning has been largely discussed along the years, with the proposal 

of different models to explain the issue.  

 AER microsurgical removals from chick limb buds at different stages of 

development led to truncated phenotypes; the earlier the removal, the more proximal 

the level of truncation (Rowe et al., 1982; Saunders, 1948; Summerbell, 1974). The 

FGF family members are the main signals for the AER activity. One of the AER-Fgfs, 

Fgf8, is expressed by the AER cells from the time of their specification onwards, and 

it is considered the most important FGF factor in limb development. Fgf4, Fgf9 and 

Fgf17 are activated subsequently in the posterior AER, and their expression expands 

in an anterior direction later during the development (Fernandez-Teran and Ros, 2008; 

Lewandoski et al., 2000; Mariani et al., 2008). The importance of AER-FGF was 

shown  by the ability of beads impregnated with FGF to restore limb bud outgrowth 

and patterning in chicken limb buds from which the AER had been removed (Fallon 

et al., 1994; Niswander et al., 1993). 

 These observations proved that the AER plays an essential role in PD limb bud 

outgrowth and led to the 'Progress Zone (PZ) model' proposed by Wolpert and 

colleagues (Summerbell et al., 1973).  

 The PZ model stands for the existence of a hypothetical zone (progress zone), 

the most distal mesenchyme underlying the AER of about 300 microns, where cells 

are maintained in an undifferentiated and constantly proliferative state due to signals 

from the AER, later shown to be FGFs (Niswander et al., 1993). Distal cells  

progressively change their PD positional value as they remain in this zone. As the 

limb bud grows, proximal cells left behind from the PZ are specified and differentiate 

first into stylopod elements, then into zeugopod elements and finally into the digits, 

according to a progressive PD specification (see Fig. 6). Based on the PZ model, it is 

assumed that an internal clock-like mechanism (measuring time that mesenchymal 

cells spend in the PZ) controls which position along the PD axis a cell contributes to 
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(Summerbell et al., 1973; Tickle and Wolpert, 2002). This model considers time as an 

important factor in PD specification; however, the molecular nature of the internal 

'clock' remained unsolved. 

In this model, the function of AER-FGFs is ‘permissive’ meaning that it is just 

required for the PZ maintenance. Interchanging a late chick limb bud AER with an early 

one and vice versa did not alter limb growth, which indicates that the information for 

PD patterning relies on mesenchymal cells (Rubin and Saunders, 1972). 

Transgenic mouse mutants affecting FGF signaling from the AER exhibited 

different phenotypes mostly with proximal malformations rather than distal ones as 

expected attending to chicken AER-removal truncations. The conditional early deletion 

of Fgf8 and Fgf4 resulted in complete disruption of hindlimb development where no 

FGFs were expressed at the earliest stages, although a short expression of these genes 

was sufficient for the specification of all three limb segments in the forelimb, being 

the stylopod and autopod hypoplastic elements (Sun et al., 2002). The difficulties of the 

PZ model to explain these phenotypes led to its reevaluation and to propose alternative 

models. 

An alternative model to explain these phenotypes emerged from Dudley et al. 

results (Dudley et al., 2002), called 'Early specification model', or ‘prespecification 

model’, which proposed that all the PD segments are already specified in very early 

limb buds, and that they progressively and sequentially expand as the limb grows (Fig. 

6). The AER removal truncated phenotypes are explained by the apoptosis and cessation 

of proliferation subsequent to this manipulation (Rowe et al., 1982), but there have not 

been found yet the molecular markers that would corroborate the model. 
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Figure 6. Two models for PD patterning in developing limb buds. 

 A) In the ‘progress zone model’, the fate of proximal elements (stylopod; blue) is specified before the 

fate of more distal elements, as the bud grows. Changes in cell fate occur in the progress zone, just next to 

the AER. B) In the ‘early specification model’ PD fates are already specified early on and the observed 

time sequence in skeletal development results from the selective expansion of these prespecified domains, 

along with cellular determination -the acquisition of definitive cell fate. C-D) How the two models can 

explain the effects of removing the AER. C) According to the ‘progress zone model’, the specification 

clock is arrested and (in this case) distal specification never occurs. D) In the ‘prespecification model’, 

the expansion of prespecified distal domains is aborted because of cell death. In both cases, the same 

results are expected (Duboule, 2002). 

 

 Analysis performed in chick wing buds demonstrated that RA has the potential 

to govern proximal fate, which is antagonized by distal FGFs. When RA soaked beads 

were applied distally in limb buds, there was an upregulation of Meis1 (gene described 

as the best proximal marker), and a corresponding downregulation of both Hoxa11 and 

Hoxa13 (markers of zeugopod and autopod, respectively). By contrary, FGF signaling 

inhibits Meis expression by blocking RA signaling (Mercader et al., 2000). Therefore, it 

was proposed that opposing activities of RA and AER-FGFs in the proximal and distal 

zones, specify the PD axis in the limb bud at early developmental stages.  

 Conditional mouse Fgf mutants which lost Fgf8 together with Fgf4 and Fgf9 

(Fgf8;4;9+/-), lack the zeugopod in the forelimb while reduced stylopod and autopod are 

developed (Mariani et al., 2008). This phenotype was incompatible with the previous 

models, so the 'two-signal model' was proposed, where two opposing signals from the 
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flank and the AER diffuse and specify the PD axis, depending both on the type and 

level of signals received by limb progenitor cells (Fig.7B). In this model, the middle 

segment, the zeugopod, is normally intercalated by local growth between proximal 

positional values specified by RA and distal positional values specified by FGFs, and 

they propose that the FGF singling from the AER has an instructive role (Lewandoski et 

al., 2000; Mariani et al., 2008). Importantly, this model receives support by Cyp26b1 

KO mutants (Yashiro et al., 2004). Cyp26b1 is upregultaed by AER-FGF8 signaling, 

and the product of this gene is an enzyme encharged of RA degradation. Its absence 

causes an expansion of proximal limb identity.  

 Although RA has been considered the proximalizing signal in the ‘two-signal 

model’ there is controversy on whether RA is indeed needed for PD patterning. RA has 

been proposed to be a teratogenic molecule whose function should be abolished for 

normal limb development, so CYP26B1 role (induced by FGFs) would avoid this effect, 

but the PD patterning would be driven just by FGFs, inhibiting Meis1, coupled with 

collinear Hox gene activation (Fig.7A). A support for this statement is the mouse mutant 

Rdh10trex/trex which is a RA-deficient mouse, with stunted forelimbs but normal 

hindlimbs both with maintenance of  Meis1 expression (Cunningham et al., 2011). It has 

been argued that these mutants present a remaining RA activity responsible of limb 

outgrowth, but on the other hand, it is claimed that RA amounts used for beads 

experiments in chicken embryos are non physiological doses. 

 Nevertheless, using the Recombinant limbs (RL) technique, where mesenchymal 

cells were treated with different factors and grafted in RA-free or in RA producing 

environments (Cooper et al., 2011a; Rosello-Diez et al., 2011), it has been demonstrated 

that a proximalizing signal patterns the stylopd. It has been proposed that early limb bud 

progenitors are specified as proximal but they lose this characteristic as exposed to 

distalizing FGF signaling. However, extrinsic signals are not sufficient to explain the 

PD pattern, and recent studies on intrinsic timing in modeling limb outgrowth (Rosello-

Diez et al., 2014) suggest that there is also an epigenetic cell signature that needs to 

change for environmental signaling response. When RA/FGF ratio is low enough to 

allow Hoxa13 expression, time is yet needed for its distal activation, so zeugopod would 

appear in the impasse frame of both stylopod and autopod patterning (Rosello-Diez et 
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al., 2014; Vargesson et al., 2001). With these data, it has been suggested that signaling 

environment would pattern the stylopod-zeugopod transition meanwhile further 

distalization would require a cell autonomous timing mechanism and a permissive 

signaling environment.  

 

 

Figure 7. Comparision between PD limb patterning attending to one or two signals. 
A) Based on mouse genetic studies, a ‘one-signal’ FGF-driven progress-zone model is proposed for limb 

PD patterning coupled with collinear Hox gene activation that does not require RA to specify proximal 

fate but requires RA degradation to prevent RA teratogenesis. Before limb budding, Tbx5 activates Fgf10 

in the limb field. Fgf10 subsequently activates epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and proliferation in 

the limb field, which leads to formation of the limb bud. Meis1/2 expression is present throughout the 

early bud and marks stylopod specification, which is dependent on Hox9 and Hox10 genes in the forelimb 

and Hox10 genes in the hindlimb. Subsequently, activation of Fgf8 by Fgf10 in the distal ectoderm leads 

to formation of the AER and continues distal FGF signaling that promotes outgrowth and activates 

Cyp26b1, which degrades RA to block RA-induced teratogenesis. AER-FGF signals also repress Meis1/2 

in the distal limb, which allows specification of a more distal zeugopod fate. This is dependent on Hox11 

genes, which are activated later and more distally than Hox9 and Hox10 genes in an autonomous manner. 

Later activation of Hox13 and Hox12 genes at the distal extremity is required for autopod specification. 

B) Chick studies support a two-signal model for control of limb proximodistal patterning in which RA is 

required to establish proximal fate, whereas an opposing FGF signal is required for distal fate. RA 

generated in the trunk diffuses into the proximal limb to stimulate Meis1/2 expression, and FGF generated 

distally in the AER then represses Meis1/2 and induces Cyp26b1 to degrade RA distally to limit Meis1/2 

expression to the proximal limb (from Cunningham and Duester, 2015). 
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 In summary, further studies are needed to confirm actual theories on PD 

patterning, to integrate all experimental and mutant phenotypes as well as to give 

answers to when cell fate is determined and when specification does occur. 

 

1.3. Antero-posterior axis 

 Antero-posterior (AP) asymmetry in tetrapod limbs is reflected by the anatomy 

of zeugopod and autopod. In mouse and chicken limbs, the zeugopod exhibits two 

different elements, with radius/tibia anteriorly placed and ulna/fibula posteriorly. In the 

autopodial segment, attending to digits, digit 1 (d1) is the most anteriorly placed. In the 

pentadactyl limb, digits are designated from 1 to 5 (d1–d5, thumb to little finger) 

starting from the anterior border with their identity relying on morphological features 

because of the absence of digit-specific molecular markers. In the mouse forelimb and 

hindlimb all digits present three phalanges except d1 that only has two. In the chick 

wing and leg, the morphology of the digits is more divergent particularly in the leg in 

which each digit has a different number of phalanges.  

 The early limb bud is first pre-patterned in the AP axis by the mutual 

antagonism between GLI3 ('glioblastoma') and HAND2 ('heart, autonomic nervous 

system and neural crest derivatives expressed transcript 2'). Both transcription factors 

are initially expressed all along the presumptive limb field, to become restricted to the 

most anterior mesenchymal cells or posterior cells respectively (Charite et al., 2000; 

Fernandez-Teran et al., 2000; Galli et al., 2010; te Welscher et al., 2002a). Indeed, 

GLI3R interacts with two regulatory modules in the Hand2 genomic landscape that 

function in repressing Hand2 from the anterior limb bud mesenchyme (Vokes et al., 

2008). The expression of Hand2 is required for the activation of Shh, which is 

considered as the primary organizer of AP patterning and digit identity in the amniote 

limb. Misexpression of Hand2 in developing limb buds induces ectopic Shh and results 

in polydactyly (Charite et al., 2000; Fernandez-Teran et al., 2000). On the other hand, 

conditional KO mice for Hand2 exhibit a range of limb phenotypes depending on when 

Hand2 is inactivated (Galli et al., 2010). If it occurs before pre-patterning, mutant limbs 

are similar to Shh-/- transgenic mice whose phenotypes will be discussed later on, and 

Gli3 expression is expanded posteriorly. Conversely, in Gli3-/- mouse mutants, Hand2 is 
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expressed through the complete AP axis in the limb bud mesenchyme (te Welscher et 

al., 2002a), there is an ectopic activation of Shh, and preaxial polydactyly (Buscher et 

al., 1997).  

 The importance of the ZPA in AP patterning was first described by Saunders et 

al., 1968. At that time, they were studying how programmed cell death occurs in the 

developing chick wing bud (Saunders and Fallon, 1966). There is a zone known as the 

posterior necrotic zone, in the posterior margin of the wing bud, where programmed cell 

death occurs. The transplantation of this posterior zone to the anterior margin of another 

wing bud, surprisingly produced wing skeleton duplications, up to 6 digits with a 

symmetric mirror-image pattern (Saunders and Gasseling, 1968). Here, it is important to 

highlight that the normal AP polarity in chicken limb wings produce a final autopod 

morphology of digit one (d1), digit two (d2) and digit three (d3), according to 

evolutionary studies (Towers et al., 2011; Vargas and Wagner, 2009), so the new 

pattern obtained was 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3. These additional digits came mainly from the host 

tissue rather than from the grafted tissue. This discovery prompted researchers to find 

the signaling molecule responsible for this phenotype and the 'morphogen gradient 

model' (also called ‘French Flag Model’) was  proposed by Wolpert in 1969, which 

could explain these results (Fig. 8. Note that traditional digit nomenclature was instead 

d2, 3 and 4). A morphogen is a diffusible molecule that establishes a concentration 

gradient, in this case, across the AP axis of the limb. The spatial gradient of this 

molecule was assumed to provide cells with a positional value according to their 

position within the gradient field. So, it was considered that a morphogen emanating 

from the ZPA would pattern digit identity according to its graded concentration. This 

model assumes threshold levels that convert the continuum of the concentration gradient 

into the discrete fates corresponding to each digit. The relevant parameter in this 

classical model is the concentration of the morphogen, with posterior digits requiring 

the highest concentrations. 

 The nature of the morphogen was studied by Tickel et al. in the early 1980’s. It 

had been reported that all-trans-retinoic acid could enhance gap junction 

communications between cells, and they considered that this communication might be 

important in limb development. When applying this molecule in soaked beads in the 
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anterior border of a developing limb bud, it lead to the same polarizing phenotypes as 

the ZPA grafts (Tickle et al., 1982). However, it was later discovered that in fact, RA 

was inducing the formation of another ZPA, but the morphogen was indeed SONIC 

HEDGEHOG (SHH), discovered by Tabin and colleagues in 1993 (Riddle et al., 1993).  

 The analysis of the time course in which extra digits were induced by the 

application of SHH to the anterior chick wing mesoderm showed that their induction 

occurred sequentially with anterior digits being specified first and then promoted to 

more posterior fates as exposure time increased (Yang et al., 1997), concluding that 

high concentrations of SHH required more time to specify posterior than anterior digits, 

while low concentrations did not specify posterior digits, even if maintained for longer 

periods. These observations lead to propose the 'promotion-morphogen gradient 

model', which modifies the classical model because, in addition to the concentration, it 

includes the exposure length during an initial specification phase as a crucial parameter 

for the specification of digit identity. 

 Later, genetic lineage tracing studies in mouse have revealed that mouse digit 1 

does not receive any SHH signaling, digit 2 just receive SHH from producing cells, 

meanwhile ZPA descendants form part of digit 3 and the digits 4 and 5, exposed to 

autocrine SHH (Harfe et al., 2004). These data lead to formulate a temporal-spatial 

gradient model, 'expansion-based temporal model' in which SHH activity is 

integrated over time and cells remaining longer within the ZPA become the 

most posterior ones (Harfe et al., 2004; Scherz et al., 2007), depending then not just on 

SHH concentration but also on the exposure time to it. 
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Figure 8. French Flag Model for Positional Specification in 

the Embryo and its application to explain the mirror image 

phenotypes. 

A) All cells in an embryonic region are initially equivalent 

(gray cell layer) but have the potential to assume one of several 

differentiated fates, denoted as blue, white, or red. In the 

 embryonic region, a space-dependent distribution of the 

morphogen is  established; for instance a morphogen source 

 may be located to the left of the line, and a  sink (where the 

morphogen is degraded) to the  right. Eventually as the 

morphogen is propagated, this configuration leads to a 

stable distribution of morphogen. In the model, each cell is then 

able to read this morphogen concentration and compare it with a 

set of threshold concentrations in order to finally acquire a 

positional value dictated solely by the morphogen concentration 

at the cell’s location. B) The concentration of these morphogen 

emaning frorm the ZPA affects digit pattern obtained in chicken 

wings. Accordingly, in a normal wing, reaching a low 

morphogene concentration threshold (green) patterns digit 2 

(nowadays d1), a medium exposure to the morphogen (blue) is 

required for digit 3 (d2) and higher concentrations (represented 

yellowish) pattern digit 4 (now d3). Thresholds are differently 

reached if the polarizing region anteriorly grafted contains 

fewer cells, forming only an extra anterior digit. (Adapted from 

Wolpert et al., 2006 and from Principles of Developmental 

Biology, 2011).  
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 Temporal conditional deletion of Shh during limb development lead to the 

proposal of the 'Biphasic model', supporting that SHH specifies digit identities in an 

early and transitory phase while being continuously required for the expansion of the 

digital plate in order to obtain a sufficient number of digital precursor cells (Zhu et al., 

2008). Specifically, using a conditional Shh KO, digit condensations were studied after 

different time-specific SHH removal, and their formation was lost according to the 

following order: digit 3 first, then digit 5, digit 2, and lastly digit 4, which did not fit 

with the expected posterior-anterior loss predicted by SHH morphogen function (Zhu et 

al., 2008). However, also in the mouse, digit condensations normally first appear in an 

alternating AP sequence, just in the reverse order of the digit loss described, which 

implies that SHH would act in two different phases, first early and transiently as a 

morphogen to specify and pattern digit progenitors, and then, in a second phase, SHH 

would signal during an extended period to expand the progenitors and enable the 

formation of the last digits. Consequently, posterior digits would be the most sensitive 

ones to perturbed SHH activity in the first phase, meanwhile the latest forming digit 

(d3) would be the most sensitive to removal of SHH activity after the end of the 

specification phase (reviewed in Bastida and Ros, 2008).  

 More recently a 'growth-morphogen model' has been proposed attending to 

molecular experiments performed again in chicken limb buds, where SHH roles as 

morphogen and growth factor can be uncoupled, showing that SHH integrates 

proliferation and specification through the control of cell-cycle regulators. 

Pharmacological modulation of growth by TSA and inhibition of SHH signaling by 

cyclopamine, reveals that the dual roles of SHH are integrated, so that digit number 

expansion occurs jointly with digit specification, and more posterior identities are 

imprinted over time by SHH exposure (Towers et al., 2008). If SHH signaling is 

blocked, there is a reduction of the digital plate and the posterior digits are lost. If cell-

cycle is arrested with TSA, apart from the reduction in the digital plate, the anterior 

digits are lost, but when its effect is over, SHH is produced again, lasting longer than in 

control limbs (Fig. 9). Importantly, these experiments also demonstrate than an intrinsic 

mechanism controls ZPA activity duration but it is also influenced by environmental 

signals, being RA the molecule considered able to rejuvenate the ZPA. The model 
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proposes that when ZPA cells fall out of RA range, the intrinsic timer starts counting to 

control proliferation and SHH expression. 

 

 

Figure 9. Growth-morphogen model of chick wing antero-posterior patterning.  
Squares represent positional values and numbers indicate which digits have been specified, attending to 

classical nomenclature of digit 2, 3 and 4 for wings. Timings, shown on the vertical axis, estimate the 

duration of SHH activity required for the specification of digits. Left is posterior, right is anterior. A) 

Normal chick wing development. SHH emanating from the ZPA promotes sufficient AP growth of the 

mesenchymal field for three digits to form. Simultaneously, the SHH specification gradient forms over 

the field and establishes the three AP positional values of each digit identity; low levels, digit 2 (red); 

intermediate levels, digit 3 (white); and high levels, digit 4 (blue). Specification involves cells being 

promoted through increasing AP positional values and is predicted from experimental data to take 16-24 

hours. Positional values are remembered; digit differentiation occurs later in the sequence digit 4, 3 and 2, 

as shown in the depicted skeletons. B) Reduced SHH signaling. Cyclopamine treatment blocks SHH-

dependent AP expansion of the mesenchymal field to the extent that only two digits can form, as depicted 

in the skeleton. Simultaneously, reduced SHH signaling specifies only anterior digits 2 and 3 (red and 

white). C) Reduced proliferation and growth. TSA-treatment irreversibly inhibits AP expansion of the 

mesenchymal field during the interval when digits are normally specified. In the most severely affected 

wings, only one digit can form, as depicted in the skeleton. The duration of SHH signaling is not affected, 

so a single posterior digit 4 (blue) is specified (from Towers et al., 2008). 

 

 Disregarding the importance of SHH, more molecules are implicated in AP 

patterning not only pre-pattering the axis, but also affecting SHH signaling as would be 
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described below. Briefly, SHH mediates the activity of GLI3 protein, which is 

processed to a GLI3 Repressor form (GLI3R) in its absence. Surprisingly, Shh-/-;Gli3-/- 

double mutants do present polydactyly without AP identity as the single Gli3-/- mutant 

does (Fig. 10) rather than the adactyly phenotype expected because of SHH deficit (Hui 

and Joyner, 1993; Litingtung et al., 2002; Schimmang et al., 1992). These results reveal 

that an AP gradient of GLI3R, rather than a SHH gradient, is essential for specifying the 

number and identity of digits. (Litingtung et al., 2002; Welscher et al., 2002).  

 

 

Figure 10. Skeletal analysis of E16.5 wild-type, Shh-/-, Gli3-/- and Shh-/-Gli3-/- limbs.  
Posterior is to the bottom (first and third columns) or right (second and fourth columns). a) Wild-type 

stylopod (hu, humerus; fe, femur), zeugopod (ra, radius; ul, ulna; ti, tibia; fi, fibula) and autopod (digits 1-

5) elements are labled. b) Shh-/- stylopods are normal and zeugopods are reduced or fused. Autopods have 

a single unidentifiable element in the forelimb (arrow) and a digit 1 in the hindlimb. c) Gli3-/- stylopod 

and zeugopod elements are normal except for shortened femurs and variable tibial aplasia, and autopods 

are polydactylous. d) Shh-/-Gli3-/- limbs are normal to the wrist or ankle, but are polydactylous, and digits 

lack normal identities. The syndactylous digits are short and thick, and appear more serially homologous 

than in the wild type; phalanges exhibit alternating gaps of unstained cartilage and bulbous stained 

material (see asterisks in 'c'). Shh-/-Gli3-/- and Gli3-/- limbs are virtually indistinguishable (compare 'd' with 

'c'). (From Litingtung et al., 2002).  
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 The notion that progressive reduction in Hoxa13 and Hoxd11-Hoxd13 genes 

from the Gli3-null background causes polydactylous phenotypes even more severe, 

displaying thinner and densely packed digits (Sheth et al., 2007), led to the proposal of a  

'Turing-type mechanism' to explain digit formation and patterning, considering the 

digit/no digit pattern a repetitive structure consistent with a reaction-diffusion 

mechanism, or Turing model, of a self-organizing system (Raspopovic et al., 2014; 

Sheth et al., 2012). In the reaction-diffusion model, an activator and an inhibitor 

interact, which results in the establishment of a periodic pattern from an 

initially homogenous state. It is proposed that the dose of distal Hox genes and AER-

FGFs modulates the digit period or wavelength (Sheth et al., 2012), although the nature 

of the two postulated activator and inhibitor Turing signals was not addressed. 

Intriguingly, the phenotypic similarity of mouse compound mutants with fish-fin 

endoskeleton patterns has also suggested that the pentadactyl state could have been 

achieved through modifications of an ancestral Turing-type mechanism.  

 Before, studies performed in micromass cultures pointed at a Turing-type system 

patterning the cartilage elements of the limb skeletal elements with TGF-β signals 

acting as the activator molecules (Leonard et al., 1991; Miura and Shiota, 2000). 

Nevertheless, Raspopovic and colleagues (2014) provided evidence for BMP and 

WNT signaling pathways as integral parts of a Turing-type digit patterning system. 

Moreover, they showed that also the transcriptional regulator SOX9 (‘SRY-box 9’) 

would be responsible of digit pattern in a three-node Turing system, called ‘BSW 

mechanism’ (BMP, SOX9, WNT). In this system, the dynamic and periodic expression 

of Sox9 (the earliest chondrogenic condensation marker) in the autopod territory is 

positively regulated by BMPs and marks the positions where future digits will form. 

BMP ligands, which are expressed in the interdigit mesenchyme, signal to the SOX9-

positive digit progenitors, meanwhile, WNT signal transduction in the interdigit 

mesenchyme, inhibits Sox9 expression and thereby the formation of digit primordia 

(Raspopovic et al., 2014). These interactions, modulated by FGF directly or indirectly 

through HOX proteins, explain accurately the AP pattern of digit condensations (Fig. 

11). 
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Figure 11. BSW model. Realistic computer simulation of digit patterning.  

A) When the BSW model was simulated inside an experimental limb growth map with FGF and 

HOXD13 jointly modulating the parameters of activation termed k4 and k7, the system shifts (dashed 

arrow) into the Turing space (gray region). B) The simulated Sox9 pattern recapitulates the main features 

of (C), the experimental Sox9 expression in the digits, outlined by white dotted lines. Arrowheads mark 

the late appearance of digits 5 and 1. (From Raspopovic et al., 2014). 

 

1.4. PD-AP axes interactions 

 Traditionally, it has been easier to think in the PD or AP axes regulating 

patterning separately, but signaling centers of both axes are closely related with 

intermingling activities. The inability to separate these axes is highlighted when 

studying mutants' phenotypes. For example, the Fgf8-/- mutant, whose limbs present all 

PD fates (although the stylopod is reduced), exhibits an important digits 1 and 2 lost 

which would be traditionally described as an AP patterning defect. On the other hand, in 

mouse mutants lacking SHH, key signaling molecule in AP patterning, meanwhile the 

stylopod appears not to need SHH signaling (Chiang et al., 2001; Kraus et al., 2001), 

the distal structures (zeugopod and autopod) are severely reduced in size, with an only 

bone forming the zeugopod, meanwhile the autopod is strongly defective, exhibiting 

just one digit (d1) in the hindlimbs (no clear digit can be formed in the forelimbs), thus 

proximo-distally affected.  
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 SHH is able to maintain and propagate its own expression through the 

establishment of a positive feedback loop between the ZPA and the AER (the so called 

'SHH/FGF feedback loop' (Benazet et al., 2009) (Fig. 12). This loop controls the 

epithelial-mesenchymal signaling interactions that govern limb bud outgrowth (Laufer 

et al., 1994; Niswander et al., 1994). Benazet and coworkers have unraveled two 

feedback loops: a fast-operating BMP4-GREMLIN1(GREM1) module where BMP4 

upregulates Grem1 expression (Fig. 12A),  and a slower-operating SHH-GREM1-FGF 

module, which coordinates AP patterning by regulating BMP levels through GREM1 

(Fig. 12B). Here, SHH upregulates the BMP antagonist Grem1, which activity then 

maintains the expression of Fgf4 in the posterior AER (Zuniga et al., 1999). In turn, 

FGF signaling from the posterior AER is able to maintain and propagate SHH signaling 

distally (Laufer et al., 1994; Niswander et al., 1993), coordinating patterning with 

outgrowth (Fallon et al., 1994; Lewandoski et al., 2000; Mariani et al., 2008; Towers et 

al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2008). Moreover, Bastida et al., (2009) reveal the involvement of 

additional feedback circuits that converge in the induction of BMP genes which are in 

turn subject to an auto-regulatory loop. Both studies coincide in that the level of BMP 

signaling is an important point of crosstalk between the major signaling pathways 

operating in the posterior limb bud.  

 The SHH-GREM1-FGF self-regulatory feedback signaling system, and thereby 

limb bud outgrowth, has been postulated to finish by two mechanisms (Fig. 12C). Since 

Grem1 is not expressed within the Shh expressing cells, over time Grem1 expression 

becomes progressively displaced anteriorly, generating an insulated zone that eventually 

disrupts  the loop, leading to AER regression (Scherz et al., 2004). Alternatively, high 

FGF activity from the AER would inhibit Grem1, terminating this feed-back loop 

(Verheyden and Sun, 2008). Following the loop termination, BMP activity increases 

again and participates in different processes to shape the final limb structure, such as 

inducing mesenchymal condensations, chondrogenesis and inter-digital cell death 

(Barna and Niswander, 2007; Benazet et al., 2012; Ganan et al., 1996). Recently, it has 

also been discovered the importance of epigenetics in SHH signaling, as a dual 

modulation executed by a chromatin remodeling complex named SWI/SNF 

('SWItch/Sucrose Non Fermentable') is essential for spatiotemporal transcriptional 
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regulation of Grem1, and affects the onset of chondrogenesis, so this complex appears 

to determine the fate of AP skeletal progenitors, being essential to pattern AP limb axis 

(Jeon and Seong, 2016). 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Interlinked feedback loops define a self-regulatory limb signaling system. 

The mesenchymal BMP4 (light blue), SHH (red), GREM1 (pink) and AER-FGFs (green) expression 

domains during mouse limb organogenesis are indicated schematically. The interlinked signaling 

feedback loops that operate at each stage are shown as solid lines. Broken lines indicate inactive loops. A) 

Initiation phase: BMP4 upregulates Grem1 expression in a fast initiator loop (~2h loop time). Shh 

expression and signaling are activated independently of GREM1 and AER-FGFs. B) Propagation phase: 

the establishment of loops that control the distal progression of limb bud development. SHH 

predominantly upregulates Grem1 expression. GREM1 reinforces AER-FGF and zone of 

polarizing activity-derived SHH (ZPA-SHH) signaling by an epithelial-mesenchymal feedback loop (with 

a loop time of ~12h). The activity of the fast BMP4-Grem1 initiator module is low. C) Termination 

phase: the widening gap between ZPA-SHH signaling and the Grem1 expression domain, together with 

the onset of AER-FGF-mediated inhibition of Grem1, terminates the signaling system. As a consequence, 

BMP4 activity is likely to increase again. (From Zeller et al., 2009). 
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1.5. SONIC HEDGEHOG signaling 

 Due to the relevance of SHH as mentioned above, it is important to know its 

signaling mechanisms. Shh is an orthologue gene of the Hedgehog gene first discovered 

in Drosophila melanogaster by genetic screens (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 

1980). Its name came from the appearance of fly larvaes with null alleles of Hh, which 

exhibit a disorganized, hair-like bristles in their cuticles reminiscent of hedgehog spines. 

In vertebrates, there are three Hh orthologue genes: Sonic, Desert, and Indian hedgehog 

(Shh, Dhh, Ihh, respectively). IHH regulates bone and cartilage development, whereas 

DHH is necessary for germ cell development in the testis and peripheral nerve sheath 

formation.  The basic scheme of HH signaling cells is conserved among several species, 

including model organisms (revised in(Wilson and Chuang, 2010).  

 Figure 13 illustrates the HH/SHH transduction pathway. Briefly, in absence of 

HH/SHH, Patched1 (PTC1), a twelve-pass transmembrane protein which is the receptor, 

blocks the activity of Smoothened (SMO), a seven-pass transmembrane protein member 

of the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) superfamily. When SMO is inhibited, 

Cubitus interruptus (Ci)/GLI transcription factors are phosphorilated and cleavaged to a 

short form which is a strong transcriptional repressor. Therefore, PTC constitutively 

represses HH signaling.  

 Initially, SHH needs to suffer a maturation process which preceeds its secretion. 

Immature SHH protein undergoes signal sequence cleavage and enters the secretory 

pathway. Subsequently, the SHH molecule undergoes autoproteolytic cleavage to 

generate an amino-terminal peptide that is linked to cholesterol at its carboxyl terminus. 

Although all biological activity is mediated by this N-terminal peptide (SHH-N), the 

C-terminal region is necessary to catalyse the autoproteolytic cleavage (Lee et al., 1994; 

Porter et al., 1995; Porter et al., 1996). Humans with mutations that block this cleavage 

suffer from holoprosencephaly (congenital brain malformation resulting from 

incomplete separation of the two hemispheres) (Maity et al., 2005; Roessler and 

Muenke, 1998). A second lipidation with a palmitic acid group modifies SHH-N, which 

is mediated by skinny hedgehog (SKI).  
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of HH signaling.  

A) A Hh-producing cell releases Hh protein in lipidic vesicles mediated by Dispatch. B) In a responding 

cell, Hh binding to the Ptc/Ihog/Boi (Ptch1/Cdo/Boc in humans) co-receptor avoids Ptc inhibition of Smo, 

so the transcription factors Ci (Drosophila) or Gli (vertebrates) activated translocate to the nucleus to 

activate Hh target genes. C) In cells without Hh ligand, Ptc inhibits Smo activity. A cytosolic complex, 

comprising Cos2 (Kif7 in vertebrates), Fu and the kinases PKA, CK1 and GSK3, promotes the proteolytic 

processing of Ci/Gli by phosphorylation, converting them into transcriptional repressor forms. *Note that 

the process is associated to microtubules in Drosophila and to the primary cilium in vertebrates. Except 

kinases, all the proteins are denoted in lower case to simplify. 

 

 Ski, Skinny hedgehog; A, activator; Ci, Cubitus interruptus; CKI, casein kinase I; Cos2, Costal2; Disp, 

Dispatched; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; FL, full-length; Fu, Fused; GSK3, glycogen synthase kinase 3; 

Hh, Hedgehog; Ihog, Interference hedgehog; Kif7, Kinesin family member 7; P, phosphate group; PKA, 

protein kinase A; Ptc, Patched; R, repressor; Ski, Skinny hedgehog; Smo, Smoothened; Su(fu), 

Suppressor of fused. (From Wilson and Chuang, 2010). 

 

 

 

 Once mature, the release process begins for SHH signaling. SHH can act short 

range or long range. Both these lipid modifications have been shown to affect the SHH 

long range  signaling (Chen et al., 2004a; Gritli-Linde et al., 2001; Lewis et al., 2001; Li 

et al., 2006). The cholesterol modification of SHH leads to its retention in the plasma 

membrane (Peters et al., 2004; Tukachinsky et al., 2012), and the palmitic acid residues 

promote the association of SHH with membrane microdomains which are sterol-rich 

(Chen et al., 2004a; Rietveld et al., 1999). These attachments are apparent paradoxical 

with respect to the proposed long-range signaling during limb bud development, but it 

might be important for interactions with proteins involved in the release and spread of 
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SHH, such as the cytoplasmic membrane scaffolding protein REGGIE 1(Katanaev et 

al., 2008).  

 The mechanisms underlying long-range SHH signaling have been deeply studied 

since SHH was proposed to be Wolpert’s morphogen. Zeng et al., (2001), revealed the 

existence of multimeric complexes, formed by cholesterol-modified SHH peptide that is 

freely diffusible, and seems to form a gradient across the limb bud. Accordingly it has 

been proposed that multiple cholesterol-modified SHH peptides accumulate in lipid 

rafts to form multimeric complexes. Alternatively, cytonemes, which are long actin-

based cellular filopodia known to be extended by mesenchymal cells in response to FGF 

signaling (Ramirez-Weber and Kornberg, 1999), were also considered for SHH target 

cell achievement. A fascinating discovery in this field has resulted from studies showing 

that SHH accumulates as particles in cytonemes of SHH producing mesenchymal cells 

in the posterior chicken limb bud, taking advantage of single-cell real-time imaging (see 

Fig. 14). These cytoplasmic extensions span through the extracellular matrix across the 

limb bud several cell diameters, indicating that SHH ligands might act at a 

distance without requiring extracellular diffusion (Sanders et al., 2013). Particles 

containing SHH travel along these extensions with a net anterograde movement and are 

presented to responding cells which express the SHH co-receptors CDO (‘CAM-

related/downregulated by oncogenes’) and BOC (‘Brother of CDO’) also in filopodia, 

suggesting that an interaction between both types of filopodia could be an alternative 

mechanism for SHH long range activity (Sanders et al., 2013; Tenzen et al., 2006; 

Zhang et al., 2006). 
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Figure 14. Live-cell imaging of SHH ligand production and transport within the limb bud.  

Representative timelapse images showing anterograde SHH particle movement (arrows) that accumulates 

at the tip of the certain filopodia but not others (indicated by double-headed arrow). Time in min:s. All 

scale bars: 3 µm. (From Sanders et al., 2013). 

 

 

 It has also been proposed that SHH signals in the so called short-range SHH 

signaling. It is important to mention that there are different mechanisms limiting its 

ratio of action during limb bud development, avoiding ectopic activation of SHH target 

genes. The most direct of these mechanisms involves transcriptional upregulation of the 

SHH receptor PTC1. Upon binding to SHH, PTC1 stops inhibiting SMO, and Shh target 

genes are expressed. One of the transcriptional targets of SHH is Ptc1, so there is an up-

regulation of PTC1 activity in cells receiving the SHH signal. A reduction of PTC1 

levels in mouse limb buds results in ectopic anterior Shh expression and polydactyly 

(Milenkovic et al., 1999).  

 Another modulator of SHH activity found in vertebrates is HIP (Hedgehog-

interacting protein), a membrane glycoprotien which is produced in response to SHH 

signaling in limb bud mesenchymal cells generating an additional negative feedback 

loop by sequestering SHH (Chuang and McMahon, 1999).  

 Recent research on the neural tube where SHH pathway also plays an essential 

role, shows that while the amplitude of the gradient of SHH increases over time, the 

activity of the pathway transcriptional effectors, GLI proteins, initially increases but 

later on decreases. Computational analysis of the pathway suggests three mechanisms 
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that could contribute to this adaptation: transcriptional upregulation of the inhibitory 

receptor PTCH1, transcriptional downregulation of GLI and the differential stability of 

active and inactive GLI isoforms (Cohen et al., 2015). 

 In terms of cis-regulation of Shh expression, the analysis of a mouse model with 

additional pre-axial digits called Sasquatch was essential for its discovery. This mutant 

arose due to the insertion of a reporter construct in a long-range cis-regulatory enhancer, 

upstream of the Shh locus (Sharpe et al., 1999), which specifically controls posterior 

expression of Shh in the limb bud. This insertion caused Shh misexpression and 

subsequent polydactyly. This specific enhancer region was denominated the ZRS 

(Zone of polarizing activity Regulatory Sequence), placed in the intron 5 of the gene 

Lmbr1. On the other hand, the abrogation of this region in mice results in the same 

limb-specific defects (Sagai et al., 2005) found in Shh-/- mouse embryos. Similarly, the 

chicken mutant Oligozeugodactyly (ozd) which has a large deletion in the ZRS and 

lacks Shh expression in wing and leg buds, also has limb truncations with a single digit 

(digit 1) developing in the leg (Ros et al., 2003).  

 The discovery of the ZRS explains the phenotypes observed in different human 

defects in digit patterning. Mutations in the equivalent region are found in patients with 

pre-axial polydactyly (PPD; OMIM190605; the most common type of polydactyly with 

additional digits on the thumb side of the hand) or patients with other syndromes that 

also include polydactyly and/or triphalangeal thumbs (Furniss et al., 2008; Lettice et al., 

2002; Wieczorek et al., 2010). This enhancer region is broadly conserved between 

vertebrates, and mutations in ZRS are also associated with PPD in Hemingway cats 

(Lettice et al., 2008) and Silkie chickens (Dunn et al., 2011), both naturally emerged 

mutants.  

 

1.5.1. GLI proteins 

 GLI proteins form a family with 3 members in vertebrates (GLI1, GLI2 and 

GLI3) (Hui et al., 1994; Ruppert et al., 1988). These proteins have five zinc fingers 

which allow them to bind DNA and function as transcription factors (see Fig. 15). GLI 
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proteins are the intracellular mediators of SHH signaling controlling the transcription of 

the SHH signaling target genes, such as Gli1 and Ptc1.  

 The dual functionality (activator/repressor) of Ci, the single homologue of GLI 

proteins in Drosophila, is distributed between the three of them (Jacob and Briscoe, 

2003; Ruiz i Altaba et al., 2007). Gli1 was first identified in glioblastomas (Kinzler et 

al., 1987), and it is expressed in and near the Shh domain, being induced by SHH 

ligands. GLI1 is thought not to be processed and to function solely as a transcriptional 

activator.  Gli2 and Gli3 are expressed in a domain that is complementary to Shh in the 

limb bud and both proteins can be cleavaged after sequential phosphorylation by protein 

kinase A (PKA), glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and casein kinase I (CKI), acting 

as activators when they are full length (FL), and as N-terminal repressors (R) when are 

proteolyzed via proteasome (Fig. 15). The study of mouse mutants assign mainly the 

activator function for GLI2FL and the repressor one for the GLI3 shorter form (GLI3R) 

(Jacob and Briscoe, 2003; Litingtung et al., 2002; Ruiz i Altaba et al., 2007; Wang et 

al., 2000). GLI3R is an 83 kDa peptide, formed by a single cleavage which appears to 

occur between residues 700 and 740 within the GLI3-190 FL precursor (Wang et al., 

2000). Moreover, mutations in Gli1 or Gli2, or both, do not affect limb growth 

or patterning, whereas Gli3-/- mutants are polydactylous as already mentioned (see 

section 1.3, Fig.10), being the most important GLI family member in limb development. 

On the other hand, the neural tube phenotype of Gli2 deficient mouse embryos suggests 

that GLI2FL is the main mediator of SHH signaling during ventral neural tube 

patterning (Ding et al., 1998; Matise et al., 1998). Also, it has been suggested that the 

establishment of a complete range of AP positional identities in the limb requires 

integration of the spatial distribution, timing, and dosage of GLI2 and GLI3 activators 

and repressors (Bowers et al., 2012). 

 

http://topics.sciencedirect.com/topics/page/Repressor
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Figure 15. Schematic representation of the domains of GLI2 and GLI3 proteins. 

These include a DNA-binding domain comprising five C2H2 zinc-fingers (blue), an amino-terminal 

transcriptional repressor domain (purple) and a carboxy-terminal activation domain. In addition, a region 

C-terminal to the DNA-binding domain contains clusters of phosphorylation sites (light pink) that are 

essential for the proteolytic processing event that removes the C-terminal region of the proteins to yield a 

transcriptional repressor. Degrons (gray) are a important regions for protein degradation rates. Also a 

SUFU domain is marked (pink), for protein interaction. (From Briscoe and Therond, 2013). 

 

 

Upon SHH binding to PTC, SMO inhibition is released. In Drosophila, 

conformational changes in Smo are communicated to the cytosol through a signaling 

complex that includes the Costal2 (Cos2), Fused (Fu), and Suppressor of fused (Sufu) 

proteins. Although the molecular mechanisms that control the process are not 

completely known, Smo activation is translated into differences in Fu activation, and 

subsequently different degrees of Cos2 phosphorylation. As a consequence of Cos2 

phosphorylation, the repressor forms of the Ci proteins are not formed and the 

uncleaved form translocates to the nucleus. This translocation can also be restrained by 

its binding to the cytoplasmic protein Sufu (Farzan et al., 2009). In mouse, loss of 

SUFU results in constitutive activation of the SHH pathway (Cooper et al., 2005; Svard 

et al., 2006), but the loss of FU has no effect on SHH signaling (Ingham and McMahon, 

2001). Additionally, post-translational modifications and other kinases have been 

suggested to regulate GLI activity (Canettieri et al., 2010; Evangelista et al., 2008).  

 This pathway has implications in different areas of development and adult tissue 

homeostasis, e.g. in the organization of neuronal subtype identities in the vertebrate 

central nervous system. During limb development, SHH produced in the ZPA diffuses 

across the bud through the possible mechanisms previously explained and prevents 
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processing of GLI3FL protein to GLI3R (Fig. 16), meanwhile Gli3 is widely expressed 

along the AP axis of the limb bud except in the ZPA area (Fig. 17D). 

 

                        

 

 

 Then, the PA gradient of SHH in the limb is translated into an AP intracellular 

gradient of GLI3R, reflected in the localized expression of SHH target genes in an early 

limb bud (Fig. 17).  

 

 

 

Figure 17. SHH regulates gene expression in the limb bud.  

A) Expression of Shh in a stage 22 wing bud. B-C) Expression of the best known target genes of SHH 

signaling equally in a stage 22 wing bud, Ptch1 'B' and Gli1 'C'. D) Expression of Gli3 is complementary 

to the ZPA.  (From Ros et al., 2003). 

 

 

 Shh deficiency in mouse leads to embryonic lethality and the previously 

mentioned discovery that Gli3-/-;Shh-/-  double mutant embryos are phenotypicaly similar 

to Gli3-/- single mutants (polydactylous with  indeterminate identity digits) (Litingtung 

et al., 2002),  indicates that the loss of digits exhibited in the Shh-/- mutant is due to 

excess GLI3R activity that suppresses gene expression, cell survival, and distal 

Figure 16. SHH action over GLI3. 

Schematic representation of a limb 

bud showing SHH control of GLI3 

processing. 

A, anterior; P, posterior. 
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progression of limb bud (Bastida et al., 2004). Despite the fact that the direct SHH 

transcriptional targets are not activated in Gli3-/-;Shh-/-  mutant embryos (Litingtung and 

Chiang, 2000; te Welscher et al., 2002b), expression of typically posterior genes (e.g. 

5′Hoxd, Hoxa13, Gremlin) is anteriorly expanded by removing one or both Gli3 alleles 

in a Shh-deficient limb bud background (te Welscher et al., 2002b), and distal limb 

patterning is successively restored. This entails that the most important function of SHH 

during early limb development is to limit the extent of GLI3R which is presently 

believed to exert a potent negative effect on the number and identity of digits.  

 It is important to point out that mutations in Gli3 are responsible for several 

human syndromes characterized among other clinical manifestations by poly- and 

syndactyly, such us Pallister-Hall Syndrome (PSH), Greig Cephalopolysyndactyly 

Syndrome (CGPS) and postaxial type A1 and B polydactyly (PAPA1/PAPB). 

Interestingly, a mouse mutant in GLI3, the extra-toes (XtJ) mutant allele, is the animal 

model to study CGPS (Hui and Joyner, 1993), meanwhile the mutant known as 

Gli3(Δ699) represents the mouse model of PHS whose patients frequently present 

polydactyly, although this Gli3 allele leads to a truncated isoform of GLI3R, which 

would induce to expect a constantly active GLI3R protein (Hill et al., 2007b). Recent 

studies reveal that the pattern of GLI phosphorylation can regulate GLI transcriptional 

activity in a graded fashion, suggesting a phosphorylation-based mechanism for how a 

gradient of HH signaling in a morphogenetic field can be converted into a gradient of 

transcriptional activity (Niewiadomski et al., 2014). 

 

 

1.5.2. The primary cilium 

 Primary cilia are nonmotile microtubule-filled organelles that project from the 

surface of almost all vertebrate cells, founded as a single cilium per cell (Pazour and 

Witman, 2003). Even though the cilium does not obey the strictest definition of 

organelle as “membrane-enclosed compartment”, the presence of a membrane diffusion 

barrier that encloses it away from the plasma membrane makes cilia be so called 

organelles (Nachury et al., 2010). 
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 Although primary cilia were first observed over a century ago (Zimmermann, 

1898), their function as an antenna-like organelle that allows cells to detect extracellular 

environmental stimuli and modulate an appropriate intracellular response has relatively 

recently been discovered. Primary cilia are thought to be essential for SHH signaling as 

well as for other signaling pathways such as HIPPO, MTOR, NOTCH, PDGFRA, 

and WNT signaling (Boehlke et al., 2010; Ezratty et al., 2011; Habbig et al., 2011; 

Lancaster et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2005). The importance of primary cilia is 

reflected by ciliopathies, a group of genetic disorders that are due to defects in the 

generation or function of cilia, which collectively affect nearly every major organ in the 

human body (Novarino et al., 2011). As no protein synthesis occurs within the 

cilium, its formation and the accumulation of signaling pathway components within the 

cilium are entirely dependent on the intraflagellar transport (IFT) system to shuttle 

proteins to their corresponding areas (Pedersen and Rosenbaum, 2008). 

 Cilia present in the base a basal body ('9x3 + 0': 9 microtubule triplets) that 

derives from the mother centriole of the centrosome. Through a transition zone between 

the cilium and the cell, the microtubular structure of the basal body forms the 9 

peripheral tubules of the cilium, forming an axoneme with a '9+0' structure (9 

microtubules in doublets with no one in the centre) (Fig. 18). Acetylated α-tubulin and 

γ- tubulin are structural proteins, markers of the axoneme and centrosome respectively.  

 Also in the base of all cilia in developing tissues of rat, mouse and chicken, a 

structure called ‘ciliary pocket’ is present, and although its function is still unknown, it 

is hypothesized that it could serve as a vesicle transition zone (Ghossoub et al., 2011).  

 At the ciliary tip the switching from anterograde to retrograde IFT occurs. This 

movement is necessary for the formation, maintenance and functions of cilia, and 

involves the heterotrimeric motor kinesin-2 for anterograde movement while retrograde 

movement is mediated by a dynein motor.  
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Figure 18. Primary cilium.  

Schematic representation of a primary cilium and its transversal section to show the 9+0 typical structure. 

 

The function of the primary cilium has been intensively explored recently.  

Hundreds of genes are required for the construction of cilia and centrioles and mutations 

in these genes lead to ciliopathies. Human ciliopathies can lead to obesity, retinal 

degeneration and cystic kidney disease and are also associated with a wide range of 

morphological abnormalities (revised in Goetz et al., 2009). Thus, the role of this 

organelle in vertebrates acquires a special interest with increasing functions associated. 

 

 

1.5.3. Cilia and hedgehog signal transduction  

 Genetic screens for mouse embryonic patterning mutants obtained with ENU 

(ethylnitrosourea) first showed a connection between mammalian SHH signaling and 

IFT (Huangfu and Anderson, 2005). Since then, mutations in all of the IFT genes that 

have been studied appear to disrupt SHH signaling. In fact, it has been demonstrated 

that IFT proteins are required for GLI activation and for the proteolytic processing of 

GLI3 into GLI3R, but not for the trafficking of GLI proteins to the nucleus (Haycraft et 

al., 2005). For example, mouse mutants that lack IFT-B complex proteins lack cilia and 

fail to respond to SHH signals and cannot activate SHH target genes or produce the 

GLIR (Huangfu et al., 2003).  
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 Analogously, analysis of mouse mutants of two intraflagellar transport proteins 

(IFT88 and IFT172 ) showed alterations in gene expression patterns in limb,  insensitive 

to SHH ligand, and also high levels of Gli3FL, revealing striking parallels between 

these mutants and the spontaneous chicken mutant Talpid3 (Liu et al., 2005).  

 Talpid2 and Talpid3 are autosomal recessive chicken mutations resulting in 

variable polydactyly, typically with 7 to 10 digits per limb (Francis-West et al., 1995) 

among other characteristics. In fact, the chick Talpid3 mutation was first identified 

based on polydactyly (Ede and Kelly, 1964), which suggests a gain of SHH function. 

When it was studied, the affected gene was shown to encode a centrosomal protein, so 

the Talpid3 mutant embryos lack cilia (Yin et al., 2009a). Equally, Talpid2 defects have 

been recently assigned to mutations in a gene encoding the ciliary protein C2CD3 

(Chang et al., 2014) (see Fig. 19 and Fig. 20). 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Primary cilia in mutant Talpid2 and pattern skeleton. 

A-B) Acetylated tubulin staining (green) in control and Talpid2 neural crest cells. Nucleus are staining 

with Hoechst. Scale bar: 10μm. (From Brugmann et al., 2010). 

C) Talpid2 embryos at day 13 stained with toluidine blue to exhibit the cartilaginous skeleton. Whole 

embryo (left) and detailed leg (right). Note the absence of asymmetry along the AP axis in the Talpid2 leg 

and the presence of extra digits not recognizable. (From Rodriguez et al., 1996). 
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Figure 20. Primary cilia in mutant Talpid3 and pattern skeleton. 

A-B) Immunostaining of sections of wild type and talpid3 mutant chicken embryos; anti-γ tubulin (red) 

for centrosome; anti-acetylated tubulin (green) for ciliary axoneme. A) Wild-type limb bud; primary cilia 

on mesenchyme cells (arrow). B) Talpid3 mutant limb bud; centrosomes are indicated with an arrowhead 

on mesenchyme cells, cilia axonemes are absent (compare with A). Scales bars: 5 μm.  (From Yin et al., 

2009b). C-D’) Day 11 wild-type (C, D) and talpid3 (C′, D′) chicken wing and leg stained with Alcian 

Blue. Note the cartilaginous syndactyly in the talpid3 chicken wing and leg (dotted line marks edge of 

limb).  (From Bangs et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 Further evidence that SHH signaling in vertebrates requires the primary cilium 

came from studies showing that important components of the SHH signaling pathway 

localized to cilia (Fig. 21), exhibiting the possibility that it acts as a compartment where 

signaling pathway components are enriched. For example, in the absence of SHH, PTC1 

localizes around the base and within primary cilia and inhibits SMO entry and GLI 

activation. By contrast, when SHH binds to PTC1 the inhibition is released, and SMO 

moves to the cilium where it accumulates, while the SHH-PTC1 complex locate in an 

endocytic vesicle (Rohatgi et al., 2007). Recent studies performed in the nervous system 

reveal that Notch activity is required for efficient trafficking of SMO to primary cilia 

and regulates the subcellular distribution of PTC1 (Kong et al., 2015). Through these 

actions, Notch can regulate the downstream activation of the SHH transduction 

pathway.  

 Also GLI2 and GLI3 proteins localize to the tip of the cilium both in the 

presence and absence of ligand, and this localization is thought to be required for the 

activation or processing of the GLI transcription factors (Haycraft et al., 2005), although 

the mechanism by which this localization is required is still unknown. As proteasomes 
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are enriched at basal bodies (Christian Wigley et al., 1999), it is suggested that GLI 

proteins are phosphorylated and processed into their repressor forms as they exit cilia. 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Proposed model for SHH signaling in the primary cilium. 

 In vertebrates CDO, BOC, GAS1 (growth arrest-specific 1) and LRP2 (low-density lipoprotein receptor-

related protein 2) promote HH–PTC binding. PTC is enriched in and around the primary cilium, where it 

acts blocking the entry of SMO into cilia. A) In the absence of SHH, at the base of cilia, the GLI proteins 

GLI2 and GLI3 are phosphorylated by PKA, CKI and GSK3β (PKA might be activated by an increase in 

cAMP generated by GPR161). This leads to their proteolytic cleavage to generate the repressor forms 

(GLI2R and GLI3R). B) In the presence of SHH ligand, PTC and GPR161 exit the cilia, and SMO is 

phosphorylated by GPRK2 and CKI, and gated into the primary cilium. Within the cilium, SMO is 

enriched proximally in association with EVC (Ellis-van Creveld syndrome protein) and EVC2. The 

activation of SMO results in an increased cilia dwell time for SUFU and GLI2 and GLI3, the dissociation 

of the GLI-SUFU complex within the cilia and the transport of full-length, activated GLI2 and GLI3 

proteins from the cilia to the nucleus bypassing proteolytic processing. The movement of GLI2 and GLI3 

through cilia is dependent in part on KIF7, the vertebrate Cos2 orthologue. Activated SMO has also been 

proposed to initiate non-canonical HH signaling outside cilia in the form of G protein-coupled receptors 

signaling. (From Briscoe and Therond, 2013). 

 

 

 SUFU also localizes to the tip of the cilium both in presence and absence of 

ligand (Haycraft et al., 2005), although the analysis of Sufu;Ift88 double mutants 

suggests that SUFU is able to act as a repressor of SHH pathway even in the absence of 

cilia. Recent research in components of this pathway reveal that concomitant deletion of 

SUFU and the kinesin superfamily protein KIF7 results in constitutive pathway activity 

and severe limb truncation, and demonstrate that perturbations of Sufu and Kif7 affect 
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GLI activity and recapitulate the full spectrum of vertebrate limb defects, ranging from 

severe truncation to polydactyly (Zhulyn and Hui, 2015).  

 Because of this relation, many of the morphological abnormalities seen in 

human ciliopathies are likely to be caused by disruption of the SHH signaling pathway. 

For example, mutations in the human orthologue for the talpid3 gene are found in 

patients with Joubert syndrome, which is a severe recessive neurodevelopmental 

ciliopathy (Stephen et al., 2015). Also, there are a number of human conditions where 

excessive SHH signaling leads to uncontrolled cell proliferation. For example, Gorlin 

syndrome patients carry mutations in Ptch1 or Smo that lead to ectopic SHH pathway 

activity that result in hyper-proliferative nevi that frequently transforms into basal cell 

carcinomas (BCC) (revised in Cohen, 2010).  

 

 

1.6. Hox genes 

 Hox genes encode a family of transcription factors whose DNA-binding region 

is formed by a conserved sequence (homeobox) of 180-bp. These genes are critical for 

the organization of the body plan during development and they derive from the same 

ancestral gene (Duboule, 2007; Krumlauf, 1994).  In mammals, they are found in four 

genomic clusters -HoxA, B, C, and D- located in different chromosomes, produced after 

two genome duplications occurring at the root of vertebrates. These clusters have been 

highly conserved in evolution, which indicates that this organization must be important 

for their function. Each of the clusters is related to the complex of homeotic genes found 

in D. melanogaster. Mutations in Hox genes in flies are responsible for homeotic 

transformations, being antenapaedia the most famous example, in which the antenna is 

replaced by a leg. 

 In mammals there are up to 13 Hox genes in each cluster, and individual genes 

are numbered according to their order in the cluster from 3’ to 5’ so that at the 3' end are 

placed the Hox1 genes and at the 5' end of each cluster the number 13. Hox genes with 

the same position in each cluster are paralogous, although the paralogy is only complete 

in groups 13, 9, and 4, which are present in the four clusters (A, B, C and D) (Fig. 22). 
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 The genes localized at the 3’ end of any cluster are activated first and in most 

anterior embryonic structures, whereas more 5’ located genes are expressed later and in 

more posterior domains. This is called the temporal and spatial collinearity of Hox 

genes, indicating that their expression in time and space along the embryo correlates 

with their chromosmal location (Deschamps and van Nes, 2005; Duboule, 1994; 

Duboule and Morata, 1994). 

 

 

Figure 22. The mammalian Hox clusters. 

Hox genes represented as color boxes in the four mammalian clusters A, B, C and D. Paralogous are 

represented in the same color. (Andrey and Duboule, 2014). 

 

 Only the posterior  (or  5’) HoxA and HoxD cluster genes (paralog groups 9-13) 

play a crucial role in patterning the three distinct limb segments, although the presence 

of anterior/3' genes (paralog groups 1-8) is necessary for the proper expression and 

function of 5’Hox genes (Tarchini and Duboule, 2006; Zakany and Duboule, 1999; 

Zakany et al., 2004). In the PD axis, each of the three main segments is characterized by 

a specific pattern of expression of Hox genes.  
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Figure 23. Pattern of Hox gene expression in the early chick wing bud. 

The Hoxd genes are expressed in a nested pattern centered on the posterior tip of the wing bud, being 

Hoxd13 expressed most posteriorly and distally. The Hoxa genes are similarly expressed in a nested 

pattern along the PD axis, in this case, Hoxa13 being expressed most distally. (Wolpert, 2011). 

 

 

 Specifically, in the limb bud field, a nested set of 5'Hoxd gene expression 

domain is established across the AP axis, with  Hoxd13 expressed at the very posterior 

(Fig. 23). These genes, together with 5'Hoxa genes (nested along the PD axis), have 

been  shown to have a role in initiating Shh expression  in the polarizing region (Kmita 

et al., 2005). Later, SHH maintains the pattern of Hoxd genes expression, across the 

 AP axis. If an exogenous ZPA or SHH bead is placed in the anterior margin of a chick 

wing bud, 5′Hoxd genes are ectopically nested expressed (reviewed in Tickle, 2006).  

 Mouse mutants have revealed that paralogous genes are required for the 

development of each of the main segments along the PD axis of the limb, with Hoxd13 

and Hoxa13 being responsible for autopod patterning and digit development, as 

deletion of both causes complete loss of mature digits (Fromental-Ramain et al., 

1996b). Deletion of Hoxa11 and Hoxd11causes truncation of the zeugopod (Davis et 
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al., 1995), meanwhile deletion of both Hoxa9 and Hoxd9 causes minor truncations of 

the stylopod just in the forelimbs (Fromental-Ramain et al., 1996a).  

 There are two phases of Hoxd expression during limb development. The first 

wave of Hoxd expression ('early phase') is restricted to the posterior by GLI3R and is 

required for the initiation of Shh as already mentioned (Deschamps, 2004; Zuniga and 

Zeller, 1999). Initially, Hoxd9 to Hoxd11 and Hoxa11 are expressed in the developing 

proximal limb (the presumptive arm). Subsequently, in a second phase of transcriptional 

activation, Hoxd9 to Hoxd13 as well as Hoxa13 are expressed in presumptive digits 

(Zakany and Duboule, 2007). How these two phases are regulated has been studied 

recently taking advantages of Hi-C and 4C (chromosome conformation capture-on-chip) 

techniques and epigenetic studies (Berlivet et al., 2013; Montavon et al., 2011).  

 Therefore, it has been discovered that a bimodal chromatin organization of the 

HoxD locus prefigures the bimodal expression of Hoxd genes with their proximal and/or 

distal specificities, leading to the tetrapod PD limb axis (Andrey et al., 2013). A similar 

configuration has also been more recently described for the HoxA cluster (Woltering et 

al., 2014) what would support that this organization predates the genomic duplication of 

the gene clusters during evolution. 

 The active part of the 5'Hoxd gene cluster contacts several enhancer-like 

sequences dispersed throughout the nearby gene desert. This region has been called 

'regulatory archipelago' (Montavon et al., 2011) (see Fig. 24). 
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Figure 24. The 'regulatory archipelago' controlling second phase of 5’HoxD expression. 

A) Map of the regulatory landscape, covering approximately 800 kb upstream the HoxD cluster, including 

the Atp5g3-Lnp gene desert. Multiple regulatory islands (green ovals) are required for Hoxd gene 

activation in digits. These islands may either have enhancer activity or serve as anchor points. B–D) 

Various conformations of the landscape (up), with schematic representations of the transcriptional outputs 

and distribution of Hoxd gene products in the autopod domain (down). B) When Hoxd genes are not 

expressed, the landscape is in a spatial ground state involving interactions between a subset of regulatory 

islands, some of which also contact the Hoxd13 locus. Some islands may display chromatin signatures 

typical of enhancers (light green). These contacts are however insufficient to activate transcription. C) 

In digits, additional contacts are formed, leading to a fully active conformation paralleled by further 

changes in histone marks covering the islands (dark green) and the recruitment of RNAPII to active 

chromatin loops. This architecture ensures a strong expression of Hoxd13 throughout the whole 

autopod region. D) Various alteration in the structure of the archipelago, for example in the sequence of 

the islands, their spacing or relative order, could modify both the amount and spatial distribution of Hoxd 

gene products, thus providing a basis for morphological or pathological variations to occur. Cen, 

centromeric. Tel, telomeric. Centromeric blue bars: 5’HoxD gene cluster. Telomeric blue bars: 3’HoxD 

gene cluster. (From Montavon et al., 2011). 

 

 Regulatory archipielagos are comprised in topological domains, which are a 

higher order chromatin structures that range from 100 kb to 1 megabases and provide a 

permissive environment for long-range enhancer-promoter interactions. In the case of 

Hoxd genes these topological domains are called T-DOM and C-DOM encoding the 

clusters of telomeric and centromeric enhancers, respectively (Andrey and Duboule, 

2014; Andrey et al., 2013). Accordingly, the telomeric enhancers of the T-

DOM controls proximal expression of the corresponding central and proximal Hoxd 
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genes (Zakany and Duboule, 2007) patterning the forearm and part of the arm, until a 

switch occurs and the centromeric enhancers of the C-DOM act on the later activated 

and more distally restricted 5'Hoxd genes which pattern digits. Some genes, such as 

Hoxd11 and Hoxd9 interact with both domains, exhibiting thus an early and a late 

expression phases. The wrist would be formed by cells placed between those expression 

regions (Fig. 25). 

 

 

Figure 25. Regulation of Hoxd gene collinear expression in developing limb buds. 

The HoxD cluster is flanked by two topological domains containing distinct regulatory capacities. The 

telomeric domain regulates early transcription in the arm and forearm. The centromeric domain 

subsequently patterns the hands. During limb development, a switch occurs between landscapes as 

specific Hoxd genes swing from one regulatory domain to the other through a conformational 

change. This modular organization creates a domain in between, which will form the wrist. (From Andrey 

et al., 2013). 

 

 A 'self regulation' mechanism has been proposed for Hox expression, by which 

HOX proteins establish or maintain the spatial domains of the Hox gene family, after 

the observation of a global de-regulation of HoxD and HoxA expression patterns in 

mouse mutant for different Hox genes (Sheth et al., 2013). Recent studies reveal that 

HOX13 proteins are responsible of the switch TDOM-CDOM, they repress the further 

and activate the last (Beccari et al., 2016). 

 It is proposed that all genes can attend for an instructive or permissive model for 

three-dimensional (3D) controlled gene expression during differentiation. In the 
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instructive model, tissue-specific enhancer-promoter contacts would be formed de novo 

during differentiation, depending on the available transcription factors acting on the 

locus, meanwhile in the permissive model, a 3D structure already exists in progenitor 

cells by enhancer-promoter contacts in a ground state (de Laat and Duboule, 2013). In 

the case of Hox clusters, the permisive model would apply, because these 3D structures 

are waiting to receive the necessary signals for gene activation as it is observed even 

when Hox genes are not being expressed, such in brain tissue (Noordermeer et al., 

2011). The reasons for these differences in gene expression control remain elusive, but 

genes attending to a permissive model would take advantage of the structure for an 

immediate gene activation when receiving transcription factors. 

  

1.7. Recombinant limbs 

 A recombinant limb (RL) can be defined as a limb-like structure obtained from 

the experimental assembly of limb bud mesoderm inside a limb bud ectodermal cover. 

The subsequent 'limb-bud' obtained is grafted into an embryo where it gets vascularized 

and grows. This model was first designed to analyze the interactions between the 

ectoderm and mesoderm components of the limb bud (Zwilling, 1955), as for example 

those experiments done with interchanges between chicken wing and leg components. 

  The procedure to perform the RL permits the manipulation of the limb 

components, mainly the mesoderm. For example, the mesoderm can be dissociated to 

single cell level and reaggregated, which entails the loss of positional information (Fig. 

26). The possibilities for manipulations are multiple including the mesoderm origin, 

temporal and spatial, intermediate culture, etc. 

 This versatility makes the RLs a powerful system in which to study patterning 

and cellular fate (Cooper et al., 2011b; Rosello-Diez et al., 2011). In general the RLs 

have been performed in the chick model, but cells from the amphibious model Xenopus 

laevis, whose cells exhibit different capacities for limb regeneration at different 

developmental stages (Yokoyama et al., 1998), are also used to perform recombinant 
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limbs, because of the easies that this technique offers for examining the mechanisms of 

axes formation in regenerating limbs (Yokoyama et al., 2002). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Basic procedure to perform a Recombinant limb (RL). 

After dissection of a limb bud from the chicken embryo, mesodermal cells are dissociated, reaggregated 

and inserted into an ectodermal jacket. This assembled limb bud is then grafted in a host embryo. 

 

 

 Interestingly, it was shown that the outcome of the RL was much better when the 

posterior mesoderm expressing SHH was not included.  ZPA cells intermingled with the 

rest of the mesoderm impaired the development of the RL and digits rarely formed 

(Crosby and Fallon, 1975).  In contrast, RLs made with the anterior two/thirds of a wing 

bud, lacking the polarizing region, form digits of non-identifiable identity. If a piece of 

ZPA or a bead embedded in SHH is inserted in one of the borders of the anterior RL, 

then a limb bud with clear AP identities is formed (Fig. 27), (Elisa Piedra et al., 2000).  

 RLs performed with leg progenitor cells have also been performed due to the 

possibility of obtaining some recognizable digits even when the whole limb bud is used 

including the ZPA (Hardy et al., 1995), but this is an unknown aspect of RLs, regarding 

the differences that cause that leg progenitor limbs are no affected by this inclusion. 
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Figure 27. Phenotypic outcome from different types of Recombinant limbs (RL). 

A) Anterior RL (aRL). RLs made with anterior 2/3 mesoderm make digits of non-identifiable identity.  B)  

Polarized RL (pRL). If SHH (red) is present in one of the borders of the aRL, a limb with AP identities is 

formed. C) Whole RL (wRL). ZPA cells intermingled with the rest of the mesoderm impairs 

development. *Note in red ZPA or SHH source. 

 

 

1.7.1. The paradox of anterior recombinant limbs 

 As described above, the RL is an excellent experimental model but some striking 

aspects in its development deserve further study. It is well known that the posterior half 

of a limb bud gives rise to its expected fate when isolated from the anterior half while 

the anterior half of a limb bud cannot develop in the absence of the posterior half  

(Bastida et al., 2004; Wilson and Hinchliffe, 1987), which correlates with  high levels of 

GLI3R in absence of SHH signaling (Fig. 28), high apoptosis and increased expression 

levels of Bmp4.  

 Strikingly, when the anterior mesoderm is dissociated to single cell level in RLs 

(aRLs), it is able to make limb-like structures (Fig. 27A), behaving as posterior 

mesoderm as it is able to survive and develop digits. 
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Figure 28. Phenotype and GLI3 analysis in dissected limb halves. 

The anterior mesoderm isolated from the posterior mesoderm only forms a truncated humerus (h) or a 

rudimentary humerus and radius (r). However, the prospective fate of the posterior mesoderm is 

maintained in the absence of the anterior part. u, ulna; 2 and 3, digits 2 and 3.  

Western blot with an antibody recognizing a 190 kDa band corresponding to GLI3FL (Gli3-190) and two 

bands of 83 kDa and 75 kDa, respectively, corresponding to GLI3R (it is considered that the effective 

repressor form is the one of 83 kDa). (From Bastida et al., 2004). 
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2. AIM OF THE PRESENT THESIS 

 

FIRST PART  

 Anterior wing progenitor cells, deprived of SHH signaling, suffer massive 

apoptosis and fail to realize their specified fate potential, that includes digit 1. Instead 

they form a single skeletal element, a truncated humerus or an elongated element 

corresponding to a fused humerus and radius.  

 However, the same anterior progenitor cells survive and form limb-like 

structures bearing digits if dissociated and repacked in a new ectodermal hull.  

  The aim of this part of the Thesis is to explore the reasons why anterior 

progenitor cells, unable to survive when deprived of SHH in ovo, are able to form 

limb-like structures in the Recombinant limb situation. 

 

SECOND PART  

 During limb development, the progenitor cells located under the AER 

progressively transit through the distinct PD states that specify the stylopod, zeugopod 

and autopod. The mechanisms subjacent to this progressive transition, particularly 

whether they are autonomous or directed by extrinsic signals, are the subject of intense 

debate. While the specification of the stylopod by signals is well supported by 

experiments performed with the RLs model, how the zeugopod and autopod are 

specified remains elusive. 

  The aim of this part of the Thesis is to elucidate whether the specification of the 

zeugopod and autopod segments depends on intrinsic or signal-based timing 

mechanisms. 
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3. MATERIALS & METHODS 

 

3.1. Embryos 

-3.1.1. Mouse embryos 

 Noon of the day the vaginal plug was detected was designed as embryonic day 

(E) 0.5. Embryos were harvested by caesarean section from pregnant mice at the desired 

developmental stages and dissected in PBS. Shh-/- mutant embryos used for Whole-

Mount in situ hybridization (WMISH) were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and 

were genotyped with DNA obtained from the yolk sac. Wild type forelimbs (FL) were 

dissected in halves, immediately frozen on dry ice and stored at -80ºC for western blot 

assays (see below). All mutant and wild type mice were maintained in a mixed 

background (CD-1 and C57BL/6). 

-Yolk sac DNA extraction 

 Yolk sacs were dissected and incubated overnight (ON) at 55ºC in lysis buffer 

(50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris Ph 8.3, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/ml gelatin, 0.45% NP-40 and 

0.45% Tween 20) with Proteinase K (PK; 100 μg/ml). Then, Proteinase K was heat 

inactivated at 95ºC for 10 min. and this solution was used directly for mice genotyping 

by the PCR reaction. The primers pairs used are shown below: 

 

Shh (Wt)  F:ATGCTGGCTCGCCTGGCTGTGGAA                      

 R:GAAGAGATCAAGGCAAGCTACTGGC 

Shh (Mutant)  F:GAAGAGATCAAGGCAAGCTACTGGC    

 R:GGACACCATTCTATGCAGGG 

 

-3.1.2. Chicken embryos 

 Wild type fertilized hen eggs were obtained from local farms, generally from 

Gibert S.A. (Tarragona, Spain). Specific Pathogen-Free (SPF) eggs were obtained both 

from Charles River company in USA and Valo Biomedia España, S.L. in Spain. GFP- 

expressing eggs were obtained from the Servicio de Estabulación y Experimentación 
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 Animal of the University of Cantabria where we have established a flock of 

transgenic GFP-expressing chickens derived from fertilized eggs kindly sent by The 

Roslin Institute (University of Edinburgh, UK. McGrew et al., 2004). Eggs were 

routinely incubated in an automatic incubator at 38°C and 95% relative humidity with 

rotation. During the third day of incubation the eggs were windowed, staged according 

to Hamburger and Hamilton (1951), sealed and returned to the incubator until the 

embryos reached the desired stage.  

 When required, embryos were removed from the eggs and the desired tissue 

(whole limb buds or portions) dissected in PBS and processed as required. 

 

- Genotyping of GFP-expressing chickens 

 

 Homo and heterozygous GFP-expressing chickens were identified by 

genotyping (McGrew et al., 2004). Briefly, DNA was extracted from remnants of the 

chorioallantoic membrane that remained attached to the shell after hatching. These 

fragments were incubated overnight (ON) at 55ºC in lysis buffer with PK as yolk sacs. 

The next day, PK was inactivated at 95ºC for 10 min. and similarly this solution was 

then used for PCR with appropriate primers for homozygosis classification, transgene 

detection and sex genotyping (see below), taking advantage in the last pair of the female 

chromosome W (ZW hen, ZZ rooster). 

 

Homozygosis 

 

CH14p5: TCTCCATTCATCATCTCTGTCC 

EGFPspanRev: 

GTGAGGACTCCAGGGTCTGA 

450bp 

Wild type allele 

GFP transgene 

 

LEN1: 

CGAGATCCTACAGTTGGCGCCCGAACAG 

LEN2: 

ACCAGTAGTTAATTTCTGAGACCCTTGTA 

241bp 

Transgene insert 

Sex 
W-3: GAAATGAATTATTTTCTGGCGAC 

W-5: CCCAAATATAACACGCTTCACT 

400bp 

Chromosome W 

region 
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 All reactions were optimized to use the ReadyMix™ Taq PCR Reaction Mix 

(Sigma) in a final volume of 25μl and PCR products were analyzed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. 

 

3.2. Experimental manipulations 

-3.2.1. Procedure to perform recombinant limbs (RLs)  

 The procedure used to make a recombinant limb combining ectodermal and 

mesodermal elements of limb buds was based on protocols already described with some 

modifications (Frederick and Fallon, 1986; for a detailed protocol see(Ros et al., 2000).  

 Briefly, the limb mesoderm was obtained from stage 19-20 wings. The desired 

regions of the limb bud were dissected and the ectoderms removed and discarded after 

incubation in 0.5% trypsin in PBS for 10 minutes at 37ºC and a subsequent wash in 

10% Horse serum in PBS at 4ºC for 10 minutes. 

 To perform dissociated RLs, the resultant mesodermal pieces were mechanically 

dissociated to single cell level pipetting up and down in 1ml of saline G (140 mM NaCl, 

5.4 mM KCl, 1.1 mM KH2PO4, 1.1 mM Na2HPO4, 0.1% glucose, 0.5% phenol red), and 

pelleted by low speed centrifugation.  

 The ectodermal jackets were obtained from stage 21-22 whole wing or leg buds 

by mild trypsin digestion during 1.5-2 hours at 4ºC. Then, ectoderms were transferred to 

a Petri dish containing the pellet, and the RLs were assembled by introducing a 

fragment of the pelleted mesoderm into each ectodermal hull. The limb fragments 

without previous dissociation were equally introduced into ectodermal jackets to form 

non-dissociated RLs (non-diss RLs). These RLs were used to perform different analysis 

(Table 1).  

 The RLs were grafted to the somites of host embryos (stage 20-22), which were 

returned to the incubator and allowed to develop. The recombinant limbs were 

sequentially collected after grafting for analysis and some of them allowed to develop 

for 7 days to assess their morphogenetic potential. 
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Mesoderm 

used 

 

1/3 anterior 

 

1/2 anterior 

 

 

2/3 anterior 

(aRL) 

 

1/2 posterior 

 

 

1/3 posterior 

 

        

Procedure 

Dissociated Dissociated Dissociated Dissociated Dissociated 

- Non- 

dissociated 

Non- 

dissociated 

Non- 

dissociated 

- 

Analysis 

Phenotype 

Sorting- 

out Wild 

type/ GFP 

embryos 

 

Phenotype 

Sorting- out 

Wild type/ 

GFP embryos 

Gene 

expression  

Primary cilia 

Phenotype 

Gene 

expression 

Primary cilia 

Phenotype Phenotype 

Table 1: Recombinant limbs performed and objective of study. 

 

    -3.2.2. Removal of anterior or posterior wing bud  

  The posterior or anterior half, or 2/3 anterior of the wing bud from stage 20 

embryos was removed in ovo by using a tungsten needle with the tip bent in a right 

angle. A transverse cut through the appropriate level of the bud was followed by a 

second cut along the junction of the bud with the body wall. These embryos were 

allowed to develop until desired. 

    -3.2.3. Applications of proteins using beads as carriers  

 Heparin acrylic beads (Sigma, H5263) were soaked for at least 1h at RT in 

recombinant mouse SHH solution at 1 mg/ml in PBS-0.1% Bovine serum albumin 

(BSA). The beads were implanted where desired into the undisturbed stage 20 wing 

bud, and the posterior half of the limb bud was removed immediately after the 

placement of the bead. These limb bud halves were collected 12h after surgery and 

processed for immunoblots. 

(under somite 16)             (somite 18)                  (under somite 19)              (somite 18)              (above somite 19)    
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    -3.2.4. Tissue grafting 

 Wing buds of GFP-expressing stage 20 or stage 24 embryos were used for 

grafting into wild type host. The posterior border containing the ZPA region was 

discarded and stripes of 150 µm of distal sub-AER mesoderm were dissected under a 

stereo microscope using a micrometric scale adapted to the ocular lens. The overlying 

ectoderm was dissected away after incubation in 0.5% trypsin for 2 min. at 37ºC and the 

mesodermal stripes were then cut into 2 or 3 cubical pieces.  

 These blocks were placed in slits made using a fine sharpened tungsten needle 

along the junction between the AER and subjacent mesenchyme in the mid-distal region 

of wing buds of wild type host embryos at stage 20 or stage 24 (Fig. 29). Hosts were 

photographed and immediately returned to the incubator and harvested for analyses as 

desired. Before fixation in 4% PFA, the development of the graft was examined and 

photographed under UV light with an Olympus SZX12 stereo microscope. 

 

 

 

3.3. Paraffin embedding 

 Paraffin embedding was performed following standard protocols; after fixation 

in 4% PFA, the samples were rinsed in PBS twice and progressively dehydrated by 10 

minutes washes in rising ethanol concentrations up to absolute ethanol. Then the 

samples were cleared in Xilol (two washed of 10 min. each), transferred to paraffin 

(SIGMA P-3558) at 60ºC for at least 60 min. and embedded in paraffin blocks as 

desired. Serial 7 μm thick sections were performed in a Leica RM2125RT microtome 

Figure 29. Photograph of a stage 20 

wild type host embryo immediately 

after grafting a 150 microns block of 

GFP expressing distal mesoderm 

(black arrow).  
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and distributed in a consecutive order in a set of four siliconized slides (SuperFrostPlus, 

Menzel-Gläser, Germany), per block.  Control limbs were processed in the same blocks 

or in parallel with experimental samples for comparison.   

 

3.4. Cell Death Assay 

 To detect programmed cell death by apoptosis, the terminal deoxynucleotidyl 

transferase-mediated deoxyuridinetriphosphate nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay was 

performed using the ApopTag Fluorescein Direct In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit 

#S7110 (Millipore) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This technique is 

based on the labeling of the 3’OH ends generated in the DNA fragmentation during 

apoptosis. Labeling is performed by binding fluorescein (FITC) to the nucleotides 

which are added to the DNA by the terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase enzyme 

(TdT). TUNEL assays were performed in 7 µm sections of paraffin embedded tissue 

and kept at 4ºC until analysis with Nikon Eclipse 80i upright fluorescence microscope. 

 

3.5. Whole-Mount In situ hybridization (WMISH) 

 We followed the methods described in Micales BK and Gary Lyons (2001), 

slightly modified. Samples were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS at 4ºC ON. Next day, after 

washing in PBS and PBT, the samples were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of 

methanol diluted in PBT and stored in methanol at -20ºC until needed. Before 

hybridization, embryos were rehydrated to PBT and bleached in H2O2 in PBT for 1h. 

After washing in PBT, they were digested with PK 10 µg/ml for a variable time 

depending on the embryo stage for mesodermal genes, or with PK at 5 µg/ml for 5 min. 

for ectodermal genes. Immediately, embryos were postfixed in 4% PFA + 0.2% 

glutaraldehyde and kept at 65°C ON in a prehybridization step with hybridization buffer 

[50% formamide, 5xSSC pH 4.5, 1 mg/ml tRNA, 2% blocking powder (Boehringer), 

0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% CHAPS, 50 µg/ml Heparin pH 4.5 and 0.5 M EDTA pH 8].  

 

  Next day, embryos were frozen at -20ºC for at least 6h. and later on, the 

hybridization buffer was replaced by a new mixture containing the selected digoxigenin 
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labeled antisense RNA probe and incubated ON at 65ºC. Posthybridization washes were 

performed at 65°C with 2xSSC-0.1% CHAPS (3x, 30 min. each) and 0.2x SSC-0.1% 

CHAPS (3x, 70 min. in total). Then, two washes in KTBT buffer at RT (50 mM TrisHCl 

pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl and 1% Triton X-100) were performed. After 2 

hours blocking at RT in 20% sheep serum in KTBT blocking solution, the samples were 

incubated ON at 4°C or for 6 hours at RT with anti-dig-AP antibody (anti-digoxigenin-

alkaline phosphatase) 1:2000 in blocking solution. 

 After this step, washes with KTBT were performed at RT. Finally, alkaline 

phosphatase activity was detected by incubating the embryos in NTMT solution [NTM: 

(100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2) and 0.1% Triton X-100] 

with NBT (3µg/ml) and BCIP (2.3µg/ml). Once the accurate color signal was obtained, 

the reaction was stopped with several washes in KTBT and then fixed in 4% PFA and 

kept at 4ºC until analysis. 

 

3.6. In situ hybridization in paraffin sections (ISH) 

 A similar method to the above described for whole mount ISH was followed in 

sections. Briefly, after routinely dewaxing and rehydration, the samples were 

permeabilized by incubation in PK (10 µg/ml) for 7.5 min. Then, samples were fixed in 

4% PFA followed by an acetylating step (0.1 M triethanol-amine, 0.066 mM Acetic 

Anhydride) for 10 minutes. The sections were incubated ON in hybridization buffer 

containing the desired antisense RNA probe labeled with digoxigenin at 65ºC. Next, 

posthybridization washes in SSC and MABT pH 7.5 (150 mM NaCl, 100 mM Maleic 

Acid and 0.04% Tween) were performed. After that, sections were blocked for 1 hour 

and incubated ON with the antibody α-DIG-AP (1:2500) at 4ºC in a humid chamber. 

The signal was revealed by NTM/NBT/BCIP. 

 Finally, sections were fixed in 4% PFA and mounted with Cytoseal. These 

samples were analyzed with a Nikon Eclipse 80i microscope and photographed with a 

Nikon DSRi1 camera. 
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 The probes used in both (whole mount and in paraffin sections) hybridizations were 

Alx4, Bmp4, Fgf8, GFP (Aequorea victoria), Gli1, Gli3, Grem, Hand2, Hoxa13, 

Hoxd10, Hoxd11, Hoxd12, Hoxd13, Msx2, Ptch1 (mouse and chicken), Shh and Sall4. 

They were provided by Dr.Tabin (Harvard University, Massachusetts), Dr. Le Douarin 

(Sorbonne Universités, France), Dr. Gail Martin (University of California, San 

Francisco), Dr. Towers (Univesity of Sheffield, UK), Dr. Benoit Robert (Institut 

Pasteur, France), Dr. Jessell (Columbia University, New York), and Dr. Dr. Kawakami 

(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis), or designed and synthesized in our laboratory 

by PCR reaction. 

 

3.7. RNA probes synthesis 

 For probes synthesis the following steps were performed when the sequence of 

interest is contained in a vector: 

     Transformation: Following the standard procedure, E. Coli DH5 α competent cells 

were transformed with plasmid DNA, plated (in LB + ampicillin) and cultured at 37°C 

ON. Next day, a single colony was picked from those grown and cultured in LB + 

ampicillin medium at 37°C ON in a shaker incubator. 

     Mini-prep: It was performed next day, using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit and 

standard protocols.  

     Digestion: To synthesize an anti-sense transcript, specific restriction endonucleases 

were used to linearize the plasmids and digestion was performed following standard 

protocols.             

     Transcription: Probes were generated by in vitro transcription reaction in the 

presence of digoxygenin labeled nucleotides, following standard protocols and using 

diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) treated water to inhibit RNases. 

 

3.8. Micromass culture 

 For micromass cultures, distal 150 μm stripes of GFP-expressing and normal 

wing buds were obtained and disaggregated to single cells by gentle pipetting after 

removal of the ectoderm in 0.25% trypsin at room temperature. Then the cells were 
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counted and mixtures of the labeled and non-labeled cells at the 1:3 ratio were 

performed. The cells were then re-suspended and plated in 10 μl drops at a density of 2 

× 106 per milliliter. After one hour, DMEM/F12 Glutamax media was added containing 

10% fetal calf serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. The cultures were sequentially 

fixed and the distribution of GFP-expressing cells examined by fluorescent microscopy. 

 

3.9. Cell dissociation by squash of fixed tissue 

 Samples were treated as described in Pena E. et al., (2001). First, they were 

collected and fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 30 min. or in 4% PFA-0.1% Triton X-100% 

for 20 min. when a pre-permeabilization step was performed with fixation if required, 

depending on the antibodies further used. After washing in PBS, each limb was 

transferred to a drop of PBS on a siliconized slide. A coverslip was then placed over the 

limb bud and mechanical percussion was applied with a histological needle until 

dissociated cells were squashed out from the sample. 

 These slides were then frozen in dry ice for 20 min. and after that, the coverslip 

was removed using a razor blade. By using this procedure most cells remained adhered 

to the slide. The slides were then rinsed in 96% ethanol at 4°C for 10 min. and in PBS at 

4°C for 10 more minutes. A wash in 0.1 M Glycine for 20 min. was also carried out to 

reduce a possible fluorescence background due to PFA fixation. Finally, the samples 

were stored in PBS at 4°C until needed. 

 

3.10. Cell sedimentation technique 

 The pellets formed with dissociated-reaggregated cells used for aRLs, were fixed 

in 4% PFA for 10-20 minutes depending on the pellet size, and gently washed in PBS 3 

times for 7 minutes with low speed centrifugation between washes. Then cells were 

counted with a Neubauer chamber and resuspended in PBS to a density of 2-

3x106cells/ml. Drops (15μl) of the cell suspension were placed on siliconized slides 

(SuperFrostPlus), allowed to dry and stored in PBS at 4ºC. 
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3.11. Cryostat technique 

 Fixed specimens were incubated in raising concentrations of sucrose in PBS 

until 30% sucrose. Then the specimens were incubated in 30% sucrose-OCT (Tissue-

Tek) in a 75%-25% proportion ON at 4ºC.  

 Finally, the limbs were embedded in OCT, oriented as desired and stored at -

80ºC, until sectioned. 7-15 µm thickness sections were cut at -20ºC in a cryostat 

Microm HM550 (Thermo Scientific), transferred to siliconized slides (SuperFrostPlus), 

and stored at -20ºC until needed. 

 

3.12. Immunofluorescence 

 Immunoassays were performed in cryostat sections, in dissociated cells (from 

squash) and in sedimented cells (pellet), except for the second part of this Thesis work, 

which were performed in paraffin sections (see details in next section).  

 Generally the sections were permeabilized in Triton X-100 (0.2%-1%) in PBS at 

4ºC, and blocked in 10% goat serum with 2% BSA in PBS during 1h. Normally, the 

incubation in the primary antibodies was ON at 4ºC.  Fluorescent-coupled secondary 

antibodies were usually used at a concentration of 1:1000 with 1h of incubation at RT.  

 The primary antibodies used were: mouse monoclonal anti-acetylated α-tubulin 

(1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich), mouse monoclonal anti-γ-tubulin (1:2000; Sigma-Aldrich), 

mouse monoclonal anti-plzf (1:2000; Active-motif) and mouse monoclonal Gli3 clone 

6F5 anti-Gli3-N provided by Dr. Scales (Genentech), used at 3μg/ml. Secondary 

antibodies were: Alexa 594-conjugated anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (1:500, 

Invitrogen) and Alexa 488-conjugated anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (1:1000, 

Invitrogen).  

 To perform double immunostainings with two mouse monoclonal antibodies 

(anti-acetylated α-tubulin for the primary cilium and Gli3 clone 6F5 for Gli3 detection), 

a blockage of possible free epitopes of tubulin was performed with AffiniPure Fab 
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Fragment Donkey Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) incubation at 50 μg/ml. This step ensures us 

that the next secondary antibody only binds to Gli3.  

 Sections were mounted with DAPI-Vectashield and analyzed with Leica TCS 

SP-5 inverted multispectral or with Leica TCS SP-E upright spectral confocal 

microscopes. Images were processed with ImageJ software (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U. 

S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 

1997-2016). When required, images were displayed in pseudocolor to reflect differences 

in intensity of the immunoassay. 

 

- Quantification of cell distribution   

 Detection of GFP-expressing cells was performed by immunofluorescence on 7 

μm paraffin sections. The sections were de-waxed, and blocked for 2 h with blocking 

buffer (1% BSA, 1% goat serum in PBS). Cells were then incubated overnight at 4ºC 

with a rabbit polyclonal antibody for GFP (Life technologies, 1:1000), and immune 

complexes were detected with Alexa-488 conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (Invitrogen, 

1:250). Finally, sections were counterstained with 0.5 mg/ml of DAPI, mounted in 

Vectashield and 1.5 mm thick Z-stacks (five optical sections per Z-stack) were acquired 

using a Leica TCS SP-5 confocal microscope with a 20x, 0.7 NA objective, a 2 Airy 

pinhole and 400 Hz scanning speed. 

  Cells were excited sequentially with 405 and 488 nm laser lines 

and fluorescence emission was captured between 415-480 nm (DAPI) and 499-578nm 

(GFP). Image analyses were performed in collaboration with the microscopy service of 

the Instituto de Biomedicina y Biotecnología de Cantabria, with ImageJ: a maximum 

projection of the Z-stacks was generated after images were median-filtered to 

reduce noise. The perimeter of the graft was used to create an initial region of 

interest that was reduced by 50% using the transform tool in Adobe Photoshop to 

generate an inner region and outer region. Following this, the images were 

automatically thresholded and the GFP and DAPI positive areas within the inner and 

outer regions of the graft were determined. The GFP/DAPI positive areas were 

calculated and compared between the two types of graft in both the outer and inner 
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regions. To quantitate the immunofluorescence, three sections from each specimen 

were analyzed. The proportion of the area occupied by the GFP-positive cells in 

the inner and outer regions of the grafts was determined. The calculation of the p-

value was performed using three tests of the R software (that is, two t-tests with 

and without the homoscedasticity assumption and the nonparametric Mann-Whitney-

Wilcoxon U-test).    

 

3.13. Araldite embedding and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

 Samples were fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde + 1% PFA at room temperature ON. 

Next day, they were rinsed in 0.12 M phosphate buffer (PB) and postfixed in 2% 

osmium tetroxide diluted in double-strength buffer (containing 3.5% dextrose in 0.2 M 

PB, pH 7.4) for 1 hour.  After incubation with uranyl acetate for 90 min. at 4ºC the 

samples were washed and dehydrated in rising concentrations of acetone in PBS. 

Embedding in araldite was performed through incubation in raising mixtures of araldite 

in acetone (Durcupan, Fluka, Switzerland) until 100% araldite. The araldite blocks were 

allowed to polymerize at 60ºC at least for three days. 

 Ultrathin sections were examined with a Philips EM-208 electron microscope 

operated at 60 kV. 

 

3.14. Immunoblots 

 Immunoblot (western blot) analyses were performed as described (Bastida et al., 

2004). Briefly, for whole protein extraction, the dissected tissue was lysed with ice-cold 

RIPA buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors (Leupeptina 10 μg/ml, Aprotinina 

10 μg/ml y PMSF 100 μg/ml), for 30 minutes; while Buffer A and Buffer C 

supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Halt™ Protease and 

Phosphatase inhibitor single-use cocktail, Thermo Scientific) and NP-40 were used to 

perform nucleus/cytoplasm fractionation.  

 Protein amounts were quantified with Lowry and Bradford (BioRad protein 

assay) procedures. Proteins extracts were mixed (100-120 μg per sample) with 2x 

Laemmli (2xSDS gel-loading buffer: 100 mM Tris pH 6.8, 8% β-mercaptoethanol, 4% 
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SDS, 20% glicerol, and 0.1% bromophenol blue) and heated at 95°C for 5 min. 

Electrophoresis was  carried out on 8% (v/v) Sodium dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide 

Gel  Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and proteins were transferred on to nitrocellulose 

filters (Amersham Bisociences). The molecular weight was resolved with the marker 

Precision Plus Protein Standards (Biorad). Then the blots were blocked in 2% BSA for 

two hours and  incubated at 4°C ON with primary antobodies. 

  Proteins were visualized with HRP (horseradish peroxidase)-conjugated goat 

anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Jackson) diluted 1:10000 in TBS-T and 

1% BSA, followed by ECL (enhanced chemiluminescence; Amersham Bisociences) 

detection, except for fibrillarin, which was better detected with secondary antibodies 

conjugated to IRDye800 (Li-Cor Biosciences) and visualized in an Odyssey scanner. 

Reagents used for immunoblots: 

 

RIPA Buffer 

50 mM Tris-Cl  pH 7.5      

150 mM NaCl     

1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40) 

0.5% Sodium deoxycholate  

0.1% SDS    

 

 

 

 Primary antibodies: Rabbit polyclonal anti-Gli3 antibodies provided by Dr. 

Wang (Baltimore University-Maryland) and Dr. Mackem (NCI-Maryland) used at 

1:200 and 1:500, respectively; and mouse monoclonal 6F5 anti-Gli3-N provided by Dr. 

Scales (Genentech) at 5μg/ml, were used depending on availability. Antibodies were 

diluted in TBS-T (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 500mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20) and 1% BSA.   

α-Tubulin (Sigma T5168 anti-mouse, 1:1000) or vinculin (Abcam EPR8185 anti-rabbit, 

1:1000) were assessed as protein load controls, and antibodies against specific nuclear 

(Rho-GDI from Santa Cruz sc-360, anti-rabbit 1:1000) and cytosolic (PARP Santa Cruz  

Buffer A (stock) 

10 mM HEPES, pH 7.9 

10 mM KCl 

1.5 mM MgCl2  

1 mM DTT 

0.1% or 2.5% Nonidet P-40 

(NP-40) 

 

Buffer C (stock) 

20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9 

0.45 M NaCl 

1.5 mM MgCl2  

1 mM DTT 

0.2 mM EDTA 

25% Glicerol 
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H-250, anti-rabbit 1:1000; and Fibrillarin anti-mouse 38F3 ab4566, 1:1000) proteins 

were used to evaluate the quality of the nuclear/cytoplasmic fractioning.  

 Stripping was performed when necessary, submerging the membrane in 

stripping buffer (100 mM β-Mercaptoethanol, 2% SDS and 62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8) 

and incubating at 50°C for 30 minutes with agitation.  

 

- Coomasie Blue and Ponceau Red 

 To visualize the remaining proteins acrilamide gels after the transfer step, they 

were stained with Coomassie Blue ( 0.1% Coomassie Blue in 50 % methanol , 10% 

acetic acid). On the other hand, to visualize transferred proteins to the nitrocellulose 

filters, they were stained with Ponceau Red (0.1% Ponceau Red in 1% acetic acid). 

These stainings gave us information about the proportion of protein left in each lane 

(complement of Bradford test results) and the transfer efficiency.   

  Finally, immunoblot quantification analyses were carried out using the ImageJ 

software. Protein values were normalized to the tubulin levels in complete protein 

extraction experiments, or to Rho-GDI (cytoplasmic fraction) and Fibrillarin (nuclear 

fraction) protein levels in fractionated extracts, in each sample. Graphics were created 

assigning value =1 to the minimum value of the protein of interest. 

 

 

3.15. RCASBP(A) and RCASBP(B) (Replication-Competent Avian Sarcoma-leukosis 

virus LTR Splice acceptor, Bryan-Rous sarcoma virus polymerase, subgroup A and 

subgroup B), refered to as RCAS for simplicity, production  

 Viral supernatants were produced in collaboration with Dr. Mackem, (NCI-

Maryland), by transfecting DF-1 cells (chick embryo fibroblast line, ATCC) with 

different RCASBP-retroviral constructions containing the genes of interest as described 

by Morgan and Fekete (1996) and Logan and Tabin (1998) with some modifications. 

Briefly, cells were seeded in P10 culture plates and grown in DMEM (Dulbecco's 

modified Eagle's medium) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% glutamine and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 5% humidity. Subconfluent cells were 
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transfected (Qiagen Superfect) following manufacturer’s instructions. The constructions 

transfected were RCASBP subgroup B for chicken Hoxd12 and Hoxd13 overexpression, 

and RCASBP (A)-EGFP. We added polybrene at 8 μg/ml to RCAS-GFP infected cells 

as it has been reported to increase the efficiency of infection when it is added to the 

medium (Davis et al., 2002). 

 Cells were grown following consecutive splits until a suitable number of cells 

was obtained. Normally we worked until reach four T150 culture flasks for each 

construction. We left cells growing overconfluence 4 days after the last split and we 

changed media to starving media (10 ml of DMEM per bottle supplemented with 1% 

FBS, 1% glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) to favor virus production, and 

maintaining polybrene addition for GFP virus production. Supernatant viral media was 

collected and replaced by fresh starving media for 3 consecutive days.  The collected 

media were stored at -80ºC. 

 

-Concentration and Storage of Viral Supernatants  

 After thawing collected media at 37ºC, it was immediately kept on ice and 

filtered through a 0.8 μm membrane maintaining each day media separated for each 

gene. Ultracentrifugation was performed during 1h at 25K. The obtained pellet was 

placed for 40 minutes on ice shaking, and later on 10 μl aliquots were done for each 

gene and each collected day, and immediately placed on dry ice and stored at -80ºC 

until used. 

 

-Infection and titration  

  DF-1 cells were seeded at 20% confluence in 24-well dishes and incubated 

overnight. The next day the medium was removed 100 μl of different viral dilutions, 

normally 10-6, 10-5 and 10-4 dilutions of the concentrated stock of each virus, per well.  

Plates were placed back to the incubator and moved by hand every 20 minutes 

approximately. After 4 hours, we added fresh media (1ml per well) and incubated cells 

for 48h. Then, we added 4% PFA in PBS in all the wells except in the RCASBP (A)-

EGFP infected ones, where colony forming units (cfu) can be counted under the 

fluorescence microscope without immunodetection.  
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 Fixed wells were washed with PBS, blocked with PBST (10% serum, 0.1% 

Triton X-100 in PBS) for 30 min. and incubated ON with a 1:1200 dilution of p27 

rabbit polyclonal antibody in PBST. Next day we detected virus with the secondary 

antibody (Alexa-488 anti-rabbit) diluted 1:500 in PBS for one hour in the dark and cfu 

were counted. 

 

3.16. RCASBP Injection 

  SPF eggs were incubated as previously described and opened after 36 h. Then, a 

viral aliquot was defrosted on ice and 5μl of the RCASBP (B) of interest and were 

mixed with 2 μl of RCASBP(A)-EGFP (for infection visualization) and with 0.3 μl of 

Fast Green 0.5% (for injection visualization). This mixture was loaded inside a pulled 

glass capillary used for injection. 

  Indian ink solution diluted 1:50 in PBS was injected in the subblastoderm cavity 

to give a high contrast background, and the vitelline membrane over the appropriate 

region of the embryo was removed for proper injection. Specifically, controlled 

injections of virus were done in the prospective right wing area, lateral to somite 10 in 

the lateral plate of stage 10-11 embryos. Injection was performed at least in 5 different 

points of this area to ensure proper viral distribution in the wing field (see Fig. 30). 

Finally, a drop of PBS supplemented with 1% penicilline/streptomycine was added to 

the embryo and it was allowed to develop for about 48 h until it reached stage 20.  At 

this time embryos with positive viral infection as assessed by the expression of GFP 

under a fluorescence stereomicroscope were operated to remove the ZPA or the 

posterior half of the infected wing. The removal was performed using a tungsten needle 

and forceps, and also in control embryos for comparison. Then, eggs were returned to 

the incubator and allowed to develop as desired. 
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3.17. Skeletal staining 

 Chicken embryos were stained with Alcian Blue and Alizarin Red for cartilage 

and bone staining. Stage 36 embryos were dissected in PBS and they were fixed in 96% 

ethanol ON at 4ºC. Later on the embryos were eviscerated and dehydrated in acetone 

95% for several hours and then left in 100% acetone ON at RT. The next day, tissue 

was stained in a mixture of alcian blue/alizarin red [5ml of alcian blue (stock 0.3% in 

70% ethanol) with 5 ml of alizarin red (stock 0.1% in 95% ethanol) and 5 ml of glacial 

acetic acid in 85 ml of 70% ethanol]  at RT with shaking and protected from light. The 

next day the tissue was digested in 1% KOH for two hours and then transfer to 25% 

glycerol diluted in the KOH 1%, and placed in successive increasing concentrations of 

glycerol during the following days until storage in dark in 100% glycerol. 

 

 

3.18. Transcriptome sequencing analysis 

  aRLs and control limbs were dissected in cold sterile PBS and immediately 

frozen at -80ºC until used. Specifically, seven different conditions were selected for the 

aRLs RNA-seq. analysis (Table 2). Samples were homogenized by passages through 

25G needles and RNA extraction was performed using RNeasy Mini Kit (Quiagen 

74104) following manufacturer's protocol, eluting RNA in a final volume of 30 µl of 

RNase free water. 

Figure 30. Chicken embryo at stage 10. 

Green areas correspond to lateral plate 

mesoderm where injection was 

performed (black circle) followed by 

wing surgery 48h after injection. 

(Modified from Sawada and Aoyama, 

1999). 
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Sample Description 

Pellet t=0 Made with 2/3 anterior mesoderm, stage 20 cells 

aRL+16h Recombinant limb 16h after grafting 

aRL +24h Recombinant limb 24h after grafting 

aRL +48h Recombinant limb 48h after grafting 

In ovo 2/3 ant t=0 2/3 anterior limb, control mesoderm, stage 20 

In ovo 2/3 ant +16h In ovo 2/3 anterior limb 16h after ZPA removal 

In ovo 1/2 post t=0 1/2  posterior limb, control mesoderm, stage 20 

 Table 2: Experimental samples and control tissues used for RNA-seq. analysis. 

 

 Integrity, quality and concentration of purified RNA were measured using 

Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and NanoDrop systems. All our samples presented RIN 

numbers > 9.8 (RNA integrity numbers, Fig. 31) and a final concentration of 1 µg/µl of 

total RNA was used for sequencing. RNA libraries and following steps were performed 

by the CNIC Genomics Unit, Madrid, using the Illumina GA2 system with 75 bp single-

end reads. The number of sequencing reads obtained per sample had an average 

coverage of 4 million for all samples. A pre-processing pipeline was used to trim 

Illumina adapters with Cutadapt. FastQC was used to perform a quality control after 

each step. Finally, reads were aligned with Rsem against the Galgal4_77 (October 

2014) collection of transcripts. Also a Hierarchical clustering heatmap and dendrogram 

of the 7 conditions studied based on genes with a p-value < 0.05 calculated with the 

LRT (likelihood ratio test) was generated by bioinfomaticians at the CNIC. 

 Statistics generated by Cuffdiff (p-value and q-value) were not considered to 

measure the degree of confidence. Instead, FPKMs, indicating an absolute level of 

expression, were used to standardize and make comparable samples with different 

numbers of readings as well as transcripts of different sizes. On the other hand, log2 fold 

change values were used as a relative measurement between two conditions, calculated 

as log2 (FPKMy /FPKMx). With these data, graphics were generated considering genes 

of interest which validate our analysis (see Results section) and those genes with log2 > 

|2| values were further studied as possible Differential Expressed Genes (DEGs). 
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Figure 31. Representative electropherogram obtained with Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer for the pellet. 

 

 

 Venn diagrams for expression differences were generated online 

(http://bioinfogp. cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html) for genes with FPKM > 0.5 to be 

considered as expressed in a condition. Cytoscape software was used to identify 

statistically overrepresented GO categories and KEEG pathways of DEGs, and the 

significance of enrichment for a particular pathway was calculated with the 

hypergeometric probability test, adjusted for multiple testing with a Bonferroni 

correction, to finally consider those p-values ≤ 0.05. 

 The STEM (Short Time-series Expression Miner) software was used to cluster 

genes (Ernst and Bar-Joseph, 2006) to have a dynamic view of their expression profiles. 

It requires chronological times so we selected 2/3 anterior progenitor cells (t0), pellet, 

aRL+16, aRL+24 and aRL+48 for the analysis. The 17,108 genes aligned in our study 

were input and we applied the log normalized data conversion of STEM and filtered 

data according to default STEM parameters, except for the number of generated 

profiles, adjusted to 15. 

 

3.19. Flow cytometry  

 Wild-type and GFP-expressing distal mesenchyme tissue was dissected in ice 

cold PBS under a LeicaMZ16F UV microscope using a fine surgical knife pooled from 

replicate experiments (between 10 and 12), and digested into single cell suspensions 

with trypsin (0.5%, Gibco) for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed in PBS 

(2x) and fixed in 70% ethanol at least overnight (kept at -20ºC if not immediately 
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analyzed, analyzed at Sheffiled University in collaboration with Dr. Towers and cols.). 

Cell were washed in PBS (2x) and re-suspended in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100, 

50 mg/ml of propidium iodide and 50 mg/ml of RNase A (Sigma). Dissociated cells 

were left at room temperature for 20 min, aggregated cells were removed by filtration 

and the single cells then analyzed for DNA content with a FACSCalibur flow 

cytometer and FlowJo software (Tree star Inc). Based on ploidy values cells were 

assigned in G1, S or G2/M phases and this was expressed as a percentage of the total 

cell number (8,000-10,000 in each case). Between three and six replicate experiments 

were performed (pools of 10–12 blocks of tissue from separate embryos in each case) 

and the standard error was calculated. Statistical significance of numbers of G1, S and 

G2/M phase cells between pools was determined by Pearson’s χ2 tests to obtain two-

tailed p-values (significantly different being a p-value of < 0.05).  
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4. RESULTS 

 

4.1. PART 1: Analysis of limb Patterning, RLs paradox 

 As described in the Introduction, the RLs are an excellent system for a variety of 

analyses in limb development as they permit to select and manipulate the two different 

limb components, the ectoderm and the limb progenitors, in accordance to the 

biological question under study (Cooper et al., 2011a; Fernandez-Teran et al., 1999; 

Hardy et al., 1995; MacCabe et al., 1974; MacCabe et al., 1973; Ros et al., 1994; 

Rosello-Diez et al., 2011; Wada et al., 1998; Zwilling, 1956). However, several aspects, 

mainly regarding their morphogenetic capacity, are not fully understood. Here we aimed 

to a further molecular characterization of this valuable experimental system. We have 

asked why and how the anterior progenitor cells, unable to survive when deprived from 

a SHH source in ovo, are able to survive and form digits in the RL situation.  

 

4.1.1. Morphogenetic capacity of anterior mesoderm isolated from posterior 

mesoderm in RLs versus in ovo 

 Early work with RLs revealed that the presence of cells of the ZPA (Shh 

expressing cells) intermingled with the rest of the wing limb progenitors, was 

detrimental for the development of the RL (MacCabe et al., 1973; Crosby and Fallon, 

1975; Frederick and Fallon, 1982).  Therefore, only the mesoderm of the anterior two-

thirds (2/3) of stage 20 wing buds, discarding the ZPA, was used to perform RLs (Fig. 

32A, C-C'). We refer to these RLs as anterior RLs (aRLs). Of notice, all the work 

presented here is performed using wing progenitor cells, which for simplicity would be 

equally referred to as ‘limb’ progenitor cells. 

 aRLs form limb-like structures in which the three PD segments can be 

distinguished without AP polarity or digit identity (20/20), as previously published  

(Elisa Piedra et al., 2000), (Fig. 32C'), (MacCabe et al., 1973a; Ros et al., 1994; Hardy 

et al., 1995; Wada et al., 1998). From proximal to distal, the aRLs usually include, a 

long element, that we interpreted as the humerus (stylopod), followed by a variable 
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shorter or even missing element interpreted as zeugopod. The joint (elbow) between 

these two elements is frequently absent. Finally, the distal part of the aRLs bears a 

variable number of two to four digits (Fig. 32C' and Fig. 33).  

 It is known that the anterior limb progenitors require SHH signaling for survival 

(Hinchliffe and Gumpel-Pinot, 1981; Summerbell, 1979; Todt and Fallon, 1987; Wilson 

and Hinchliffe, 1987). The anterior half of stage 20 chicken limb wing buds, deprived 

from the posterior half limb bud containing the ZPA in ovo, suffers massive apoptosis 

and fails to form its normal fate map (humerus, radius and digit 1). Isolated anterior half 

wings usually form the stylopod continued with a misshaped zeugopod element without 

a discernible joint (Bastida et al., 2004). When only the most posterior third wing bud, 

containing the ZPA, is removed at stages 20-21, the stylopod and a zeugopod element 

(10% of the specimens) or also both elements and a digit one (90%) form (Pagan et al., 

1996), a phenotype that strongly resembles the mouse Shh-/- phenotype.  

 In stark contrast, the posterior half limb bud expressing Shh develops its 

prospective fate (humerus, ulna and digits 2 and 3), disregarding the absence of the 

anterior  half (Hinchliffe and Gumpel-Pinot, 1981; Summerbell, 1979; Todt and Fallon, 

1987; Wilson and Hinchliffe, 1987) (Fig. 32 E-E'', see control limb Fig. 32B). 

Conversely, RLs performed with posterior half mesoderm show poor developmental 

capacity and are not able to form digits (Fig. 32 E-E'), corroborating previous 

experiments (Crosby and Fallon, 1975). This aspect is currently under study in our 

research group. 

 In our hands, the removal of the posterior half limb at stage 20 in ovo, 

consistently resulted in limbs formed by only one element, the humerus (80% of the 

control experiments performed in this project) (Fig. 32 D-D''), or a humerus and a radius 

(20%) but with a compromised joint. When just the most posterior third of the limb bud, 

corresponding narrowly to the ZPA, was surgically removed in ovo, the same 

phenotypes were obtained but in reverse ratio (only stylopod in 10%, and stylopod and 

one zeugopodial element in 90% of the cases). In addition, the morphology of the elbow 

was much better (Fig. 32 C-C''). No digit formed after any of these two surgical 

ablations. Although digit 1 has been reported after ZPA removal (Pagan et al., 1996),  
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and it is in fact considered independent of SHH signaling (Chiang et al., 2001; Kraus et al., 

2001), we have never observed digit formation in our experiments. 
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Figure 32. Morphogenetic capacity of stage 20 progenitor limb bud cells.  
A) Stage 20 embryo in ovo. B) Skeletal preparation of a control wing at 10 days of development. C-E) 

The part of the stage 20 wing bud used for each particular is depicted in yellow while the discarded part is 

depicted in gray. Similar limb-like structures were obtained with cells from the anterior two-thirds of the 

limb bud (C) or the anterior half (D) in the RL situation (C' and D'). The same anterior tissue left to 

develop in ovo presents a stunt development (C'', D''). In contrast, the posterior half limb (E) develops the 

corresponding posterior limb segments if developed in ovo (E''), meanwhile in the RLs situation shows a 

poor development (E'). Abbreviations: ‘s’: stylopod; ‘z’: zeugopod; ‘a’: autopod. 7 days after grafting or 

after surgery. Scale bar: 1 mm.  

 

 
 

Figure 33. Variability in the phenotypes of aRLs. 

A-C) Skeletal preparations of isolated aRLs 7 days after grafting to show the variability in phenotypes. 

Note that digit-like structures without AP identity always form. Abbreviations as in Fig. 32. Scale bar: 1 

mm. 

 

 To verify the appropriateness of the posterior third removals, randomly selected 

embryos were fixed immediately after the surgeries for analysis of Shh expression. In 

the removals of the posterior thirds, Shh expression was never observed in the 

remaining limb bud (Fig. 34A). In the removals of the anterior half, the complete ZPA 

was observed in the remaining tissue (Fig. 34B). These experiments confirmed the 

accurateness of the surgery. 

 Thus, while stage 20 anterior limb progenitor cells do not form digits in ovo 

after ZPA removal, the same cells do form digits in the RLs situation.  

 Moreover,  phenotypes obtained in aRLs with 1/2 anterior cells were similar to 

those performed with 2/3, exhibiting the same three PD segments and distal structures 

identified as digits (13/14) (Fig. 32D', compare with Fig. 32C').  
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 We then asked if further restricted areas of anterior limb progenitors would also 

maintain the same morphogenetic capacity. To this end, we performed aRLs performed 

with only the anterior third of wing limb buds (see M&M). Interestingly, these RLs 

were unable to growth and develop (0/23), and just a small cartilage core was found in 

the grafting area (Fig. 35A). Due to the known role of the ZPA controlling survival and 

differentiation of the mesenchyme along the anteroposterior axis (Wilson and 

Hinchliffe, 1987) and considering the observation that a restricted small amount of ZPA 

cells does not preclude the growth of 2/3 aRLs formation (under study in our research 

group), anterior 1/3 RLs were also performed adding ZPA cells in a 1/28 ratio. In this 

case, nice limb-like structures bearing digits formed (Fig. 35B). 

 

Figure 34. Whole mount in 

situ hybridization (WMISH) 

for Shh in a stage 20 chicken 

embryo after the ZPA removal 

(A) or the removal of the 

anterior half (B', detail of B). 

The expression of Shh is as 

expected according to the 

specific manipulation. Scale 

bars: 300 µm. 
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Figure 35. Different morphogenetic capacity of 1/3 aRLs. 

Skeletal preparations of 1/3 RLs 7 days after grafting. A) RLs formed only with the anterior third 

mesoderm are unable to develop (arrow).  B) Addition of a small proportion of ZPA cells very much 

improved the morphological capacity of these limbs. Scale bar: 1 mm. 

 

 Cell fate mapping experiments have established that the most anterior cells of a 

stage 20 wing bud do not expand very much (Vargesson et al., 1997). Specifically, they 

observed that the anterior third of the bud is destined to form parts of the shoulder joint 

and upper humerus of the wing. Thus, it could be possible that these cells are 

predetermined and in the RLs situation only form those elements. 

 To test this hypothesis, a part of the most anterior cells in aRLs made with the 

anterior half mesoderm was marked (GFP-expressing) to follow their fate in aRLs (Fig. 

36). If those most anterior cells were only able to contribute to proximal structures, we 

would expect to detect them proximally located. 

 Our results demonstrate that it is not the case, and that the most anterior third 

progenitor limb cells, when  mixed with the rest of the anterior half limb progenitors, 

are able to contribute to the complete PD axis of the formed limb including the digits 

(Fig. 36).  
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Figure 36. Experiment performed to track most anterior cells’ fate. 1/2 aRLs are performed with a 

proportion of 1/3 anterior GFP-expressing cells. Note 1/2 anterior wild type cells without the most 

anterior 1/3 are added to maintain the ratio of AP cells (1/2 ant.-1/3 ant.wt). 7 days after grafting, the aRL 

exhibits GFP expression all along the PD axis under the UV light. 

 

 

 Thus, to make the most of the donor tissue, as the morphogenetic capacity of the 

RL performed with progenitors from the anterior half or from the anterior 2/3 was 

similar, the rest of our work was normally performed with 2/3 aRLs.  

 

 

4.1.2. Anterior limb bud progenitors do not suffer apoptosis in the dissociated 

anterior recombinant limbs (aRL) situation, versus in ovo and non-dissociated RLs  

 Because anterior mesoderm exhibit such different outcomings in ovo versus in 

the RLs situation, we first asked whether the procedure followed to perform the 

recombinant limbs could influence the survival and morphogenetic capacity of anterior 

limb progenitor cells. As a first approach to test this possibility, we performed RLs with 

the anterior mesoderm without dissociation of the tissue. The anterior 2/3 of a stage 20 

donor wing bud was peeled off, covered by a new ectodermal jacket, grafted in a host 
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embryo (see M&M) and allowed to develop. Therefore, the mechanical dissociation, 

randomization of cell position and mild centrifugation steps were not performed in these 

non-dissociated aRLs (non-diss aRLs). Interestingly, the developmental capacity of 

non-diss aRLs matched that of the anterior 2/3 mesoderm left in ovo, that is, formed a 

single proximal element (Fig. 37). 

 

 

Figure 37. Morphogenetic capacity of non-diss aRL. A) Schematics showing the procedure. B) 

Cartilage rod developed from a non-diss aRLs. Scale bar: 1 mm. 

 

 Abnormal cell death occurs in anterior limb bud mesoderm deprived of SHH 

signaling, and it is considered the cause that precludes further realization of its normal 

fate (Bastida et al., 2004; Todt and Fallon, 1987; Wilson and Hinchliffe, 1987). 

Therefore, we wanted to study apoptosis both in non-diss aRLs and in aRLs. 

 Our results showed wide apoptotic areas in non-diss aRLs, in a pattern similar to 

that described in the anterior mesoderm after posterior half surgery in ovo (Fig. 38B) 

(Bastida et al., 2004). However and in stark contrast, apoptotic cells are barely detected 

in aRLs and always in relation to the grafting area, as shown in Fig. 38A 24 hours after 

grafting (hag). 
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Figure 38. Study of apoptosis in aRLs and in non-diss aRL. Apototic cells detected by TUNEL 

microscopy images of RLs 24 hours after grafting (hag). A-B) Compare the presence of apoptotic cells 

(green) in dissociated (A) versus non-dissociated (B) RLs. Note apoptotic positive cells in the thick AER 

of the aRL (red asterisk in 'A'). Scale bar: 100 µm.  

 

 

 Thus, the survival of the anterior progenitors in the absence of SHH signaling 

highly depends on their specific situation, and the dissociation process seems to have a 

positive impact. Since anterior progenitor cells are unable to survive if deprived from 

SHH (Bastida et al., 2004; Todt and Fallon, 1987; Wilson and Hinchliffe, 1987), could 

then the dissociation-reaggregation procedure switch on Shh transcription and/or 

signaling in the anterior mesoderm? 

 

4.1.3. Anterior progenitors do not reactivate Shh transcription or signaling in the 

RL situation  

 

 We examined whether Shh expression and/or signaling was reactivated in aRLs. 

For this purpose we analyzed the expression of Shh and its target gene Gli1 during the 

development of aRLs by ISH in consecutive serial sections and also in the whole aRLs. 

Shh transcripts were not detected during the development of the aRL, analyzed at 24 

and 48 hag (Fig. 39 A, B). There are biological situations in which Shh targets are active 

without detection of Shh transcription (Fernandez-Teran et al., 2000), but in aRLs, Gli1 

expression was also undetectable 24 hag (Fig. 39D). These results clearly show that 

aRLs develop without detectable SHH activity. 
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Figure 39. Study of the SHH pathway in aRLs.  

A-C) Shh transcription is not detected in aRLs neither in WMISH (A) or in sections (B-C) 24 hag. Note 

the normal endogenous expression in the control limb. The embryo in (A) is also hybridized for Fgf8, 

expressed in both AER (host and aRLs') so the aRL is easily recognized. D) A target gene of SHH, Gli1, 

is neither detected in the aRL 24 hag, pointed with arrowheads, and also accompanied by a contrasted 

image (D'). aRLs are also delimited by white dashed lines (A, D and D'). Scale bars: 500 µm.   

 

 

 

 

 To further corroborate this result, we next decided to study the expression 

pattern of Gli3 in aRLs, which is complementary to that of Shh in normal limb buds. 

ISH in tissue sections showed that Gli3 was uniformly expressed throughout the distal 

region of the aRL (Fig. 40) not only 24 hag but also 48 hag, which further indicates that 

Shh is not re-expressed in aRLs.  

 

Figure 40. ISH in frontal 

sections for Gli3 in aRLs. 

 A, B) Reveal the expression 

of Gli3 all along the AP axis 

of aRLs both 24 and 48 hag. 

Scale bar: 300 µm.   
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 Our results show that, despite a developmental potential corresponding to 

posterior mesoderm progenitors, aRLs exhibit a pattern of gene expression typical of 

anterior mesoderm regarding SHH pathway, without transcription of SHH targets and 

expansion of Gli3 patterning. 

 

4.1.4. The procedure to make RL does not affect the primary cilium 

 As described in the Introduction, functional primary cilia are required for SHH 

signaling and for proper processing of full-length GLI proteins (GLIFL) into either a 

full-length activator or a cleaved repressor (Haycraft et al., 2005; Humke et al., 2010; 

Liu et al., 2005; May et al., 2005; Wen et al., 2010). Mutations in mouse and chick that 

impact the primary cilium exhibit altered SHH signaling reflected for example in extra 

digits in limbs and loss of the ventral cell types in the neural tube, among others. 

 The chicken mutant Talpid3 is a natural mutant characterized by a polydactylous 

limb phenotype. The mutation lies in KIAA0586, which encodes a centrosomal protein, 

and results in absence of primary cilia (Yin, et al., 2009). A similar polydactylous 

mutant is Talpid2 characterized by shorter stylopod and zeugopod segments, the later 

exhibiting sometimes fussed bones and polydactyly without AP identity (Caruccio et al., 

1999). This phenotype has been assigned to mutations in a ciliary protein (C2CD3), 

causing a major defect in SHH signaling, which results in low levels of GLI3R because 

of a disruption in the post-translational processing of GLI3 (Chang et al., 2014; Wang et 

al., 2000).  

 The morphological similarity between aRLs and the talpid phenotype, prompted 

us to analyze the primary cilium. We hypothesized that the manipulations performed to 

form the aRLs could injure the primary cilia and subsequently impair the SHH pathway.  

 Thus, we wanted to determine the state of the cilia during the generation of aRLs 

(pelleted cells) and during their subsequent development. It has been shown that all 

cells in the limb mesenchyme and ectoderm exhibit a primary cilium (Haycraft et al., 

2005). We first analyzed the presence of the primary cilium by immunofluorescence for 

acetylated α-tubulin that concentrates in cilia, and therefore is used to mark them. 
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 The immunofluorescence for acetylated α-tubulin in cryostat sections permitted 

the visualization of the primary cilium with confocal microscopy (Fig. 41A) in the limb 

progenitors. To favor the visualization, we performed a soft mechanical dissociation 

(squash) of the tissue, which allowed the detailed observation of individual cells (see 

M&M) (Fig. 41B, termed dissociated cells). 

 Anti-acetylated α-tubulin immunostaining showed a filamentous pattern in the 

cytosol and a strong concentration in the primary cilia. We also used the anti-γ-tubulin 

antibody to detect the basal bodies, which helped in the location of the primary cilium 

(Fig. 41C). Thus, our results confirmed previous studies showing the presence of 

primary cilia in every cell of control limb buds. 

 Next we examined the primary cilia in the limb progenitors used to perform the 

aRLs after dissociation-reaggregation. These cells have gone through trypsin digestion 

to separate the ectoderm, mechanical disaggregation and subsequent centrifugation to 

form a pellet from which the fragments to make the aRL are cut. Our results show that 

the primary cilium was present in the pelleted cells similarly to control limb cells (Fig. 

41D). In double immunostainings for acetylated α- and γ-tubulin, the basal body was 

also normally observed at the base of primary cilia (Fig. 41E).  

 Thus, our results indicate that mesenchymal cells preserve the morphology of 

the primary cilium after the process of trypsin digestion and mechanical dissociation. 

 The α-tubulin immunostaining also showed the presence of primary cilia in the 

mesenchyme of the aRLs 24 and 48 hag in a very similar pattern to that seen in control 

limb buds (Fig. 41 F-G).  
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Figure 41. Detection of the primary cilium in mesenchymal cells. 
A-C) The immunofluorescence for acetylated α-tubulin revealed the presence of the primary cilium in 

control mesenchymal cells in cryostat sections (A) and in dissociated cells (B,C). D-G) Dissociated and 

reaggregated cells (D-E) and also the mesenchymal cells of aRLs, maintain the primary cilium 24 hag (F) 

and 48 hag (G). The centrosome is revealed by γ-tubulin ('C, E', same scale than in 'B'). Scale bars: 5 µm, 

except for  'A' and 'G': 10 µm.  

 

 To further analyze the state of the primary cilium we performed an 

ultrastructural study.  The study was carried out by transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) in control limbs of stage 20 as well as in aRLs 48 hag and in the pellet.  Our 

study showed similar ciliary morphology in control, pellet and aRLs (Fig. 42). 

Interestingly, primary cilia were localized in ciliary pockets as previously reported 
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(Ghossoub et al., 2011). The typical 9+0 arrangement with absence of central 

microtubules was clearly appreciated in transversal sections (Fig. 42 A, C). We also 

observed small bulges in the outline of the ciliary pockets which could correspond to 

clathrin-coated vesicles (arrow in Fig. 42C), as has already been described, showing the 

typical invaginated profile with electron-dense material at the cytoplasmic side of the 

membrane (Molla-Herman et al., 2010). 

 

 

Figure 42. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. 
TEM corroborates the immunofluorescence results in all the studied conditions. A, B) Control stage 20 

mesodermal cells. C, D) Dissociated-reaggregated cells (pellet). E, F) aRLs 48 hag.  Remarkably, all cilia 

are found inside a ciliary pocket (white space around cilia in transversal sections in 'A' and 'C'; white area 

in the base of longitudinal sections, all the others). The arrow in (C) points to a probably suggestive 

clathrin-coated pit. Scale bars: 200 nm. 
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 Together, our results support the conclusion that the experimental manipulation 

inflicted to the mesodermal cells preserves the integrity and function of the primary cilia 

which can be ruled out as causative of the aRL phenotype. 

 

4.1.5. GLI3 protein analysis 

 SHH main function in limb development is to prevent the processing of GLI3 to 

its short form, GLI3R, which is a strong transcriptional repressor. High levels of GLI3R 

associate with massive apoptosis and adactyly (Bastida et al., 2004; Ros et al., 2003; te 

Welscher et al., 2002a). However, the aRLs, despite not expressing Shh, do not suffer 

apoptosis and form digits. One possibility that would explain this contradiction is that in 

the aRLs GLI3 is not processed to its repressor form. 

 To check this possibility we analyzed the status of GLI3 by immunoblots. The 

presence of GLI3R was confirmed in aRL +48 hag (Fig. 43A, lane 4) using an anti-

GLI3 antibody kindly provided by Dr. Baolin Wang (Wang et al., 2000).  

 As a control, we also analyzed GLI3 protein levels in anterior and posterior limb 

bud halves from stage 20 control wing buds. As previously reported (Bastida et al., 

2004; Wang et al., 2000), the 83kDa GLI3R form was predominantly detected in the 

anterior limb progenitors (Fig. 43A, lane 2), and barely detected in the posterior limb 

bud where SHH inhibits its formation (Fig. 43A, lane 1). Also a protein of 75 kDa (red 

arrow in Fig. 43A) that could correspond to a processed product of GLI2 or to a distinct 

product of GLI3 processing not seen in the mouse, was detected with this antibody as it 

has already been published (Wang et al., 2000).  

 Importantly, in the aRLs +48 hag, virtually only the GLI3R is detectable, as the 

full-length form of the protein (GLI3FL-190 kDa) was barely visible (Fig. 43A, lane 4). 

This nicely fits with the absence of SHH signaling and indicates that GLI3FL is rapidly 

processed to the GLI3R form in aRLs which develop with high levels of GLI3R. Protein 

levels were quantified using ImageJ (see M&M), and relative protein expression levels 

normalized to α-tubulin were depicted in bar graphs (Fig. 43 B-C).  
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 If 1/2 anterior limbs are treated with exogenous SHH for 12 h (lane 3 in Fig. 

43A), the amount of GLI3R decreases, but levels of GLI3FL are still higher than in 

aRLs.  

 

 

Figure 43. Western blotting of aRLs lysates with anti-GLI3 antibody. 

A) It reveals that all GLI3 protein is processed to GLI3R in aRL (lane 4), compared with posterior (lane 

1) and anterior (lane 2) limb buds halves. Lane 3 corresponds to 1/2 anterior limbs treated with exogenous 

SHH for 12 h. B, C) GLI3 levels normalized with α-tubulin to the lowest protein levels of GLI3R (B) or 

GLI3FL (C). Note that SHH decreases the amount of GLI3R in anterior mesoderm (lane 3, compare with 

1/2 ant. GLI3R levels), and exhibits higher amounts of GLI3FL than the aRLs (C).  

 

 One possibility that would explain the phenotype of the aRLs is that GLI3R, 

although being produced, does not translocate to the nucleus and therefore would not be 

functional. For example, it has been described that the interaction between GLI3R and 

SMAD proteins could retain both of them in the cytoplasm, avoiding GLI3R function 

over its target genes (Liu et al., 1998). Also, a nuclear pore-like region, controlled by 

NPHP (Nephronophthisis) proteins, could act as gatekeepers of the ciliary compartment 

and prevent their translocation to the nucleus (Williams et al., 2011). 

 

https://www.google.es/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiu35ztsq_MAhXlC5oKHZzJBSIQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.uniprot.org%2Funiprot%2FQ9BPN3&usg=AFQjCNHti2XC_018qZtjzwtQtuu8I8ApMg&sig2=OZVEykOXWoWmbg4vSuAr1w&bvm=bv.120551593,d.bGs
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 To test this hypothesis we decided to determine the subcellular location of GLI3, 

first by fractionated cytoplasmic-nuclear western blots (data not shown) and then by 

immunofluorescence assays. For this purpose, we used the 6F5 anti-GLI3 antibody 

(kindly provided by Suzie Scales; Genentech) that recognizes the amino terminal region 

of the GLI3 protein (Wen et al., 2010). 

 First, to validate the antibody in chicken embryo tissues, we dissected stage 20 

control wing buds in three different AP regions: anterior, middle and posterior. GLI3 

protein is expected to be barely detectable in cells from the posterior region, mostly 

corresponding to the ZPA, in which Gli3 is not expressed. Immunofluorescence staining 

for GLI3 in these three regions was performed blind in 'squash' preparations of the 

dissected regions. The results showed a nuclear AP gradient of GLI3 staining easily 

detected by pseudocolor images (see M&M) (Fig. 44). This gradient fits with the known 

GLI3R isoform gradient present in developing buds (Wang et al., 2000). Since 

published immunofluorescence assays have shown that the 6F5 antibody preferentially 

recognizes in the nucleus the GLI3R form, (described for cultured cell lines by Wen et 

al., 2010), and more recently in mouse sections by Osterwalder et al., (2014), we 

concluded that the 6F5 antibody recognizes the chick GLI3 and that the GLI3R is the 

form recognized in the nucleus of chicken limb bud cells.  
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Figure 44. Immunofluorescence for GLI3 in squashed tissue revealed an AP gradient of this protein, 

being highly detected in the anterior region of control mesenchymal cells stage 20 (third column), and 

almost undetectable in the most posterior dissected area (first column). Pseudocolor line accompanied by 

its relative fluorescence intensity scale. Size scale bar: 10 µm. 

 

 

 Once the 6F5 antibody was validated for chicken tissue, we performed a detailed 

sequential analysis of the status of GLI3 in aRLs. As in the antibody validation 

experiments, the limb progenitors were similarly separated by the 'squash' technique to 

increase visibility. aRLs were dissected in two halves to estimate homogeneity in 

GLI3R levels across aRLs and analyzed at three different time points: pelleted cells (t0), 

aRLs 24 hag and aRLs 48 hag. For comparison, stage 20 control limbs were dissected in 

four different AP regions: anterior, middle, posterior and ZPA. To help GLI3 

localization, in these experiments the primary cilia were detected with anti-α-acetylated 

tubulin antibody.  
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 Our results showed the prominent presence of GLI3 in the nucleus of all the 

aRLs cells analyzed, including the pellet (Fig. 45 A, B) comparable to the anterior 

control limb bud progenitor cells (Fig. 45C, 'ant'). No differences over the development 

of the aRL were detected. Interestingly, GLI3 was detected at the ciliary tip in all the 

analyzed situations, further confirming a normal processing in the aRLs (Haycraft et al., 

2005). Of notice, in the posterior region of stage 20 control limbs most of the cells do 

not contain GLI3 in the nucleus but exhibit it at the ciliary tip (Fig. 45C, 'post'), which 

fits with the absence of GLI3R in the most posterior region highly exposed to SHH 

signaling. Furthermore, the dissected ZPA is a good negative control for our assay, as 

Gli3 is not transcribed in ZPA cells, and accordingly, no GLI3 protein was detected at 

all (Fig. 45C, 'ZPA'). 

 

 

 

Figure 45. Representative cells of the immunofluorescence assay for GLI3 in squashed tissue. The 

micrographs show the nuclear and ciliary localization for GLI3 (green) and the cilium marked by 

acetylated tubulin (red). A) In the pellet cells, the presence of GLI3 is detected in the ciliary tip and 

abundantly in nuclei. B) In the aRLs cells, GLI3 is also detected in the cilium tip and nuclear both 24 and 

48 hag (left corresponds to anterior, right to posterior aRLs halves). C) Control cells at different AP 

localizations as indicated at the top of each panel. Note the absence of GLI3 in the nuclei of posterior and 

ZPA cells. In ZPA cells, which do not express GLI3, the protein is neither detected in the cilium tip. 

Nuclear levels in aRLs are comparable with anterior control cells. Scale bar: 5µm. 

 

 

 As mentioned before, in the nucleus, the 6F5 antibody predominantly recognizes 

GLI3R. Together, our analysis strongly indicates that the nuclear GLI3 form detected in 

our IF assays is the repressor one. This conclusion was further corroborated by western 
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blots with the same antibody (Fig. 46), without cytoplasmic-nuclear fractionation. We 

analyzed the presence of GLI3R in the 2/3 anterior cells used to form the pellet, and 

over the development of the aRLs as above. Also, 1/2 anterior and posterior halves 

where loaded as control samples. 

 Thus, we conclude that GLI3R form is present throughout the development of 

the aRLs (Fig. 46A; 82 kDa). The quantification of the immunoblots showed that 

GLI3R levels were slightly lower in 2/3 anterior limb buds than in 1/2 anterior halves 

(Fig. 46B), which is consistent with more cells exposed to SHH signaling in the former. 

Although the amount of GLI3R quantified in the pellet decreases, in the aRL it 

surpasses the levels of control anterior limb bud cells both at 24 and 48 hag. Thus, aRLs 

develop with high levels of GLI3R that we have demonstrated by immunofluorescence 

localize in the nucleus. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Immunoblots confirmed GLI3R levels typical of absence of SHH signaling.  
A) Western blot showing high levels of GLI3R in aRL. We use control levels of anterior and posterior 

stage 20 limb bud regions and also 2/3 of the same tissue, which is in fact the one used to perform the 

aRLs analyzed. B) Graphic normalized for GLI3R protein levels normalized with α-tubulin. The high 

levels of GLI3R detected in the donor tissue are maintained during the aRLs development. Nevertheless, 

we detect a small decrease of its amount in the pellet after quantification, although it is variable, and 

never raises the posterior limb bud progenitor levels. 
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4.1.6. Functional analysis of GLI3R in aRLs 

 Although GLI3R is located in the nucleus in aRLs, it is possible that it does not 

exert its functions. A correlation between high levels of GLI3R, increased expression of 

Bmp4 and increased cell death has been reported to occur in anterior limb bud halves 

deprived of the posterior mesoderm (Bastida et al., 2004). In addition, Bmp4 has been 

shown to be negatively regulated by SHH signaling (Bastida et al., 2004; Francis et al., 

1994). In aRLs, an initial generalized Bmp4 expression that is dramatically 

downregulated at 48 hag has been described (Elisa Piedra et al., 2000). The expression 

of Bmp4 in aRLs becomes only detectable in the AER (Fig. 47), in a pattern reminiscent 

of that observed in the ta2 mutant limbs which, as previously described, have a defect in 

GLI3R processing (Chang et al., 2014). By contrary, similar to 1/2 anterior mesoderm, 

2/3 anterior mesoderm in ovo highly up-regulate its expression (Fig. 50 A-C). This 

result further highlights the differences between isolated anterior mesoderm in situ and 

in RLs.  

 

 

Figure 47. WMISH for Bmp4. A) Bmp4 transcription is seen all along the aRLs 24 hag. B) Bmp4 

expression in aRL 48 hag is mostly restricted to the AER. aRL 48 hag (bottom) and right host wing (top). 

Scale bar: 300 µm. 

 

 

 Msx2 is a transcriptional regulator in the BMP4-mediated programmed cell 

death pathway (Bastida and Ros, 2008; Graham et al., 1994), and it is highly 

upregulated when the posterior half of a limb bud stage 20 is removed, according to the  
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high apoptosis that this tissue follows (Bastida et al., 2004). In aRLs Msx2 (Fig. 48 C-

D) is observed in the distal mesoderm, all along the AP axis and not in correlation with 

Bmp4. 

 

 

 

 

 Pax9 and Alx4 are the best targets of GLI3R described to date (McGlinn et al., 

2005; Vokes et al., 2008). The transcription factor ALX4 is expressed in the anterior 

mesenchyme of the early limb bud and its expression is highly reduced in Gli3−/− mouse 

mutant (te Welscher et al., 2002b). Similarly, PAX9 acts downstream of GLI3 in 

autopodial development and contributes to the pattern formation of the anterior 

skeletogenic mesenchyme (McGlinn et al., 2005; Peters et al., 1998), then, in Gli3−/− 

limb buds, the anterior domain of expression of Pax9 is strongly downregulated. 

 Because of the high level of GLI3R, we reasoned that these two target genes 

should be highly expressed in aRLs. Surprisingly, we found opposite results as the 

expression of Pax9 and Alx4 only occurred in the intermediate PD region of aRL at 48 

hag, indicating that GLI3R activity is somehow disrupted (Fig. 49). For comparison, we 

also analyzed the pattern of expression of these genes in stage 20 anterior progenitor 

Figure 48. ISH for Msx2 

expression. 
A-B) Control chicken limb 

buds. C-D) aRLs sections. 

Scale bar: 300 µm. 
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cells deprived of SHH in ovo, either after surgical removal of the ZPA or removal of the 

posterior half limb (Fig. 50 and Fig. 51). Alx4 expression was upregulated as early as 6 

hours after ZPA removal (see Fig. 50D), in correlation with the high levels of GLI3R 

(Bastida et al., 2004), and with the loss of SHH signaling (similar to Shh mutants, 

Kuijper et al., 2005). 

 

 

 

Figure 49. ISH performed for GLI3R presumptive target genes. 

 A) Pax9 in aRL 24 hag is just expressed in the somites, but not at all in the limb bud. B) At 48 hag we 

detect a proximal expression of Pax9 in the aRL, but this can be attributed to the myogenic differentiated 

cells which start expressing this gene regardless of GLI3 activity. C) Alx4 is not expressed in aRLs 24 

hag. D) Alx4 is neither expressed later at 48 hag, with exception of the proximal area of the limb bud. 

Scale bar: 200 µm. 

 

 Interestingly, Pax9 exhibited a change in expression pattern being expressed 

rather in the posterior border of the remaining anterior half (Fig. 51 A-D). This pattern 

highly differs from that observed in Shh mutants (McGlinn et al., 2005), which we also 

analyzed at equivalent mouse stages to chicken embryos fixed after surgery (Fig. 51 E-

F). In Shh null embryos, GLI3R increases (Litingtung et al., 2002), and so does the 

transcription of Pax9. Despite of this, chicken embryos without ZPA, do not notably 

upregulate Pax9 expression. 
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Figure 50. WMISH performed for Bmp4, Alx4 and Hand2 in stage 20 embryos after ZPA removal in 

the right wing bud. Dorsal views of chicken embryos, fixed 6, 24 and 48h. after surgery.  

A-F) Bmp4 and Alx4 are rapidly upregulated. G-I) Hand2 is downregulated after SHH signaling removal. 

Scale bar: 500 µm. 

 

 

 

Figure 51. WMISH performed for Pax9, considered a GLI3R target gene.  

A, C) Dorsal view of chicken embryos after ZPA removal in the right wing buds, fixed 30 and 48h after 

surgery, respectively. Control wings exhibit an anterior pattern expression, that becomes posteriorized 

after surgery (C). B, D) Dorsal view of the same limbs as in 'A', 'C', after dissected from the embryo. E, 

F) Dorsal views of Shh-/- mouse embryos E10.5 and 11.5 respectively showing Pax9 expression all along 

the AP distal axis of the mutant forelimbs. Scale bar: 500 µm. 
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 On the other hand, analysis of other AP markers such as Hand2, which is 

normally repressed in the anterior limb bud by GLI3R (te Welscher et al., 2002a), 

reveals a clear lost of polarity in the aRLs (Fig. 52) and lack of repressive activity of 

GLI3R as its expression is expanded anteriorly like in Gli3−/− limbs. Again, this is a 

different result than the obtained in chicken embryos lacking the ZPA, where, as 

expected, Hand2 is downregulated (Fig. 50 G-I), similarly to Shh mouse mutants 

(Litingtung et al., 2002). 

 

 

Figure 52. ISH performed for Hand2 in aRLs 24 and 48 hag. Expression is maintained over time. 

Scale bar: 300 µm. 

 

 We also focused on Grem, which is a known extracellular BMP antagonist 

(Khokha et al., 2003; Zuniga et al., 1999), and another putative target gene of GLI3R 

(Vokes et al., 2008). In aRLs both genes, Grem and Bmp4, are widely expressed at 24 

hag, but their expression is downregulated at 48 hag (Fig. 53A for Grem). These data 

were also compared with stage 20 limbs without the ZPA after surgical removal in ovo, 

which were studied in a sequence of time (Fig. 53B). As expected, Grem is not 

expressed in this situation, where Bmp4 is upregulated and GLI3R is functional.  

 As Grem is a mesodermal gene responsible of AER maintenance (Fernandez-

Teran and Ros, 2008; Michos et al., 2004), we also hybridized for Fgf8, which is highly 

expressed in the AER of aRLs (Fig. 53A). Remarkably, Fgf8 expression is not 

maintained in non-diss aRLs, whose downregulation is observed as early as 6 hag (Fig. 

53C), neither in anterior half limb buds left in ovo after posterior removal (Fig. 53B).  
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Figure 53. Grem and Fgf8 analysis. 

A) ISH performed for Grem and Fgf8 in aRLs. Of notice, in aRL 48 hag, Grem is strongly downregulated 

but symmetrically expressed in two small mesodermal distal regions (red asterisks), reflecting the lack of 

polarity in aRLs. B) WMISH for the same genes in 2/3 anterior wing buds fixed at different time points 

after ZPA removal. Dorsal views. Note that left contralateral wings maintain for longer the expression of 

both genes. C) WMISH in non-dissociated aRL+6h for Fgf8, note that its expression begins to be lost in 

the AER (see detail in right panel, arrowhead). Scale bars: 200 µm, except in 'B': 500 µm. 

 

 

 In summary, taking into account all our results, we concluded that GLI3R is not 

functioning as expected in aRLs. One possibility is that in aRLs, it could associate with 

other co-factors which modify its transcriptional activity, or that aRLs lack important 

co-factors to exert its repressor activity. To shed some light into this problem, we 

decided to perform a high-throughput analysis generating the temporal transcriptome of 

aRLs and comparing it with that of different types of limb progenitors. 
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4.1.7. Expression profile of aRLs 

 To identify the gene expression changes responsible for the differences in 

developmental capacity of the anterior limb progenitors, we performed a sequential 

RNA-seq analysis of aRLs in comparison with control samples. 

 The samples analyzed included the sequential development of aRL from the 

pellet to 48 hag. We considered 48 hag as the last time point to analyze because by this 

time cells are already expressing autopodial markers such as Hoxa13 (Elisa Piedra et al., 

2000), and the change in cell potential has already been produced. In addition, the tissue 

used to perform aRLs (2/3 anterior limb stage 20 progenitor cells) was collected, 

considered as time 0 samples in our chronological study and also 16h after having been 

isolated from the ZPA. Posterior half limb bud progenitors, at stage 20, were also 

included as a control sample for posterior genes detected in the analysis. Thus, in total, 

7 distinct conditions were defined for our RNA-seq assay (Fig. 54). 

 

 

 

Figure 54. Schematics showing the seven conditions analyzed by RNA-seq. From left to right:  

posterior half limb bud, 2/3 anterior limb bud +16h in ovo, 2/3 anterior limb bud, pellet, aRL +16 hag, 

aRL +24 hag and aRL +48 hag. The parts that were not included in the study are depicted in gray. 

 

 

 The RNA-seq was performed in the CNIC Genomics Unit, Madrid, using the 

Illumina GA2 platform with 75 bp single-end reads, and a coverage of 5 million bp. A 

total number of 17,108 genes were properly aligned against data base GalGal4.77 

(October 2014). 

 Different analysis where carried out with the curated mRNA expression levels to 

compare the gene expression profiles among different conditions and also the level of 

expression within a specific condition.  
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 To better visualize the dynamic variation in gene expression according to 

FPKM (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) levels, we 

generated lineal graphics for selected genes along the seven conditions studied here, in 

the order shown in Fig. 54.  

 The selection of transcripts was based on our knowledge of aRL limbs. 

Components of the SHH pathway, ectodermal genes and putative targets of GLI3R were 

thus represented in these graphics revealing the transcriptional reads as indicated above.  

 As expected and already proved by ISH, neither Shh no SHH pathway genes 

(Gli1 and Ptch1) were expressed in aRLs (Fig. 55A). Also, a representative set of 

ectodermal genes, such as Wnt3a, Wnt6, Wnt7a, Engrailed1 and Fgf8, exhibited 0 

FPKM values in the pellet that is the only condition free from ectoderm (Fig. 55B). 

These results are an excellent validation of the RNA-seq results.  

 The dynamics of Alx4 (Fig. 55C), considered a target and downstream effector 

of GLI3R, also reproduces the ISH data. It is highly expressed in anterior half limbs 

deprived of  the ZPA which suffer massive apoptosis (compare Fig. 55C 'in ovo ant+16' 

with Fig. 50 D-F), but poorly expressed (undetectable by ISH at 24 hag) in the aRLs 

situation (compare Fig. 55C 'aRLs' with Fig. 49 C-D). Very interestingly, Msx2 follows 

a similar dynamic suggesting a common regulation (Fig. 55C). Both genes encode 

homeodomain-containing transcription factors that show a functional overlap in the 

regulation of osteogenic proliferation in skull differentiation (Antonopoulou et al., 

2004).  On the case of ISH for Msx2 we detected expression levels in the aRL situation 

(Fig. 48 C-D), but its expression levels are notably lower than in anterior mesoderm 

deprived from SHH (Fig. 55C).  
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Figure 55. Lineal graphics of absolute expression levels measured in FPKMs.  

A) Gli1, Ptch1 and Shh, components of the SHH pathway. B) Ectodermal genes. C) A putative target 

gene of GLI3R (Alx4) and Msx2 due to its relation with BMP4 and apoptosis. Note the parallelism in 

expression levels. D) Cdk6, Grem and Pax9, putative GLI3R target genes. E) Bmp4 and Gli3. 

 

 

 

 

 Other studied genes related with GLI3R activity where Cdk6, Grem and Pax9. 

These genes have different FPKM levels (Fig. 55D), but they are differently expressed 

in the in ovo situation after ZPA removal when compared with aRLs (as shown for in 

situ hybridizations for Grem and Pax9: Fig. 53B and 51A-D, compared with aRLs in 
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Fig. 53A and Fig. 49 A-B). Cdk6 is a regulator of the G1–S cell-cycle transition and its 

expression is repressed by GLI3R (Lopez-Rios et al., 2012). Accordingly, it is 

dramatically downregulated in the in ovo situation, but shows intermediate levels during 

the development of aRLs, thus further supporting defective GLI3R activity in aRLs. 

 Equally, Bmp4 FPKM measurements (Fig. 55E) correlated with its abrupt down-

regulation in aRLs+48h (Fig. 47) and the known upregulation in the anterior mesoderm 

upon posterior removal (Fig. 50A-C). Neverthless, during the development of aRLs, the 

RNA-seq shows a steady level of Gli3 transcription but below that in the anterior and 

posterior limb mesoderm. This discrepancy can be solved if we consider that in aRL all 

GLI3 protein produced is processed to GLI3R, as we have shown by Western Blot (Fig. 

43).  

 Another approach to visualize our data was to perform a hierarchical clustering 

heatmap and dendrogram of the 7 conditions studied, based on genes with expression 

levels with a p-value < 0.05 calculated with the LRT (likelihood ratio test) (Fig. 56). 

Interestingly, this association showed that samples preferentially clustered accordingly 

to stage. Thus, stage 20 anterior and posterior limb progenitor cells clustered together 

and were more closely related to stage 20 pelleted cells, disregarding differences in 

some important patterning genes such as those of the SHH pathway and ectodermal 

genes. aRLs +16 hag clustered together with aRLs +24 hag, while aRLs +48 hag 

clustered together with 2/3 anterior limb buds +16 h in ovo. This last association is 

mostly due to the similar negatively regulated genes in both samples (red genes in Fig. 

56), although the sample which exhibits a higher contrast in the expression of its 

positively regulated genes when compared with all the others appears to be aRLs+48h, 

probably due to differences in cell differentiation as it is the oldest sample, which 

implies the activation of muscle and cartilage differentiation genes, among others. 
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Figure 56. Hierarchical clustering heatmap and dendrogram of the 7 conditions studied, grouping 

genes from less expressed (red) to highly expressed (green). 

 

 Also, Venn diagrams for expression differences between anterior and posterior 

samples, compared with aRLs along their development were generated grouping genes 

whose FPKM values were higher than 0.5. Following this criterion, Venn diagrams 

show that aRLs share progressively more common expressed genes with posterior limbs 

as they develop (58 genes shared exclusively between posterior limb progenitor cells 

increase to be 94 at 48 hag, Fig. 57A and 57D respectively, green with blue 

intersections), but also with all the other conditions. This analysis shows thus that the 

amount of genes that aRLs share with the control conditions increases with time, 

indicating that probably the pattern of expression of these genes rather than their 

specific expression level is the important parameter. 

 

Color Key 
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Figure 57. Venn diagrams of shared genes varying the condition of the aRLs. 

 The expressed genes in each condition of the aRLs procedure (pellet, aRL +16 hag, +24 hag and +48 hag 

for each diagram A, B, C, D, respectively) are represented in green. 2/3 anterior (yellow) represents the 

genes expressed by the anterior progenitor cells stage 20. 1/2 posterior (blue) represents the genes 

expressed by the posterior progenitor cells stage 20. In ovo 2/3 anterior +16 (pink) denotes the expressed 

genes in the 2/3 anterior limb mesoderm deprived from the ZPA and developed for 16 h. The number of 

shared genes between conditions is also indicated by the % of total input genes. 

 

 

 Next, we performed a total of 11 pairwise comparisons of the data sets derived 

from RNA-Seq: 
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 The genes differentially expressed in each comparison were subjected to Gene 

Ontology (GO) analysis and terms overrepresented in these three modules: Biological 

Process (Bio), Cellular Component (CC) and Molecular Function (MF), were further 

examined. Enriched pathways were also analyzed using Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 

and Genomes (KEGG) database. Only genes with a fold change > 2 and different from 

infinite were considered. 

 The principal overrepresented terms for each comparison are shown in Anex I, 

tables 1-11. Interestingly, cell adhesion, extracellular matrix, response to BMP, limb 

bud formation, TGF-beta signaling pathway, WNT signaling pathway and Hedgehog 

signaling pathway were enriched terms in our study. No GO assignments were found 

when comparing anterior progenitor cells and pelleted cells attending to MF (Anex I, 

table 8), which is in fact a good validation for the analysis as they are the same cells. 

This suggests that the disaggregation does not modify the elemental activities of a gene 

product at the molecular level. Also, no GO differences between anterior and posterior 

progenitor cells attending to CC were detected (Anex I, table 11), suggesting that these 

components may be stage dependent. Additionally, aRLs +16h and +24h did not exhibit 

any difference in GO MF or KEGG pathways (Anex I, table 4).  

 In addition, we also performed a broad analysis on genes differentially expressed 

between conditions with a fold change of 4 or higher (|log2 ratio| ≥ 2), excluding those 

with infinite values. Together with the 11 pairwise comparisons mentioned above, the 

comparison between aRL +24h and in ovo 2/3 anterior +16h was also considered. As a 

result, 12 tables were generated (Anex II, tables 1-12), with DEGs ordered by 

decreasing fold changes. Additionally, we also included some genes that, according to 

the literature, are considered to play important functions in limb development (later 

marked in green, or in gray if they presented infinite fold change values). 

 From these 12 files, we manually selected potential candidates involved in aRLs 

development (Tables 3-14; corresponding to additional Tables 1-12 in Anex II 

comprising gene lists with FPKM values and fold changes). In these Tables (Tables 3-

14), a particular gene is located in the row of the condition where it is differentially 

highly expressed. In addition, in a greenish colour, we add those genes mentioned above 
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with a smaller fold change but yet interesting, and in gray, we depict some of those that 

have a FPKM value of 0 in one of the conditions what makes the log2 ratio infinite or –

infinite. 

 

 

 

Table 3. Pellet t=0 / aRL+16h 
Pellet t=0      

Fold change≥4 Hoxd12 Hoxb3 Gnot1 Sall3 Hoxb1 

 Hoxd13     

aRL+16h      

Fold change≥4 Epcam Col14a1 Wnt6 Barx2b Fgf9 

 Serpinb2 Meox2 Tp63 Rspo3 Sostdc1 

 Gsc Tfap2b Wnt4 Irx2 Fgfr2 

 Osr2 Map3k5 Sox9 Rassf9 Hoxc9 

 Dusp8 Mapk13 Egfr Dact1 S100a16 

 Glipr1l     

Fold change<4/∞ Wnt3 Wnt7a Wnt3a Fgf8 Wnt10a 

 Epha1 Dlx3    

 

 

Table 4. Pellet t=0 / aRL+24h 
Pellet t=0      

Fold change≥4 Hoxd12 Tbx3 Tbx2 Ptch2 Hoxb1 

 Hoxa1 Sall3 Hoxd13   

Fold change<4/∞ Sall4     

aRL+24h      

Fold change≥4 Epcam Col14a1 Barx2b Wnt6 Meox2 

 Osr2 Gsc Col17a1 Sosdc1 Col9a3 

 Rspo3 Wnt4 Dact1 Fgf16 Nbl1 

 Tfap2b S100a11 Fgfr2 Map3k5 Gas2 

 Runx1t1 Bcl11a Rasl11b Dkk2 Fgfrl1 

 Epha7 Wnt5b Rab42 Hoxc9 Rassf9 

 Colba2 Tbx18 Col11a1 Fgf2  

Fold change<4/∞ Wnt7a Fgf8 Wnt10a Matn2 Dlx3 
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Table 5. Pellet t=0 / aRL+48h 
Pellet t=0      

Fold change≥4 Sp5 Hand1 Gata2 Hoxb6 Sall4 

 Alx1 Hoxb3 Blimp-1 Tbx2 Hoxb4 

 Hoxb1 Hoxa1 Zbtb16= 

Plzf 

  

Fold change<4/∞ Meis2     

aRL+48h      

Fold change≥4 Col14a1 Epcam Col9a3 Acan Meox2 

 Col9a3 Barx2b Acan Col9a1 Wnt6 

 Osr2 Egfl6 Col17a1 Cdh1 Fgfrl1 

 Dkk2 Col15a1 Dact1 Gas6 Epha3 

 Gas2 Rasl11b Gsc Runx1t1 Col6a2 

 Colba2 Col6a1 Coll11a1 Map3k5 Sostdc 

 Pitx2 Jag1 Irx4 Rspo3 Sox9 

 Zic3 S100a11 Glipr1l Wnt4 Egfr 

 Fgf13 Tbx18 Fgf16 Dlk1 Fgfr2 

 Barx1 Glis1 Wnt11 Dusp8 Ptx3 

 Wnt5b Serpinb6 Col12a1 Epha7 Col27a1 

 Cntfr Cyp26b1 Tgfb2 Rab33a Serpini1 

 Tgfb1 Col5a1 Col2a1 Mapk81p1 Sox8 

Fold change<4/∞ Gdf5 Wnt7a Fgf8 Pax-9 Wnt10a 

 Sox10 Wnt7b Fgfbp2 Matn2 Gdf8 

 Dlx3     

 

Table 6. aRL+16h/aRL+24h 
aRL+16h      

Fold change≥4 Egr1 S100a9 Ropnil Fos  

aRL+24h      

Fold change≥4 Fgf16 Osr2 Zic3   

 

Table 7. aRL+16h/aRL+48h 
aRL+16h      

Fold change≥4 Hoxa1 Cyp26a1 Fgf1 Zbtb16=Plzf  

aRL+48h      

Fold change≥4 Col9a1 Col9a3 Epha3 Hoxd13 Glis1 

 Barx1 Acan Egfl6 Zic3 Dlk1 

 Wnt11 Col15a1 Gdf8 Rspo1 Nog 

 T gfb2 Gnot1 Fgfrl1 Dkk2 Gas2 

 Fgf16 Hoxd12 Pitx2 Tbx18 Cyp26b1 

 Col11a1 Sox10 Rab33a Epha5 Rab26 

 Runx1t1     

Fold change<4/∞ Nbl1 Tbx5    

 Gdf5 Pax9 Fgfbp2   
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Table 8. aRL+16h / 2/3 anterior “in ovo”+16h 
aRL+16h      

Fold change≥4 Fgf1 Evx2 Fgf8 Hoxb9 Fgf9 

 Cip1 Egr1 Avd   

Fold change<4/∞ Mrp126 = S100a9    

2/3 anterior “in ovo”+16h     

Fold change≥4 Pax1 Gdf8 Gls1 Klf7 Bmf 

 Nog     

Fold change<4/∞ Alx4 Msx2    

 

 

Table 9. aRL+24h / aRL+48h 
aRL+16h      

Fold change≥4 Scarna6 Snora65 Hgf/Sf Zbtb16 = 

Plzf 

Avd 

 Fgf1     

aRL+48h      

Fold change≥4 Hoxd13 Acan Epha3 Gdf5 Col9a1 

 Barx1 Fos Megf10 Pax9 Fzd8 

 Wnt11 Shisa3 Fhl2 Col9a3 Glis1 

 Fgf13 Pitx1 Hoxd12 Reln Dab2 

 Megf11 Pitx3 Scube2 Col15a1 Ptn 

 Fgfrl1 Dkk2 Jag1 Gnot1 S100a13 

 Nog Rspo1    

Fold change<4/∞ Dlk1 Fgfbp2 Smyd1   

 

 

Table 10. 2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0/Pellet t=0 
2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0     

Fold change≥4 S100a13 Fgfr2 Rab7b Sostdc1 Klf5 

 Grhl1 Ovol2 Rsp03 Cyp26a1 Tp63 

 Cyp26c1 Col17a1 Col14a1 Wnt6 Epcam 

Fold change<4/∞ Wnt7a Wnt3a Fgf8 Wnt10a Dlx3 

Pellet t=0     

Fold change≥4 S100a10 Fos Smtnl1   
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Table 11. 2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0 / 2/3 anterior “in ovo” +16h 
2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0     

Fold change≥4 Blimp-1 Ptch2 Fgf8  Hoxd13 Sp5 

 Hoxa1 Cyp26a1 Hoxb1   

Fold change<4/∞ Sall4 Serphinh1 Tbx18   

 Pax1     

2/3 anterior “in ovo” +16h     

Fold change≥4 Gdf8 Gsc S100a10 Osr2 Dkk2 

 Dact1 Epha7 Dusp18 Glis1 Shox 

 Col6a1 Glipr1l Map3k12 Twist2 Lrp2bp 

 Fgf22 Dlx6    

 

 

Table 12. 1/2 posterior “in ovo” t=0 / Pellet t=0 
1/2 posterior “in ovo” t=0     

Fold change≥4 Bmp2 Nanos1 Hoxb9  Tp63 Sostdc1 

 Wnt5b Gata6 Grhl1 Shh Rspo3 

 Col17a1 Grhl2 Barx2b Col14a1 Wnt6 

 Epcam     

Fold change<4/∞ Tbx3 Ptch2    

 Wnt7a Fgf8 Wnt10a Dlx3  

Pellet t=0     

Fold change≥4 Twist3 Dusp18 Fos Alx4  

Fold change<4/∞ Mecom=Evi1     

 Chac1     

 

 

Table 13. 1/2 posterior “in ovo” t=0 / 2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0 
1/2 posterior “in ovo” t=0     

Fold change≥4 Hoxd12 Nanos1 Ptch2 Hoxb9 S100a10 

 Shh     

Fold change<4/∞ Tbx3     

2/3 anterior “in ovo” t=0     

Fold change≥4 Rspo4 Mslnl Lhx9 Alx4  
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Table 14. 2/3 anterior “in ovo”+16h /aRL+24h 
2/3 anterior “in ovo” +16h     

Fold change≥4 Epha3 Tbx3 Tbx2 Sox6 Pax1 

Fold change<4/∞ Alx4     

aRL+24h     

Fold change≥4 Fgf16 Fgf1    

Tables 3-14. Selected genes that were differentially expressed between conditions in the 12 established 

comparisons. Genes ordered by decreasing FPKM ratios read from left to right. Note greenish genes 

correspond to fold changes raios <4, and gray ones to infinite ratios. 

 

 Among those, based on our analysis and on the literature, we selected Sall4 

(DEG in tables 4, 5, 11), Plzf (Zbtb16) (DEG in tables 5, 7, 9) and 5’HoxD genes (DEG 

in tables 3, 4, 7, 9 and 13) for further validation and study (see below). 

 In parallel, in order to obtain a dynamic view of expressed genes in the process 

of aRLs development, a study based on Short Time-series Expression Miner (STEM), 

was used to automatically cluster genes with similar dynamics. This software program 

is also used to compare and visualize gene expression data from short time series of 

genomic experiments. For this purpose, the 5 sequential time points of our aRLs 

chronological study were established in the following order: 2/3 anterior progenitor 

cells (t0), pellet, aRL+16, aRL+24 and aRL+48. The analysis comprises the study of all 

the 17,108 genes aligned in our study, applying the log normalized data conversion of 

STEM, and filtered according to default STEM parameters; for example, genes were 

automatically filtered if its expression value at the first time point was missing. A final 

set of 3451 genes remained, which were clustered in 15 profiles. From them, only 4 

profiles obtained a p-value significant, meaning that the number of genes assigned to 

them is more than the number of expected genes (Fig. 58). 
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Figure 58. STEM main profiles overview interface.  
Each box corresponds to a model expression profile identify by an unique number in the top left corner. 

Colored profiles (4) have a statistically significant number of genes assigned in the lower left corner, 

ordered based on the number of genes clustered in a profile. 

 

 

 Since ISH showed an interesting decrease in the expression of genes such as 

Gremlin and Bmp4, we focused in profile number 2 (Fig. 58), as it depicts a continuous 

downregulation over time. Of special interest are some of the genes included in this 

profile such as Zbtb16 (Plzf), Sall4, Meis1, Meis2 and Ptch1 besides the above 

mentioned Grem1 and Bmp4. The decrease in Ptch1 was already described above 

according to the lack of SHH signaling and both Meis genes are also expected to 

decrease as the aRL develops. We were also interested in the intriguing profiles 

followed by the most 5’Hoxd genes, being Hoxd12 and Hoxd13 placed together with 

Noggin and Tgfb-2 in the STEM profile number 9. 

 After this conscientious study of different contrasts between conditions to select 

important Differential Expressed Genes (DEGs), considering mainly those transcripts 

up or down-regulated by a 4 fold cut-off in their FPKM values (Tables 3-14), we 

decided to further explore 5’Hoxd, Sall4 and Plzf genes function in the aRLs paradox. 
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4.1.8. Hoxd genes could revert GLI3 repressor function in aRLs 

 Previous work with aRLs already showed that the expression of the most 5’Hoxd 

genes lost their characteristic nested posterior domains and showed an exclusive PD 

restriction (Ros et al., 1994). Of interest, in Gli3-/- mutants, Hoxd11 to Hoxd13 

expression is anteriorly extended in the distal mesenchyme (te Welscher et al., 2002b), 

resembling the pattern in aRLs and further supporting the notion that GLI3R is not 

functional in aRLs. 

 Interestingly, FPKMs for 5’Hoxd genes increased over time in aRLs (Fig. 59), 

what we also corroborated by ISH at 24 hag (Fig. 60A), while 5’Hoxd expression was 

downregulated or never activated (Hoxd13) in the anterior mesoderm deprived of SHH 

signaling in ovo (Fig. 60B). Unexpectedly, in the pellet used to perform aRLs, we 

detected a peak of upregulation in all 5’Hoxd  genes but not in genes of the other Hox 

clusters (Fig. 59, eg. compare with the FPKM levels of Hoxb4, blue line). These 

observations, together with the described physical interaction (Chen et al., 2004b) 

between GLI3R and HOXD13, suggested the possibility that the early upregulation of 

5’Hoxd genes in aRLs could revert the negative functions of GLI3R in limb 

development. 

 

 

 

Figure 59. Absolute expression levels 

measured in FPKMs for the most 

5'Hoxd genes (10-13), compared with 

Hoxb4. 
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Figure 60. ISH and WMISH for 5'Hoxd in experimental and control limbs. 
 A) 5’Hoxd gene expression in frontal tissue sections of aRLs and control limb buds. 5’Hoxd genes  in 

aRLs 24 hag are uniformly expressed all along the AP axis, reflecting the lack of asymmetry of the 

resulting skeletal pattern. B) WMISH for the same 5’ Hoxd genes 6 h and 24 h after ZPA removal in stage 

20 right wing buds. Note the normal pattern of expression in the contralateral wing, compared with the 

lack of 5’ Hoxd in the isolated 2/3 anterior limb bud. Scale bars: 200 µm in 'A' and 500 µm in 'B'. 

 

 Therefore, we hypothesized that in aRLs, HOXD proteins could attenuate 

GLI3R function. If our hypothesis is correct, a forced expression of 5’Hoxd genes 

should prevent the GLI3R-dependent cell death that occurs in anterior limb progenitors 

in ovo upon removal of the ZPA. 

 For this purpose we used RCAS (Replication-Competent Avian sarcoma-leukosis 

virus long terminal repeat with Splice acceptor) retrovirus that permit a broad 

expression upon infection in SPF (Specific-Patogen Free) eggs. RCAS-Hoxd13 and 

RCAS-Hoxd12 (Chen et al., 2004b) were microinjected in the prospective wing area of 

stage 10 embryos. Also, RCAS-GFP were coinjected (see M&M) to easily track the 

extension of RCAS infection (see Fig. 61 A-A', C). Some injected embryos were 

allowed to develop to confirm the reported effect of the overexpressed 5’Hoxd genes 

(Goff and Tabin, 1997). As expected, both RCAS-Hoxd12 and RCAS-Hoxd13 injected 
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embryos exhibited shortening and broadening of the long bones of the forearm and 

digits as previously reported (see Fig. 61B for an example of RCAS-Hoxd13). Then, our 

study concentrated in RCAS-Hoxd13 as Hoxd13 has been shown to be able to change 

GLI3R function from a transcriptional repressor to a transcriptional activator (Chen et 

al., 2004b). 

 Next, the injected embryos were allowed to develop until stage 20 and the ZPA 

or the posterior wing half was surgically removed as previously described (Fig. 61A''). 

The Hoxd13 RCAS-directed expression can be detected by ISH (Fig. 61C'). As 

mentioned above, it should be highlighted that 5’Hoxd13 expression is not detected in 

the anterior mesoderm isolated from the posterior mesoderm in ovo (Fig. 60B).   

 
 

Figure 61. RCAS-Hoxd13 and RCAS-GFP coinjection. 
A) Limb bud 48h after RCAS-Hoxd13 and GFP co-injection, photographed in ovo. A') Same limb under 

UV light. A'') Same limb bud immediately after posterior half removal in ovo. B) Phenotype of an 

RCAS-Hoxd13 injected right limb without surgery, and contralateral control limb on left. Note the 

injected wing is shorter as previously described for Hoxd13 overexpression (Gof and Tabin 1997). C) 

Limb bud fixed 24h after posterior half removal (72h after RCAS-GFP and RCAS-Hoxd13 injection) 

under UV light. C') WMISH for Hoxd13 of the specimen in 'C', exhibiting ectopic Hoxd13 expression all 

along the limb bud. D) TUNEL in a frontal section of a stage 20 limb developed in ovo 24 h after the 

posterior half removal, exhibiting high apoptotic levels in the anterior border as expected. E) TUNEL in a 

frontal section of a RCAS-Hoxd13 injected embryo developed in ovo 24 h after the posterior half 

removal. There is a reduction of cell death, compared with (D). Scale bars: 100 µm, except in 'B': 1mm. 
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 Anterior half wings overexpressing Hoxd13 exhibited a reduction in cell death as 

detected by TUNEL (Fig. 61 D-E) and showed improved morphogenesis (Fig. 62). In 

the best cases, they developed one single bended element with two bone domains 

stained in red (arrowheads) followed distally by a group of three small cartilaginous 

elements (arrows), resembling the phalanges (Fig. 62D). We interpreted this 

morphology as a partial rescue that may rely on the level of HOXD13 attained being 

insufficient to revert GLI3R activity. Also, other proteins, apart from HOXD13, could 

be necessary to permit a better development. Together, our results allow us to consider 

that 5'Hoxd genes could help to avoid cell death in aRLs, nevertheless, the last cause of 

aRLs development remains to be determined.  

 

Figure 62. Morphogenetic capacity of aterior progintors overexrpessing Hoxd13.  
A) Scheme of the procedure followed. B-D) Phenotype 7 days after surgery in an embryo co-injected with 

RCAS-GFP and RCAS-Hoxd13. White light (B), UV light (C) and alician-blue, alizarin-red cartilage-

bone staining (D). Scale bar: 1mm. 

 

 Part of these experiments were performed in collaboration with Dr. Susan 

Mackem, in her laboratory from the National Cancer Institute (NCI), NIH (National 

Institutes of Health), Frederick, USA. 

 

https://www.google.es/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj53L7y8PfMAhWESxoKHTfkCY4QFggdMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nih.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNExVyena4xVVS9EC9rF0VkDnnHv_w
https://www.google.es/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj53L7y8PfMAhWESxoKHTfkCY4QFggdMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nih.gov%2F&usg=AFQjCNExVyena4xVVS9EC9rF0VkDnnHv_w
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4.1.9.  Plzf downregulation and Sall4 maintenance in aRLs 

 Because both SALL4 and PLZF can interact with GLI3R (Akiyama et al., 2015; 

Barna et al., 2005), and also because these two genes appeared as differentially 

expressed between conditions in our RNA-seq data (Fig. 63), we decided to further 

study their possible involvement in the development of aRLs. 

 

 

Figure 63. Absolute expression levels measured in FPKMs for Sall4 and Plzf in the seven conditions 

studied by RNA-seq. 

 

 Sall4 is a zinc finger transcription factor of the Spalt gene family (Sweetman and 

Munsterberg, 2006). In the absence of Sall4, all limb progenitor cells became posterior 

progenitors and exhibit a Gli3 downregulation; also Gli3-/- show an upregulation of 

Sall4 expression (Akiyama et al., 2015). Importantly, Sall4 integrates Gli3 and the Plzf-

Hox system, being a fine tuning element in Hox expression (Akiyama et al., 2015). On 

one hand, it has been demonstrated that Sall4 is upstream of Hox10 genes (Akiyama et 

al., 2015), and also, that it can induce Plzf, which in turn inhibits Hox expression (Barna 

et al., 2005). In our RNA-seq analysis, we observed that the level of expression of both 

Sall4 and Plzf decreased as aRLs developed, and therefore we hypothesized that both 

genes could be implicated in the observed 5'Hoxd upregultaion.  
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 First of all we analyzed Sall4 expression in chicken embryos over the period of 

limb development, as in the chicken, its pattern of expression has only been described 

for stage 19-20 (Barembaum and Bronner-Fraser, 2007), and we studied its dynamics 

compared with Hoxd10-12 genes (Fig. 64 and Fig. 65).  

 During early development, Sall4 is expressed all along the limb bud with a slight 

posterior bias. Its domain of expression overlaps with that of 5’Hoxd genes (especially 

Hoxd10). Over time, Sall4 expression is posteriorly and distally restricted at stage 23-

24, and from stage 25-26 is downregulated in the central-distal area. Interestingly, from 

stage 25-26 onwards, the pattern of expression corresponded to the gap between the 

early and late phase of Hoxd expression, appearing complementary and exclusively 

expressed in the limb areas free from those genes expression by stage 27-28. Sall4 

transcripts were also found in a small negative area for Hoxd genes in the posterior 

border of limb buds (red asterisks in Fig.65). Of notice, at stage 29-30, Sall4 was also 

detected in the most distal rim of the limb, characterized by its undifferentiated pool of 

cells (Fig. 65). 

 

Figure 64. Temporal analysis of the pattern of expression of Sall4 during wing development in 

comparison with that of Hoxd10, Hoxd11 and Hoxd12. Scale bar: 250 µm. 
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 From the comparison of the expression patterns of 5’Hoxd and Sall4 and the 

distribution of GLI3R, the relationship between them is unclear. From stage 25-26, it is 

possible that Hoxd genes could repress Sall4 expression, as suggested for Sall1 and 

Sall3 (Kawakami et al., 2009), although this repression is not observed in earlier stages. 

According with this hypothesis, in aRLs, Hoxd expression should result in 

downregulation of Sall4. 

 

Figure 65. WMISH in chicken legs from stage 19 to stage 30, hybridized for Hoxd10, Hoxd11, Hoxd12 

and Sall4. Note red asterisks at stage 29-30 denoting a negative area for Hoxd12 expressing Sall4. Scale 

bar: 300 µm. 

 

 Surprisingly, when Sall4 was analyzed in aRLs, its expression was observed 

distally without AP bias and maintained all along the development of aRL. aRLs are 

performed with stage 20 cells, that would correspond to stage 29 three days after 

grafting, and therefore should have switched off their distal Sall4 expression (Fig. 66). 

The downregulation observed in the RNA-seq data compared to stage 20 limbs (Fig. 63)  

is likely due to the total level of Sall4 expression being lower in aRLs.  
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Figure 66. WMISH for Sall4 in aRLs. Frontal views for the aRLs, bigger host wings are shown also 24 

and 48 hag. Scale bar: 300 µm. 

 

 Finally we compared Sall4 expression in anterior half wings (1/2 ant) or wings 

without the ZPA (2/3 ant) developed in ovo and fixed at different time points (Fig. 67). 

There were no differences between both kinds of experiments; as early as 12h after 

surgery the anterior mesoderm lost Sall4 expression, supporting that the high levels of 

GLI3R could inhibit its expression, and thus, Sall4 maintenance in aRLs could be 

related with the lack of GLI3R function. 
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Figure 67. WMISH for Sall4 in wings developed in ovo without the posterior half (A-F) or just without 

the ZPA (A’-F’). Dorsal views of the embryos, except in F and F’, which are frontal pictures for wings of 

E and E’ respectively (control contralateral wings on the left). Scale bar: 300 µm. 

 

 The second gene in which we concentrated our analysis was Plzf.  PLZF 

(promyelocytic leukaemia zinc finger), also known as Zfp145 or Zbtb16, is a member of 
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the BTB-ZF family of transcription factors. PLZF is essential for AP limb patterning, as 

the inactivation of the gene resulted in the posteriorization of the anterior hindlimb digit 

1 because of reduced cell death, increased proliferation and anteriorized expression of 

5'Hoxd genes (Barna et al., 2000). It has also been reported that Gli3 and Plzf cooperate 

in proximal limb patterning at early stages of limb development (Barna et al., 2005).  

 Because of the similarity between Plzf mutant limb buds and aRL, we 

hypothesized that Plzf could be downregulated in aRLs. To test this hypothesis we 

carried out immunofluorescence assays to detect PLZF protein. PLZF expression was 

detected along the AP region of control limb buds while in aRLs its expression was 

restricted to a small distal region 24 hag and undetectable at 48 hag (Fig. 68). Thus, Plzf 

is strongly downregulated in aRLs as expected from the similarities above mentioned 

between aRLs and mutant Plzf  limb buds (compare with stage 24 control limbs which 

exhibited a clear lack of protein in the posterior distal limb, corresponding to the most 

5’Hoxd expressing area; see details in Fig. 69). This downregulation could enhance 

5'Hoxd upregulation in aRLs. 

 

 Figure 68. Anti-PLZF immunofluorescence (green) in cryostat sections of control limbs stage 20 and 

stage 24, and aRLs+24h and +48 hag. Merged images with DAPI. Scale bar: 200 μm. 
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Figure 69. PLZF (green) immunofluorescence details in control limb bud stage 24.  A) Mesoderm cells 

from the anterior region of the limb bud expressing PLZF located in their nucleus; these cells are covered 

by non expressing ectodermal cells. B) Detail of the AER, and also the underlying mesoderm, both 

negative for PLZF. Scale bar: 50 μm. 

 

 

 Taken together, the most parsimonious explanation is that disaggregation of the 

limb progenitor cells to single cell level erases existing patterning and enables de novo 

patterning events to be established under the control of the signaling centers in the 

ectoderm. Surprisingly this reorganization allows cell to evade cell death even if 

deprived of SHH signaling.  

 It should be mentioned that, in the mouse, early limb development also occurs in 

the absence of SHH signaling and in presence of high levels of GLI3R (Bowers et al., 

2012). We also  studied this aspect, analyzing the state of Gli3R in early (E9.5) mouse 

forelimbs (FL) before Shh activation that occurs at E10.  The analysis was performed, in 

halves, from E9.5 to E10.75, and measuring GLI3R levels normalized to vinculin levels 

and relativized to the lowest value, corresponding to the GLI3R in the posterior halves 

of E10.75 FL (Fig. 70B). The results also showed that the ratio between anterior and 

posterior levels of GLI3R increased with limb development (Fig. 70C), and that the 

most homogenous distribution along the AP axis corresponded to the early limb bud, 

before SHH signaling. Thus, proper development without SHH is possible at certain 

stages during limb development. 
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Fig. 70. Analysis of GLI3 protein in mouse limbs. 

 A) Immunoblot for GLI3R in mouse FL. B) Graphics for GLI3 levels normalized to the relative value of 

the posterior 10.75 halves, which exhibited the lower values. C) GLI3R ratio measurements between the 

anterior and the posterior halves of the FL. Of notice, this ratio is closer to 1 in E9.5. 
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4.2. PART 2: Study of PD specification by cell grafting 

 As described in the Introduction, two main types of models have been proposed 

to explain the progressive specification of PD limb patterning. One type considers that 

PD patterning results from a cell-autonomous program that operates in distal progenitor 

cells. An alternative view is that the progressive distalization of the limb progenitors is 

directed by the environmental signaling existing in the limb bud. 

 The specification of the stylopod by proximal signals is well supported by 

experiments performed with the RLs model (Cooper et al., 2011a; Rosello-Diez et al., 

2011), but how distal signals specify the zeugopod and autopod remains elusive. The 

expression patterns of some genes are not consistent with a signal-based mechanism. 

For example, Hairy2 presents an oscillatory expression pattern (Pascoal et al., 2007), 

and the autopod marker Hoxa13 cannot be prematurely activated by exogenous applied 

FGF factors (AER signals), that indeed maintain its expression (Rosello-Diez et al., 

2014; Vargesson et al., 2001), which is more consistent with the progress zone model 

(Summerbell et al., 1973). 

 Here, to unravel whether distal cells change their distal PD positional values in 

an intrinsic or non-intrinsic manner, we perform heterochronic grafting experiments 

taking advantage of the GFP-expressing chicken (McGrew et al., 2004). These studies 

were performed in collaboration with Dr. Matthew Towers’ group, from the Bateson 

Centre, University of Sheffield, UK (Saiz-Lopez et al., 2015). 

 

4.2.1. Early distal progenitor cells relocated into a late distal environment, restrict 

their developmental potential 

 To address this issue, we specifically investigated the cell fate of the distal limb 

bud cells (150 μm), corresponding to the most distal cells of the classical progress zone. 

We designed grafts of stage 20 cells beneath the AER of stage 24 limb buds, to unravel 

if these younger cells would be influenced by the older environment in order to acquire 

autopodial or zeugopodial positional values or if an intrinsic timing mechanism would 

determine it.  
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 Previously published dye-based fate maps revealed that stage 20 cells at the 

distal mesenchyme of the chick wing give rise to the zeugopod (radius/ulna) and at 

stage 24 to the autopod (wrist/digits) (Sato et al., 2007; Vargesson et al., 1997). First of 

all, we tested if our grafting technique could replicate these earlier fate maps, so we 

performed homochronic grafts of 150 μm blocks of stage 20 and 24 GFP-expressing 

chick wing distal tissue (see M&M) under the AER of wild-type host buds (Fig. 71 A, 

D). These blocks were easily tracked on time in vivo under ultraviolet (UV) light. 24 

hag, the grafted cells have properly grown in a delta-like pattern, reflecting its 

development (Fig. 72). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 71. Fate of homochronic and heterochronic distal grafts.  

A-C) Distal mesechymal blocks of GFP-expressing stage 20 chick 

wings grafted under the AER of wild-type stage 20 buds give rise to 

structures distal to the stylopod (n = 5/5, blue asterisks-J). D-F) 

Homochronic stage grafts 24 give rise to structures distal to the 

zeugopod (n = 7/7, red asterisks-J). G-I) GFP-expressing stage 20 distal 

mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER of wild-type stage 24 buds 

give rise to structures distal to the autopod ( n = 8/8, black asterisks-J). 

J) Schematic of a chicken wing where each asterisk represents the 

proximal boundary of the grafted tissue for each experiment. Note, h-

humerus; u-ulna; r-radius; 1, 2 and 3 are the digits in anterior to 

posterior sequence. Scale bars: 1 mm. Here and in following figures the 

green color is used to indicate GFP-expressing tissue. 
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 On days 11-12 of development, the GFP-labeled cells gave rise to the same 

structures along the PD axis as mesenchyme cells labeled at equivalent stages with dyes 

(Vargesson 1997; Sato, 2007), that is, both zeugopod and autopod with stage 20 grafts 

(Fig. 71 B, C; blue asterisks in J) and only autopod with stage 24 grafts (Fig. 71 E, F; 

red asterisks in J). Thus, our fate maps showed that grafts of distal mesenchyme cells 

incorporate well and develop like host tissue.  

 Then, we made heterochronic grafts of stage 20 GFP-distal tissue blocks to stage 

24 wild-type wing buds (Fig. 71G). Analyses of these fate maps on days 11-12 of 

development, revealed that these grafts just gave rise to structures distal to the zeugopod 

(Fig. 71 H, I; black asterisks in J), which is comparable with the presumptive fate of 

stage 24 host distal cells and not donor stage 20 cells (Fig. 71J). Therefore, these data 

suggests that the signaling environment provided by the age of the host determines the 

positional value of grafted chick wing distal mesenchyme cells.  

 

 

Figure 72. Grafted cells grow properly under the AER.  

A) Schematic showing the experiment. B) Host embryo in ovo photographed immediately after grafting 

under UV and white lights. C) Same embryo as in 'A' 24 hag, under UV and white light, note the delta-

like growth pattern of grafted tissue. D) Like ‘C’, but just under UV light. 

 

4.2.2. Hoxa13 is intrinsically timed in distal cells 

 We next decided to analyze Hoxa13 as it is considered a reliable autopod maker, 

(see normal expression pattern in Fig. 73), which should be expressed in the graft 

accordingly to its positional value within the host limb.  
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Figure 73. Hoxa13 expression during chick wing development. Transcripts of Hoxa13 are first 

detected in distal-posterior sub-AER mesenchyme cells at stage 22 and are then detected in autopod cells 

throughout development.  Scale bars stage 20-28: 500 μm; stage 30: 1mm.  

 

 Control homochronic grafts of stage 20 distal mesenchyme cells made to stage 

20 buds (Fig. 74A), express Hoxa13 on schedule, concomitantly with host tissue and a 

normal expression pattern was observed 24 hag, showing that the grafting process does 

not affect the dynamics of Hoxa13 transcription (Fig. 74 B, C; note serial sections 

hybridized with Hoxa13 and GFP riboprobes to show the graft). However, when we 

performed heterochronic stage 20 grafts to stage 24 host buds (Fig. 74D), Hoxa13 

expression in the graft was undetectable until around 24 hag (Fig. 74 E, F). Of interest, 

transcripts were first detected in the distal part of the grafted tissue (arrows-Fig. 74 E, 

F), then at stage 24, and were absent in the proximal part of the graft (asterisks Fig. 74 

E, F), although the entire graft was surrounded by Hoxa13-expressing host tissue (then 

at stage 27; see also Fig. 76). Later on, 48 hag, Hoxa13 was expressed throughout the 

whole graft (then at stage 27) and was indistinguishable from host tissue expression 

(then at stage 29, Fig. 74 G, H).  

 Thus, these data show that, although the age of the extrinsic environment 

appears to dictate the PD level that heterochronic grafts contribute to (Fig. 71 G-J), the 

activation of Hoxa13 expression is rigorously timed on donor schedule and is not 

influenced by host extrinsic signaling. In addition, our results suggest that a distal limb 

bud environment (AER signals), either directly or indirectly, is required for Hoxa13 

induction as it starts distally in the grafted tissue under the AER. Accordingly, we 

checked Hoxa13 expression in grafts performed farther from the AER influence, to the 

presumptive zeugopod area, and these grafts did not express Hoxa13, analyzed as late as 

48 hag; note that by this time the same tissue does express Hoxa13 if grafted under the 

AER (Fig. 75, compare with Fig. 74G).  
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Figure 74. Hoxa13 expression in grafted limbs.  

A-C) Homochronic stage 20 grafts do not perturb the establishment of a normal domain 

of Hoxa13 expression. Note that the graft can not be distinguished by Hoxa13 expression at 24 hag (B, C; 

n = 2/2 -note area of grafted tissue is shown by GFP expression in a serial section ‘B’ and dashed lines). 

D-H) Heterochronic graft. Hoxa13 is expressed in an intrinsically timed manner shown 24 hag (E, F; 

n = 3/3) and 48 hag (G, H; n = 3/3). Note that arrows in ‘E-F’ indicate Hoxa13 expression in the distal 

part of the graft and asterisks mark its absence in the proximal part of the graft. Scale bars: 100 μm.  

 

 

 

                                              

Figure 75. Hoxa13 analysis in grafts made proximally.  

A) Schematic of the experiment of grafts of stage 20 distal tip cells made proximally to 

the presumptive zeugopod of stage 24 buds. B-C) Consecutive longitudinal sections where Hoxa13 is 

undetectable 48 hag, although distal host expression is observed. Note area of grafted tissue is shown 

by Gfp expression. C) Schematics of 'B' in a frontal view.  Scale bar: 100 μm.  
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 Additionally, the rapid proximal spread of Hoxa13 expression within the graft 

suggests that the establishment of the mature Hoxa13 expression domain is not just due 

to proliferation of a small founder population of sub-AER stage 22 distal mesenchyme 

cells (Lu et al., 2008), but also due to transcriptional initiation in progressively more 

proximal tissue. An alternative explanation for the distal restriction of Hoxa13 

expression in heterochronic grafts would be that the more proximal cells of the graft 

selectively die, but TUNEL analyses revealed no evidence of abnormal apoptosis in 

grafted tissue (Fig. 76 D, E), discarding this possibility (Fig. 76). 

 

 

 

                                                               

 

Figure 76. TUNEL assay in heterochronic grafts.  

A) Schematic of the grafting experiment. B) Longitudinal section hybridized for Gfp exhibiting the graft 

24 hag, where its proximal limit is marked by a dashed red line. C) A consecutive section shows that 

Hoxa13 is expressed in the distal part of the graft (white arrows, also in E) and it is absent in the proximal 

part (red asterisks, also in E) despite the  presence of more proximal host expression. D) TUNEL labeling 

and DAPI staining in a consecutive section. Note there is no abnormal cell death, only found in the AER 

as expected (red arrows, D, E).  E) Schematics of GFP-graft, Hoxa13 expression domains and cell death 

distribution in a frontal view. Note green spots indicate apoptotic cells. Scale bar: 100 μm.  
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4.2.3. AER duration is timed by the distal mesenchyme 

 It is well known that the AER is maintained by the underlying mesenchyme 

(Fernandez-Teran and Ros, 2008; Zuniga et al., 1999; Zwilling, 1956). Therefore, since 

Hoxa13 expression is intrinsically timed, we asked if the capacity to maintain the AER 

is also an intrinsic property related to the age of the distal underlying mesenchyme, by 

examining Fgf8 expression.  

 During normal development, high-level Fgf8 expression abruptly terminates at 

around stage 29-30 in the chick wing, first in the AER over the interdigits and then over 

the digits (Ganan et al., 1996).  In control homochronic grafts of stage 24 (Fig. 77A), 48 

hag, when both the grafted and the host tissues are stage 29, Fgf8 expression was 

indistinguishable between right-experimental and left-contralateral wing buds (asterisks, 

Fig. 77 B-D). Later on, 72 hag (stage 30), only residual Fgf8 expression could be 

detected both in left and right buds, showing that its transcription was terminated at the 

same time (asterisks, Fig. 78 E-G); thus, the grafting technique does not perturb Fgf8 

expression in the AER. 

 Instead, in heterochronic grafts of stage 20 distal tissue made to stage 24 host 

buds (Fig. 77H) 48 hag, Fgf8 was expressed in the AER overlying the grafted tissue at 

higher levels than in the equivalent AER region of the contralateral bud (asterisk, Fig. 

77 I-K). This maintained expression was detected also 72 hag, meanwhile the control 

contralateral AER has almost terminated Fgf8 expression (Fig. 77 L-N). Therefore, the 

expression of Fgf8 in the AER over the graft was extended for about 24 h longer than in 

the corresponding region of contralateral limb AER, which is equivalent to the 

difference in age between host and donor tissue. This result demonstrates that distal 

mesenchyme cells can locally maintain the AER in an intrinsically timed manner. 
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Figure 77. Analysis of AER duration.  
A-G) Grafts of stage 24 distal mesenchyme cells made to the same stage wing buds. The pattern of Fgf8 

expression in the AER is indistinguishable between left and right buds 48 hag (B-D; n = 2/2) and 72 hag 

(E-G; n = 2/2). Note area of grafted tissue is shown by GFP expression under UV light (B, E), and lower 

panels are higher magnifications of areas marked with asterisks in 'C and F'. H-N) Heterochronic grafts of 

GFP-expressing stage 20 distal mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER of wild-type stage 24 buds. 

Fgf8 expression is stronger in manipulated right buds compared with the equivalent region of 

contralateral left buds 48 hag (I-K, n = 2/2) and 72 hag (L-N, n = 2/2).  Area of grafted tissue is shown by 

GFP expression (I, L) and lower panels are higher magnifications of areas marked with asterisks in 'J and 

M'. Left limb photos are flipped horizontally for comparison in (C, F, J, and M). Scale bars in C, F, J, M: 

100 μm. Scale bars in their enlarged panels beneath: 25 μm.  

 

4.2.4. Distal cell cycle parameters are intrinsically timed 

 Thus, although positional values appear to be controlled by host age, Hoxa13 

expression and AER maintenance occur in an autonomous way, according to the age of 

the donor. It has also been published that the ZPA cells of the chick wing bud express 

SHH accordingly to an intrinsic behavior, which is linked with stage-specific cell cycle 

parameters intrinsically controlled (Chinnaiya et al., 2014). Therefore, we wanted to 
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check if the distal progenitor cells have stage specific cell cycle parameters by, flow 

cytometric analysis. This part of the study was performed by Dr. Matt Towers and cols. 

 A range of stages between stage 20 and 30 were studied, dissecting the distal 150 μm 

used in grafting experiments. It was found that the proportion of chick wing distal 

mesenchyme cells in G1-phase increases from 56.9 to 64.5% between stages 20 and 27 

(time period of 48 h approximately) and reaches a 85.7% rate by stage 30 

(approximately 96 h after stage 20), indicating a loss of proliferative potential as the 

limb bud develops (Fig. 78A), which is comparable with the behavior of cells from the 

ZPA (Chinnaiya et al., 2014). Accordingly, the proportion of S-phase cells decreases 

from 18.0 to 4.4% and G2/M-phase cells decreases from 25.1 to 9.9% over the same 

time interval (Fig. 78A).  

Next, to examine whether, as with the ZPA, the stage specific cell cycle parameters of 

the adjacent distal mesenchyme are intrinsically controlled, flow cytometry analysis 

were performed on cells from grafts of stage 20 distal tissue made under the AER of 

stage 24 buds (Fig. 78B). By 48 (host at stage 29) and 72 hag (host at stage 30), the 

proportion of G1-phase cells in the distal most 150 μm of the grafted tissue was 

significantly less (6.2 and 7.3% reduction, respectively) than in equivalent host tissue in 

contralateral left buds (Fig. 78C, D; Pearson’s χ2 test-P < 0.0001). Control assays were 

performed where G1-phase percentages differ by < 2% in left and right distal 

mesenchyme cells of normal buds, and also in those limbs with homochronic grafts (see 

Anex III, Publication Supplementary tables), which corroborates the significance of 

heterochronic grafts rates.  Accordingly, the proportion of cells in S and G2/M phases in 

grafted tissue was also significantly higher than in host contralateral tissue, consistent 

with increased proliferative potential (Fig. 78 C, D). Indeed, the cell cycle phase values 

of grafted cells are similar to those expected for the stages of the younger donor 

embryos (being stage 27 24 hag and stage 29 48 hag; Fig. 78 A, C, D). These data show 

that the cell cycle parameters of chick wing distal mesenchyme cells are intrinsically 

regulated. 
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Figure 78. Cell cycle parameters are intrinsically timed.  
A) Cell cycle parameters of stage 20, stage 24, stage 27, stage 29 and stage 30 distal mesenchyme tissues 

(depicted in dark brown in the corresponding limb buds). Bars indicate standard error of the mean 

between repeated experiments. B) Schematic of the heterochronic graft. C) 48 hag the cell cycle values 

in grafted right wing distal mesenchyme blocks are: G1 = 64.2%, S = 13.4%, G2/M = 22.4% phase cells, 

compared with G1 = 70.4%, S = 8.6%, G2/M = 21.0% phase cells in contralateral left wing bud distal 

mesenchyme blocks. D) 72 hag, G1 = 74.0%, S = 9.5%, G2/M = 16.5% of cells in grafted right wing distal 

mesenchyme blocks, compared with G1 = 81.3%, S = 6.9%, G2/M = 11.8% of cells in contralateral left 

buds.  

 

4.2.5. Distal positional values are intrinsically timed 

 So far, we had demonstrated that grafts of stage 20 distal mesenchyme cells 

made to stage 24 buds, intrinsically time Hoxa13 and Fgf8 expressions (which are the 

autopod marker and the AER maintenance indicator for excellence respectively), and 

also cell proliferation. We thus further investigated why their PD positional values 

appear to be influenced by the age of the host environment (Fig. 71H-J) rather than 

being intrinsically timed as all the other studied parameters. Positional values are 

expressed as a gradient of cell adhesion along the PD axis of the limb (Nardi and 

Stocum, 1984) and the differential adhesion between proximal and distal chick wing 

bud cells causes them to sort out in culture (Ide et al., 1994; Wada and Ide, 1994). 
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 Therefore, we wondered if the adhesive properties, and hence positional values 

of distal mesenchyme cells, are acquired in response to extrinsic signals or by an 

intrinsic timing mechanism in vivo. To achieve this, we disaggregated distal 

mesenchymal blocks of wild-type stage 20 (zeugopod and autopod progenitors-Fig. 71J) 

and GFP-expressing stage 24 (autopod progenitors-Fig. 71J) limb buds into single cells 

that were then mixed, reaggregated and grafted under the AER of stage 24 wild-type 

buds (see M&M). If positional values are specified by host stage 24 signals, then the 

grafted stage 20 and stage 24 cells are predicted to acquire equivalent adhesive 

properties and would remain randomly dispersed in the grafts. Alternatively, if 

positional values are specified by an intrinsic timer, then grafted stage 20 cells are not 

expected to be influenced by host stage 24 signals and thus should maintain adhesive 

properties reflective of their programmed fate, sorting out from co-grafted stage 24 

cells. 

 In control homochronic grafts of GFP-expressing stage 24 and wild-type stage 

24 distal mesenchyme cells made to stage 24 buds (Fig. 79A), we observed a random 

and homogeneous distribution of cells as assessed by GFP immunofluorescence (Fig. 79 

B-E). This behavior was quantified measuring the distribution of GFP-expressing cells 

between the inner and outer regions of such grafts (inner/outer defined as half the 

distance from the centre of the graft to the periphery-see M&M). 24 hag, the inner/outer 

distribution of grafted GFP-expressing stage 24 cells was 49%/51% (Fig.  79B, C) and 

48 hag, 55%/45% (Fig. 79 D, E).  

 By contrary, grafts of GFP-expressing stage 24 cells and wild-type stage 20 cells 

made to stage 24 buds (Fig. 79F) showed a non-random distribution (Fig. 79 G-J). 24 

hag, the inner/outer distribution of grafted GFP-expressing stage 24 cells was 24%/76% 

(Fig. 79 G, H) and 48 hag, 29%/71% (Fig.  79 I, J). Autopod progenitor cells (then at 

stage 27-Fig. 79G or stage 29-Fig. 79I) predominantly localize to the periphery of the 

grafts (between the yellow rings) to aggregate with host cells of the same age, 

meanwhile zeugopod progenitor cells (then at stage 24-Fig. 79G or stage 27-Fig. 79I) 

are confined to the centre of the grafts.  These differences in cell distribution between 

the homochronic and heterochronic mixed grafts present very significant P-values 

(Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-test, P-value < 0.0001). 
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Figure 79. An intrinsic timer specifies distal positional values.  
A-E) GFP and wild-type stage 24 autopod progenitor cells disaggregated-reaggregated into pellets and 

grafted to stage 24 buds show an approximately equal distribution in the inner and outer regions (yellow 

rings) of grafts 24 hag (B, C; n = 2/2) and 48 hag (D, E; n=3/3). Green shows GFP immunofluorescence 

and blue DAPI staining. F-J) Stage 24 GFP-expressing autopod progenitor cells and wild-type stage 20 

zeugopod progenitor cells reaggregated into pellets and grafted to stage 24 buds sort out 24 hag (G, H;  n 

= 3/3) and 48 hag  (I, J; n = 3/3). K-N) Development of an embryo similar to 'F'. Autopod progenitor cells 
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(then at day 12) localize to edge of grafted tissue to contact host cells of same age and zeugopod 

progenitor cells (then at day 11) are confined to the centre of the graft (L, M; n = 4/5). Such grafts 

contribute to the autopod (N, O-purple asterisks n = 5/5). Note in ‘N’ u-ulna; r-radius; 1, 2 and 3 are the 

digits in AP sequence. Scale bars 100: μm in B, D, G, I; and 1mm in L, N.  

 

 These results, easily measured by GPF-expressing cells, were also detected by 

ISH (Fig. 80 A-G), exhibiting a similar distribution, that is, cells from the same age as 

the host was, were grouped to the periphery of the grafts. We also performed the inverse 

experiment (Fig. 80 H-N), made with grafts of wild-type stage 24 cells and GPF-

expressing stage 20 cells made to stage 24 buds. Accordingly, younger marked cells 

were founded in the centre of the grafted tissue. 

 

 

Figure 80. Sorting of autopod and zeugopod progenitor cells.  

A-G) Disaggregated GFP-expressing stage 24 autopod progenitor cells and wild type stage 20  zeugopod 

progenitor cells reaggregated into pellets and grafted to stage 24 buds sort out 24 hag (B-D) and 48 hag 

(E-G). In both cases ( n = 2/2), ISH for  Gfp, shows that  stage 24 cells (then at stage 27 or stage 29 

respectively) predominantly localize to the periphery of the grafts (dashed lines), leaving wild-type stage 

20 cells confined to centre of the grafts (then at stage 24 or stage 27, respectively). H-N) As 'A' but 

inverse experiment relating the GFP-expressing cells. Similarly, cells sort out 24 hag (I-K) and 48 hag (L-

N). In both cases ( n = 2/2), stage 20 cells (then at stage 24 or stage 27) are  confined to the centre of the 

grafts, surrounded by wild-type stage 24 cells contacting host tissue of same age (stage 27 or stage 29). 

Scale bars: 100 μm.  
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 Therefore, these results show that GFP-expressing stage 24 distal mesenchyme 

cells had sorted out to the periphery of the graft, to associate with host tissue of the 

same age (then at stage 27, Fig. 79 G, H and Fig. 80 C, D, J, K) as early as 24 hag. Later 

on, 48 hag, this sorting was maintained (host then at stage 29, Fig. 79 I, J and Fig. 80 F, 

G, M, N). In addition, this cell sorting confines wild-type stage 20 distal mesenchyme 

cells to the centre of the grafts (at stage 24, Fig. 79 G, H and and Fig. 80 J, K, 24 hag; 

and at stage 27, Fig. 79 I, J and Fig. 80 M, N, 48 hag).  

 A similar pattern was still observed in 12-day-old wings thus showing that the 

distribution of cells caused by this earlier sorting event is maintained. Therefore, grafted 

GFP-expressing stage 24 cells contact host cells of the same age (then both at day 12 of 

development) and these older cells surround grafted stage 20 wild-type cells (then at 

day 11, Fig. 79 K-N). This result suggests that the inability of grafted stage 20 

zeugopod progenitor cells to contact host cells with equivalent zeugopodial positional 

values-that would have been displaced proximally at an earlier stage-entrains them into 

autopod structures and explains why grafts of stage 20 cells made to stage 24 buds are 

only able to contribute to the autopod (Fig. 79 O-see Fig. 71 H-J) despite their intrinsic 

program to form both autopodial and zeugopodial segments.  

 Even more, micromass cell cultures of pelleted cells (Fig. 81) nicely reproduce 

the in vivo results, which discards the influence of any environmental (host) signaling as 

a strength attaching cells to form the patterns exhibited in vivo, and highlighting thus 

adhesive intrinsic properties as the major responsible of the sorting out described above. 
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Figure 81.  Sorting analysis in micromass culture.  
A) Mixed GFP-expressing stage 24 and wild-type stage 24 progenitor cells in culture do not segregate. B) 

Mixtures of GFP-expressing stage 24 and wild-type stage 20 readily sort out in micromass. Scale bars: 

100 μm. 

 

 In summary, these data show that individual cells of different ages and PD fates 

sort out when grafted beneath the AER, thus indicating that the adhesive properties of 

cells, and hence positional values of the chick wing zeugopod and autopod, are 

specified by an intrinsic timer. 
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5. DISCUSSION  

 How cells behave during the process of limb development, how the embryo 

makes a limb, has been the subject of intense study for years. In this Thesis we have 

addressed the capacity of anterior limb progenitors to establish AP and PD patterning in 

different contexts when isolated from the Shh-expressing posterior mesoderm. 

 The contexts we have explored are the model of RLs (Part 1) and the 

heterochronic grafting of GFP-expressing tissue grafts (Part 2). From our experiments 

we have gathered information that can be extrapolated to other animal models and to 

human diseases. 

 

5.1. PART 1: Analysis of limb patterning, RLs paradox  

 The RL experimental system has proved to be very valuable for exploring 

pattern formation and cellular interactions during limb development (Cooper et al., 

2011b; Elisa Piedra et al., 2000; Rosello-Diez et al., 2011). In this work, we have tried 

to further characterize this potent system. 

5.1.1. Fate map of anterior progenitor cells in ovo versus RLs 

 It has long been known that chicken limb buds do not form digits when the ZPA 

is experimentally removed in ovo even thought the precursors of some of the digits are   

not eliminated (Bastida and Ros, 2008; Hinchliffe and Gumpel-Pinot, 1981; Todt and 

Fallon, 1987). Here we have shown that the morphogenetic capacity of the anterior 

two/thirds, which formed the humerus and radius, is better than that of the anterior half, 

which only formed a single proximal element. This difference likely relies on the higher 

amount of limb progenitor cells that remain when only the ZPA is removed. This is 

supported by the similarity in phenotype between the outcome of  limb buds without the 

ZPA and the ozd mutant, which specifically lacks Shh expression in the limb (Maas and 

Fallon, 2004; Ros et al., 2003) and also with the Shh KO mouse mutant (Chiang et al., 

2001). It should be noted that at stage 20 the Shh domain very approximately covers the 
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posterior third of the limb bud and, therefore, the removal of the posterior third is 

equivalent to the removal of the ZPA. 

 The loss of morphogenetic capacity of the anterior mesoderm compared with its 

fate map is due to apoptosis (Bastida et al., 2004). The absence of SHH signaling leads 

to extensive abnormal apoptosis in the anterior border mesoderm that extends into the 

distal mesoderm. Interestingly, this pattern is similar in the abrupt experimental ZPA 

removals and in the ozd and Shh chicken and mouse mutants. 

 Interestingly, the same 2/3 and 1/2 anterior progenitor wing bud cells do form 

digits in the so called aRL situation, where cells are dissociated to single cell level, 

reaggregated, and covered by a new ectodermal jacket, exhibiting indistinguishable 

phenotypes. The aRLs form the three PD limb segments although the zeugopod, formed 

by a single element is sometimes absent, an aspect that certainly deserves further 

analysis. The number of digits formed in aRLs varied from two to four. The differences 

in the number of digits have been attributed initial size of the aRL, so bigger RLs would 

make more digits (Elisa Piedra et al., 2000). Thus, far from being comparable to Shh-/-, 

these phenotypes are reminiscent of those of Shh-/-; Gli3+/- mutants, which form three or 

four digits, identifiable as d1. The phenotype of Shh-/-;Gli3+/- mutants demonstrate that 

without SHH signaling half dose of GLI3R permits digit formation (Litingtung et al., 

2002; te Welscher et al., 2002b). The identity of the digits that form in aRLs has been 

described as unidentifiable (Elisa Piedra et al., 2000), as they can exhibit a variable 

number of phalanges. However, the expression of all 5’Hoxd genes identify the digits in 

aRLs as posterior digits, no digits 1. 

 

5.1.2. Consequences of cell disaggregation in the RLs procedure 

 Since RLs formed with anterior progenitors without dissociation (non-diss aRLs) 

did not develop, it seems reasonable to consider that the ability to form digits depends 

on the disaggregation process. The TUNEL assay showed massive apoptosis in non-diss 

aRLs similar to that previously published for in ovo half limbs (Bastida et al., 2004), 

while it was practically undetectable in aRLs, providing an explanation for their 

different development. Also, aRLs are able to maintain Fgf8 expression in the AER 
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without detectable SHH signaling, and this ability is linked with their development, 

meanwhile non-diss aRLs are unable to maintain it.  

 In considering the potential reasons for higher morphogenetic capacity of the 

aRLs versus the non-diss aRLs, the extracellular matrix (ECM) is an important factor to 

consider. The process to form aRLs certainly disrupts the ECM. A possible rebound is 

observed in the RNA-seq analysis, where the terms 'extracellular matrix binding' and 

'extracellular matrix' are overrepresented in the modules Cellular Component (CC) and 

in the module Molecular Function (MF) of Gene Ontology data base, respectively. Also 

KEGG data base analysis points to these variations, where 'ECM-receptor interactions' 

appear as an affected pathway when the pellet is compared with aRLs, exhibiting low 

expression of genes associated with this pathway in the pellet. 

 The ECM is composed mainly by collagens, proteoglycans, fibronectin, laminin 

and elastin. It determines the architecture of tissues and organs, but also influences the 

cellular responses to exogenous stimuli. Thus, cellular functions such as proliferation, 

differentiation, cell death and mobility are modulated by the ECM according to the 

proper stimuli received (Buchheit et al., 2012; Engler et al., 2006; Nelson and Bissell, 

2006; Tsang et al., 2010). It has also been proposed that variations in the rigidity of the 

ECM may direct specification of progenitor stem cells (review by Yim and Sheetz, 

2012), as it has been found that the mesenchymal progenitor stem cells grown on a soft 

substrate differentiate into neural lineages, whereas they differentiate into osteoblasts if 

grown on a rigid substrate (Engler et al., 2006). The ECM can also sequester and store 

soluble growth factors and present them to appropriate receptors on cell surfaces for 

proper development (Rozario and DeSimone, 2010). Thus, the matrix can contribute to 

the establishment of gradients of signaling molecules and concentrates these growth 

factors around a specific cell type and facilitates receptor binding (Selleck, 2000). 

 A role for a specific group of proteoglycans, called heparan sulfate 

proteoglycans (HSPGs), as diffusion regulators of a morphogen gradient is supported by 

in vivo studies of FGF8 in zebrafish (Yu et al., 2009). FGF secreted from source cells 

can rapidly bind to HSPGs which are on cell surfaces and in the ECM, meanwhile only 

a small fraction of FGF molecules freely diffuse instead of being concentrated in a 
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specific area by HSPGs. It has been published that a higher effective diffusion 

coefficient is exhibited in embryos injected extracellularly with heparin, which is 

thought to compete with endogenous HSPGs for FGF8 binding (Muller et al., 2013). On 

the other hand, ECM binding can also inhibit the activity of growth factors. For 

instance, TGF-β1 binding to the proteoglycans decorin, betaglycan, and biglycan 

restricts its activity (Wilgus, 2012; Yamaguchi et al., 1990).  

 Thus, alterations in the ECM suffered by the disaggregation performed in the 

RLs procedure could affect the signaling pathways in limb development in different 

ways, maybe favoring the action of growth factors as the aRLs mesodermal cells can be 

more receptive after dissociation to respond to any survival signal, or inhibiting the 

action of deleterious ones. For example, it could be possible that FGF8 from the new 

ectodermal jackets would broadly diffuse along the PD axis of the aRL, although it is 

unknown how it would signal in the new forming matrix. Further research is needed in 

this interesting aspect, as well as the impact of ECM in cytonemes-mediated signaling. 

 Summing up, dissociated anterior cells loss their own environmental signaling 

and when placed in a new ectodermal jacket they recover the ectodermal signals coming 

from the AER and non-AER ectoderm.  In addition, since the aRLs are grafted in the 

somites, the limb progenitors are also subject to the proximalizing signal coming from 

the flank. All these signals are sufficient to reorganize de novo patterning and form a 

limb-like structure with three PD segments and bearing digits. In accordance with the 

absence of ZPA, no sign of AP polarity is observed in the limb like structures derived 

from aRLs.  

 When we tested the morphogenetic capacity of the most anterior third progenitor 

cells in RLs, surprisingly, limb-like structures never formed. This indicates that not all 

the mesenchymal progenitor limb bud cells (once the ZPA is discard) have the same 

morphogenetic capacity. However, 1/3 anterior progenitor cells from the leg are able to 

form digits in RLs (Hardy et al., 1995), so differences between leg and wing progenitor 

cells remain to be solved. 
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 To further study the morphogenetic capacity of 1/3 anterior progenitor wing 

cells, a small amount of ZPA cells was included and pelleted together with our 1/3 wing 

bud anterior cells, which was enough to make the cells highly proliferative and capable 

of forming digit-like structures. However, the most anterior 1/3 cells are in fact able to 

form digits also in absence of posterior progenitor cells: RLs made with 1/2 anterior 

mesoderm and a percentage of 1/3 anterior GFP-expressing cells showed 1/3 anterior 

cells distributed all along the PD axis of the aRL, including the digits. Thus, in absence 

of SHH signaling, a possible survival factor/signal responsible for increased 

morphogenetic capacity of aRLs would be present/active in the second fourth region 

(narrowly from cells under the 1/3 anterior limb and above the middle half of the limb 

bud) of a stage 20 wing bud when the progenitor cells are dissociated. In the future, to 

explore this possibility, aRLs formed only with this region of the limb bud should be 

preformed to confirm it and must exhibit the same or even better phenotypes than the 

aRLs used in this work. 

 

5.1.3. aRLs develop in presence of high levels of GLI3R 

 In this work we have demonstrated that aRLs develop without detectable SHH 

expression or signaling and in presence of high levels of GLI3R. 

 The fact that the developmental potential of aRLs corresponds better with that of 

posterior mesoderm raised the question of whether SHH signaling was activated.  

However, the ISH data failed to detect Shh expression or signaling activity. 

Accordingly, the RNA-seq data show FPKM levels for Ptch1 or Gli1 similar to those 

detected in the in ovo 2/3 anterior limb +16 which do not form digits, so we consider 

that they correspond to basal gene expressions undetectable by ISH. According to the 

absence of SHH expression or signaling, Gli3 expression occurs all across the AP axis 

of aRLs. 

 A sensor of extracellular environment is the primary cilium (Abou Alaiwi et al., 

2009), which is also essential for SHH signaling. Since mutations that affects this 

organelle cause polydactyly (Verma and El-Harouni, 2015; Yin et al., 2009a), it made 

sense to analyze the status of the primary cilia through the procedure. Our 
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immunofluorescence and ultrastructural studies demonstrated that the cilium is not 

affected. TEM analysis correlate with the morphology described by other authors 

(Ghossoub et al., 2011), pointing to cilia locating in a ciliary pocket, in which appear 

clathrine-like vesicles which could be possible mediating internalization of proteins 

from the ciliary membrane. These vesicles have been hypothesized to be relevant for the 

trafficking in SHH pathway proteins such as SMO (Corbit et al., 2005) which is known 

to be regulated by endocytosis at the plasma membrane of non-ciliated cells and 

possibly also in the ciliated ones. We have not found differences in the primary cilium 

which exhibit control limbs compared with the aRLs. Also, neither the pellet of cells 

before grafting which would have had less time for primary cilium recovery, exhibited 

any alteration. Thus, our results indicate that the procedure to perform aRL has no 

detectable impact on the morphology of the primary cilium. 

 A first study in aRL+48h demonstrates that the GLI3 transcripts are transformed 

to GLI3R, being the only form detected by western blot in contrast with both GLI3FL 

and GLI3R measured in the anterior half control sample. 

 Because the phenotypical outcome of aRLs does not fit with the high levels of 

GLI3R, we hypothesized that the GLI3R might not be functional in RLs.  One 

possibility was that it is retained in the cytoplasm. Different mechanisms could avoid 

the nuclear translocation of GLI3R  including the cross of a nuclear-pore-like region at 

the base of the cilium (Nachury et al., 2010). It is still unknown where exactly does 

GLI3 protein cleavage occurs related with the primary cilium: it may be at the base of 

the cilium out of the nuclear-pore-like zone or in the proteasome in the cytoplasm.  

However, we have demonstrated by immunofluorescence and by fractionated western 

blots (data not shown) that GLI3R does translocate to the nucleus in aRL cells. For the 

immunofluorescence studies we have used the 6F5 anti-Gli3 antibody (Wen et al., 

2010) that in the nucleus only detects the GLI3R isoform (Osterwalder et al., 2014; 

Wen et al., 2010). This is nicely corroborated by the clear GLI3 AP gradient observed in 

control stage 20 limb buds, where it is significant the intermediate amount of GLI3R 

detected in the middle limb areas, receiving an intermediate amount of SHH along the 

axis. 
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 We further quantified the levels of GLI3R in aRLs by western blot along 

different developmental time points. Of interest, the level quantified in the pellet cells is 

lower than the amount detected in aRLs 24 or 48 hag (both of them having similar 

levels, which are even higher than levels from control anterior 2/3 lysates). The 

decrease in GLI3R levels detected in the pellet could reflect a stand-by time point in 

which cells could not translate Gli3 transcripts, as by RNA-seq we observe that it is 

highly transcribed (in fact the pellet has the highest pick of expression measured in 

FPKMs) so the renewal rate of GLI3R could be lowered down in this condition. If this 

short time-window in the pellet without high GLI3R levels can impact further aRLs 

development remains to be determined. Although lower levels of Gli3 are detected by 

RNA-seq in aRLs than in anterior control limb buds, the western blots indicate that all 

GLI3 produced is processed to GLI3R. 

 

5.1.4. GLI3R is not functional in aRLs 

 The best-known targets of GLI3R are Alx4 and Pax9 (McGlinn et al., 2005). 

Microarray studies and chip to chip have shown that Alx4 is a reliable read-out of 

GLI3R activity and, accordingly, we show that it is upregulated in the anterior limb 

buds after ZPA removal. However, Alx4 is not upregulated in aRLs supporting a lack of 

proper GLI3R activity. aRLs express Alx4 only proximally 48 hag, which is consistent 

with previous works showing that Alx4 expression is down-regulated in Gli3 deficient 

limb buds, although the proximal part of the Alx4 domain is not affected, implying that 

region-specific expressions of Alx4 are under different transcriptional control (Kuijper 

et al., 2005; te Welscher et al., 2002a; te Welscher et al., 2002b). 

 Pax9 was not expressed in aRLs. Surprisingly, in anterior limb buds after ZPA 

removal, Pax9 expression was upregulated in the posterior distal region, which would 

be in accordance with a lack of posterior repression after the ZPA removal rather than 

being upregulated by GLI3R in chicken limbs.  

 Hand2, which is repressed by GLI3R to posterior mesenchyme prior to 

activation of SHH signaling (Fernandez-Teran et al., 2000; te Welscher et al., 2002a), 
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was expressed distally in aRLs, overlapping with Gli3, while it is repressed, as 

expected, in anterior limbs without the ZPA. 

 Bmp4, which is strongly correlated with cell death and GLI3R (Bastida et al., 

2004) is highly expressed as early as 16 hag (RNA-seq data), and maintained in aRLs 

24 hag; nevertheless, this expression is rapidly downregulated 48 hag, differently from 

the in ovo situation. We wonder which factors would contribute to this downregulation. 

The analysis of Grem, which is a known Bmp4 antagonist normally maintained by SHH 

signaling (Benazet et al., 2009), revealed the rapid downregulated upon ZPA removal in 

ovo, but it was detected in aRLs 24hag, so it can help to maintain the AER in aRLs. 

This could be explained as a cellular response to act against high levels of Bmp4 

detected in aRLs also 24 hag; then, once Bmp4 is antagonized (48 hag downregulation), 

Grem expression decreases as it is no more needed and there is no SHH to maintain its 

expression. Of interest, the gap free from Grem existent in the most distal part of normal 

wings or FLs, attributed to Fgf8 inhibition is not detected in aRLs 24 hag, which would 

also correspond to an early initial phase of limb development; later on, Fgf8 would 

signal broader proximally and completely switch off Grem expression.  

 Msx2, which has been related with BMP4 function, is distally maintained in 

aRLs 48 hag, in spite of Bmp4 downregulation in mesodermal cells. Interestingly, its 

dynamic of expression (analyzed by RNA-seq.) goes parallel to Alx4, which could 

suggest a common regulator in the limb development. Of notice, it has been suggested 

that these two genes act within the same regulatory network in skull vault ossification, 

with a degree of functional redundancy (Antonopoulou I, 2004).  

 Taken together, our results are compatible with GLI3R lacking transcriptional 

repressor activity in aRLs. This situation is reminiscent of the mouse mutant called 

Gli3Δ699, which is a mouse model for the human Pallister-Hall Syndrome (PSH) (Bose 

et al., 2002; Hill et al., 2007a). The Gli3Δ699 allele is a targeted mutation that produces a 

GLI3 truncated 3’ immediately of the five zinc fingers and that was predicted to only 

produce the GLI3R form. Unexpectedly, Gli3Δ699 homozygous mice display limbs with 

four to six digits (Hill et al., 2007a; Wang et al., 2007), possibly because the resulting 

protein with extra 21 residues from the thymidine kinase (TK) sequence used for 
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generating the mutant allele (Bose et al., 2002) may not have the potent repressor 

activity of the natural GLI3R. Interestingly, this mouse mutant do express all the 5'Hoxd 

genes similarly to aRLs. 

 A different Gli3 repressor mutant allele called Gli3Δ701C was generated (Cao et 

al., 2013) to better obtain the truncated GLI3R protein; mice heterozygous for this allele 

displayed oligosyndacty in both the forelimbs and hindlimbs and homozygous forelimb 

autopods failed to generate any digits, and they presented a single distal cartilage 

element, resembling the Shh-/- mutant. In this case, there was no 5'Hoxd genes 

expression. 

 We consider that aRLs should be compared with conditional Shh KO mice, even 

for SHH, rather than with mutants in the germ line, because aRLs progenitor cells are 

under SHH influence since the time Shh is normally activated in the wing bud at stage 

17-18 to stage 20 when the limb progenitors are collected to make the aRLs. The 

chicken mutant ozd, which lacks limb Shh expression due to a large deletion within the 

ZRS (zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence) (Maas et al.,  2011), would be a 

useful tool to make aRLs as the limb bud progenitor cells in this mutant have never 

been exposed to SHH. This would permit to discern whether a transient exposure to 

SHH impacts the morphogenetic potential of aRLs. In this line of evidence, mice 

conditional mutants for Shh (Zhu et al., 2008) that lost its expression at several precise 

times reveal that the removal of Shh at successively earlier stages does not perturb digit 

identity but results in progressive digit loss in the inverted sequence of digit 

condensation, thus, if our aRLs cells would have never been exposed to SHH perhaps 

they would lost their ability to form digits. 

 In fact, the most anterior 1/3 wing bud cells, which would be out of the range of 

action of the ZPA (Harfe et al., 2004), are no able to form digits, maybe because GLI3R 

can bind to its target genes meanwhile cells that have been exposed to SHH signaling 

have memory of GLI3FL bounds.  

 Taking all the above considerations into account, we propose the following 

reasons, not selective among them, to explain the lack of GLI3R activity: 
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-1) Cells keep memory of previous SHH signaling, for example GLI3FL binding to 

target genes, and these loci are influenced for later GLI3R binding. 

-2) GLI3R function needs cofactors not present in aRLs for its function.  

-3) GLI3R function is modified by interaction with co-factors or other unknown 

mechanisms present in the RL situation. 

-4) GLI3R suffers non canonical postranscriptional modifications not detected by 

western blots.  

-5) Other possible epigenetic modulations occurring in the process of performing aRLs. 

 

5.1.5. 5'HOXD may counteract GLI3R function 

 Our RNA-seq analysis provides information on gene expression during aRLs 

development. Investigating possible modulators of GLI3R activity in aRLs, the 5' Hoxd 

genes appeared as good candidates (Chen et al., 2004b; Elisa Piedra et al., 2000; Vokes 

et al., 2008). Very interestingly, the transcripts of 5' Hoxd genes specifically boost in the 

pellet.  

 Chen et al. (2004) showed that GLI3R interacts directly with 5’HOXD proteins 

and reverses its repressor function to promote digit formation, so we hypothesized that a 

gain of function of 5'Hoxd genes would be able to block the negative effects of GLI3R 

in chicken limb buds without the ZPA. Thus, our experimental approach would 

resemble the situation in aRLs and in the mouse mutant Gli3Δ699 in which high levels of 

GLI3R coexists with expression of 5'Hoxd genes and form digits.   

 Our preliminary experiments indicate that RCAS-mediated overexpression of 

Hoxd13 slightly improves the development of the anterior half limb without SHH 

signaling, with a notable decrease of cell death. This effect can be explained by the 

HOXD13 and GLI3R interaction. A total rescue should permit the realization of the fate 

of the anterior half limb that includes digit 1.  
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 We need to remark that overexpression of Hoxd12 or 13 misexpression does not 

lead to polydactyly, the Gli3-/- phenotype (Goff and Tabin, 1997; Hui and Joyner, 1993).  

Thus, other factors must be in charge of fine-tuning proper limb development after any 

misbalance in gene expression. Also, Hoxd13 has an important role in bone formation 

(Gonzalez-Martin et al., 2014; Zakany and Duboule, 2007), and an early activation or 

loss of function is responsible for bone shortening and delayed ossification (Goff and 

Tabin, 1997; Gonzalez-Martin et al., 2014). The interaction between GLI3R and 

5'HOXD proteins seems to be dose dependent and may modulate the function of both 

partners. Future co-immunoprecipitation or immunofluorescence assays in aRLs tissue 

(once proper antibodies were available) would help to discern if it is the case. 

 Also, the fact that expression of SHH direct targets is not observed in aRL does 

not support the notion that GLI3R activity is transformed into an activator as in the case 

of in vitro luciferase-report assays (Chen et al., 2004b). Although it is possible that 

basal expression levels are not detected by ISH assays, our RNA-seq data confirm the 

lack of SHH targets upregulation. In aRLs it is important to discern between the effects 

of lack of SHH signaling from lack of GLI3R function. Our main conclusion with these 

experiments is that Hoxd13 helps to improve the morphogenetic capacity of anterior 

limb progenitor cells, and its expression would contribute to aRLs development, but 

further research is needed to unravel the underlying molecular mechanisms. 

5.1.6. Expression of Sall4 and Plzf  is altered in aRLs  

 Our RNA-seq study directed our attention to Sall4 and Zbtb16 (also known as 

Plzf) genes, because of their interesting profiles in aRLs development, and also based on 

their reported relationship with Hox and Gli3 genes (Akiyama et al., 2015). 

 We have determined the pattern of Sall4 expression during the development of 

chicken limb buds. At later stages, its pattern of expression is complementary of that of 

5'Hoxd genes suggesting that Sall4 could be repressed by the 5’Hoxd genes. In this 

regard, it has been suggested that two family members of Sall4, Sall1 and Sall3, would 

act as fine-tuning regulators of local HOX activity contributing to proper 

morphogenesis of the vertebrate autopod (Kawakami et al., 2009).  
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 Accordingly, we expected to find a distal Sall4 down-regulation in RLs 48 hag, 

considered comparable with stage 24 control wing buds. By contrast, Sall4 expression 

was distally maintained not only at that time point, but surprisingly also in aRLs 72 hag. 

By this time, aRLs should have switch off Sall4 expression, as distal 5'Hox genes are 

being expressed (Elisa Piedra et al., 2000) in the same distal area, assuming that they 

repress Sall4 in normal wing development.  

 It should be mentioned that the RNA-seq analysis shows a tendency of Sall4 to 

decrease its expression level with the development of aRLs.  This possibly reflects the 

dilution of the distal area of expression with the rest of the RL.  

 How the environment affect cell differentiation is an important issue, as the cells 

used for aRLs seem to respond to new signals for limb patterning. The unexpected 

maintenance of distal Sall4, which is related with the pluripotent state (Papatsenko et 

al., 2015; Yang et al., 2010), could play a role in maintaining the distal cells of the aRL 

in an undifferentiated stage.  

 Concerning GLI3R, it has been suggested that early in limb development GLI3R 

would inhibit Sall1 and Sall3 (Kawakami et al., 2009) and studies in Gli3-/- embryos 

also reveal that Sall4 expression appears to be slightly higher in the anterior part of 

forelimb buds which would also support a GLI3R dependent downregulation, maybe 

establishing a feed-back loop as Sall4 could be also inducing Gli3 expression 

(Kawakami et al., 2009). In a similar way, by removing the ZPA in stage 20 wing buds, 

we have described a fast downregulation of Sall4 expression as early as 12 h after 

surgery, which could be correlated with the high GLI3R levels described in these limbs. 

 Taking together, Sall4 maintenance in the distal region of aRLs could be 

attributed to a lack of functional GLI3R, and/or maybe also affected by a lack of 5'Hoxd 

repression. Also, Sall4 maintenance could help to equally maintain Hox genes 

expression (Akiyama et al., 2015) and thus favour aRL development.  

 Another important transcription factor which appeared as a DEG in our study 

was Plzf. Plzf mutant limb buds present upregulated Hoxd genes and downregulated 

Bmp genes (Barna et al., 2000), which strongly resembles to aRLs situation, and in fact, 
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our immunofluorescence assays reveal that PLZF is completely lost by 48 hag, 

meanwhile it is only distally absent in stage 24 control limbs. A functional antagonism 

between SALL4 and PLZF has been published to define germline progenitors, although 

they seem to be related at the protein level (Hobbs et al., 2012). With all these data, we 

suggest that a fine-tuning mechanism involving the GLI3R-HOXD-PLZF-SALL4 

functions must be essential for aRLs development.   

5.1.7. aRLs growth model 

 In the RL, the limb progenitor cells are deprived of any positional information 

and extracellular matrix while subject to the influence of the ectoderm and of the 

embryonic flank. In this situation the positional information in the PD and DV axes are 

reestablished while polarity in the AP axis is never observed.  

 Complete PD development is possible in the absence of SHH signaling and 

therefore in presence of high levels of GLI3R. Why GLI3R is not functional remains 

enigmatic. It is possible that other cofactors modulate the repressor activity of GLI3R. It 

is also possible that high levels of GLI3R are well tolerated, as occurs in the emerging 

limb bud.  

 It is the first time that a high-throughput analysis is performed in the RLs system 

and this approach provides value information to help unravel the reason for they 

development. Further research will be needed to shed light on the molecular cascades by 

which limbs with high levels of GLI3R are able to form the autopodial segment.  

 

5.2. PART 2: Study of PD specification by cell grafting 

 

5.2.2. An intrinsic timer specifies distal structures on the chicken limb   

 In the second part of this Thesis, we set out to determine the contributions 

that extrinsic signaling and intrinsic timing mechanisms play in the specification of the 

distal structures of the limb. Our results provide evidence that an intrinsic timer, 

operating in distal chick wing mesenchyme cells, specifies the positional values of 
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the zeugopod and autopod-which is consistent with the classical progress zone model 

(Summerbell et al., 1973).  

 Our findings allow us to present a complete model of PD limb patterning (Fig. 

82).  During limb initiation stages, trunk-derived RA specifies the stylopod (Cooper et 

al., 2011a; Rosello-Diez et al., 2011) (Fig. 82A; stage 18/19 in the chick 

wing characterized by Meis1/2 expression). Over time, AER-derived FGFs induce the 

RA-degrading enzyme Cyp26b1 (Probst et al., 2011), and this, along with limb bud 

outgrowth, creates a RA-free distal mesenchyme domain (Fig. 82 B, C). We propose 

that this event triggers an intrinsic timer in distal mesenchyme cells and the switch from 

proximal (stylopod) to distal (zeugopod/autopod) specification. Distal mesenchyme 

cells that activate this program first transit through a phase of zeugopod specification 

(Fig. 82B; stage 20-22, characterized by Hoxa/d11 expression), and then through a 

second phase of autopod specification (Fig. 82C; stage 23-24, characterized by 

Hoxa/d13 expression).  

 Importantly, we have demonstrated that this intrinsic program results in the 

acquisition of stage-specific cell adhesion properties, which are a read-out of PD 

positional values (Ide et al., 1994; Nardi and Stocum, 1984). The fact that cells are 

being constantly displaced from the distal mesenchyme by an intrinsically timed 

program of proliferation thus provides a robust mechanism by which a precise gradient 

of positional values can become established (Fig. 82D). Our findings therefore support 

the early idea that an intrinsic cell cycle clock (Lewis, 1975), sustained by AER 

signaling directly or indirectly, is part of the timing mechanism that specifies the 

positional values of the zeugopod and autopod.   
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Figure 82. Model for chick wing PD patterning. A) At early limb initiation (stages 18-19) trunk-derived 

RA specifies the positional value of the stylopod (humerus; orange in ‘D’). B) By stages 20-22, the 

intrinsic timing is switched on and specifies the positional values of the zeugopod (forewing; blue in ‘D’). 

C) Later on (stages 23-24) the autopod is specified by the timer (wrist/digits; green in ‘D’). D) 

Schematics of the wing segments according to color code of progenitor cells in 'A', 'B' and 'C'. 

AER-derived FGFs are permissive factors that sustain growth of the limb bud and suppress the proximal 

program including Meis1/2 expression by inducing Cyp26b1 that degrades RA (red line). Elimination of 

RA from the distal mesenchyme of the wing bud triggers the switch to intrinsic timing and mesenchyme 

cells express 5’Hoxa/d genes and maintain AER-derived FGFs. Following the phase of proximal 

specification ‘A’, cell adhesion properties and hence positional values intrinsically change over time (B, 

C; greater adhesion of cells shown by additional + symbols in lower insets) and this results in a spatial 

gradient of positional values along the PD axis as cells are displaced from the distal mesenchyme by an 

intrinsic program of proliferation (arrows-lower insets A-C; graded blue/green on skeleton in ‘D’).  

 

 It has previously been shown that the switch from proximal to distal 

specification is associated with the epigenetic activation of the distal autopod marker, 

Hoxa13 (Rosello-Diez et al., 2014). We have extended these studies showing that 
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timing of Hoxa13 expression is deeply related to the age of the mesenchyme and it is 

activated in a distal to proximal wave, which we suggest reflects the removal of 

inhibitory RA from the limb bud. Thus, it would imply that there is no need of Fgf8 for 

Hoxa13 expression, but an environment free from RA. Measurement of RA in limb 

tissue, which could be analyzed by microscopy techniques (Sosnik et al., 2016), rather 

than its target genes, would be helpful to see its clearance in developing limbs 

(Cunningham and Duester, 2015).  

 Although it is unclear how the specification of positional values relates to 

the final limb anatomy, it is intriguing that Hoxa13 regulates cell adhesion molecules 

such as EphrinA7 (Stadler et al., 2001). Therefore, given that the dosage of 5’ Hoxa/d 

gene products modulates the number of elements forming the autopod by a Turing-type 

reaction-diffusion mechanism (Sheth et al., 2012), it is tempting to speculate that a 

link between this process of self-organization and cell adhesion exists. Our finding that 

the intrinsic timing mechanism is not affected by the age of the AER supports the early 

proposal that AER signaling in the chick wing fulfils a permissive role in PD patterning 

(Fig. 82 A-C) (Rubin and Saunders, 1972), rather than the instructive role suggested by 

genetic experiments on the mouse limb (Mariani et al., 2008). Moreover, we have 

shown that distal mesenchyme cells locally maintain the overlying AER for the 

appropriate duration to sustain outgrowth.  It is possible that the AER and subjacent 

mesenchyme mutually maintain each other’s maturation stage and that the AER reverts 

to a less mature stage upon our grafting experiments. The possibility that permissive 

AER signals increase over time, which has never been demonstrated, cannot be 

excluded and requires further investigation.  

 

5.2.3. Limb regeneration  

 An interesting issue in the limb regeneration field has been the study of whether 

extrinsic signals or an intrinsic timer re-specifies missing positional values during the 

regeneration process. It has been demonstrated that amputated adult axolotl limbs 

regenerate missing structures in a PD sequence (Roensch et al., 2013), rather than by 

intercalation as previously suggested (French et al., 1976). Thus, since it is difficult to 

conceive that signaling gradients can operate over the sheer size of the adult limb, an 
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attractive alternative is that an intrinsic timer, recapitulating the embryonic one we have 

described in the second part of this Thesis, governs limb regeneration (at least of the 

zeugopod and autopod segments).  

 An emerging theme is that both signal and time-based mechanisms operate 

together during embryogenesis (Dessaud et al., 2007). Whether timing in other 

patterning systems is an intrinsic property remains largely undetermined. 

 Related with aRLs development, the distally and maintained Sall4 expression 

has been studied by other authors in the field of regeneration and reprogramming 

(Christen et al., 2010; Neff et al., 2005). Sall4 is one of the most highly expressed 

pluripotency-associated genes in regeneration blastemas and it has been described to be 

expressed at the right place and time to play a role regulating both digit identity along 

the AP axis and in limb regeneration, so it has been suggested that a common 

mechanism might be regulating regeneration and reprogramming.  

 In the studied time points of development of aRLs analyzed, Sall4 behaves as in 

the case of regenerative Xenopus limbs and tail, distally expressed (Christen et al., 

2010). Thus, its continuous expression in aRLs might confer them their high 

morphological potential. Sall4 seems to induce or facilitate dedifferentiation of the 

stump tissue and keep the cells in a less differentiated state (Christen et al., 2010), then, 

anterior progenitor limbs in aRLs could be later specified to form autopod rather than 

zeugopod. 

 Further research on these intriguing models would be needed to be able to 

regenerate human limbs with the stem cells potential. Performing RLs using chicken 

embryonic stem cells would be a broader research tool for studying molecular pathways 

in developmental biology, and studying if the intrinsic timer described for autopod and 

zeugopod progenitors is reversible would also seed light in the extrinsic capacity of 

reprogramming cells. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1. PART 1: Analysis of limb patterning,  RLs paradox  

 

 1. Recombinant limbs made with the limb progenitor cells of the anterior 2/3 or 

the anterior half of the limb bud (aRLs) do not suffer apoptosis and form limb-

like structures with similar morphology: three proximo-distal segments and 

several digits. 

 

 2. Recombinant limbs made with the limb progenitor cells of the anterior third 

of the limb bud fail to develop. 

 

 3. Recombinant limbs made with the non-dissociated anterior 2/3 or anterior half 

mesoderm suffer massive apoptosis and form a single proximal element. 

 

 4. Cell dissociation seems to have a positive impact in the morphogenetic 

capacity of anterior progenitor cells. 

 

 5. SHH transcription or signaling is not detected in aRLs. Accordingly, Gli3 

transcription occurs all across the AP axis of aRL. 

 

 6. The procedure followed to make the aRLs does not disrupt the primary 

cilium. 

 

 7. aRLs develop with high levels of GLI3R detected in the nucleus. 

 

 8. In aRLs, GLI3R seems to be non functional as its putative targets are not 

expressed. 

 

 9. The sequential transcriptome analysis of aRLs in comparison with control 

samples shows that the amount of genes that aRLs share with control conditions 
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increases with time, indicating that probably the pattern of expression of these 

genes rather than their levels of expression is the important parameter. 

 

 10. Hoxd13 overexpression prevents apoptosis in anterior limb buds after ZPA 

removal and improves their phenotypical outcome. 

 

 11. Sall4 is expressed in two different patterns during normal limb development: 

all along the PD and AP axes in the early limb bud and in a complementary 

pattern to 5’Hoxd genes at later stages. This suggests some negative regulation 

of Sall4 related to the expression of genes 5'Hoxd. 

 

 12. Sall4 maintenance and Plzf downregulation could also be responsible of 

aRLs development acting in a fine-tuning mechanism involving Hox and Gli3 

genes.  

 

 13. In the RL situation, dissociated anterior limb progenitor cells reorganize 

patterning under the influence of the ectoderm signaling system and behave like 

early limb bud, before Shh activation, in which GLI3R is not detrimental. 

 

 

 

6.2. PART 2: Study of PD specification by cell grafting 

 

 1. Heterochronic grafting of GFP-expressing cells is a valuable method to 

analyze the fate and behavior of limb progenitor cells. 

 

 2. Early distal progenitor cells placed in a late environment reduce their PD fate 

according to the host stage.  

  

 3. The expression of Hoxa13, the best autopodial marker, is intrinsically timed 

in developing buds once it is freed from proximal signals, following a distal to 

proximal wave of activation. 
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 4. The ability to maintain the AER, assessed by Fgf8 expression, is intrinsically 

timed in the limb bud mesoderm. 

 

 5. Cell-cycle parameters of distal mesodermal cells are specific to their 

developmental stage and are intrinsically regulated. 

 

 6. Distal progenitor limb bud cells sort out in vivo according to their 

developmental stage. This explains the reduction of PD fate of early progenitors 

when placed in a later environment. 

 

 7. Our results support a model in which zeugopod and autopod positional values 

are intrinsically timed by a program which starts once limb bud progenitors are 

free from proximal signals. 
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6. CONCLUSIONES 

 

6.1. PARTE 1: Análisis de la formación de patrón en las extremidades, paradoja 

de las extremidades recombinantes (RLs) 

 

 1. Extremidades recombinantes hechas con células progenitoras de los 2/3 o de 

la mitad anterior del primordio de extremidad (aRL) no sufren apoptosis y 

forman estructuras similares tipo extremidad: tres segmentos próximo-distales y 

varios dedos. 

 

 2. Extremidades recombinantes hechas con células progenitoras del tercio 

anterior del primordio de extremidad no se desarrollan. 

 

 3. Extremidades recombinantes hechas con células progenitoras de los 2/3 o de 

la mitad anterior del primordio de extremidad, sin disociar, sufren apoptosis 

masiva y forman un único elemento proximal. 

 

 4. La disociación celular parece tener un impacto positivo en la capacidad 

morfogenética de las células anteriores progenitoras de la extremidad. 

 

 5. En las aRLs no se detectan ni transcripción ni señalización de SHH. 

Consecuentemente, la transcripción de Gli3 se produce a lo largo de todo el eje 

AP. 

 

 6. El procedimiento seguido para realizar las aRLs no afecta al cilio primario.  

 

 7. Las aRLs se desarrollan con altos niveles de GLI3R en el núcleo celular.  

 

 8. En las aRLs, GLI3R parece no ser funcional ya que no hay expresión de sus 

dianas presuntivas.  
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 9. El análisis secuencial del transcriptoma de las aRL en comparación con las 

muestras control, indica que la cantidad de genes que las aRLs comparten con 

las condiciones control va aumentando con el tiempo, lo que sugiere que 

probablemente el patrón de expresión de estos genes, más que sus niveles de 

expresión, es el parámetro importante. 

 

 10. La sobreexpresión de Hoxd13 previene la apoptosis en el mesodermo 

anterior del primordio de extremidad después de la eliminación de la ZPA, y 

rescata parcialmente su fenotipo. 

 

 11. Sall4 se expresa en dos patrones diferentes durante el desarrollo normal de la 

extremidad: inicialmente a lo largo de los ejes PD y AP y, en estadios más 

tardíos, en un patrón complementario al de los genes 5'Hoxd. Esto sugiere algún 

tipo de regulación negativa entre Sall4 y los genes 5'Hoxd. 

 

 12. El mantenimiento de la expresión de Sall4 y la downregulación de Plzf 

también podrían ser responsables del desarrollo de las aRLs, actuando como un 

mecanismo fino de regulación que involucra a los genes Hox y Gli3. 

 

 13. En la situación de RLs, las células anteriores progenitoras de extremidad, 

una vez disociadas, reorganizan la formación de patrón bajo la influencia de la 

señalización del ectodermo, comportándose como un primordio de extremidad 

temprano antes de la activación de Shh, en el que GLI3R no es perjudicial. 

 

 

 

6.2. PARTE 2: Estudio de especificación PD mediente injertos celulares 

 

 1. Los injertos heterocrónicos de células que expresan GFP son un valioso 

método para analizar el destino y el comportamiento de las células progenitoras 

de la extremidad.  
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 2. Células progenitoras distales jóvenes trasplantadas a un entorno más 

desarrollado adaptan su destino prospectivo PD al del estadio del huésped. 

 

 3. Durante el desarrollo de la extremidad, la expresión de Hoxa13, el mejor 

marcador del autopodio, está controlada intrínsecamente, siguiendo una ola de 

activación de distal a proximal. 

 

 4. La capacidad de mantener la AER, evaluada por la expresión de Fgf8, está 

controlada intrínsecamente por el mesodermo del primordio de la extremidad. 

 

 5. Los parámetros del ciclo celular de las células del mesodermo distal son 

específicos de su etapa de desarrollo y están regulados por un mecanismo 

intrínseco. 

 

 6. Las células progenitoras distales de la extremidad se separan in vivo de 

acuerdo con su etapa de desarrollo. Esto explica la reducción del destino PD de 

los progenitores jóvenes cuando se colocan en un entorno más desarrollado. 

 

 7. Nuestros resultados apoyan un modelo en el que los valores posicionales de 

zeugopodio y autopodio están intrínsecamente controlados por un programa que 

se inicia una vez que los progenitores de la extremidad están libres de señales 

proximales. 
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Anex I 

 

GO & KEGG  

enriched pathways



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1) pellet vs aRL+16h

Bio

cochlea development

cardiac septum morphogenesis

outflow tract morphogenesis

gland morphogenesis

cardiac septum development

CC

proteinaceous extracellular matrix

sulfur compound binding

KEGG

ECM-receptor interactions

2) pellet vs aRL+24h

Bio

semicircular canal development

heart valve development

positive regulation of cartilague development

heart valve morphogenesis

cochlea development 

CC

collagen trimer

S100 protein binding

KEGG

Hedgehog signaling pathway 



3) pellet vs aRL+48h

Bio

cartilage condensation

cell aggregation 

osteoblast proliferation

cochlea development 

positive regulation of kidney development

CC

chaperonin-containing T-complex

MF

MHC protein complex binding

KEGG

ECM-receptor interactions

4) aRL+16h vs aRL+24h

Bio

muscle cell proliferation

muscle structure development

tissue development

CC

extracellular matrix

MF

KEGG



5) aRL+16h vs aRL+48h

Bio

limb bud formation

cartilage condensation

cell aggregation

body morphogenesis

negative regulation of developmental growth

CC

chaperonin-containing T-complex

MF

Wnt-protein binding

KEGG

melanogenesis

TGF-beta signaling pathway

Wnt signaling pathway

6) aRL+16h vs 2/3 anterior ‘in ovo’ + 16h

Bio

body morphogenesis

negative regulation of ossification

muscle cell proliferation

head morphogensis

regulation of muscle tissue development

CC

extracellular matrix

MF

nucleic acid binding transcription factor activity

sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity

KEGG

melanogenesis



7) aRL+24h vs aRL+48h

Bio

cartilage condensation

glomerulus development

digestive tract morphogenesis

negative regulation of cartilage development

cell aggregation

CC

troponin complex

MF

heparin binding

KEGG

TGF-beta signaling pathway

8) 2/3 anterior ‘in ovo’  t=0   vs Pellet 

Bio

response to acid chemical

cardiac chamber morphogenesis 

angiogenesis

blood vessel morphogenesis

cell adhesion

biological adhesion

CC

basement membrane

MF

KEGG

cell adhesion molecules



9) 2/3 anterior ‘in ovo’  t=0 vs 2/3 anterior ‘in ovo’ + 16h

Bio

head development

regulation of behavior

regulation of ossification

inner ear development

extracellular structure organization

CC

extracellular matrix

MF

sequence-specific DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity

KEGG

Glicosphingolipid biosynthesis

Wnt signaling pathway

10) 1/2 posterior ‘in ovo’  t=0 vs pellet

Bio

heart valve development

cardiac septum morphogenesis

prstate gland epithelium morphogenesis

response to BMP

ureter development

CC

proteinaceous extracellular matrix

extracellular matrix

MF

extracellular matrix binding

KEGG

Hedgehog signaling pathway

cell adhesion molecules

Melanogenesis



11) 1/2 posterior ‘in ovo’  t=0 vs 2/3 anterior ‘in ovo’  t=0

Bio

response to acid chemical 

outflow tract morphogenesis

appendage morphogenesis

appendage development

cardiac septum morphogenesis

CC

MF

extracellular matrix binding

KEGG

Hedgehog signaling pathway



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anex II 

 

DEGs from RNA seq. analysis 

ordered by decreasing fold changes 

 



 

 

 

 

 



TABLE 1. Pellet /aRL+16h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

JSC 0,433407 260,808 9,23305

EPCAM 0,318184 104,376 8,35772

CCDC3 0,149221 33,7262 7,82028

COL14A1 0,144092 32,4021 7,81296

WNT6 0,377293 69,6652 7,52861

BARX2B 0,171447 17,8008 6,69803

- 2,62087 196,295 6,22683

- 1,35387 82,9011 5,93623

PKP1 0,0685872 4,13039 5,91219

DCDC2 0,0850254 4,21683 5,63212

EDAR 0,241692 11,5457 5,57804

EX-FABP 0,704355 33,2223 5,55971

GLRX 0,12493 5,72828 5,51891

FGF9 0,102442 4,5638 5,47736

FNDC1 0,76034 32,0916 5,39941

SEMA3D 0,783516 32,2128 5,36153

RIPK4 0,128768 4,96426 5,26873

CDH1 0,707256 26,8586 5,24701

SERPINB2 0,123779 4,55848 5,20271

LAMB4 0,372381 12,77 5,09983

COL17A1 0,626233 21,0098 5,06822

RHOV 0,144605 4,718 5,02799

- 0,174789 5,66701 5,0189

TGM4 0,159237 4,94042 4,95539

C6orf132 0,133411 4,03444 4,91842

MAP7D2 0,332914 10,0209 4,91172

GALNT3 0,203753 5,91903 4,86047

ELF3 0,166074 4,7243 4,8302

MEOX2 0,834597 23,3334 4,80517

CLDN3 1,01951 28,3719 4,79852

GRHL2 0,222745 5,50497 4,62727

CRLF1 0,413493 9,63548 4,54242

- 0,199667 4,62874 4,53495

KRT18 0,417252 9,61842 4,52681

APOD 2,12195 48,7091 4,52073

- 0,425489 9,5592 4,4897

ADAP1 0,333616 7,4516 4,48129

KRT19 4,28081 93,9105 4,45533

ANXA2 6,01813 131,27 4,44708

MOV10 0,260126 5,61375 4,43168

- 0,44119 8,62498 4,28905

ACOX2 0,417441 8,04941 4,26924

TP63 0,895437 17,0139 4,24798

ANXA1 0,31648 5,92906 4,22762

RSPO3 0,659954 12,2754 4,21726

SOSTDC1 2,1664 39,4625 4,18711

CA13 1,08966 19,801 4,18362

EDIL3 0,324613 5,84551 4,17054

LTBP2 0,439223 7,5751 4,10824

ARSH 0,260357 4,44521 4,09369

THBS2 0,564065 9,41972 4,06175



CD44 0,327637 5,258 4,00434

ESRP2 1,91249 29,2088 3,93287

GFRA4 0,726693 10,9564 3,91429

GPR56 0,890593 13,24 3,89399

CSTA 1,71618 23,211 3,75753

SMOC2 1,52671 20,3347 3,73544

C1QA 0,754528 10,0408 3,73416

ABLIM1 0,686608 9,07516 3,72437

- 0,405892 5,29902 3,70656

ALCAM 1,03596 13,4463 3,69817

CIP1 0,320139 4,14686 3,69525

IL2RG 0,317371 4,10787 3,69415

GRIA3 0,326289 4,1895 3,68255

DSP 1,55822 19,319 3,63205

ARID3C 1,34716 16,4371 3,60896

FAM101A 1,38086 16,7363 3,59934

TAGLN 0,823839 9,59771 3,54226

KRT8 6,22689 72,3876 3,53916

LGR6 0,560528 6,44713 3,5238

TMPRSS9 0,370299 4,24292 3,51829

CTSS 1,606 18,1923 3,50178

CDCP1 0,402414 4,49704 3,48222

- 1,00932 11,2658 3,48049

NKAIN2 0,592391 6,58226 3,47396

FAM110C 0,4288 4,47337 3,38299

SULF1 0,743946 7,71888 3,37512

SFN 2,39961 24,8065 3,36984

B3GALNT1 0,635652 6,51034 3,35642

GSC 2,28384 23,138 3,34073

- 0,511562 5,09561 3,31627

CCLI10 3,05981 30,1605 3,30115

OVOL2 0,551802 5,2587 3,25248

CCL4 1,06964 10,1518 3,24654

RSFR 0,794573 7,51055 3,24067

TFAP2B 1,92479 18,1828 3,2398

HBAA 79,6001 727,925 3,19295

SPP1 4,74556 42,9656 3,17853

TTC39A 0,638809 5,67235 3,15049

AAED1 0,737964 6,34126 3,10315

NCF1 0,492599 4,22765 3,10137

HBAD 28,5983 243,842 3,09194

TF 0,682404 5,71768 3,06673

WNT4 0,646074 5,33579 3,04593

P37NB 0,788122 6,50681 3,04546

FABP3 4,79678 38,0128 2,98635

- 0,658705 5,13312 2,96213

BDNF 0,679772 5,27148 2,95508

CSRP2 1,09804 8,50695 2,95371

RHOC 0,810406 6,27598 2,95313

RGS18 0,522525 4,0299 2,94717

TREM-A1 0,596335 4,58139 2,94159

MPEG1 0,931492 7,08108 2,92635

gga-mir-3064 73,9712 559,061 2,91797

SPI1 1,63059 12,2235 2,9062

ACTA1 1,33248 9,94765 2,90024



HBG1 361,564 2671,86 2,88552

LAPTM5 2,07707 15,321 2,88288

HS3ST2 0,643112 4,73076 2,87893

PDGF-A 5,10309 37,1198 2,86275

EPB42 0,830603 6,03967 2,86224

HBZ 2,4456 17,7072 2,85608

S100A11 19,0134 137,214 2,85134

HBE 133,507 952,906 2,83542

SLC4A1 6,08267 43,3938 2,83471

GRHL1 0,769605 5,46124 2,82704

PAWR 1,63965 11,5015 2,81036

II 3,30471 23,0237 2,80052

- 0,835313 5,78571 2,79211

CACNG3 0,849831 5,81523 2,77459

BRINP1 1,17795 7,81286 2,72958

TSPAN13 2,19799 14,553 2,72706

TSPEAR 1,14398 7,46102 2,70531

NAPEPLD 1,85344 12,0015 2,69494

ADAMTS17 3,40733 22,0252 2,69245

IRX2 0,655722 4,17144 2,66939

- 23,1619 146,88 2,66482

SNTB1 0,672126 4,24592 2,65927

PTGS2 2,19374 13,8433 2,65772

IFI35 1,40538 8,84655 2,65416

VDAC1 0,741159 4,66395 2,6537

TDRP 2,20258 13,86 2,65366

RAB7B 1,51041 9,40646 2,63871

CAV1 0,991123 5,98436 2,59406

ITGB8 1,02133 6,16521 2,5937

KIT 0,9668 5,81124 2,58756

CALN1 0,693595 4,16557 2,58635

PTPLA 1,09003 6,535 2,58382

- 19,9103 118,896 2,57811

COBLL1 1,17843 6,8904 2,54773

- 1,74715 10,0875 2,52949

FGFR2 7,62883 43,6762 2,51731

KREMEN1 4,35054 23,8802 2,45655

OSR2 1,04301 5,68087 2,44535

MAP3K5 0,855622 4,64053 2,43924

- 0,795745 4,30778 2,43657

TSPO2 5,75877 30,872 2,42247

- 1,90672 10,1906 2,41808

SOX9 3,62198 19,2786 2,41215

CDH17 0,911562 4,84889 2,41124

PTGER2 0,824191 4,29424 2,38135

IFI27L2 1,51233 7,84946 2,37582

SOCS1 0,8237 4,25513 2,36901

C1orf106 0,949722 4,66931 2,29763

MPZL3 5,36791 26,275 2,29126

CASR 1,95744 9,56163 2,28829

IL13RA2 0,921713 4,48549 2,28288

- 2,4326 11,8052 2,27886

- 218,41 1059,88 2,27879

KLHL8 1,48318 7,1834 2,27597

NUAK2 0,916454 4,41921 2,26965



EZR 1,97872 9,52344 2,26692

HBEGF 1,33337 6,35614 2,25307

- 2,4568 11,6553 2,24613

RASSF9 1,17509 5,5577 2,24172

- 1,75453 8,27416 2,23753

ST14 3,82099 18,0118 2,23693

CNTFR 1,81163 8,48038 2,22684

KLF5 2,43208 11,3771 2,22586

ASTN2 3,35876 15,7073 2,22544

HOXC9 1,80708 8,44649 2,22469

- 1,74267 8,13675 2,22315

CYTL1 5,10172 23,5413 2,20614

CACNB4 1,92068 8,82451 2,1999

SEC11C 4,33111 19,7566 2,18953

ROPN1L 1,21949 5,56115 2,18911

C1QB 1,27694 5,82205 2,18883

PTGFR 1,22839 5,56603 2,17988

CXCR7 8,10063 36,5442 2,17354

PTPN6 1,38871 6,21217 2,16135

TNS4 1,39614 6,2372 2,15946

TIMP3 2,4763 10,7778 2,12181

CELSR1 0,926585 4,02952 2,12061

OCLN 4,37329 18,9235 2,11339

DUSP8 1,15299 4,98029 2,11085

IRK1 2,04594 8,82728 2,1092

HBB 1,38599 5,96633 2,10593

- 0,991275 4,26662 2,10574

TLR1LB 0,995828 4,26644 2,09906

CD300A 1,55674 6,66066 2,09714

LGALS1 2,88781 12,3065 2,09137

MAPK13 1,33424 5,68378 2,09084

LIX1 2,00837 8,50042 2,08151

- 8,71484 36,7674 2,07688

PPL 1,03244 4,34048 2,0718

ENPP2 2,27176 9,5468 2,07121

MGAT3 3,97189 16,5423 2,05826

EGFR 1,34629 5,59861 2,05608

MPZL2 1,04837 4,35045 2,05302

GRIN3B 2,2432 9,28786 2,04979

DACT1 9,07169 37,3755 2,04265

HSP70 18,416 75,8087 2,0414

PODN 1,39442 5,71023 2,03388

SERINC5 1,09351 4,46976 2,03123

CPZ 2,12201 8,65581 2,02824

SGMS2 2,47013 10,0539 2,0251

S100A16 6,22254 25,3052 2,02386

GILT 2,54798 10,306 2,01606

RHOBTB1 1,56682 6,31681 2,01136

TUBAL3 4,58852 18,4989 2,01134

SCN3B 1,79891 7,24458 2,00978

SULT1B1 2,76568 11,0886 2,00338

FABP5 11,7222 46,9605 2,0022

GLIPR1L 1,11016 4,44716 2,00212

CDA 5,62875 1,34586 -2,06429

HOXD12 50,5646 12,0092 -2,07399



RNF182 14,7624 3,33841 -2,1447

PFKFB1 5,23355 1,13629 -2,20346

HOXB3 18,1752 3,92724 -2,21038

SNORA65 303,507 65,5446 -2,21118

EFCAB1 5,28224 1,14002 -2,21209

NHEJ1 7,81966 1,68732 -2,21237

- 4,67657 1,00705 -2,21532

TCERG1L 7,10458 1,52568 -2,21929

GPR85 4,31065 0,915813 -2,23478

GNOT1 9,24751 1,92195 -2,2665

- 14,6054 2,82667 -2,36932

TPO 5,13872 0,987887 -2,37899

- 16,8483 3,1484 -2,41991

SALL3 11,2161 1,96949 -2,50968

SMTNL1 7,25319 1,25237 -2,53396

gga-mir-3523 45,3163 7,47582 -2,59972

APLNR 12,7418 2,0081 -2,66566

gga-mir-1723 282,116 44,1496 -2,67582

- 5,49765 0,791818 -2,79558

LIN28A 7,09135 1,01979 -2,79779

CLYBL 4,26637 0,606666 -2,81404

HOXB1 8,48271 1,04881 -3,01577

HOXD13 68,9865 6,64883 -3,37514

MYOZ3 6,14508 0,585993 -3,39048

gga-mir-6578 406,016 4,73292 -6,42266

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
WNT3 0 12,4084 inf

WNT7A 0 19,2537 inf

WNT3A 0 11,1043 inf

FGF8 0 73,2769 inf

WNT10A 0 18,0006 inf

EPHA1 0 4,55317 inf

DLX3 0 14,4296 inf



Table 2. Pellet / aRL+24h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

JSC 0,433407 296,034 9,41582

EPCAM 0,318184 73,5421 7,85257

COL14A1 0,144092 29,9884 7,70127

CCDC3 0,149221 24,8411 7,37914

BARX2B 0,171447 22,8872 7,06064

WNT6 0,377293 44,7095 6,88875

MEOX2 0,834597 66,3881 6,3137

- 0,100125 7,91865 6,30537

TLL2 0,107586 5,16231 5,58446

RHOV 0,144605 6,0057 5,37615

MAP7 0,105108 4,19342 5,31819

CRLF1 0,413493 16,3392 5,30433

FNDC1 0,76034 29,0168 5,2541

- 2,62087 99,8212 5,25123

SEMA3D 0,783516 27,8931 5,1538

- 0,164847 5,8009 5,13708

CDH1 0,707256 24,3715 5,10682

CLDN3 1,01951 33,7341 5,04826

- 1,35387 44,5248 5,03944

EDAR 0,241692 7,86662 5,0245

SLC17A6 0,143088 4,49115 4,97211

LAMB4 0,372381 11,3049 4,92402

P37NB 0,788122 23,1344 4,87548

MAP7D2 0,332914 8,83329 4,72973

OSR2 1,04301 27,3484 4,71262

FAM101A 1,38086 34,4336 4,64018

KRT19 4,28081 104,996 4,61631

EX-FABP 0,704355 16,832 4,57876

SIX2 0,606458 14,0922 4,53834

MASP1 0,254336 5,72019 4,49126

CALN1 0,693595 15,3427 4,46732

HSD17B2 0,267591 5,66445 4,40383

GSC 2,28384 48,0356 4,39457

MNX1 0,477885 9,81188 4,35979

GALNT3 0,203753 4,16168 4,35228

HABP2 0,206243 4,18573 4,34306

ANXA2 6,01813 121,493 4,33542

KRT18 0,417252 8,35965 4,32445

COL17A1 0,626233 12,4152 4,30926

GFRA4 0,726693 14,3895 4,30752

LTBP2 0,439223 8,60983 4,29296

BDNF 0,679772 13,2651 4,28644

SMOC2 1,52671 27,5238 4,17218

DOCK8 0,328997 5,87668 4,15885

ACOX2 0,417441 6,74802 4,01482

SOSTDC1 2,1664 34,7139 4,00214

ADAP1 0,333616 5,26553 3,98032

- 0,405892 6,40126 3,97919

CACNG3 0,849831 13,324 3,97071

TP63 0,895437 13,7338 3,93899

COL9A3 0,29717 4,47485 3,91248

TMPRSS9 0,370299 5,56944 3,91077

NKAIN2 0,592391 8,71642 3,87911



GPR56 0,890593 13,0337 3,87133

HS3ST2 0,643112 8,92339 3,79445

- 0,478249 6,62156 3,79134

gga-mir-3064 73,9712 1016,42 3,78039

- 0,44119 5,81818 3,7211

THBS2 0,564065 7,35131 3,70407

RSPO3 0,659954 8,58647 3,70163

IL2RG 0,317371 4,0939 3,68923

MATN4 0,332342 4,12998 3,63539

- 2,4568 28,7967 3,55105

CYTL1 5,10172 59,4495 3,54261

WNT4 0,646074 7,51883 3,54074

ABLIM1 0,686608 7,96145 3,53547

ANGPTL1 5,23196 58,9763 3,49471

- 0,466819 5,18556 3,47356

ALCAM 1,03596 11,2901 3,44602

EGFL6 0,45696 4,9347 3,43282

PODN 1,39442 14,9451 3,42193

ESRP2 1,91249 20,3001 3,40796

KRT8 6,22689 65,4389 3,39357

SULF1 0,743946 7,79532 3,38934

DACT1 9,07169 93,2612 3,36183

CA13 1,08966 11,0855 3,34673

TMEM59L 0,438761 4,4429 3,34

CSTA 1,71618 17,3356 3,33646

IL13RA1 0,83062 7,84339 3,23922

PDE6G 1,08837 10,0543 3,20757

C1QA 0,754528 6,94727 3,2028

MXRA5 3,03037 27,7035 3,19251

ARID3C 1,34716 11,8841 3,14104

FGF16 2,01057 17,5755 3,12789

NBL1 26,0518 221,227 3,08607

BRINP1 1,17795 9,78477 3,05426

THY1 0,540287 4,46777 3,04776

PTGFR 1,22839 10,0825 3,03701

TTC39A 0,638809 5,20227 3,02569

PAWR 1,63965 13,3341 3,02367

ENPP2 2,27176 18,2735 3,00787

DSP 1,55822 12,4313 2,99601

PLEK2 0,511301 4,01313 2,97248

TNNC2 1,27751 9,96322 2,96327

GRHL1 0,769605 5,87117 2,93146

CTSS 1,606 12,0482 2,90727

OVOL2 0,551802 4,11088 2,89723

ENOX1 1,16242 8,65312 2,89609

- 0,835313 6,20463 2,89296

- 2,09576 15,5073 2,8874

B3GALNT1 0,635652 4,68639 2,88217

LECT1 8,23362 59,8736 2,86232

TFAP2B 1,92479 13,9116 2,85352

FAM160A1 0,5979 4,27448 2,83777

TSPAN13 2,19799 15,3257 2,80169

TIMP3 2,4763 17,2601 2,80118

S100A11 19,0134 132,062 2,79613

TF 0,682404 4,73566 2,79487

ITGB8 1,02133 7,02045 2,78112



MMP27 0,595564 4,04 2,76203

- 0,795745 5,37986 2,75719

MBOAT1 1,14937 7,76647 2,75642

LIX1 2,00837 13,567 2,756

FGFR2 7,62883 51,3147 2,74984

APOD 2,12195 14,1908 2,74149

MAP3K5 0,855622 5,60861 2,7126

gga-mir-6592 18,4895 119,548 2,69281

CLDN10 0,940225 6,07846 2,69263

- 1,02109 6,60113 2,69261

F2RL3 0,656856 4,22529 2,6854

GAS2 11,3133 72,7588 2,6851

SLC35E4 2,13009 13,6815 2,68325

MEGF6 1,46007 9,26976 2,6665

CCLI10 3,05981 19,0347 2,63712

SNTB1 0,672126 4,14468 2,62446

BATF3 1,19381 7,23405 2,59923

RFX5 1,25647 7,54154 2,58549

AKR1D1 12,6205 75,1056 2,57315

IRK1 2,04594 12,1419 2,56916

PLXNA4 1,23619 7,26641 2,55534

CSRP2 1,09804 6,40544 2,54436

- 218,41 1272,67 2,54275

PKDCC 8,89197 51,7609 2,54129

FABP3 4,79678 27,9069 2,54049

ADAMTSL2 2,7381 15,4055 2,4922

- 1,75453 9,81819 2,48437

- 0,991275 5,53337 2,4808

ADAMTS17 3,40733 19,0027 2,47949

VWC2L 1,08471 6,04061 2,47739

- 5,91527 32,9295 2,47687

CAV1 0,991123 5,49699 2,47151

IL13RA2 0,921713 5,09942 2,46794

- 1,02837 5,68591 2,46703

C5ORF13 121,183 669,861 2,46668

- 0,803849 4,43439 2,46374

MAP1LC3C 0,725732 4,00027 2,46259

NUDT2 5,91794 32,5864 2,4611

LAPTM5 2,07707 11,4047 2,457

C1QB 1,27694 6,9769 2,44989

RUNX1T1 2,1575 11,7293 2,44268

EMILIN3 0,957713 5,19341 2,43902

KREMEN1 4,35054 23,3504 2,42418

- 19,9103 105,17 2,40114

GLIPR1L 1,11016 5,80878 2,38747

CXCL12 2,2246 11,639 2,38735

PDGFB 1,64688 8,45994 2,36091

BCL11A 2,65798 13,6192 2,35724

RASL11B 15,9238 81,4993 2,3556

FAP 5,77792 29,4819 2,35121

TAGLN 0,823839 4,18393 2,34442

COBLL1 1,17843 5,9322 2,33171

NAPEPLD 1,85344 9,32559 2,33099

DKK2 1,31916 6,61659 2,32646

ANTXR1 4,25519 21,2724 2,32168

EMP2 5,65516 28,068 2,31129



FANCF 11,0977 54,6555 2,3001

PAK1 1,40278 6,87893 2,2939

THBS4 10,9247 53,234 2,28476

ST8SIA5 1,92935 9,32597 2,27314

RAB7B 1,51041 7,27556 2,26812

OCLN 4,37329 20,976 2,26195

FGFRL1 0,903057 4,29556 2,24996

PLXDC2 2,84722 13,5098 2,24637

RIN3 1,89978 9,00842 2,24544

EPHA7 2,79995 13,1596 2,23264

WNT5B 3,09391 14,3608 2,21463

PDE1A 1,37074 6,35149 2,21214

RAB42 1,00667 4,6501 2,20767

SCN3B 1,79891 8,29961 2,20592

TMEM171 1,86305 8,58973 2,20495

C9orf91 0,971916 4,48094 2,2049

IFI35 1,40538 6,4655 2,2018

- 1,08555 4,99295 2,20147

MPEG1 0,931492 4,28358 2,2012

ASTN2 3,35876 15,434 2,20011

CXCR7 8,10063 37,2105 2,19961

- 1,00932 4,63638 2,19961

- 2,90618 13,3184 2,19622

II 3,30471 15,0962 2,19159

SPP1 4,74556 21,6582 2,19027

- 3,54609 16,0111 2,17478

FREM1 1,23812 5,54026 2,1618

PPP1R14C 1,21688 5,36464 2,14029

BOK 6,8971 30,3811 2,13911

PRSS12 2,55037 11,1748 2,13147

CNGA3 2,38178 10,3172 2,11495

OLFML2B 4,99129 21,5126 2,1077

HOXC9 1,80708 7,76575 2,10347

PDGFD 1,21714 5,22773 2,10269

RASSF9 1,17509 5,03325 2,09872

COL8A2 1,94082 8,30834 2,09789

TBX18 29,266 125,259 2,09762

PDGF-A 5,10309 21,8193 2,09616

ACTA1 1,33248 5,69066 2,09448

- 1,90672 8,11685 2,08983

KIT 0,9668 4,06527 2,07206

COL11A1 6,57754 27,5787 2,06793

MCAM 7,92303 33,1657 2,06557

CAMK1G 1,11302 4,64072 2,05987

KLHL8 1,48318 6,17067 2,05673

CREB3L2 8,04612 33,4576 2,05597

RAI2 4,44318 18,4325 2,05259

ARSJ 1,66114 6,87612 2,04942

- 2,4326 10,0643 2,04867

MYOF 1,22722 5,04415 2,03921

MGAT3 3,97189 16,2599 2,03342

SPI1 1,63059 6,59332 2,01561

BFGF 3,3766 13,5969 2,00963

MPZL2 1,04837 4,19371 2,00008

EYA1 22,9581 5,72681 -2,0032

HOMER1 4,23046 1,05475 -2,00391



NEFM 9,00446 2,13777 -2,07453

HGF/SF 60,2554 14,1275 -2,09259

MYRF 25,1493 5,88799 -2,09467

- 14,5021 3,3571 -2,11098

RHOH 4,56443 1,05033 -2,11959

HOXD12 50,5646 10,8248 -2,22378

PRTG 18,9822 3,95568 -2,26265

FAM163A 12,8752 2,63957 -2,28622

TPO 5,13872 1,04942 -2,29182

FAM110D 8,22516 1,63299 -2,33253

CDH6 6,31527 1,25017 -2,33672

- 7,04975 1,24241 -2,50443

ALKBH4 6,49067 1,12341 -2,53048

TNNC1 8,6939 1,45976 -2,57427

TBX3 37,6811 6,19448 -2,60479

TBX2 27,5107 4,30388 -2,67629

PTCH2 10,9703 1,69602 -2,69338

CLYBL 4,26637 0,658364 -2,69605

PPP1R9A 9,7908 1,48042 -2,72542

- 12,3338 1,75871 -2,81002

HOXB1 8,48271 1,12465 -2,91504

HOXA1 30,2293 3,55399 -3,08844

KIAA1456 6,7885 0,676575 -3,32677

CHAC1 5,01258 0,46319 -3,43588

SALL3 11,2161 0,954552 -3,5546

- 46,3246 2,40371 -4,26844

CASS4 7,33132 0,323979 -4,5001

LIN28A 7,09135 0,272742 -4,70045

HOXD13 68,9865 2,36771 -4,86475

FOS 18,1078 0,455469 -5,31311

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
WNT7A 0 12,7171 inf

FGF8 0 33,894 inf

SALL4 68,8011 21,9132 -1,65063

WNT10A 0 15,8359 inf

MATN2 0 4,02193 inf

DLX3 0 6,43281 inf



        Table 3. Pellet / aRL+48h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

ACTC1 0,159132 135,488 9,73372

JSC 0,433407 227,49 9,03587

CCDC3 0,149221 34,7985 7,86543

STK17A 0,144593 32,5841 7,81603

COL14A1 0,144092 32,2135 7,80453

EPCAM 0,318184 65,524 7,68602

- 0,164847 31,3408 7,57077

MEGF10 0,061519 11,0715 7,4916

MYOD1 0,273314 43,9856 7,33033

MATN4 0,332342 52,3955 7,30063

CRLF1 0,413493 60,7839 7,19968

- 0,100125 12,2872 6,9392

COL9A3 0,29717 33,9787 6,8372

ACAN 0,119815 13,2031 6,78392

MEOX2 0,834597 83,005 6,63597

COL9A1 0,427833 35,9722 6,39369

MYL1 0,622758 51,6284 6,37335

BARX2B 0,171447 14,0117 6,35273

TLL2 0,107586 8,7497 6,34567

CNFI-A4 0,236691 18,8222 6,31329

AKR 0,331347 25,2742 6,25318

ARSH 0,260357 19,3757 6,21761

WNT6 0,377293 27,0835 6,16558

P37NB 0,788122 53,4023 6,08234

PENK 2,14215 142,199 6,05271

MNX1 0,477885 31,3577 6,03601

GLRX 0,12493 7,70354 5,94634

NIPAL4 0,0732041 4,47013 5,93225

OSR2 1,04301 63,2838 5,92301

ECM2 0,205452 11,9239 5,85891

RHOV 0,144605 7,79568 5,75249

CNTN1 0,0858122 4,50617 5,71457

LOX 0,093894 4,90404 5,70679

HBB 1,38599 71,4988 5,68893

- 0,221445 10,5065 5,56819

ANXA1 0,31648 15,0148 5,56813

ADAM19 0,256401 11,8388 5,52897

NFATC1 0,478462 20,9285 5,45092

TNNC2 1,27751 55,081 5,43015

EGFL6 0,45696 19,234 5,39545

ADCY8 0,119246 4,9116 5,36417

HTRA3 0,350414 14,3088 5,3517

LAMB4 0,372381 15,0533 5,33716

CHGB 2,83239 114,222 5,33368

UNC45B 0,118533 4,76522 5,32918

ACTG2 0,339588 13,5596 5,31939

SLC1A3 0,121768 4,85621 5,31762

MAP7 0,105108 4,17656 5,31237

ENPP2 2,27176 87,4079 5,26588

PRSS35 0,24823 9,52809 5,26244

- 2,62087 100,423 5,25991

SIX2 0,606458 21,894 5,17398

MYBPH 0,18526 6,65816 5,1675



TNNI2 0,585398 21,0386 5,16748

THY1 0,540287 18,7976 5,12068

SMOC2 1,52671 52,8451 5,11327

SCUBE2 0,13127 4,50572 5,10115

ENPEP 0,213868 6,96589 5,02552

FNDC1 0,76034 24,7111 5,02237

CCK 0,804432 26,0171 5,01535

GFRA4 0,726693 23,3631 5,00675

ADCY2 0,238093 7,51226 4,97965

NKAIN2 0,592391 18,5945 4,97218

FAM101A 1,38086 43,2193 4,96804

COL17A1 0,626233 19,522 4,96226

THBS2 0,564065 17,2305 4,93296

CSPG4 0,205739 6,26594 4,92864

STARD13 0,262007 7,93851 4,92119

SEMA3D 0,783516 23,5983 4,91257

CDH1 0,707256 20,8437 4,88124

SEMA3E 0,317881 9,30579 4,87157

FHL2 0,25883 7,5731 4,8708

- 1,35387 39,3237 4,86024

FZD8 4,52779 129,346 4,83629

EYA4 0,504814 14,1075 4,80457

ENPP1 0,320248 8,88508 4,79413

MAP1LC3C 0,725732 19,9575 4,78135

FAM150B 0,976786 26,0456 4,73685

BDNF 0,679772 18,0349 4,7296

LTBP2 0,439223 11,5926 4,7221

KCNMB4 0,887387 22,9348 4,69183

EDIL3 0,324613 8,26121 4,66956

GALNT3 0,203753 5,08347 4,64092

EDAR 0,241692 5,7642 4,57588

NTN1 0,488472 11,6374 4,57435

MAP7D2 0,332914 7,77293 4,54524

FGFRL1 0,903057 20,9122 4,53338

TMEM59L 0,438761 10,1602 4,53335

DKK2 1,31916 30,182 4,51599

ADAP1 0,333616 7,54437 4,49914

DMRT2 0,30883 6,94663 4,49143

MASP1 0,254336 5,67702 4,48033

VDAC1 0,741159 16,4002 4,46778

- 0,478249 10,2299 4,41888

FREM1 1,23812 26,137 4,39987

MKX 0,67891 14,269 4,39352

- 1,65342 34,7351 4,39287

KRT19 4,28081 89,5784 4,3872

MXRA5 3,03037 62,5122 4,36657

CNTN3 0,316712 6,40283 4,33747

- 0,20621 4,0862 4,30858

AKR1D1 12,6205 248,29 4,29819

AGTR2 0,556195 10,9084 4,29371

CD44 0,327637 6,38364 4,28421

CLDN3 1,01951 19,8393 4,28242

EMILIN3 0,957713 18,2479 4,25199

CALN1 0,693595 12,8751 4,21435

ANXA2 6,01813 109,844 4,18999

TNC 0,419413 7,58589 4,17688



- 0,695204 12,4962 4,16791

OTOA 0,703525 12,6102 4,16385

ALDH6 0,651317 11,2229 4,10694

CCDC125 0,265976 4,49814 4,07996

MMP23B 0,301306 5,05279 4,06778

COL15A1 1,12815 18,6268 4,04535

LECT1 8,23362 135,866 4,04451

DACT1 9,07169 147,958 4,02767

KRT18 0,417252 6,7911 4,02465

TP63 0,895437 14,484 4,01573

PLXNA2 0,534064 8,45925 3,98545

CAV1 0,991123 15,5959 3,97596

GAS6 0,368292 5,79244 3,97525

- 2,4568 38,6006 3,97377

CREB5 0,25996 4,07427 3,97018

ANGPTL1 5,23196 81,8378 3,96734

- 0,835313 13,0576 3,96643

RIMS4 0,605259 9,4592 3,96609

- 0,405892 6,3251 3,96192

SORBS2 0,292878 4,50848 3,94427

AQP1 1,22555 18,7662 3,93663

ACTN2 0,507559 7,72913 3,92866

ACOX2 0,417441 6,33262 3,92316

CDCP1 0,402414 6,07874 3,91702

EPHA3 2,61227 39,265 3,90986

NTF3 0,38337 5,71815 3,89874

TMPRSS9 0,370299 5,51795 3,89737

OPCML 0,400657 5,83511 3,86432

GPR126 0,783641 11,3649 3,85825

gga-mir-3064 73,9712 1070,72 3,85547

- 5,91527 85,1837 3,84806

ALCAM 1,03596 14,756 3,83227

SORCS1 0,433477 6,14711 3,82588

MILR1 0,522348 7,28592 3,80203

MEGF11 0,414065 5,77062 3,8008

ABLIM1 0,686608 9,56471 3,80016

BCL11A 2,65798 36,6316 3,78469

FBXO2 0,555295 7,59045 3,77286

GAS2 11,3133 154,458 3,77112

NFIB 1,28927 17,45 3,75861

- 1,91718 25,8457 3,75287

BAIAP2L1 0,403574 5,41242 3,74537

PIEZO2 1,18577 15,8681 3,74223

DOCK8 0,328997 4,32181 3,71549

SSPN 0,641886 8,42164 3,71371

TRPA1 0,853344 10,9002 3,67509

GRIA3 0,326289 4,12942 3,66172

GPR56 0,890593 11,1584 3,64722

F2RL1 0,498511 6,18949 3,63412

SULF1 0,743946 9,2126 3,63034

- 0,739521 9,1374 3,62712

PTN 11,2376 138,785 3,62645

MEGF6 1,46007 17,9472 3,61965

- 0,511562 6,21245 3,60218

SNTB1 0,672126 8,15259 3,60045

GPR146 0,676715 8,20259 3,59946



- 0,41523 5,02726 3,59779

NBL1 26,0518 307,84 3,56272

MAOB 0,505054 5,94274 3,55662

RELN 0,519437 6,056 3,54335

- 1,00932 11,7225 3,53782

CYTL1 5,10172 59,2257 3,53717

RASL11B 15,9238 183,939 3,52997

- 1,02837 11,7702 3,51671

GSC 2,28384 26,0832 3,51359

RBM24 4,77006 54,3272 3,5096

RUNX1T1 2,1575 24,3442 3,49615

COL6A2 1,62319 18,1979 3,48686

DAB2 1,96323 21,8599 3,47698

NPTX2 0,527576 5,87045 3,47602

- 2,09576 23,1448 3,46514

OGN 7,90176 87,1082 3,46256

NPNT 2,44128 26,8438 3,45888

- 0,379365 4,14015 3,44803

COL8A2 1,94082 21,0063 3,43609

AAED1 0,737964 7,9624 3,43158

MAF 0,625085 6,7323 3,42898

TFPI2 0,730403 7,81778 3,42

IFI35 1,40538 15,0107 3,41697

PRELP 1,64356 17,548 3,41641

SARDH 1,34968 14,362 3,41156

TMEM215 0,704367 7,4917 3,41089

MMP27 0,595564 6,30499 3,40417

SCARA5 0,796616 8,42422 3,40259

COL6A1 2,67523 28,0243 3,38895

COL11A1 6,57754 68,8832 3,38853

FAM129A 1,04428 10,869 3,37963

- 0,466819 4,84342 3,37509

ESRP2 1,91249 19,8169 3,3732

ACTA1 1,33248 13,7791 3,3703

MAP3K5 0,855622 8,74151 3,35284

SOSTDC1 2,1664 22,1065 3,3511

IRK1 2,04594 20,7715 3,34376

PITX2 6,26793 63,5028 3,34076

RIN3 1,89978 19,1329 3,33215

TFAP2B 1,92479 19,158 3,31517

ITGB8 1,02133 10,1533 3,31342

JAG1 3,12249 31,0327 3,31302

TUBAL3 4,58852 45,5347 3,31086

C5ORF13 121,183 1200,12 3,30792

SVEP1 0,533414 5,25661 3,3008

CA13 1,08966 10,705 3,29633

NRGN 2,0417 20,0402 3,29505

TF 0,682404 6,68771 3,29281

FHIT 0,704709 6,90144 3,2918

MYOF 1,22722 12,0079 3,29051

TAGLN 0,823839 7,9941 3,2785

IRX4 0,420449 4,06453 3,27309

SNAP91 0,451785 4,36427 3,27203

RSPO3 0,659954 6,33769 3,26352

LINGO1 1,55164 14,7807 3,25185

PDGFD 1,21714 11,545 3,2457



FBP1 0,504524 4,78012 3,24405

KRT8 6,22689 58,1965 3,22435

ANTXR1 4,25519 39,4768 3,21371

STS 0,64845 5,94735 3,19718

SOX9 3,62198 33,1174 3,19274

SCN3B 1,79891 16,4318 3,19129

CSRP2 1,09804 10,0046 3,18765

ZIC3 5,91798 53,1851 3,16785

DSP 1,55822 13,918 3,15899

gga-mir-6587 9,04403 80,3562 3,15137

S100A11 19,0134 168,529 3,14791

FST 0,484829 4,29577 3,14737

- 0,991275 8,78257 3,14729

C11orf87 0,785894 6,92266 3,13892

IL13RA2 0,921713 8,08772 3,13334

- 0,581848 5,1006 3,13195

- 1,13728 9,96083 3,13068

CACNG3 0,849831 7,42334 3,12682

- 0,597503 5,20955 3,12414

BTBD19 1,73017 15,0638 3,1221

EX-FABP 0,704355 6,1318 3,12194

CREB3L2 8,04612 69,9403 3,11976

INADL 0,631587 5,46705 3,11371

FAT3 0,589323 5,04059 3,09646

GDPD4 0,738154 6,2956 3,09235

GLIPR1L 1,11016 9,43975 3,08799

PACSIN1 0,84797 7,19973 3,08586

KIT 0,9668 8,17105 3,07923

CLSTN2 3,43 28,7066 3,0651

WNT4 0,646074 5,37965 3,05774

SEMA6D 2,50329 20,8376 3,05729

SLITRK6 3,04202 25,2624 3,05389

TSPAN13 2,19799 18,0865 3,04065

MCF2 1,13136 9,28095 3,03621

DNM3 0,653224 5,31383 3,0241

RGS9 0,796576 6,45456 3,01843

- 1,83454 14,7932 3,01144

- 1,90672 15,3702 3,01097

PRSS12 2,55037 20,4959 3,00656

- 3,18929 25,5654 3,00288

ARSJ 1,66114 13,2776 2,99875

EGFR 1,34629 10,7574 2,99827

ADCY3 0,517578 4,12975 2,9962

CHST1 1,4699 11,6396 2,98525

MICAL1 0,560693 4,43254 2,98285

FGF13 1,24908 9,86503 2,98146

CCDC80 10,2739 80,8415 2,97611

MCAM 7,92303 62,037 2,96901

VGLL3 0,654973 5,12265 2,96738

INHBB 0,666244 5,20988 2,96713

PPP4R4 1,06909 8,35048 2,96548

EMP2 5,65516 44,0076 2,96011

TMEM45A 1,08005 8,37045 2,9542

PRIMA1 1,59803 12,354 2,95061

GGT7 0,627541 4,832 2,94484

PODN 1,39442 10,7313 2,94409



II 3,30471 25,3576 2,93982

- 2,4326 18,1887 2,90247

MXRA8 1,29746 9,65386 2,89542

SH3BGR 0,818076 6,05919 2,88882

PTGFR 1,22839 9,08865 2,88729

SULT1B1 2,76568 20,4561 2,88682

KIAA0040 0,908791 6,6695 2,87556

ENOX1 1,16242 8,52529 2,87462

KAL1 4,73492 34,6536 2,87159

TBX18 29,266 213,987 2,87023

TNMD 0,753111 5,50113 2,86879

FGF16 2,01057 14,6698 2,86717

DLK1 1,26659 9,14217 2,85158

FLVCR2 0,918477 6,54832 2,83381

PAWR 1,63965 11,6753 2,83201

NPR3 1,71147 12,182 2,83144

BRINP1 1,17795 8,38061 2,83078

TIMP3 2,4763 17,6078 2,82996

CXCR7 8,10063 57,5733 2,82929

S1PR3 1,0998 7,7492 2,81681

FAM114A1 1,78809 12,5812 2,81478

NT5M 4,81933 33,86 2,81268

- 1,75453 12,2913 2,80849

FGFR2 7,62883 53,3729 2,80657

ALPK3 0,894745 6,2501 2,80433

PKDCC 8,89197 61,7018 2,79474

CSGALNACT1 0,842498 5,82439 2,78936

ADAMTS15 6,40621 44,2842 2,78925

FBXL2 4,10777 28,368 2,78784

FIBIN 6,88757 47,5321 2,78683

C17orf105 0,822907 5,67531 2,7859

PCMTD1 2,01698 13,9071 2,78555

CLDN10 0,940225 6,45804 2,78002

- 0,973657 6,65654 2,77329

BARX1 3,55563 24,2497 2,76979

FOXB2 0,626532 4,26871 2,76834

- 3,54609 24,1444 2,76739

KCNA2 0,69055 4,69526 2,76539

GRIN3B 2,2432 15,2025 2,76068

CDHR4 0,622276 4,2097 2,75809

C1QA 0,754528 5,10068 2,75705

CPE 1,36869 9,25034 2,75671

TTC39A 0,638809 4,30068 2,75111

FXYD6 2,97657 19,9772 2,74663

GLIS1 1,70434 11,4326 2,74586

C1QTNF2 0,716249 4,73464 2,72472

PDZRN3 2,17118 14,3443 2,72393

- 3,18606 20,9842 2,71946

NDP 1,26617 8,24226 2,70256

PPP1R14C 1,21688 7,89904 2,69849

PRKG2 1,00171 6,49668 2,69724

WNT11 6,17803 40,0221 2,69558

VLDL 1,1265 7,24806 2,68575

CXCL12 2,2246 14,2475 2,67909

DUSP8 1,15299 7,36948 2,67618

- 1,74715 11,1372 2,67232



RFX5 1,25647 7,94425 2,66054

ADAMTS3 3,93474 24,8201 2,65717

FAM20C 2,07804 13,0821 2,65429

PTX3 3,2212 20,2174 2,64992

MYO1D 1,77529 11,0959 2,6439

- 2,63568 16,4099 2,63832

SESN3 1,8557 11,529 2,63524

TSPEAR 1,14398 7,10719 2,63521

ADAMTS17 3,40733 20,9214 2,61827

DMGDH 1,70495 10,4294 2,61285

MEGF9 5,81173 35,5006 2,6108

WNT5B 3,09391 18,8859 2,60981

- 3,07143 18,6463 2,60191

ITGA2 1,17813 7,13454 2,59832

MN1 2,50132 15,1473 2,59829

LMO3 5,05654 30,4675 2,59105

SERPINB6 3,90359 23,3575 2,58101

SH3RF3 0,939265 5,59626 2,57486

IL16 0,896312 5,32039 2,56946

- 1,02109 6,04426 2,56546

AFF3 0,764037 4,50732 2,56056

MYF6 0,915387 5,38563 2,55666

COL12A1 3,4947 20,5384 2,55509

CHODL 3,43053 20,1431 2,55379

MBNL2 3,18574 18,6978 2,55317

PDE6G 1,08837 6,37867 2,55109

EPHA7 2,79995 16,3772 2,54822

RHOC 0,810406 4,725 2,5436

GPR157 1,1309 6,57789 2,54015

ADCYAP1 1,69922 9,87332 2,53866

TMEM47 3,77476 21,7631 2,52743

KLHL8 1,48318 8,53599 2,52486

MPZL2 1,04837 6,03023 2,52407

IL1RAPL2 1,01238 5,81791 2,52275

ADAMTSL3 2,27764 13,0877 2,5226

LPL 1,23405 7,08113 2,52057

C1QTNF1 0,845693 4,83333 2,51481

FAM65B 0,761426 4,3504 2,51437

ADAMTSL2 2,7381 15,6345 2,51349

COBLL1 1,17843 6,70502 2,50838

- 1,24492 7,06166 2,50395

THBS4 10,9247 61,9474 2,50345

ENTPD2 2,64403 14,81 2,48576

HTR1B 5,52759 30,8981 2,48279

FAP 5,77792 32,1657 2,4769

OCLN 4,37329 24,3292 2,47589

FRMD3 1,00554 5,51348 2,45499

- 1,55195 8,47757 2,44956

KCNJ15 0,927918 5,04788 2,44361

ADAMTS18 0,858365 4,65842 2,44018

LTBP1 21,7487 117,491 2,43355

JAZF1 3,22394 17,3407 2,42727

CA10 1,26147 6,77849 2,42585

CD3E 0,75975 4,07962 2,42484

WWTR1 6,04288 32,4021 2,42278

CBX4 1,26346 6,74725 2,41692



BCL6 2,15734 11,4873 2,41271

- 6,38049 33,9356 2,41106

PLXNA4 1,23619 6,54709 2,40495

- 5,65533 29,8367 2,3994

CNTFR 1,81163 9,54217 2,39703

NEXN 1,91253 10,0722 2,39683

CDERMO-1 20,8083 109,381 2,39414

NEURL1B 1,32571 6,96724 2,39382

ARID3C 1,34716 7,04383 2,38644

TOM1 1,46664 7,61836 2,37697

KLF2 2,7656 14,3459 2,37497

STOX1 2,5488 13,1956 2,37217

CELSR1 0,926585 4,79219 2,37069

- 2,88858 14,9201 2,36883

ARHGAP24 4,15419 21,3989 2,3649

SERINC5 1,09351 5,6121 2,35957

PPL 1,03244 5,28022 2,35454

LHFPL5 1,38956 7,09982 2,35316

SFN 2,39961 12,2414 2,3509

LEPREL1 1,53488 7,82199 2,34941

PARVA 3,20247 16,3108 2,34858

OLFML2B 4,99129 25,3597 2,34505

PTPRU 2,23712 11,3475 2,34267

ANXA7 3,1859 15,8723 2,31674

- 13,7641 68,4312 2,31374

VILL 2,24907 11,1662 2,31174

OLFM3 2,60263 12,901 2,30944

CYP26B1 16,079 79,6924 2,30926

LIX1 2,00837 9,9207 2,30441

ST8SIA1 3,5011 17,2396 2,29985

CACNB4 1,92068 9,45265 2,2991

- 7,64692 37,4734 2,29291

SOCS1 0,8237 4,03501 2,29238

- 6,94512 34,0067 2,29175

CSRNP1 10,5202 51,4017 2,28866

- 218,41 1064,53 2,28511

PITPNM3 0,975443 4,74428 2,28206

- 1,08555 5,27954 2,28199

ADAM22 2,30823 11,2207 2,2813

LGR5 9,43644 45,8515 2,28066

LAPTM5 2,07707 10,0754 2,27821

ANGIOPOIETIN-2 1,79036 8,67561 2,27672

HTR6 0,828858 4,01501 2,27621

RALGPS1 2,37162 11,4257 2,26834

- 1,84876 8,89511 2,26645

CTSS 1,606 7,72481 2,26603

MTMR11 1,52932 7,3498 2,26482

CAPN6 1,12769 5,41363 2,26322

CERS6 3,52944 16,8976 2,25931

ADAMTS7 0,881799 4,2108 2,25557

TGFB2 5,40676 25,7402 2,25119

INF2 1,40709 6,69561 2,2505

GPR137B 3,3567 15,958 2,24916

- 7,36111 34,7551 2,23923

SLC16A2 15,0673 70,984 2,23607

RAB33A 5,14197 24,1976 2,23447



LMO7 3,8746 18,2101 2,23262

BCL2 5,60106 26,1465 2,22284

DPP10 3,61592 16,8697 2,222

CERS1 2,22379 10,3635 2,22041

HBAA 79,6001 369,838 2,21605

PAK1 1,40278 6,47369 2,2063

CAMK1D 2,12718 9,7976 2,20348

NUAK1 5,22779 24,0616 2,20246

- 3,56361 16,3972 2,20204

SULF2 8,22529 37,8432 2,2019

ITGA6 4,88473 22,4736 2,20188

EBF2 3,08105 14,1632 2,20065

SERPINI1 6,26597 28,7626 2,19859

MGAT5B 1,13395 5,18438 2,19281

KREMEN1 4,35054 19,8811 2,19213

DNER 3,1544 14,4065 2,19128

CAPN2 2,03838 9,29699 2,18934

KAZN 3,44988 15,6799 2,1843

CADPS2 1,16037 5,27007 2,18323

- 5,22704 23,7312 2,18272

CYP27A1 1,54677 7,0215 2,18252

FEZ1 22,8048 103,44 2,18139

B4GALNT3 1,14319 5,17563 2,17867

TGFBI 53,6046 241,915 2,17407

C15orf59 0,918943 4,13708 2,17057

COL5A1 17,7066 79,5898 2,16829

FRMD4B 2,244 10,07 2,16592

PMEPA1 3,79468 17,0239 2,16551

CA8 2,50689 11,2445 2,16525

NUDT2 5,91794 26,526 2,16424

HSBP1L1 1,43606 6,42733 2,16211

LDHD 1,81124 8,09312 2,15972

ATP6V1G3 1,73918 7,74056 2,15403

BIK 1,02743 4,57 2,15316

OIT3 1,41693 6,29505 2,15145

SEC11C 4,33111 19,2273 2,15035

HMGCLL1 1,09764 4,86963 2,1494

PLCD3 1,36847 6,03714 2,1413

MAB21L1 26,0607 114,151 2,131

ASTN2 3,35876 14,6606 2,12595

KIAA0513 2,16245 9,4329 2,12504

LRRC52 1,08064 4,71061 2,12403

BVES 1,0136 4,41779 2,12384

COLEC12 11,2 48,7521 2,12197

REPS2 3,94347 17,052 2,1124

KALRN 1,30084 5,61054 2,1087

SNAI2 17,2033 74,1496 2,10775

AASS 2,15073 9,26565 2,10707

TDRP 2,20258 9,46155 2,10288

SYT16 1,29519 5,56042 2,10203

COL2A1 62,2817 266,601 2,0978

MAN2B2 3,88662 16,5977 2,09439

NEDD9 2,86388 12,2299 2,09437

LRRC75A 4,48371 19,1262 2,09279

CRISPLD2 1,69803 7,23982 2,09209

SLC25A29 2,91445 12,4181 2,09115



SLC25A42 1,58692 6,70982 2,08004

FAM131B 1,21159 5,11102 2,07671

PMP22 4,58572 19,3353 2,07602

FABP3 4,79678 20,2214 2,07575

POPDC3 1,1793 4,9424 2,06728

MAPK8IP1 4,85589 20,3191 2,06503

RHOJ 8,51549 35,4955 2,05947

PAPLN 1,13253 4,71968 2,05914

RERG 5,09791 21,1927 2,05559

TNS4 1,39614 5,79125 2,05243

GRM7 1,1444 4,73305 2,04818

PLXDC2 2,84722 11,7409 2,04391

MYLIP 6,71947 27,6985 2,04339

SPOCK1 4,83902 19,9331 2,04238

- 11,4241 46,9295 2,03842

AADAT 2,95695 12,1451 2,03819

GPM6B 24,9092 102,068 2,03478

NXPH2 2,49194 10,1932 2,03226

AFF2 3,7007 15,1333 2,03186

CDK18 1,57389 6,40331 2,02449

NAPEPLD 1,85344 7,52718 2,02191

SH3D19 3,43861 13,9415 2,01949

SOX8 23,0084 93,2521 2,01897

MGAT3 3,97189 16,0496 2,01464

FKBP14 9,60695 38,6858 2,00965

CCDC85A 7,3765 29,597 2,00444

FREM2 1,25301 5,02153 2,00272

- 0,996475 3,99194 2,00218

MYCN 216,962 54,155 -2,00228

CA2 26,9825 6,66526 -2,01729

SNORA65 303,507 74,4005 -2,02835

POUV 6,12995 1,49721 -2,0336

ALKBH4 6,49067 1,58443 -2,03441

WPKCI 357,716 87,1128 -2,03786

SP5 9,98154 2,42962 -2,03853

ADAT2 81,5566 19,5712 -2,05907

NPM3 374,269 88,7377 -2,07646

- 5918,85 1400,87 -2,07899

NOTUM 34,36 8,06848 -2,09036

SMOC1 58,2301 13,4684 -2,11219

ACSBG2 19,9516 4,59316 -2,11895

ETNK2 6,19558 1,40934 -2,13622

ARL11 7,18898 1,62365 -2,14654

CECR2 42,6967 9,59928 -2,15313

ADAMTS8 17,4765 3,82757 -2,19092

TPO 5,13872 1,11066 -2,20999

- 8,34206 1,80083 -2,21174

HAND1 86,0604 18,3476 -2,22976

SCUBE3 51,9268 10,9982 -2,23922

PHACTR1 10,1888 2,13625 -2,25384

- 183,258 37,5701 -2,28622

GATA2 5,45371 1,09832 -2,31193

gga-mir-6597 387,911 77,4017 -2,32529

FOXO6 15,0418 2,9079 -2,37092

CKV1.1 6,90121 1,33412 -2,37097

PIGA 67,8456 12,625 -2,42597



DACH2 23,9585 4,43501 -2,43353

DENND5B 6,4453 1,14449 -2,49354

MYRF 25,1493 4,42337 -2,5073

TMEM74 15,3121 2,64395 -2,5339

HOXB6 24,1331 4,11158 -2,55325

SALL4 68,8011 11,7216 -2,55326

ALX1 17,7468 2,932 -2,5976

- 9,27574 1,50781 -2,62101

FIGF 202,822 32,6881 -2,63337

- 39,8328 6,333 -2,653

HOXB3 18,1752 2,84694 -2,67449

RNF182 14,7624 2,293 -2,68662

RTDR1 7,21702 1,10543 -2,7068

GPC3 124,793 18,4758 -2,75582

PTCH2 10,9703 1,5834 -2,79251

- 7,04975 0,985238 -2,83903

- 5,1818 0,7195 -2,84839

TMEM86A 7,42471 1,02868 -2,85153

LIN28B 120,528 16,1299 -2,90155

- 6,51626 0,870027 -2,90491

BLIMP-1 10,0902 1,30971 -2,94563

- 22,5563 2,91895 -2,95001

TBX2 27,5107 3,53837 -2,95884

CEBPB 12,5913 1,52265 -3,04777

HOXB4 138,766 16,3079 -3,08901

PRTG 18,9822 2,20542 -3,10552

MSANTD1 7,98586 0,841069 -3,24715

KCNAB1 66,0053 6,75617 -3,28831

NEFM 9,00446 0,823381 -3,45101

TRIM71 48,8334 4,34666 -3,48989

NTS 54,8171 4,55606 -3,58877

- 46,3246 3,545 -3,70792

HOXB1 8,48271 0,5921 -3,84061

IGDCC3 292,667 19,9855 -3,87223

HOXA1 30,2293 1,65479 -4,19123

CCNJL 7,65382 0,341749 -4,48517

PGM5 35,4972 1,56058 -4,50755

HGF/SF 60,2554 2,1862 -4,78459

KIAA1456 6,7885 0,207151 -5,03434

ZBTB16 53,5022 1,29057 -5,37351

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
GDF5 0 5,36739 inf

WNT7A 0 7,15562 inf

FGF8 0 19,8467 inf

MEIS2 100,832 29,0731 -1,79419

PAX-9 0 8,39628 inf

WNT10A 0 7,42121 inf

SOX10 0 6,02062 inf

WNT7B 0 4,83681 inf

FGFBP2 0 9,13402 inf

MATN2 0 6,82391 inf

GDF8 0 14,545 inf

DLX3 0 6,13928 inf



TABLE 4. aRL+16h / aRL+24h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

gga-mir-6578 4,73292 445,453 6,55640

CPA6 0,326117 7,02107 4,42823

PDE6G 0,944422 10,0543 3,41223

- 1,05545 11,1832 3,40540

BTBD19 0,499167 4,25931 3,09303

- 0,880372 6,60113 2,90653

FGF16 2,60087 17,5755 2,75650

gga-mir-1723 44,1496 289,388 2,71253

SNORA65 65,5446 419,469 2,67802

TMEM59L 0,759958 4,4429 2,54751

- 0,992755 5,8009 2,54677

FBLN5 1,18913 6,71051 2,49651

- 0,817425 4,42867 2,43771

PDGFD 1,03724 5,22773 2,33344

GPR85 0,915813 4,44319 2,27847

OSR2 5,68087 27,3484 2,26727

MMP27 0,849679 4,04 2,24937

EFEMP1 2,3694 11,07 2,22406

- 4,84387 22,272 2,20100

COL9A3 1,00996 4,47485 2,14754

MASP1 1,3098 5,72019 2,12671

ZIC3 3,8395 16,7116 2,12186

- 2,82667 12,1228 2,10055

CLCF1 2,42859 10,3938 2,09754

STC2 3,48809 14,9243 2,09715

- 2,74309 11,6696 2,08888

DMRT1 1,25715 5,30775 2,07794

SMIM10 2,01446 8,45571 2,06954

CABP7 1,76352 7,15012 2,01951

SPINK7 1,82458 7,3266 2,00558

TDRP 13,86 3,41334 -2,02167

TSPO2 30,872 7,58627 -2,02484

TGM4 4,94042 1,17422 -2,07293

- 6,53113 1,39944 -2,22248

EGR1 21,9165 4,68485 -2,22594

RAC2 9,40849 1,91877 -2,29378

- 9,7787 1,96802 -2,31289

SNORA9 40,49 8,03454 -2,33328

- 5,09272 0,956849 -2,41207

SOCS1 4,25513 0,766781 -2,47232

FOSL2 5,18427 0,929367 -2,47982

- 25,2551 4,51721 -2,48307

- 17,0504 2,58336 -2,72248

- 18,0437 2,40371 -2,90816

- 28,9724 3,44415 -3,07246

- 4,46874 0,530127 -3,07546

CCL4 10,1518 0,986594 -3,36314

- 483,586 45,3664 -3,41407

ROPN1L 5,56115 0,37732 -3,88152

HBZ 17,7072 1,12208 -3,98010

FOS 9,38864 0,455469 -4,36549



TABLE 5. aRL+16h / aRL+48h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

CPA6 0,326117 56,1223 7,42704

ACTC1 0,818073 135,488 7,37172

COL9A1 0,273935 35,9722 7,0369

- 0,142078 11,8829 6,38607

DMGDH 0,145543 10,4294 6,16306

PENK 2,27858 142,199 5,96363

STK17A 0,619237 32,5841 5,71753

CHGB 2,42424 114,222 5,55816

MYOD1 0,937874 43,9856 5,55149

UNC45B 0,101657 4,76522 5,55076

TNNI2 0,49777 21,0386 5,40142

CORIN 0,357077 15,0813 5,40038

- 0,666388 26,9694 5,33881

EFEMP1 2,3694 94,5245 5,3181

MYL2 0,446679 16,1299 5,17435

TNNI1 1,12569 38,9745 5,11365

COL9A3 1,00996 33,9787 5,07226

- 0,992755 31,3408 4,98046

EPHA3 1,25046 39,265 4,97271

MKX 0,466635 14,269 4,93444

MATN4 1,7206 52,3955 4,92846

BTBD19 0,499167 15,0638 4,91542

HOXD13 6,64883 186,618 4,81084

SEMA3E 0,340512 9,30579 4,77235

ACTN2 0,290082 7,72913 4,73577

CNFI-A4 0,729168 18,8222 4,69004

FBLN5 1,18913 30,147 4,66403

BVES 0,174528 4,41779 4,66179

ISM1 0,235475 5,95272 4,6599

ALDH6 0,465229 11,2229 4,59236

NXPH2 0,428064 10,1932 4,57363

CNTN3 0,272914 6,40283 4,55219

SLC1A3 0,208184 4,85621 4,5439

- 0,599439 12,4962 4,38173

TNFAIP8L3 0,8677 17,4229 4,32764

- 1,78382 34,7351 4,28335

CHRNA1 1,83388 35,3985 4,27072

NPR3 0,636191 12,182 4,25915

CCK 1,38632 26,0171 4,23013

SOHO-1 0,769903 14,0836 4,19319

GLIS1 0,626375 11,4326 4,18998

SH3BGR 0,346979 6,05919 4,1262

ACAN 0,772097 13,2031 4,09595

- 0,294828 4,98745 4,08036

RAPSN 0,771366 12,6278 4,03305

BARX1 1,52824 24,2497 3,98802

AMER3 0,346638 5,42634 3,96848

C15orf59 0,264778 4,13708 3,96576

FAM150B 1,67159 26,0456 3,96174

ADAM19 0,770668 11,8388 3,94126

FZD8 8,7397 129,346 3,88751

EGFL6 1,30452 19,234 3,88207



ASIP 0,673093 9,84401 3,87037

PHEX 0,335555 4,85573 3,85507

PIEZO2 1,13003 15,8681 3,8117

ZIC3 3,8395 53,1851 3,79203

MYF6 0,398162 5,38563 3,75769

SGCA 0,396844 5,35676 3,75472

TMEM59L 0,759958 10,1602 3,74086

FAM65B 0,326076 4,3504 3,73787

MEGF10 0,844076 11,0715 3,71333

- 0,837633 10,953 3,70887

AKR 1,98253 25,2742 3,67225

RBM24 4,26575 54,3272 3,6708

NFATC1 1,649 20,9285 3,66581

DLK1 0,721378 9,14217 3,66371

RELN 0,4789 6,056 3,66057

MAF 0,534812 6,7323 3,654

CASQ2 0,346157 4,15872 3,58664

HBB 5,96633 71,4988 3,583

SORCS1 0,529835 6,14711 3,53629

SRL 1,07123 12,4217 3,53551

SSPN 0,733532 8,42164 3,52117

WNT11 3,49079 40,0221 3,51917

- 2,28491 25,8457 3,49972

HTR6 0,356813 4,01501 3,49216

OGN 7,76135 87,1082 3,48843

TNNC2 4,93258 55,081 3,48114

OSR2 5,68087 63,2838 3,47765

PDGFD 1,03724 11,545 3,47644

NTN1 1,06405 11,6374 3,45113

TMEM45A 0,771383 8,37045 3,43979

- 1,05545 11,4008 3,43321

NLGN4 0,522559 5,63604 3,43101

COL15A1 1,7468 18,6268 3,4146

- 2,26003 23,7312 3,39237

ECM2 1,1429 11,9239 3,38309

CLYBL 0,606666 6,30946 3,37854

EYA4 1,35977 14,1075 3,37502

GDF8 1,43136 14,545 3,34507

- 0,508499 5,1006 3,32635

TRPA1 1,09459 10,9002 3,3159

PLXNA2 0,88464 8,45925 3,25737

DNM3 0,557489 5,31383 3,25274

EMILIN3 1,94002 18,2479 3,23358

- 1,14294 10,5065 3,20046

- 0,847887 7,77407 3,19673

ENPP2 9,5468 87,4079 3,19467

FREM1 2,88121 26,137 3,18135

PRIMA1 1,3664 12,354 3,17652

CSPG4 0,708396 6,26594 3,1449

LOX 0,564703 4,90404 3,11841

RSPO1 0,601867 5,21902 3,11626

TNC 0,874823 7,58589 3,11626

TGFB2 2,98615 25,7402 3,10767

TNMD 0,644634 5,50113 3,09318

GSTA3 1,5428 13,0013 3,07503



ADAMTSL3 1,55641 13,0877 3,07191

AKR1D1 29,5427 248,29 3,07115

GNOT1 1,92195 16,0286 3,06001

P37NB 6,50681 53,4023 3,03688

DMRT1 1,25715 10,2881 3,03275

MEGF11 0,712307 5,77062 3,01815

DOK7 0,51313 4,09805 2,99754

AQP1 2,35792 18,7662 2,99255

SCUBE2 0,566203 4,50572 2,99237

LHFPL5 0,89668 7,09982 2,98512

SCN2B 0,894598 7,05522 2,97938

CHST1 1,47692 11,6396 2,97838

C1QTNF2 0,611062 4,73464 2,95386

- 0,527517 4,0862 2,95347

THY1 2,42801 18,7976 2,9527

CNTN1 0,588248 4,50617 2,9374

MMP27 0,849679 6,30499 2,89151

FAM129A 1,46523 10,869 2,89101

ANGIOPOIETIN-2 1,18898 8,67561 2,86724

IL20RA 0,669136 4,871 2,86385

NIPAL4 0,627091 4,47013 2,83357

SPINK7 1,82458 12,6601 2,79465

ENPEP 1,00539 6,96589 2,79255

SARDH 2,08903 14,362 2,78135

- 0,880372 6,04426 2,77938

FHL2 1,10604 7,5731 2,77548

KLF7 0,950481 6,45728 2,7642

NOG 1,46137 9,9261 2,76391

PDE6G 0,944422 6,37867 2,75575

PFKFB1 1,13629 7,67323 2,7555

FGFRL1 3,11576 20,9122 2,74669

NEXN 1,50085 10,0722 2,74653

MTMR11 1,10224 7,3498 2,73726

DKK2 4,59904 30,182 2,71429

SORBS2 0,689757 4,50848 2,70848

CSRNP1 7,87788 51,4017 2,70594

DMRT2 1,07032 6,94663 2,69827

PTRF 1,03114 6,60026 2,67828

- 13,3839 85,1837 2,67008

NFIB 2,75579 17,45 2,66269

CRLF1 9,63548 60,7839 2,65726

GPRC5B 1,49786 9,40068 2,64986

GAS2 24,7373 154,458 2,64246

LMO3 4,9026 30,4675 2,63565

ADCY3 0,669294 4,12975 2,62534

CD99L2 7,60036 46,8403 2,62361

FST 0,697055 4,29577 2,62357

- 4,84387 29,8367 2,62285

VGLL3 0,842276 5,12265 2,60452

GPR146 1,35805 8,20259 2,59454

ADCY8 0,815849 4,9116 2,58982

PCDH8 4,22954 25,4348 2,58823

SIX2 3,68769 21,894 2,56975

GRIP2 0,840305 4,96879 2,56391

NPNT 4,58158 26,8438 2,55068



HSPB8 2,281 13,3238 2,54627

C1QTNF1 0,829417 4,83333 2,54285

PTH-L 2,02483 11,7171 2,53274

GPR85 0,915813 5,25497 2,52056

BCO2 0,970812 5,56388 2,51883

EFCAB1 1,14002 6,53333 2,51876

OTOA 2,20194 12,6102 2,51775

MXRA5 10,9984 62,5122 2,50685

FAM167B 0,823514 4,64535 2,49592

FGF16 2,60087 14,6698 2,49578

OPCML 1,03526 5,83511 2,49476

- 0,89308 5,02726 2,49291

DAB2 3,89684 21,8599 2,48791

- 1,59033 8,89511 2,48368

IL1RAPL2 1,0403 5,81791 2,4835

SMIM10 2,01446 11,2557 2,48219

APLNR 2,0081 11,216 2,48165

CCDC80 14,6037 80,8415 2,46877

EBF1 3,10939 17,1984 2,46757

HOXD12 12,0092 66,0259 2,45889

SNAP91 0,800284 4,36427 2,44716

PPP2R2B 2,93967 16,0247 2,44657

gga-mir-3523 7,47582 40,1882 2,42647

STS 1,10804 5,94735 2,42424

PRELP 3,2935 17,548 2,41361

COLEC12 9,17309 48,7521 2,40998

PRKG2 1,22745 6,49668 2,40404

SCARA5 1,59799 8,42422 2,39829

GAL3ST1 0,809996 4,24503 2,38979

MBNL2 3,58525 18,6978 2,38272

- 0,783177 4,04041 2,36709

PITX2 12,3334 63,5028 2,36425

- 4,07634 20,9842 2,36396

- 2,29889 11,7702 2,35612

LDHD 1,58641 8,09312 2,35093

ZNF385B 1,66232 8,45173 2,34605

C11orf87 1,36612 6,92266 2,34124

DNER 2,86926 14,4065 2,32797

- 3,1484 15,7584 2,32343

- 0,935476 4,65854 2,31611

- 2,05766 10,2299 2,31371

TBX18 43,4392 213,987 2,30046

ADCY2 1,52849 7,51226 2,29714

CTHRC1 20,292 99,443 2,29296

GPR126 2,32248 11,3649 2,29085

MMP23B 1,03614 5,05279 2,28586

MXD4 3,51063 17,0867 2,28307

CCDC85A 6,10053 29,597 2,27844

UNC5C 5,05932 24,5282 2,27743

NPTX2 1,21107 5,87045 2,27719

MEF2C 1,92858 9,32834 2,27408

FBXL2 5,88337 28,368 2,26955

- 5,6963 27,315 2,2616

PCSK2 1,76261 8,44828 2,26095

STOX1 2,7664 13,1956 2,25398



TMEM243 5,19158 24,763 2,25394

CHODL 4,2254 20,1431 2,25313

LINGO1 3,11676 14,7807 2,2456

ADAMTS12 1,77339 8,3701 2,23873

ZNF512B 2,09365 9,85085 2,23423

PTN 29,5815 138,785 2,23009

LECT1 28,9622 135,866 2,22994

NRXN1 0,861268 4,00988 2,21902

uc_338 15,417 71,6321 2,21608

RCAN1 4,80377 22,2844 2,21379

- 2,82667 13,0913 2,21144

B3GALT1 1,03162 4,76924 2,20885

CYP26B1 17,2862 79,6924 2,20482

MEGF9 7,74119 35,5006 2,19722

COL11A1 15,04 68,8832 2,19535

PITX1 0,9706 4,44359 2,19478

RIMS4 2,07905 9,4592 2,18579

REC114 0,987573 4,4832 2,18257

SHISA3 1,1196 5,06302 2,17702

- 2,1504 9,69309 2,17235

MMP2 19,9086 89,575 2,1697

CABP7 1,76352 7,91182 2,16555

- 1,06616 4,76303 2,15946

PRSS35 2,13571 9,52809 2,15747

KERA 13,7969 60,3743 2,12959

NTF3 1,31068 5,71815 2,12523

ARSH 4,44521 19,3757 2,12392

S1PR3 1,78294 7,7492 2,11979

MASP1 1,3098 5,67702 2,11578

SOX10 1,38967 6,02062 2,11517

NLGN1 1,80737 7,81141 2,11169

FAM198A 2,7593 11,7798 2,09394

- 5,42265 23,1448 2,09362

PRKAA2 0,955853 4,06872 2,08971

TMEM61 3,0331 12,9032 2,08886

PITPNM3 1,11683 4,74428 2,08678

ACTG2 3,20065 13,5596 2,08288

RAB33A 5,73669 24,1976 2,07657

CDH2 16,0154 67,4142 2,07359

GGT7 1,15259 4,832 2,06774

P4HA3 15,3295 64,1809 2,06584

SEMA6D 4,98829 20,8376 2,06257

SLC18A2 1,56707 6,52185 2,05722

TMEM215 1,80892 7,4917 2,05017

BCL11A 8,89463 36,6316 2,04208

EPHA5 1,24515 5,11828 2,03934

RAB26 2,47319 10,1242 2,03337

PRSS12 5,01604 20,4959 2,03071

DPP10 4,13603 16,8697 2,02811

TIMP4 1,68828 6,87193 2,02516

MILR1 1,79313 7,28592 2,02263

CAB39L 1,1554 4,68514 2,0197

GPM6B 25,1774 102,068 2,01933

RGS3 4,36941 17,687 2,01718

RUNX1T1 6,02821 24,3442 2,01378



PGO2 1,48992 6,00813 2,01168

CLDN10 1,60826 6,45804 2,00559

GIP 1,31908 5,28988 2,00371

ADCY7 7,9324 1,94126 -2,03076

NGFR 85,9104 20,7847 -2,04731

DCDC2 4,21683 1,01763 -2,05095

HMOX1 61,4144 14,7961 -2,05336

TRIM71 18,127 4,34666 -2,06016

UPK1B 16,0617 3,80497 -2,07766

SLC11A1 11,8386 2,78241 -2,0891

KCNAB1 29,3521 6,75617 -2,11919

LIN28B 70,5583 16,1299 -2,12908

IL2RG 4,10787 0,922962 -2,15405

CIP1 4,14686 0,929019 -2,15824

FIGF 147,058 32,6881 -2,16955

CCLI10 30,1605 6,70245 -2,1699

ADAMTS8 17,2564 3,82757 -2,17263

IRF10 4,44393 0,9663 -2,20129

ROPN1L 5,56115 1,20537 -2,20591

NOX2 4,14611 0,891698 -2,21713

CKV1.1 6,23552 1,33412 -2,22463

HOXA1 7,78062 1,65479 -2,23324

CEBPB 7,21865 1,52265 -2,24514

RSFR 7,51055 1,56326 -2,26437

HSPH1 94,0061 19,4373 -2,27393

OVOL2 5,2587 1,07922 -2,28472

CDH17 4,84889 0,991266 -2,29031

NPM3 435,271 88,7377 -2,29429

CYP26A1 6,90027 1,39398 -2,30744

NUAK2 4,41921 0,887942 -2,31525

HS3ST2 4,73076 0,935001 -2,33903

- 18,0437 3,545 -2,34764

MSANTD1 4,31845 0,841069 -2,36022

- 8,62498 1,63111 -2,40266

- 8,00989 1,50781 -2,40933

LITAF 4,46056 0,837166 -2,41364

gga-mir-6597 415,119 77,4017 -2,42309

EX-FABP 33,2223 6,1318 -2,43777

CCL4 10,1518 1,86467 -2,44475

- 10,1125 1,80083 -2,48941

TMEM86A 6,31709 1,02868 -2,61846

- 9,3196 1,4175 -2,71692

- 19,6164 2,91895 -2,74854

- 146,88 21,4798 -2,77359

SPP1 42,9656 5,65566 -2,92542

- 9,5592 1,23528 -2,95205

FABP5 46,9605 6,01444 -2,96494

TGM4 4,94042 0,621082 -2,99178

- 5,66701 0,679966 -3,05905

IGDCC3 167,536 19,9855 -3,06744

APOD 48,7091 4,13595 -3,5579

NTS 58,9191 4,55606 -3,69288

- 25,2551 1,91337 -3,72238

CCNJL 5,10674 0,341749 -3,90139

HGF/SF 33,8376 2,1862 -3,95213



PGM5 24,2111 1,56058 -3,95551

FGF1 5,9181 0,318701 -4,21486

CASR 9,56163 0,500226 -4,2566

ZBTB16 29,8533 1,29057 -4,5318

AVD 65,8843 1,87403 -5,13572

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
GDF5 0 5,36739 inf

NBL1 95,2584 307,84 1,69226

TBX5 41,7121 117,416 1,4931

PAX-9 0 8,39628 inf

FGFBP2 0 9,13402 inf



TABLE 6. aRL+16h / 2/3 anterior in ovo +16h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

PAX1 0,466365 12,4019 4,73296

GDF8 1,43136 25,8745 4,17607

HTR6 0,356813 4,77845 3,7433

- 0,992755 11,7874 3,56967

TMEM59L 0,759958 8,79938 3,53341

MYOZ3 0,585993 6,71712 3,51889

PPP1R1B 0,508206 5,65293 3,47551

AGTR1 0,467872 4,58316 3,29216

CNFI-A4 0,729168 5,91484 3,02002

BTBD19 0,499167 4,03868 3,01629

GLIS1 0,626375 5,06415 3,01522

- 1,05545 7,78196 2,88228

- 1,68143 12,3421 2,87583

PHF21B 1,71834 11,5565 2,74961

MMD2 1,48501 9,73079 2,71209

- 0,89805 5,7387 2,67586

SSPN 0,733532 4,68618 2,67548

APLNR 2,0081 12,4736 2,63498

ZNRF2 1,43041 8,6302 2,59296

- 3,48589 19,8255 2,50775

- 3,1484 17,2912 2,45735

- 1,29607 7,00389 2,43401

BCO2 0,970812 5,21127 2,42437

- 0,817425 4,31701 2,40087

OGN 7,76135 40,6078 2,38738

KLF7 0,950481 4,92256 2,37268

- 2,82667 14,4477 2,35367

PTGDS 3,85675 19,0972 2,30791

FBLN5 1,18913 5,70302 2,26182

SMIM10 2,01446 9,63692 2,25818

SOX6 1,48051 6,8103 2,20162

VWC2 1,05314 4,76576 2,17801

- 2,26003 10,1647 2,16915

- 2,11432 9,44778 2,15978

BMF 24,3761 107,488 2,14064

- 2,55755 11,1705 2,12686

ASTL 1,05745 4,58561 2,11653

- 2,49633 10,8164 2,11534

B3GALT1 1,03162 4,45601 2,11084

- 1,2866 5,45341 2,0836

PRIMA1 1,3664 5,77219 2,07874

LMO3 4,9026 20,6244 2,07273

ADCYAP1R1 3,23694 13,5835 2,06915

SPATA6 2,5476 10,646 2,0631

- 0,995084 4,14099 2,05708

NOG 1,46137 6,00114 2,03791

MXD4 3,51063 14,4146 2,03773

SMTNL1 1,25237 5,11633 2,03045

CLIC6 2,48708 10,1157 2,02407

PFKFB1 1,13629 4,5907 2,01438

MPEG1 7,08108 1,76815 -2,00172

P2RY1 28,0829 6,98541 -2,00728

FGF1 5,9181 1,45838 -2,02077



EVX2 4,47229 1,09505 -2,03002

- 5,2572 1,27835 -2,04002

- 483,586 117,087 -2,0462

- 4,5595 1,09138 -2,06273

CALML3 30,6994 7,27741 -2,07671

- 10,0875 2,38647 -2,07962

NTS 58,9191 13,8188 -2,0921

TREM-A1 4,58139 1,06915 -2,09931

C12orf43 10,6772 2,47845 -2,10703

CACNB4 8,82451 2,04096 -2,11227

- 14,305 3,29137 -2,11976

SNORA73 97,751 22,379 -2,12696

NPM3 435,271 99,3314 -2,13159

UNC5D 4,51824 1,02275 -2,14331

FGF8 73,2769 16,541 -2,14731

RHOC 6,27598 1,41592 -2,1481

- 18,0437 4,07025 -2,14831

ACVRL1 4,27011 0,949132 -2,16959

CASR 9,56163 2,09593 -2,18966

MARCH2 10,9685 2,39495 -2,1953

HOXB9 5,90923 1,26454 -2,22436

ESM1 6,72032 1,41057 -2,25225

CDH17 4,84889 1,01675 -2,25369

MKRN2OS 11,825 2,46127 -2,26437

HBAD 243,842 50,3121 -2,27697

FABP5 46,9605 9,63857 -2,28455

RAC2 9,40849 1,90435 -2,30466

- 146,88 29,6771 -2,30722

HSPB1 21,6353 4,33394 -2,31963

- 8,56109 1,70392 -2,32894

- 9,7787 1,94609 -2,32906

HBAA 727,925 143,906 -2,33866

APOD 48,7091 9,58692 -2,34505

- 8,13675 1,58723 -2,35795

C1QB 5,82205 1,10636 -2,3957

TAGLN 9,59771 1,79731 -2,41685

HBEGF 6,35614 1,17692 -2,43313

- 5,09272 0,942398 -2,43403

FGF9 4,5638 0,844347 -2,43433

HBG1 2671,86 488,263 -2,45211

HBE 952,906 170,835 -2,47973

gga-mir-6597 415,119 71,4828 -2,53786

5_8S_rRNA 320,079 55,0226 -2,54033

SPI1 12,2235 2,07909 -2,55564

- 850,604 143,969 -2,56272

FAM110C 4,47337 0,754013 -2,5687

- 6,71233 1,12277 -2,57975

SLC4A1 43,3938 7,09311 -2,613

uc_338 156,505 24,7133 -2,66285

ASS1 5,04964 0,703083 -2,84441

CIP1 4,14686 0,567389 -2,86961

CSTA 23,211 3,16142 -2,87616

ROPN1L 5,56115 0,749937 -2,89054

FK21 6,68704 0,893678 -2,90354

FABP4 9,86146 1,3069 -2,91566

C1QA 10,0408 1,31779 -2,92969



EX-FABP 33,2223 4,35764 -2,93053

CPNE5 5,35309 0,682319 -2,97185

HBZ 17,7072 2,24484 -2,97965

EPB42 6,03967 0,760046 -2,99031

KRT14 16,8595 2,04839 -3,041

RGS18 4,0299 0,486869 -3,04914

- 9,5592 1,10494 -3,11292

IL17RE 4,10148 0,456416 -3,16772

LGALS1 12,3065 1,31736 -3,2237

ARID5A 11,5303 1,10328 -3,38557

RSFR 7,51055 0,715235 -3,39243

OPRM1 4,7355 0,416247 -3,50801

IL2RG 4,10787 0,279977 -3,87501

EGR1 21,9165 1,28888 -4,08782

TGM4 4,94042 0,286343 -4,10882

AVD 65,8843 2,60141 -4,66257

GLRX 5,72828 0,115199 -5,6359

gga-mir-3523 7,47582 0,0460047 -7,34431

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
MRP126 25,2551 0 -inf

ALX-4 25,9059 89,2432 1,78446

MSX2 44,0012 126,374 1,52209



TABLE 7. aRL+24h / aRL+48h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

- 0,0511636 11,8829 7,85956

ACTC1 0,732248 135,488 7,53162

CORIN 0,12756 15,0813 6,88544

MYOG 0,308684 29,4654 6,57675

HOXD13 2,36771 186,618 6,30045

GALNT15 0,220264 13,7358 5,96257

ACAN 0,221083 13,2031 5,90014

PENK 2,71907 142,199 5,70865

TNNI1 0,803687 38,9745 5,59975

MYL1 1,15025 51,6284 5,48815

HTRA3 0,324908 14,3088 5,46073

VGLL2 0,110508 4,35488 5,30041

EPHA3 1,01258 39,265 5,27713

ALDH6 0,300413 11,2229 5,22336

- 0,724638 26,9694 5,21792

CALB2 0,213613 7,8949 5,20785

GDF5 0,168272 5,36739 4,99536

TMEM8C 0,502525 15,4115 4,93867

CHGB 3,9282 114,222 4,86183

PHEX 0,181786 4,85573 4,73937

CASS4 0,323979 8,08723 4,64167

COL9A1 1,47346 35,9722 4,6096

PTRF 0,277901 6,60026 4,56988

SOHO-1 0,617818 14,0836 4,51069

ADCY8 0,220153 4,9116 4,47962

NXPH2 0,461236 10,1932 4,46595

SLC1A3 0,225871 4,85621 4,42626

HBB 3,49861 71,4988 4,35306

TNNT2 1,25154 24,3478 4,28202

- 0,644538 12,4962 4,27708

TNNT3 0,756977 13,8333 4,19175

CRYAB 0,591906 10,6933 4,17519

MYL2 0,96505 16,1299 4,06299

SH3BGR 0,377866 6,05919 4,00318

BARX1 1,64291 24,2497 3,88364

C15orf59 0,282473 4,13708 3,87243

- 1,77771 25,8457 3,86184

CNTN3 0,440657 6,40283 3,86098

MYOD1 3,04984 43,9856 3,85023

CHRNA1 2,45792 35,3985 3,84818

- 0,281623 4,04041 3,84266

STK17A 2,28102 32,5841 3,83642

ACTN2 0,549002 7,72913 3,81542

KCNMB4 1,64569 22,9348 3,80078

TNNI2 1,61608 21,0386 3,70247

MATN4 4,12998 52,3955 3,66524

SEMA3E 0,737207 9,30579 3,65799

AKR 2,13034 25,2742 3,56851

MAF 0,576657 6,7323 3,54532

CCK 2,2398 26,0171 3,53802

SCARA5 0,729062 8,42422 3,53043

FAM150B 2,26274 26,0456 3,5249



FOS 0,455469 5,22787 3,5208

MEGF10 0,966703 11,0715 3,51763

AQP1 1,69774 18,7662 3,46645

PAX-9 0,772331 8,39628 3,44246

SRL 1,14644 12,4217 3,43763

AGTR2 1,02187 10,9084 3,41617

- 0,871258 9,24322 3,40722

FZD8 12,4737 129,346 3,37428

TRPA1 1,08513 10,9002 3,32842

- 2,41135 23,7312 3,29888

- 1,13599 10,953 3,2693

ATP6V1G3 0,806647 7,74056 3,26243

CLYBL 0,658364 6,30946 3,26056

FST 0,449144 4,29577 3,25767

DIO2 0,716055 6,831 3,25395

C11orf87 0,729466 6,92266 3,24641

WNT11 4,23459 40,0221 3,2405

- 0,553586 5,20955 3,23428

HSPB8 1,46003 13,3238 3,18994

- 1,75871 15,8231 3,16944

SARDH 1,61318 14,362 3,15427

EDNRB2 2,08652 18,1437 3,1203

RBM24 6,29225 54,3272 3,11003

TNC 0,88408 7,58589 3,10107

PIEZO2 1,85438 15,8681 3,09712

- 0,90923 7,77407 3,09595

EFEMP1 11,07 94,5245 3,09403

NTN1 1,36427 11,6374 3,09256

GNRH-I 1,85339 15,7897 3,09074

VGLL3 0,603129 5,12265 3,08635

LRRC38 0,511595 4,33135 3,08174

SHISA3 0,600807 5,06302 3,07502

CPA6 7,02107 56,1223 2,99881

FHL2 0,953855 7,5731 2,98904

- 0,632818 4,98745 2,97844

BVES 0,562802 4,41779 2,97263

COL9A3 4,47485 33,9787 2,92472

TIMP4 0,919212 6,87193 2,90225

PCP4 12,9505 96,5165 2,89777

FAM65B 0,586237 4,3504 2,89159

FAM43B 0,566592 4,17072 2,87991

CHST1 1,58195 11,6396 2,87927

GLIS1 1,57326 11,4326 2,86132

ACTG2 1,86883 13,5596 2,85911

TNNC1 1,45976 10,129 2,79469

DES 2,40558 16,064 2,73938

DMGDH 1,57146 10,4294 2,73047

- 3,44415 21,9397 2,67132

FGF13 1,54971 9,86503 2,67033

SGCA 0,845961 5,35676 2,6627

PITX1 0,70535 4,44359 2,65531

ADAM19 1,8889 11,8388 2,6479

NPNT 4,31828 26,8438 2,63606

NEXN 1,63591 10,0722 2,62222

EBF3 5,20651 31,7605 2,60884



HOXD12 10,8248 66,0259 2,60869

SSPN 1,38359 8,42164 2,60569

- 5,71101 34,7351 2,60458

FAM20C 2,16806 13,0821 2,59311

NPR3 2,0416 12,182 2,57698

SHC4 0,714816 4,25745 2,57435

NFATC1 3,53718 20,9285 2,5648

RELN 1,02947 6,056 2,55647

ENPEP 1,1851 6,96589 2,5553

GSTA3 2,21328 13,0013 2,5544

CMC4 1,8358 10,6806 2,54051

NRXN1 0,69328 4,00988 2,53205

ADCY3 0,714015 4,12975 2,53203

MEF2C 1,61565 9,32834 2,52951

DAB2 3,82629 21,8599 2,51427

- 3,67337 20,9842 2,51412

RAPSN 2,21139 12,6278 2,51358

EYA4 2,477 14,1075 2,5098

CNFI-A4 3,30812 18,8222 2,50835

MEGF11 1,01551 5,77062 2,50652

SORCS1 1,08709 6,14711 2,49943

RIMS4 1,67345 9,4592 2,49889

MKX 2,53128 14,269 2,49494

CASQ2 0,743218 4,15872 2,48428

TNNC2 9,96322 55,081 2,46687

- 0,974047 5,34155 2,45519

ECM2 2,19682 11,9239 2,44037

GPRC5B 1,73659 9,40068 2,43651

- 5,8009 31,3408 2,43369

ARSH 3,59131 19,3757 2,43167

SULT1B1 3,79483 20,4561 2,43042

PTH-L 2,19645 11,7171 2,41537

SCUBE2 0,848816 4,50572 2,40824

HBZ 1,12208 5,94447 2,40538

FAM167B 0,877671 4,64535 2,40403

RHOH 1,05033 5,55547 2,40307

NDP 1,561 8,24226 2,40057

TRIB1 1,75639 9,26423 2,39906

SOCS1 0,766781 4,03501 2,39569

OPCML 1,10934 5,83511 2,39506

PACSIN1 1,36905 7,19973 2,39476

COL15A1 3,58655 18,6268 2,37671

PLXNA2 1,63285 8,45925 2,37314

OPRM1 2,55198 13,1254 2,36268

LOX 0,956258 4,90404 2,3585

PTN 27,4192 138,785 2,3396

SVEP1 1,04023 5,25661 2,33723

CHN2 1,11386 5,62043 2,33511

EGFLAM 1,48728 7,45592 2,32571

MAP1LC3C 4,00027 19,9575 2,31876

STS 1,19526 5,94735 2,31492

CAP2 0,881144 4,35683 2,30583

ALPK3 1,27213 6,2501 2,29663

GAL3ST1 0,864961 4,24503 2,29507

FGFRL1 4,29556 20,9122 2,28342



- 4,80466 23,2741 2,27622

HSBP1L1 1,33838 6,42733 2,26373

ENPP2 18,2735 87,4079 2,25801

VDAC1 3,43581 16,4002 2,25499

ANGIOPOIETIN-2 1,82128 8,67561 2,25201

FAT3 1,06009 5,04059 2,2494

NEURL1B 1,46778 6,96724 2,24695

LRRC52 0,993972 4,71061 2,24464

FREM1 5,54026 26,137 2,23807

- 1,08726 5,1006 2,22997

SLC18A2 1,39695 6,52185 2,223

ANXA1 3,21988 15,0148 2,22131

TNFAIP8L3 3,74693 17,4229 2,2172

PRSS35 2,0658 9,52809 2,20549

OGN 18,9378 87,1082 2,20154

FK21 2,6908 12,3625 2,19986

DKK2 6,61659 30,182 2,18953

JAG1 6,88017 31,0327 2,17327

FBLN5 6,71051 30,147 2,16752

SLC1A2 3,43319 15,329 2,15864

CHODL 4,52254 20,1431 2,15508

GNOT1 3,60358 16,0286 2,15314

EBF1 3,88234 17,1984 2,14728

C1QTNF1 1,11098 4,83333 2,12119

COLEC12 11,3718 48,7521 2,10001

BCO2 1,30329 5,56388 2,09393

S100A13 3,73739 15,9428 2,0928

uc_338 16,7965 71,6321 2,09244

MBNL2 4,38694 18,6978 2,09159

- 1,55152 6,5977 2,08828

- 2,06146 8,71123 2,07921

SEMA6D 4,93136 20,8376 2,07913

- 2,58336 10,8936 2,07616

NOG 2,35699 9,9261 2,07428

NRTN 0,994719 4,18622 2,07329

THY1 4,46777 18,7976 2,07292

PRIMA1 2,93697 12,354 2,07257

PITPNM3 1,12931 4,74428 2,07075

OTOA 3,0374 12,6102 2,05369

FAM129A 2,63659 10,869 2,04347

UNC5C 6,02839 24,5282 2,0246

RSPO1 1,29002 5,21902 2,01638

NLGN4 1,4013 5,63604 2,00791

NPM3 355,544 88,7377 -2,00241

ADAMTS8 15,8021 3,82757 -2,04562

S100A4 13,2121 3,10916 -2,08727

CNGA3 10,3172 2,33779 -2,14184

IL2RG 4,0939 0,922962 -2,14913

CKV1.1 6,01886 1,33412 -2,17361

IGDCC3 93,5174 19,9855 -2,22628

TMEM86A 4,8526 1,02868 -2,23796

SCARNA6 31,4313 6,61761 -2,24782

RTDR1 5,48684 1,10543 -2,31137

- 9,84603 1,80083 -2,45088

SNORA65 419,469 74,4005 -2,49518



- 8,55589 1,50781 -2,50446

HGF/SF 14,1275 2,1862 -2,692

SLC35E4 13,6815 2,05503 -2,735

NTS 31,8684 4,55606 -2,80627

PGM5 11,121 1,56058 -2,83313

- 4,40413 0,580734 -2,92291

CASR 4,23456 0,500226 -3,08156

HS3ST2 8,92339 0,935001 -3,25455

AVD 19,4942 1,87403 -3,37883

ZBTB16 15,4985 1,29057 -3,58605

CCNJL 6,43851 0,341749 -4,23572

FGF1 6,35685 0,318701 -4,31804

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
DLK1 0 9,14217 inf

FGFBP2 0 9,13402 inf

SMYD1 0 6,41061 inf



TABLE 8. 2/3 anterior in ovo t=0 / pellet t=0
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

S100A10 22,0232 366,133 4,05527

CYR61 2,15216 34,0669 3,98451

VAMP1 2,09496 18,6152 3,15149

- 2,67601 16,8483 2,65444

- 1,4203 8,34206 2,55421

gga-mir-3523 8,11315 45,3163 2,4817

SLC10A4 0,77443 4,03418 2,38107

SBDS 1,19304 6,10153 2,35453

SNORA7 48,216 243,084 2,33387

FOS 3,70385 18,1078 2,28951

SMTNL1 1,49037 7,25319 2,28295

- 0,837391 4,00293 2,25708

LRRN2 1,07074 4,89474 2,19262

TTC32 6,47093 27,6918 2,09741

- 1,08253 4,39086 2,0201

TSPEAR 4,57737 1,14398 -2,00045

COBLL1 4,74789 1,17843 -2,01042

S100A13 16,4944 4,08357 -2,01408

ITGB8 4,1477 1,02133 -2,02186

FGFR2 31,0552 7,62883 -2,0253

PPL 4,20391 1,03244 -2,02567

FAM101A 5,63159 1,38086 -2,02798

- 4,26691 1,04375 -2,03141

TUBAL3 18,7621 4,58852 -2,03172

- 19,2645 4,60796 -2,06374

TDRP 9,27272 2,20258 -2,0738

RAB7B 6,36495 1,51041 -2,07521

SOSTDC1 9,1726 2,1664 -2,08203

ARSJ 7,04581 1,66114 -2,08459

CXCR7 34,8236 8,10063 -2,10396

KLF5 10,4606 2,43208 -2,1047

- 7,62737 1,75453 -2,1201

FREM1 5,47871 1,23812 -2,14569

ST14 17,1746 3,82099 -2,16826

TSPAN13 9,88541 2,19799 -2,16911

CA13 4,93077 1,08966 -2,17793

BIK 4,65438 1,02743 -2,17956

- 92,1403 19,9103 -2,21032

BRINP1 5,49761 1,17795 -2,22253

- 9,62115 1,94226 -2,30847

S100A11 94,4511 19,0134 -2,31255

- 12,1986 2,4326 -2,32614

PAWR 8,82676 1,63965 -2,4285

BATF3 6,53669 1,19381 -2,45299

GRHL1 4,25327 0,769605 -2,46638

- 50,4045 8,71484 -2,53201

GPR56 5,28294 0,890593 -2,5685

SNTB1 4,04283 0,672126 -2,58856

- 5,98826 0,991275 -2,59478

PDE6G 6,67538 1,08837 -2,61669

- 6,3957 1,02882 -2,63612

- 1372,84 218,41 -2,65205



PDGF-A 32,3742 5,10309 -2,6654

KIT 6,30543 0,9668 -2,70531

ZNF385C 25,1622 3,85228 -2,70747

KRT19 30,0316 4,28081 -2,81053

KRT8 46,703 6,22689 -2,90693

NKAIN2 4,5353 0,592391 -2,93658

OVOL2 4,631 0,551802 -3,0691

DSP 13,2369 1,55822 -3,08659

RSPO3 5,69533 0,659954 -3,10934

CYP26A1 34,5756 3,78671 -3,19074

ALCAM 9,74732 1,03596 -3,23404

AAED1 7,18706 0,737964 -3,28378

BDNF 6,67189 0,679772 -3,29497

ESRP2 18,8244 1,91249 -3,29908

THBS2 5,68519 0,564065 -3,33327

CRLF1 4,28043 0,413493 -3,37182

SULF1 7,86544 0,743946 -3,40226

ANXA2 64,2969 6,01813 -3,41736

CDCP1 4,31407 0,402414 -3,4223

SMOC2 16,4387 1,52671 -3,42859

ARID3C 14,673 1,34716 -3,44517

TP63 9,7807 0,895437 -3,44927

CYP26C1 7,85998 0,710348 -3,46793

TMPRSS9 4,15956 0,370299 -3,48967

B3GALNT1 7,24601 0,635652 -3,51088

- 12,006 1,02109 -3,55558

gga-mir-3064 895,794 73,9712 -3,59813

LTBP2 5,63466 0,439223 -3,6813

VWC2 4,31746 0,302629 -3,83456

COL17A1 9,30018 0,626233 -3,89249

- 6,68511 0,44119 -3,92148

MAP7D2 5,23848 0,332914 -3,97592

FNDC1 13,0162 0,76034 -4,09752

ABLIM1 11,8722 0,686608 -4,11196

RIPPLY3 7,5129 0,395048 -4,24927

KRT18 8,61235 0,417252 -4,36742

GALNT3 4,34018 0,203753 -4,41286

gga-mir-6587 223,551 9,04403 -4,62749

- 33,5554 1,35387 -4,63138

CDH1 17,5972 0,707256 -4,63697

CLDN3 26,2869 1,01951 -4,6884

- 72,9325 2,62087 -4,79844

- 5,4129 0,174789 -4,95272

SEMA3D 32,1885 0,783516 -5,36044

C6orf132 6,48899 0,133411 -5,60404

APOD 104,923 2,12195 -5,62779

COL14A1 11,8383 0,144092 -6,36034

WNT6 42,4525 0,377293 -6,81402

CCDC3 21,6657 0,149221 -7,18182

JSC 114,067 0,433407 -8,03994

EPCAM 86,1348 0,318184 -8,08059



gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
WNT7A 14,8793 0 -inf

WNT3A 5,88021 0 -inf

FGF8 82,3063 0 -inf

WNT10A 7,49247 0 -inf

DLX3 17,1002 0 -inf



TABLE 9. 2/3 anterior in ovo t=0 / 2/3 anterior in ovo +16h
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

GDF8 0,404316 25,8745 5,9999

GSC 1,15779 60,0106 5,69577

SSPN 0,208731 4,68618 4,4887

NTF3 0,241959 5,17325 4,41824

EFEMP1 0,378823 7,96797 4,39462

P37NB 0,747548 14,3189 4,25961

MEOX2 1,62935 28,2747 4,11715

SCARA5 0,267275 4,55408 4,09076

STARD13 0,251248 4,25922 4,0834

- 0,798056 11,7874 3,88461

CLIC6 0,709043 10,1157 3,83457

SIX2 0,629001 8,47561 3,75218

CNFI-A4 0,465607 5,91484 3,66715

S100A10 22,0232 267,244 3,60106

ANTXR1 3,07147 37,2028 3,59841

ANGPTL1 5,02188 53,4875 3,4129

OSR2 1,39782 14,4615 3,37096

II 2,05488 20,2551 3,30116

TMEM59L 0,895049 8,79938 3,29736

TMEM82 0,604201 5,91472 3,29121

- 0,43124 4,2201 3,29071

EYA4 0,486156 4,71244 3,27698

DKK2 0,844444 7,59429 3,16884

TNNC2 0,625006 5,60333 3,16434

AGTR1 0,52528 4,58316 3,12519

- 2,05328 17,6564 3,10419

PAPLN 0,604164 5,17764 3,09928

FBLN5 0,673688 5,70302 3,08157

FAM101A 5,63159 46,9467 3,05941

AKR1D1 14,2338 116,87 3,0375

GFRA4 2,31606 18,7532 3,01739

- 0,599474 4,64496 2,9539

ENOX1 1,54712 11,9868 2,95379

CCLI10 1,53504 11,7035 2,93059

EGFL6 0,588951 4,46861 2,92361

ATP6V1G3 0,844373 6,30981 2,90164

NBL1 30,6471 221,288 2,8521

CACNG3 0,866296 6,03066 2,79938

- 1,4203 9,86818 2,79659

DACT1 11,8388 81,3444 2,78053

- 1,2182 7,88722 2,69476

- 2,67601 17,2912 2,69188

ENPP2 4,37781 27,815 2,66758

G6PC2 0,707404 4,46411 2,65777

ENPP1 1,13242 7,14155 2,65683

MAB21L2 52,3152 318,181 2,60454

- 5,50386 33,0321 2,58535

CRISPLD2 1,02492 6,13091 2,58059

RIN3 1,30993 7,76882 2,56821

EDA 4,31064 25,3755 2,55746

- 1,01361 5,7387 2,50121

FAP 4,40369 24,6683 2,48587



JPH1 0,951996 5,30374 2,47798

LAMA2 0,737884 4,05913 2,4597

- 0,769408 4,19135 2,4456

OGN 7,46 40,6078 2,44451

MDFI 1,80688 9,71619 2,42689

LAMB4 1,09345 5,81505 2,41091

MAOB 0,761552 4,04398 2,40876

FAM114A1 1,28429 6,81262 2,40723

EPHA7 2,36664 12,4596 2,39635

LECT1 8,60676 44,7981 2,3799

LINGO1 1,02905 5,28906 2,3617

PRELP 1,23134 6,27367 2,34908

- 0,837391 4,21466 2,33144

ZNRF2 1,73563 8,6302 2,31393

MXRA5 2,57004 12,6083 2,29451

GLIS1 1,03567 5,06415 2,28975

MEGF6 1,92529 9,14851 2,24846

SHOX 8,17856 38,6994 2,24239

ME3 4,12174 19,4301 2,23697

RASL11B 15,449 72,6655 2,23375

- 1,19089 5,59061 2,23096

COL6A1 1,81689 8,50827 2,22739

GLIPR1L 1,07706 5,03807 2,22577

- 2,29856 10,738 2,22392

- 1,67902 7,78196 2,21252

LMO3 4,45459 20,6244 2,21099

IL13RA2 0,903442 4,16755 2,2057

- 1,57781 7,26942 2,20392

- 1,12022 5,14016 2,19803

S100A4 1,58874 7,19154 2,17842

CYR61 2,15216 9,71866 2,17497

- 1,12937 5,01798 2,1516

STOX1 2,10802 9,35023 2,14911

- 1,27754 5,65748 2,14679

MAP3K12 2,7828 12,2543 2,13867

VAMP1 2,09496 9,21999 2,13784

SPP1 4,81434 20,6718 2,10225

SLC26A9 0,954045 4,08322 2,09758

CDERMO-1 12,7703 54,6104 2,09638

BCL11A 3,23678 13,768 2,08868

OLFML2B 4,24382 18,0361 2,08746

IFI35 2,2757 9,59697 2,07627

JDP2 2,57018 10,7772 2,06804

- 1,08253 4,48496 2,05069

CA8 1,02375 4,23872 2,04976

TOX 2,95307 12,0813 2,03248

LRP2BP 1,32287 5,35521 2,01727

FGF22 1,25609 5,0664 2,01202

DLX6 1,96924 7,90622 2,00535

SNORA3 252,899 62,684 -2,01239

ZFAND2A 39,2143 9,15608 -2,09858

P2RY1 29,9363 6,98541 -2,09948

NTS 59,4498 13,8188 -2,10504

ISG12(2) 6,36964 1,4771 -2,10845

- 19,3858 4,46093 -2,11958



- 4,62223 1,04889 -2,13972

IGF2 5,04366 1,13788 -2,14812

- 7,12576 1,59729 -2,15742

BLIMP-1 12,7977 2,86828 -2,15762

LRAT 7,04469 1,55274 -2,18172

NGB 5,94999 1,29772 -2,19691

TMEM240 6,77321 1,44613 -2,22764

CERS3 4,93722 1,05053 -2,23258

KIRREL3 16,2905 3,44487 -2,24151

PTCH2 6,5149 1,34455 -2,27662

TSHZ2 10,0758 2,07066 -2,28274

FGF8 82,3063 16,541 -2,31496

HOXD13 35,4284 7,01614 -2,33616

SP5 20,1086 3,757 -2,42016

TFAP2E 11,1381 2,01182 -2,46893

HOXA1 28,8921 5,12425 -2,49526

UNC5D 5,85261 1,02275 -2,51663

- 8,99802 1,53658 -2,54988

PPP1R9A 9,65056 1,6373 -2,5593

- 4,63054 0,781468 -2,56692

- 6,65471 1,12277 -2,56732

CYP26A1 34,5756 5,61825 -2,62156

DOK5 30,05 4,77666 -2,65329

- 12,006 1,86904 -2,68339

- 12,2951 1,87947 -2,70968

RIPPLY3 7,5129 1,12877 -2,73461

ARID5A 8,29606 1,10328 -2,91063

HOXB1 12,0707 1,59211 -2,9225

KIAA1456 8,15315 0,981589 -3,05417

- 3,99493 0,456642 -3,12904

STC1 5,24508 0,59813 -3,13243

APOD 104,923 9,58692 -3,45211

- 47,2802 4,07025 -3,53805

LIN28A 7,94239 0,520562 -3,93143

RGS7 4,99752 0,204581 -4,61047

gga-mir-3523 8,11315 0,0460047 -7,46234

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
SALL4 70,1823 23,1467 -1,6003

SERPINH1 49,0901 124,777 1,34585

TBX18 18,9297 72,907 1,94541

PAX1 0 12,4019 inf



TABLE 10. 1/2 posterior in ovo t=0 / Pellet t=0
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

TSC22D3 1,21066 12,6606 3,38648

LHX9 10,2572 101,056 3,30044

SNORA73 11,5057 87,6209 2,92892

TWIST3 3,14237 18,1934 2,53349

- 7,65515 42,0236 2,4567

- 2,33958 12,8393 2,45625

- 1,09554 5,91527 2,43281

- 0,746503 4,00293 2,42284

CYR61 6,73226 34,0669 2,33921

NEFM 1,78131 9,00446 2,3377

FOS 3,60755 18,1078 2,32752

ALX-4 7,99211 38,1335 2,25441

- 2,85991 13,5975 2,2493

ANTXR1 0,960952 4,25519 2,14669

FAM150B 4,00876 0,976786 -2,03704

CPZ 8,77046 2,12201 -2,04722

- 7,26082 1,75453 -2,04905

BMP2 27,9903 6,76343 -2,0491

BRINP1 4,9015 1,17795 -2,05695

NANOS1 33,1445 7,84112 -2,07964

gga-mir-6643 547,462 126,319 -2,11569

MPZL3 23,4562 5,36791 -2,12754

NEURL1B 5,83702 1,32571 -2,13846

ST14 16,9613 3,82099 -2,15023

CXCR7 36,5898 8,10063 -2,17534

HOXB9 9,45788 2,08544 -2,18117

- 90,5973 19,9103 -2,18595

- 6,1766 1,35353 -2,19008

TSPAN13 10,0564 2,19799 -2,19385

RNF152 8,99093 1,95265 -2,20304

TP63 4,22271 0,895437 -2,2375

SOSTDC1 10,3256 2,1664 -2,25286

ALDH1A2 27,2916 5,59244 -2,28691

WNT5B 15,5407 3,09391 -2,32855

GATA6 5,52827 1,08931 -2,34341

CSRP2 5,62543 1,09804 -2,35703

PAMR1 8,847 1,69937 -2,38019

IL13RA1 4,37847 0,83062 -2,39817

ZNF385C 20,7896 3,85228 -2,43208

RFX5 6,88033 1,25647 -2,4531

- 5,54104 1,00932 -2,45677

- 12,8467 2,33047 -2,4627

NPR3 9,44479 1,71147 -2,46428

SLC35E4 11,8622 2,13009 -2,47738

SNTB1 3,99594 0,672126 -2,57173

GRHL1 4,66636 0,769605 -2,60011

- 5,41883 0,877799 -2,62602

C17orf105 5,20388 0,822907 -2,66079

LASP-2 4,57129 0,714145 -2,67831

KIT 6,28311 0,9668 -2,70019

CYP26A1 26,7056 3,78671 -2,81813

PDGF-A 36,3124 5,10309 -2,83102



B3GALNT1 4,6322 0,635652 -2,86539

- 16,7291 2,27272 -2,87986

SOCS1 6,09147 0,8237 -2,8866

GPR56 6,62334 0,890593 -2,89472

LGR6 4,18412 0,560528 -2,90007

DSP 12,3205 1,55822 -2,98309

gga-mir-3064 600,615 73,9712 -3,02141

NKAIN2 4,85963 0,592391 -3,03623

PTPLA 8,98632 1,09003 -3,04336

THBS2 4,69855 0,564065 -3,05828

IFI27L2 12,6072 1,51233 -3,0594

SHH 7,87518 0,928407 -3,08448

SULF1 6,53778 0,743946 -3,13553

PAWR 14,758 1,63965 -3,17004

KRT8 56,8025 6,22689 -3,18937

TFPI2 6,69363 0,730403 -3,19602

ESRP2 17,6807 1,91249 -3,20865

LTBP2 4,2794 0,439223 -3,28438

PRKCH 4,11941 0,422578 -3,28515

KRT19 44,5796 4,28081 -3,38043

SMOC2 17,7472 1,52671 -3,53909

ALCAM 12,5175 1,03596 -3,59491

RSPO3 7,9792 0,659954 -3,59581

COL17A1 7,61017 0,626233 -3,60316

ANXA2 74,0063 6,01813 -3,62026

MAP7D2 4,18417 0,332914 -3,65172

FNDC1 9,64818 0,76034 -3,66554

ARID3C 17,1494 1,34716 -3,67017

gga-mir-6587 124,697 9,04403 -3,78532

ABLIM1 12,8537 0,686608 -4,22656

- 8,31521 0,44119 -4,23628

GRHL2 4,40648 0,222745 -4,30616

CRLF1 8,36103 0,413493 -4,33775

CDH1 14,6867 0,707256 -4,37614

BARX2B 4,3973 0,171447 -4,68078

CLDN3 26,2685 1,01951 -4,68739

- 40,942 1,35387 -4,91842

SEMA3D 26,4435 0,783516 -5,07681

KRT18 14,5016 0,417252 -5,11915

- 115,204 2,62087 -5,45801

C6orf132 6,75399 0,133411 -5,66179

APOD 118,256 2,12195 -5,80037

COL14A1 12,5792 0,144092 -6,44791

WNT6 43,4017 0,377293 -6,84592

CCDC3 22,2735 0,149221 -7,22174

EPCAM 78,0078 0,318184 -7,93761

JSC 112,094 0,433407 -8,01478



gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
WNT7A 17,5681 0 -inf

FGF8 74,2224 0 -inf

TBX3 131,605 37,6811 -1,8043

MECOM 21,6159 58,5403 1,43733

PTCH2 41,5777 10,9703 -1,9222

WNT10A 6,35692 0 -inf

DLX3 15,2901 0 -inf

CHAC1 0 5,01258 inf



TABLE 11. 1/2 posterior in ovo t=0 / 2/3 anterior in ovo t=0
gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)

RSPO4 0,471563 4,83376 3,35762

- 7,65515 74,8226 3,28897

- 0,6417 5,4129 3,07643

- 0,577711 4,77146 3,04601

- 0,495805 3,99493 3,01033

LHX9 10,2572 79,9109 2,96175

gga-mir-6683 30,9348 211,075 2,77046

- 7,90693 50,4045 2,67236

SNORA73 11,5057 62,5175 2,44191

5_8S_rRNA 27,9567 151,376 2,43687

SESN3 0,839312 4,39741 2,38938

- 3,17983 16,5154 2,37679

TSC22D3 1,21066 6,23078 2,36362

- 4,60345 22,9133 2,3154

ALX-4 7,99211 38,4017 2,26452

SNCB 1,16667 5,23071 2,16461

- 1,09554 4,71837 2,10665

ISG12(2) 1,48613 6,36964 2,09965

- 2,85991 12,2042 2,09334

- 2,82478 12,006 2,08755

FAM109A 2,31885 9,74807 2,07171

SNORD97 35,4841 148,904 2,06913

- 1,10902 4,62223 2,0593

HOXD12 101,146 25,1155 -2,00979

LMO1 12,2351 2,93123 -2,06144

SBDS 4,98985 1,19304 -2,06436

NANOS1 33,1445 7,3071 -2,1814

- 10,1629 1,88995 -2,42689

- 15,4307 2,8429 -2,44037

- 4,42571 0,773492 -2,51645

PARD6A 5,40265 0,942607 -2,51894

APOA1 5,32195 0,918001 -2,53539

PTCH2 41,5777 6,5149 -2,674

gga-mir-6584 367,731 55,699 -2,72293

C17orf105 5,20388 0,788141 -2,72306

HOXB9 9,45788 1,34905 -2,80957

NPR3 9,44479 1,26535 -2,89998

KCNK15 4,16396 0,522464 -2,99455

- 5,41883 0,63988 -3,08211

S100A10 237,598 22,0232 -3,43143

SHH 7,87518 0,310168 -4,66619

gene FPKM 1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
TBX3 131,605 33,2285 -1,98572



gene FPKM1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
IL2RG 0,279977 4,0939 3,87009

SCN4B 0,621888 6,3072 3,34227

AVD 2,60141 19,4942 2,90568

SNORA81 18,6006 132,91 2,83703

CLDN10 0,866008 6,07846 2,81125

FGF16 2,64256 17,5755 2,73356

HS3ST2 1,39542 8,92339 2,6769

C1QB 1,10636 6,9769 2,65676

LGALS1 1,31736 7,94473 2,59235

- 1,27835 7,63412 2,57818

ESM1 1,41057 8,24544 2,54732

CSTA 3,16142 17,3356 2,45509

SLC2A4RG 1,9308 10,2965 2,41488

C1QA 1,31779 6,94727 2,39833

gga-mir-6585 92,9594 472,803 2,34657

ARID5A 1,10328 5,59961 2,34353

FABP4 1,3069 6,61551 2,33971

- 0,999975 4,99295 2,31993

C12orf43 2,47845 11,3988 2,20137

- 50,602 228,908 2,1775

FGF1 1,45838 6,35685 2,12395

VWC2L 1,47051 6,04061 2,03838

- 1,70392 6,95749 2,02971

EPHA3 4,13489 1,01258 -2,02981

- 10,1647 2,41135 -2,07565

EBF3 22,2681 5,20651 -2,09659

CMC4 8,10951 1,8358 -2,1432

- 5,54404 1,1874 -2,22313

- 7,26942 1,48529 -2,2911

- 11,1705 2,28129 -2,29177

CLIC6 10,1157 2,02115 -2,32334

TBX3 32,3262 6,19448 -2,38365

GDF8 25,8745 4,66955 -2,47017

SAMD12 4,03168 0,707996 -2,50957

- 8,23047 1,39944 -2,55612

TNNC1 8,59244 1,45976 -2,55734

SNORD97 213,435 35,9127 -2,57123

PHF21B 11,5565 1,85733 -2,6374

SCARA5 4,55408 0,729062 -2,64305

PLA2G2E 10,9888 1,61249 -2,76867

- 7,88722 1,14375 -2,78575

TBX2 29,8404 4,30388 -2,79356

SOX6 6,8103 0,871764 -2,96571

ATP6V1G3 6,30981 0,806647 -2,96759

PPP1R1B 5,65293 0,546751 -3,37004

PAX1 12,4019 0,501104 -4,62931

gene FPKM1 FPKM 2 log2(fold_change)
ALX-4 89,2432 31,1192 -1,51994

     TABLE 12. 2/3 anterior in ovo+16h / aRL+24h
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An intrinsic timer specifies distal structures
of the vertebrate limb
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Maria A. Ros1,3 & Matthew Towers2

How the positional values along the proximo-distal axis (stylopod-zeugopod-autopod) of the

limb are specified is intensely debated. Early work suggested that cells intrinsically change

their proximo-distal positional values by measuring time. Recently, however, it is suggested

that instructive extrinsic signals from the trunk and apical ectodermal ridge specify the

stylopod and zeugopod/autopod, respectively. Here, we show that the zeugopod and autopod

are specified by an intrinsic timing mechanism. By grafting green fluorescent protein-

expressing cells from early to late chick wing buds, we demonstrate that distal mesenchyme

cells intrinsically time Hoxa13 expression, cell cycle parameters and the duration of the

overlying apical ectodermal ridge. In addition, we reveal that cell affinities intrinsically change

in the distal mesenchyme, which we suggest results in a gradient of positional values along

the proximo-distal axis. We propose a complete model in which a switch from extrinsic

signalling to intrinsic timing patterns the vertebrate limb.
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A
n enigmatic problem in developmental biology is how the
positional values along the proximo-distal axis (that is,
humerus to digits) of the vertebrate limb are specified.

Although this has been a topic of intense investigation, a
consensus model has not been reached. Currently, a variation on
a two-signal model involving proximal signals from the trunk and
distal signals from the apical ectodermal ridge (AER)—the
thickened epithelium that rims the distal mesenchyme of the
limb—is favoured. Mercader et al.1 proposed a model in which
AER-derived fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) repress a proximal
programme that specifies the stylopod (that is, humerus), leaving
it unclear as to how the more distal zeugopod (that is, radius/
ulna) and autopod (that is, wrist/digits) structures are specified.
Instead, Mariani et al.2 suggested that instructive FGF signals
specify presumptive autopod structures early, and that then
intercalation between this domain and the presumptive stylopod
results in the specification of the zeugopod. However, this
sequence of proximo-distal specification has not been confirmed,
as no molecular markers are known. Recently, work on the chick
limb has shown that the stylopod is specified by diffusible signals,
the identity of which is considered to be retinoic acid3,4, although
this is controversial5. Therefore, how the zeugopod and autopod
segments are specified remains contentious and some patterns of
gene expression in the chick wing bud are not consistent with a
signal-based mechanism. Thus, Hairy2 (a gene involved in the
somitogenesis clock) displays an oscillatory expression pattern6

and Hoxa13 (an autopod marker), cannot be prematurely
activated by AER signals that maintain its expression7,8. It has
been proposed that Hoxa13 expression is more consistent with
the earlier progress zone model9 (for recent discussions see refs
10,11). In the progress zone model, derived from embryological
experiments on the chick wing bud, timing by an intrinsic clock
operating in distal mesenchyme cells (the progress zone) is
proposed to specify proximo-distal positional values9. An
additional feature of this model is that extrinsic AER signals
give distal mesenchyme cells the competence to measure time
according to their own intrinsic clock.

To distinguish between intrinsic and signal-based timing
mechanisms for specifying the zeugopod and autopod segments,
we performed heterochronic transplants of small blocks of distal
mesenchyme cells (150 mm) from young green fluorescent protein
(GFP)-expressing12 donor chick wing buds underneath the intact
AER of older wild-type host wing buds: a procedure that

preserves the host limb bud architecture and incorporates the
donor tissue within the signalling environment of the host distal
mesenchyme. It is predicted that, if proximo-distal specification is
intrinsically timed, then grafts of HH20 distal cells made to older
(by 24 h) HH24 buds should behave according to the age of the
donor wing bud; but if fate is controlled by extrinsic signalling,
then the grafted cells should be re-specified and develop
according to the host age. Using this technique, we reveal that
distal cells develop according to their own age and that the
positional values of the zeugopod and autopod are progressively
specified in an intrinsically timed manner.

Results
The host environment appears to determine distal graft fate.
Earlier dye-based fate maps revealed that HH20 cells at the distal
mesenchyme of the chick wing give rise to the zeugopod (radius/
ulna), and at HH24, the autopod (wrist/digits)13,14. To see if our
grafting technique could replicate these earlier fate maps, we
performed homochronic grafts of 150 mm blocks of HH20 and
HH24 GFP-expressing chick wing distal tissue under the AER of
wild-type host buds (Fig. 1a,d). On days 11–12 of development,
the GFP-labelled cells gave rise to the same structures along the
proximo-distal axis as mesenchyme cells labelled at equivalent
stages with dyes13,14—zeugopod and autopod with HH20 grafts
(Fig. 1b,c—blue asterisks, j) and autopod only with HH24 grafts
(Fig. 1e,f—red asterisks, j). These fate maps show that grafts of
distal mesenchyme cells incorporate well and develop like host
tissue. To understand if extrinsic signals or an intrinsic timing
mechanism determines the proximo-distal positional values of
grafted cells, and hence the structures that they contribute to, we
made heterochronic grafts of blocks of HH20 distal tissue to
HH24 buds (Fig. 1g). Analyses of the fate maps on days 11–12
revealed that these grafts gave rise to structures distal to the
zeugopod (Fig. 1h,i—black asterisks, j) comparable with the
presumptive fate of host HH24 distal cells and not donor HH20
cells (Fig. 1j). Therefore, this finding suggests that the signalling
environment provided by the age of the host determines the
positional value of grafted chick wing distal mesenchyme cells.

Hoxa13 is intrinsically timed in distal cells. Previous evidence
suggests that AER-derived FGFs in the chick wing bud are
required to remove retinoic acid signals from the flank that
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Figure 1 | The environment appears to determine distal graft fate. Blocks (150 mm) of GFP-expressing (depicted as green in this and all schematic

representations) HH20 chick wing distal mesenchyme denuded of ectoderm and grafted under the AER of wild-type HH20 buds (a) give rise to structures

distal to the stylopod (n¼ 5/5, b,c, blue asterisks—j). GFP-expressing HH24 distal mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER of wild-type HH24 buds

(d) give rise to structures distal to the zeugopod (n¼ 7/7, e,f, red asterisks—j). GFP-expressing HH20 distal mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER

of wild-type HH24 buds (g) give rise to structures distal to the autopod (n¼ 8/8, h,i, black asterisks—j). Each asterisk represents the proximal boundary of

the grafted tissue for each experiment. Note, h-humerus; u-ulna; r-radius; 1, 2 and 3 are the digits in anterior to posterior sequence. Scale bars: 1 mm.
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inhibit the epigenetically timed programme of expression of the
distal autopod marker, Hoxa13 (refs 7,8) (see normal expression
pattern—Supplementary Fig. 1). Therefore, this is not consistent
with the positional values of distal mesenchyme cells being
determined by the age of extrinsic signalling environment
(Fig. 1g–j). To address this discrepancy, we asked whether, in our
heterochronic grafting assay, Hoxa13 expression reflects the age
of the donor distal mesenchyme or the host-signalling environ-
ment. In control homochronic grafts of HH20 distal mesenchyme
cells made to HH20 buds (Fig. 2a), activation of Hoxa13
expression occurred concomitantly in host and donor tissue
and a normal pattern was observed after 24 h, showing that the
grafting process does not affect the dynamics of Hoxa13 tran-
scription (Fig. 2b,c, note serial sections hybridized with Hoxa13
and Gfp riboprobes to show the graft). However, in heterochronic
HH20 grafts made to HH24 buds (Fig. 2d), Hoxa13 expression in
the graft was undetectable until around 24 h after grafting
(Fig. 2e,f). In fact, transcripts were first detected in the
distal part of the grafted tissue (arrows—Fig. 2e,f—then at HH24)
and were absent in the proximal part (asterisks Fig. 2e,f),
despite the entire graft being surrounded by Hoxa13-expressing
host tissue (then at HH27—see also Supplementary Fig. 2). By
48 h, Hoxa13 was expressed throughout the graft (then at HH27)
and was indistinguishable from host tissue expression (then at
HH29, Fig. 2g,h). Together, these data show that, despite
the age of the extrinsic environment appearing to dictate the
proximo-distal level that heterochronic grafts contribute to
(Fig. 1), the activation of Hoxa13 expression is timed on
donor schedule. In addition, our results confirm that AER
signals, either directly or indirectly, are required for Hoxa13
induction, since grafts made to the presumptive zeugopod
do not express Hoxa13 (Supplementary Fig. 3). In addition,
the rapid proximal spread of Hoxa13 expression within the
graft suggests that the establishment of the mature Hoxa13
expression domain (Supplementary Fig. 1) is not just due to
proliferation of a small founder population of sub-AER HH22
distal mesenchyme cells15, but also due to transcriptional
initiation in progressively more proximal tissue. An alternative
explanation for the distal restriction of Hoxa13 expression in
heterochronic grafts is that more proximal cells selectively die,
but TUNEL analyses revealed no evidence of abnormal apoptosis
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

AER duration is timed by the distal mesenchyme. The AER is
maintained by signalling from the underlying mesenchyme16,17

and is required for limb outgrowth until it regresses at around
HH29/30 in the chick wing18. Therefore, since Hoxa13 expression
is intrinsically timed, we asked if the capacity to maintain the
AER is also an intrinsic property related to the age of the distal
mesenchyme, by examining Fgf8 expression. During normal
development, high-level Fgf8 expression abruptly terminates at
around stage HH29, first in the AER over the interdigits and then
over the digits19. In control homochronic grafts of HH24 distal
mesenchyme cells made to HH24 buds (Fig. 3a), after 48 h
(HH29), Fgf8 expression was indistinguishable between right-
hand experimental and left-hand contralateral buds (asterisks,
Fig. 3b–d). At 72 h (HH30), only residual Fgf8 expression could
be detected in left and right buds, showing that transcription was
terminated at the same time (asterisks, Fig. 3e–g). Instead, in
heterochronic grafts of HH20 distal tissue made to HH24 host
buds (Fig. 3h), after 48 and 72 h, Fgf8 was expressed in the AER
overlying the grafted tissue at higher levels than in the equivalent
AER region of the contralateral bud (asterisks, Fig. 3i–n).
Therefore, the expression of Fgf8 in the AER over the graft was
extended for about 24 h longer than in the corresponding region
of contralateral limb AER—equivalent to the difference in age
between host and donor tissue. This result demonstrates that
distal mesenchyme cells can locally maintain the AER in an
intrinsically timed manner.

Distal cell cycle parameters are intrinsically timed. We have
previously shown that the intrinsic behaviour of Sonic hedgehog-
producing polarizing region cells of the chick wing bud is linked
with stage-specific cell cycle parameters20. Therefore, to test if
adjacent non-polarizing distal mesenchyme cells have stage-
specific cell cycle parameters, we undertook flow cytometric
analyses at a range of stages between HH20 and HH30
(equivalent to the distal 150 mm tissue used in grafting
experiments). We found that the proportion of chick wing
distal mesenchyme cells in G1-phase increases from 56.9 to 64.5%
between stages HH20 and HH27 (B48 h), then abruptly to 85.7%
by HH30 (B96 h after HH20) indicating a loss of proliferative
potential (Fig. 4a) that is comparable with the cells of the
polarizing region20. Accordingly, the proportion of S-phase cells
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Figure 2 | Hoxa13 expression is intrinsically timed. In grafts of HH20 distal mesenchyme cells made to the same stage wing buds (a), the presence of the

grafted tissue does not perturb the establishment of a normal domain of Hoxa13 expression. Note that the graft cannot be distinguished by Hoxa13
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expressing HH20 distal mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER of wild-type HH24 buds (d) Hoxa13 is expressed in an intrinsically timed manner
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decreases from 18.0 to 4.4% and G2/M-phase cells decreases from
25.1 to 9.9% over the same time interval (Fig. 4a). To examine
whether, as with the polarizing region, the cell cycle parameters of
the adjacent distal mesenchyme are intrinsically controlled, we
carried out flow cytometry on cells from grafts of HH20 distal
tissue made under the AER of HH24 buds (Fig. 4b). By 48 (host
at HH29) and 72 h (host at HH30), the proportion of G1-phase
cells in the distal most 150 mm of the grafted tissue was
significantly less (6.2 and 7.3% reduction, respectively) than in
equivalent host tissue in contralateral buds (Fig. 4c,d, G1-phase
percentages differ by o2% in left and right distal mesenchyme
cells of normal buds and also those with homochronic grafts, see
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). In addition, the proportion of
cells in S and G2/M phases in grafted tissue was significantly
higher than in host tissue, consistent with increased proliferative
potential (Fig. 4c,d). Indeed, the cell cycle phase values of grafted
cells are similar to those expected for the stages of the younger
donor embryos (HH27 and HH29—Fig. 4a). These data show
that the cell cycle parameters of chick wing distal mesenchyme
cells are intrinsically regulated.

Distal positional values are intrinsically timed. Having
demonstrated that grafts of HH20 distal mesenchyme cells made
to HH24 buds intrinsically time Hoxa13 expression, AER main-
tenance and cell proliferation, we investigated why their proximo-
distal positional value appears to be influenced by the age of the
host environment (Fig. 1h–j). Positional values are expressed as a
gradient of cell adhesion along the proximo-distal axis of the

limb21 and the differential adhesion between proximal and distal
chick wing bud cells causes them to sort out in culture22,23.
Therefore, we tested if the adhesive properties, and hence
positional values of distal mesenchyme cells, are acquired in
response to extrinsic signals or by an intrinsic timing mechanism
in vivo. To achieve this, we disaggregated blocks of wild-type
HH20 (zeugopod progenitor—Fig. 1j) and GFP-expressing HH24
(autopod progenitor—Fig. 1j) distal mesenchyme cells into single
cells that were then re-aggregated and grafted to HH24 buds (see
Materials and methods). Thus, if positional values are specified by
host HH24 signals, then the grafted HH20 and HH24 cells are
predicted to acquire equivalent adhesive properties and remain
randomly dispersed in the grafts. Alternatively, if positional
values are specified by an intrinsic timer, then grafted HH20 cells
are not expected to be influenced by host HH24 signals, so should
maintain adhesive properties reflective of their programmed fate,
and thus sort out from grafted HH24 cells.

In control grafts of GFP-expressing HH24 and wild-type HH24
distal mesenchyme cells made to HH24 buds (Fig. 5a), there
appeared to be a random distribution of cells as assessed by GFP
immunofluorescence (Fig. 5b–e—see Supplementary Fig. 4 for
detection of Gfp mRNA). To quantitate this behaviour, we
determined the distribution of GFP-expressing cells between the
inner and outer regions of such grafts (inner/outer defined as half
the distance from the centre of the graft to the periphery—see
Materials and methods). At 24 h, the inner/outer distribution of
grafted GFP-expressing HH24 cells was 49%/51% (Fig. 5b,c) and
at 48 h, 55%/45% (Fig. 5d,e). On the other hand, grafts of GFP-
expressing HH24 cells and wild-type HH20 cells made to HH24
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Figure 3 | AER duration is locally controlled by the distal mesenchyme. In grafts of HH24 distal mesenchyme cells made to the same stage wing buds
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buds (Fig. 5f) showed a non-random distribution (Fig. 5g–j, see
Supplementary Fig. 4 for detection of Gfp mRNA). At 24 h, the
inner/outer distribution of grafted GFP-expressing HH24 cells
was 24%/76% (Fig. 5g,h) and at 48 h, 29%/71% (Fig. 5i,j).
Therefore, this result shows that GFP-expressing HH24 distal
mesenchyme cells had sorted out to the periphery of the graft, to
associate with host tissue of the same age (then at HH27, Fig. 5g,h
and HH29, Fig. 5i,j), In addition, this cell sorting confines wild-
type HH20 distal mesenchyme cells (then at HH24, Fig. 5g,h and
HH27, Fig. 5i,j) to the centre of the grafts (Supplementary Fig. 4).
A similar pattern was still observed in 12-day-old wings thus
showing that the distribution of cells caused by this earlier sorting
event is maintained. Therefore, grafted GFP-expressing HH24
cells contact host cells of the same age (then both at day 12)
and surround grafted HH20 wild-type cells (then at day 11,
Fig. 5k–n). This result suggests that the inability of grafted HH20
zeugopod progenitor cells to contact host cells with equivalent

positional values—that would have been displaced proximally at
an earlier stage—entrains them into autopod structures and
explains why grafts comprising HH20 cells made to HH24 buds
are only able to contribute to the autopod (Fig. 5o—see Fig. 1h–j).

In summary, these data show that individual cells of different
ages and proximo-distal fates sort out when grafted beneath the
AER, thus indicating that the adhesive properties of cells, and
hence positional values of the chick wing zeugopod and autopod,
are specified by an intrinsic timer.

Discussion
In this study, we set out to determine the contributions that
extrinsic signalling and intrinsic timing mechanisms play in the
specification of the distal structures of the limb. Our results
provide evidence that an intrinsic timer, operating in distal chick
wing mesenchyme cells, specifies the positional values of the
zeugopod and autopod—consistent with the classical progress
zone model9. Our findings allow us to present a complete model
of proximo-distal limb patterning (Fig. 6a–d).

During limb initiation stages, trunk-derived retinoic acid
specifies the stylopod3,4 (Fig. 6a—HH18/19 in the chick wing
characterized by Meis1/2 expression). Over time, AER-derived
FGFs induce the retinoic acid-degrading enzyme Cyp26b1
(ref. 24), and this, along with limb bud outgrowth, creates a
retinoic acid-free distal mesenchyme domain (Fig. 6b,c). We
propose that this event triggers an intrinsic timer in distal
mesenchyme cells and the switch from proximal (stylopod) to
distal (zeugopod/autopod) specification. Distal mesenchyme cells
that activate this programme first transit through a phase of
zeugopod specification (Fig. 6b—HH20–22, characterized by
Hoxa/d11 expression), and then a second phase of autopod
specification (Fig. 6c—HH23–24, characterized by Hoxa/d13
expression).

Importantly, we demonstrated that this intrinsic programme
results in the acquisition of stage-specific cell adhesion properties,
which are a read-out of proximo-distal positional values21–23. The
fact that cells are being constantly displaced from the distal
mesenchyme by an intrinsically timed programme of
proliferation thus provides a robust mechanism by which a
precise gradient of positional values can become established
(Fig. 6d). Our findings therefore support the early idea that an
intrinsic cell cycle clock25, sustained by AER signalling, is part of
the timing mechanism that specifies the positional values of the
zeugopod and autopod.

It has previously been shown that the switch from proximal to
distal specification is associated with the epigenetic activation of
the distal autopod marker, Hoxa13 (ref. 8). We have extended
these studies in showing that timing of Hoxa13 expression is
related to the age of the mesenchyme and is activated in a distal to
proximal wave, which we suggest reflects the removal of
inhibitory retinoic acid from the limb bud. Although it is
unclear how the specification of positional values relates to the
final limb anatomy, it is intriguing that Hoxa13 regulates cell
adhesion molecules such as EphrinA7 (ref. 26). Therefore, given
that the dosage of 50 Hoxa/d gene products modulates the number
of elements forming in the autopod by a Turing-type reaction-
diffusion mechanism27, it is tempting to speculate that a link
between this process of self-organization and cell adhesion exists.

Our finding that the intrinsic timing mechanism is not affected
by the age of the AER supports the early proposal that AER
signalling in the chick wing fulfils a permissive role in proximo-
distal patterning (Fig. 6a–c)28, rather than the instructive role
suggested by genetic experiments on the mouse limb2. Moreover,
we showed that distal mesenchyme cells locally maintain the
overlying AER for the appropriate duration to sustain outgrowth
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tissue—bars indicate standard error of the mean between the repeat

experiments (a). In each experiment between 8,000 and 10,000 cells were

counted from 10 to 12 pooled strips of distal tissue each obtained from

separate buds. Blocks (150mm) of GFP-expressing HH20 distal

mesenchyme tissue grafted beneath the AER of wild-type HH24 buds (b),

after 48 h (c), G1¼ 64.2%, S¼ 13.4%, G2/M¼ 22.4% phase cells in

grafted right wing distal mesenchyme blocks (150mm) compared with

G1¼ 70.4%, S¼8.6%, G2/M¼ 21.0% phase cells in equal numbers of

contralateral left wing bud distal mesenchyme blocks (one pool of n¼ 10

cubes of tissue, each taken from separate left control and experimental

right buds). After 72 h (d), G1¼ 74.0%, S¼9.5%, G2/M¼ 16.5% of cells in

grafted right wing distal mesenchyme blocks (150mm) compared with

G1¼ 81.3%, S¼ 6.9%, G2/M¼ 11.8% of cells in equal numbers of

contralateral left wing bud distal mesenchyme blocks (one pool of n¼ 10

cubes of tissue in both cases). In both experiments, more than 10,000 cells

were counted and there is a significant difference in G1, S and G2/M

numbers between left and right distal mesenchyme (Pearson’s w2 test—

Po0.0001) consistent with graft behaving intrinsically.
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Figure 5 | An intrinsic timer specifies distal positional values. Disaggregated GFP-expressing HH24 and wild-type HH24 autopod progenitor cells
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(b,c, n¼ 2/2) and 48 h (d,e, n¼ 3/3, green shows GFP immunofluorescence and blue DAPI staining—the inner/outer regions defined as half the distance

from the centre of the graft to the periphery as indicated by yellow rings). Disaggregated HH24 GFP-expressing autopod progenitor cells and wild-type

HH20 zeugopod progenitor cells re-aggregated into pellets and grafted to HH24 buds (f) sort out after 24 h (g,h, n¼ 3/3) and 48 h (i,j, n¼ 3/3). Note the

difference in cell distribution between the homochronic and heterochronic mixed grafts was very significantly different (Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon U-test—

P-value o0.0001). Autopod progenitor cells (then at HH27—g or HH29—i) predominantly localize to the periphery of the grafts (between the yellow

rings) to aggregate with host cells of the same age and zeugopod progenitor cells (then at HH24—g or HH27—i) are confined to the centre of the grafts.

Development of grafts comprising of HH24 GFP-expressing autopod progenitor cells and wild-type HH20 zeugopod progenitor cells made to HH24 buds

(k). Autopod progenitor cells (then at day 12) localize to edge of grafted tissue to contact host cells of same age and zeugopod progenitor cells (then at day

11) are confined to the centre of the graft (l,m n¼4/5). Such grafts contribute to the autopod (n,o –purple asterisks n¼ 5/5; compare with HH20–20

grafts, blue asterisks; HH24-HH24 grafts, red asterisks and HH20–24 grafts black asterisks). Note in (n) u-ulna; r-radius; 1, 2 and 3 are the digits in anterior

to posterior sequence). Scale bars—100 mm in (b,d,g,i; 1 mm in l,n).
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(Fig. 6b,c). It is possible that the AER and subjacent mesenchyme
mutually maintain each other’s maturation stage and that the
AER reverts to a less mature stage upon our transplantation
experiments. The possibility that permissive AER signals increase
over time, which has never been demonstrated, cannot be
excluded and requires further investigation.

A fundamental issue is whether extrinsic signals or an intrinsic
timer re-specifies missing positional values during limb regenera-
tion. It was recently demonstrated that amputated adult axolotl
limbs regenerate missing structures in a proximal to distal
sequence29, rather than by intercalation as previously suggested30.
Thus, since it is difficult to conceive that signalling gradients can
operate over the sheer size of the adult limb, an attractive
alternative is that an intrinsic timer, recapitulating the embryonic
one we have described here, governs limb regeneration—of at
least the zeugopod and autopod segments. On a more general
note, it is likely that the timers operating during proximo-distal
limb patterning and somitogenesis share common components,
such as the Hairy2 gene, that has an oscillatory expression profile
in both systems6,31. Moreover, an emerging theme is that both
signal and time-based mechanisms operate together during
embryogenesis32. Whether timing in other patterning systems is
an intrinsic property remains largely undetermined.

Methods
Chick husbandry and tissue grafting. Wild-type and GFP-expressing fertilized
Brown Leghorn chicken eggs were incubated, opened and staged according to
Hamilton Hamburger33. For tissue grafts, wing buds of GFP-expressing HH20 or
HH24 embryos were used, the posterior border containing the polarizing region
was discarded and a stripe of 150mm of distal sub-AER mesenchyme was dissected.
The overlying ectoderm was dissected away after incubation in 0.25% trypsin at
room temperature for 2 min and the mesenchyme stripe was then cut into two or
three cuboidal pieces. These were then placed in slits made using a fine sharpened
tungsten needle along the junction between the AER and subjacent mesenchyme in
the mid-distal region of wing buds of normal host embryos at HH20 or HH24.
Hosts were immediately returned to the incubator and harvested for analyses as
desired. Before fixation, the development of the graft was examined and
photographed under UVA light. For the grafts of re-aggregated distal tissue, stripes
of distal tissue of GFP-expressing and wild-type wing buds were obtained following
the above protocol. The tissue was disaggregated to single cells by gentle pipetting
that were counted to make a ratio of 1 GFP-expressing to seven wild-type cells.
Pilot experiments determined this ratio of labelled versus unlabelled cells was
optimal for detection of labelled cells. The cells were then centrifuged at
2,500 r.p.m. for 8 min and resulting pellets were incubated for 20 min at 38 �C for
consolidation, and then sectioned to generate blocks of 150 mm for tissue grafts.

In situ hybridization. Digoxigenin-labelled antisense riboprobes were prepared for
Gfp, Fgf8 and Hoxa13. Gfp (Aequorea victoria) is the full-length open reading
frame, cloned into the pGEM T easy vector (Promega) and transcribed with SP6
polymerase (Roche); Fgf8 (Gallus gallus) is the full-length open reading frame
cloned into pBlueScript and transcribed with T7 polymerase (Roche); Hoxa13
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Figure 6 | Model for chick wing proximo-distal patterning. At early limb initiation stages (HH18/19) trunk-derived retinoic acid (RA) specifies the

positional value of the stylopod (humerus, a,d—orange) and then (HH20–22) intrinsic timing specifies the positional values of the zeugopod (forewing, b,d

-blue) and later still (HH23–24) the autopod (wrist/digits, c,d—green). AER-derived FGFs are permissive factors that sustain growth of the limb bud and

suppress the proximal programme including Meis1/2 expression by inducing Cyp26b1 that degrades retinoic acid (red line). Elimination of retinoic acid from

the distal mesenchyme of the wing bud triggers the switch to intrinsic timing and mesenchyme cells express 5’Hoxa/d genes and maintain AER-derived

FGFs. Following the phase of proximal specification (a), cell adhesion properties and hence positional values intrinsically change over time (b,c, greater

adhesion of cells shown by additionalþ symbols in lower insets) and this results in a spatial gradient of positional values along the proximo-distal axis as

cells are displaced from the distal mesenchyme by an intrinsic programme of proliferation (arrows—lower insets a–c—graded blue/green on skeleton, d).
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(Gallus gallus) is a partial clone (80–290 of a 290 amino acid protein) in pBlue-
Script and transcribed with T3 polymerase (Roche). Briefly, for in situ hybridiza-
tion in tissue sections, the samples were fixed overnight in 4% PFA, dehydrated,
cleared, embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 7 mm. Consecutive sections were
placed on separate slides to be analysed with different probes. The sections were
de-paraffined, rehydrated, mildly digested with proteinase K (10 mg ml� 1 for
10 min) and hybridized overnight. Sections were then washed with decreasing
concentrations of SSC in 50% formamide (at 65 �C), and then blocked at room
temperature with 10% sheep serum before overnight incubation at 4 �C in the
standard anti-digoxigenin antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase
(Roche,1:2,000). Finally, the staining reaction was carried out with NBT/BCIP and
allowed to develop for the desired time.

Immunofluorescence and quantification of cell distribution. Detection of
GFP-expressing cells was performed by immunofluorescence on 7 mm paraffin
sections. The sections were de-waxed, and blocked for 1–2 h with blocking buffer
(1% bovine serum albumin, 1% goat serum in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)).
Cells were then incubated overnight at 4 �C with a rabbit polyclonal antibody for
GFP (Life technologies) diluted 1:1,000 in washing buffer (blocking buffer diluted
1:10 in 1� PBS), and immune complexes were detected with an Alexa-488 con-
jugated anti-rabbit antibody (Invitrogen) diluted 1:250 in washing buffer (in all
cases, fluorescence was only observed in transgenic tissue expressing GFP and not
in wild-type tissue). Finally, sections were counterstained with 0.5 mg ml� 1 of
DAPI, mounted in Vectashield and 1.5 mm thick Z-stacks (five optical sections per
Z-stack) were acquired using a SP-5 laser-scan confocal microscope (Leica
Microsystems) with a � 20, 0.7 NA objective, a 2 Airy pinhole and 400 Hz scan-
ning speed. Cells were excited sequentially with 405 and 488 nm laser lines and
fluorescence emission captured between 415 and 480 nm (DAPI) and 499 and
578 nm (GFP). Image analyses were performed with Image J: a maximum pro-
jection of the Z-stacks was generated after images were median-filtered to reduce
noise. First, the perimeter of the graft was used to create an initial region of interest
that was reduced by 50% using the transform tool in Adobe Photoshop to generate
an inner region and outer region. Following this, the images were automatically
thresholded and the GFPþ and DAPIþ area within the inner and outer regions
of the graft were determined. The GFPþ / DAPIþ areas were calculated and
compared between the two types of graft in both the outer and inner regions. To
quantitate the immunofluorescence, three sections from each specimen were
analysed. The proportion of the area occupied by the GFP-positive cells in the
inner and outer regions of the grafts was determined. The calculation of the P-value
was performed using three tests of the R software (that is, two t-tests with and
without the homoscedasticity assumption and the nonparametric Mann–Whitney–
Wilcoxon U-test).

TUNEL-labelling. Detection of apoptosis was performed in sections of paraffin
embedded tissue (7 mm) using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase mediated
dUTP nick-end labelling (TUNEL) with the Apoptag Fluorescein Direct In Situ
Apoptosis Detection Kit (Intergen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Flow cytometry. Wild-type and GFP-expressing distal mesenchyme tissue was
dissected in ice cold PBS under a LeicaMZ16F UV microscope using a fine surgical
knife pooled from replicate experiments (between 10 and 12), and digested into
single cell suspensions with trypsin (0.5%, Gibco) for 30 min at room temperature.
Cells were washed in PBS (2� ), fixed in 70% ethanol overnight, washed in PBS
(2� ) and re-suspended in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100, 50 mg ml� 1 of
propidium iodide and 50mg ml� 1 of RNase A (Sigma). Dissociated cells were left
at room temperature for 20 min, aggregated cells were removed by filtration and
the single cells then analysed for DNA content with a FACSCalibur flow cytometer
and FlowJo software (Tree star Inc). Based on ploidy values cells were assigned in
G1, S or G2/M phases and this was expressed as a percentage of the total cell
number (approximately 10,000 in each case). To obtain stage-specific cell cycle
profiles between three and six replicate experiments (pools of 10–12 blocks of tissue
from separate embryos in each case) were performed and the standard error was
calculated. Statistical significance of numbers of G1, S and G2/M phase cells
between pools of left and right cubes of distal mesenchyme cells (10–12 in each
cases) from the same embryos in homochronic, heterochronic grafting
experiments—and also left and right controls was determined by Pearson’s w2 tests
to obtain two-tailed P-values (significantly different being a P-value of o0.05).
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Hoxa13 expression during chick wing development 

Transcripts of Hoxa13 are first detected in distal-posterior sub-AER mesenchyme cells 

at HH22 and are then detected in autopod cells throughout development. Scale bars - 

HH20, HH22, HH24, HH26 and HH28 – 500 µm: HH30 – 1mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2 - Hoxa13 expression in grafts is not lost by apoptosis 

In grafts of HH20 made to HH24 wing buds (a), after 24h, Hoxa13 expression becomes 

expressed in the distal part of the graft (white arrows in c, e) and is absent in the 

proximal part (asterisk in c, e) despite the presence of more-proximal host expression. 

The area of graft is shown in a consecutive section hybridized with a Gfp riboprobe (b) 

and the proximal limit of graft is shown by dashed red line (b, c). The differential 

expression of Hoxa13 in the graft is not due to loss of proximal graft tissue by apoptosis 

as shown by TUNEL labeling (d; blue is DAPI staining) in serial sections to those 

hybridized for Gfp and Hoxa13. Note, cell death is found in the AER as expected (red 

arrows, d, e). Schematics of the gene expression domains and cell death distribution are 

shown in e. Note, green spots indicate apoptotic cells and b-d are longitudinal sections. 

Scale bar – 100 µm. 

 

 



 

Supplementary Figure 3 – Hoxa13 is not expressed in grafts made proximally 

In grafts of HH20 distal tip cells made proximally to the presumptive zeugopod of HH24 

buds (a) Hoxa13 is undetectable after 48 h (b, c), although distal host expression is 

observed. Note area of grafted tissue is shown by Gfp expression (b, c). Scale bar – 100 

µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Figure 4  - Sorting of autopod and zeugopod progenitor cells 

Disaggregated GFP-expressing HH24 autopod progenitor cells and wild type HH20 

zeugopod progenitor cells re-aggregated into pellets and grafted to HH24 buds (a) sort 

out after 24 h (b-d) and 48 h (e-g). In both cases (n=2/2), RNA in situ hybridization for 

Gfp, shows that HH24 cells (then at HH27 or HH29) predominantly localise to the 

periphery of the grafts (dashed lines) to contact host tissue of the same age, leaving wild 

type HH20 cells confined to centre of the grafts (then at HH24 or HH27). Disaggregated 

GFP-expressing HH20 zeugopod progenitor cells and wild type HH24 autopod 

progenitor cells re-aggregated into pellets and grafted to HH24 buds (h) sort out after 24 

h (i-k) and 48 h (l-n). In both cases (n=2/2), HH20 cells (then at HH24 or HH27) are 

confined to the centre of the grafts, surrounded by wild type HH24 cells contacting host 

tissue of same age ((HH27 or HH29). Scale bars – 100 µm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Supplementary Table 1  - Cell cycle profiles of left and right distal tips  

 

Stage 

 

G1 S G2/M Stage G1 S G2/M 

HH24 (R) 58.7 15.7 25.6 HH24 (L) 58.2 16.3 25.5 

HH27 (R) 64.5 12.1 23.4 HH27 (L) 63.7 12.7 23.6 

 

At least 10,000 cells were counted from one pool of 10 distal mesenchyme blocks in 

each case. Pearson’s χ2 test on total cell numbers reveals no significant difference (p> 

0.05) in percentages of cells in G1, S and G2/M phase in left (L) and right (R) buds. 

 

Supplementary Table 2  - Cell cycle profiles of homochronic distal tip grafts  

 

Graft 

 

Right 

stage 

G1 S G2/M Left  

stage 

G1 S G2/M 

HH20-20  HH24 58.6 19.6 21.8 HH24 59.7 18.9 21.4 

HH24-24 HH27 63.2 14.7 22.1 HH27 64.3 13.5 22.2 

 

At least 10,000 cells were counted from one pool of 10 distal mesenchyme grafts and 

equivalent contralateral tissue in each case. Pearson’s χ2 test on total cell numbers 

reveals no significant difference (p> 0.05) in percentages of cells in G1, S and G2/M 

phase in contralateral (L) and grafted (R) buds. 
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